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How Grown-Ups Are Born:
The Emerging-Adult Genre and American Film and Television

Michael David Rennett, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2017

Co-Supervisors: Thomas Schatz and Janet Staiger
This dissertation explores the representation of emerging adulthood in both films
and television series. Recent research in the fields of sociology and psychology has
advocated the development of a new life stage for twenty- and thirtysomethings that is in
between adolescence and adulthood. During this age range, young Americans receive
education and training for the jobs that will last the rest of their adult work lives and explore
difference possibilities in love, work, education, and worldviews. While sociological
research currently exists on the actual lives of emerging adults, little work has been done
on its representation in the media. This dissertation aims to fill this gap in the discourse by
analyzing emerging adulthood as its own genre that represents this new life stage in both
films and television programs.
While I use Jeffrey Jensen Arnett’s sociological definitions of emerging adulthood
to initiate my study, I analyze fictional narratives to illuminate what I have discovered to
be at least 300 texts produced since the 1960s that circle around characters and plot points
about transitioning into adulthood. To analyze the emerging-adult genre, I utilize the five
different ways in which aspects of a person’s identity have been discussed as film and
vii

television genres: character representations; descriptions of semantic, syntactic, and
pragmatic elements; historical periods; audience demographics; and authorship. Chapter
One focuses on how the sociocultural elements represented in emerging adulthood (love
and emotional partnerships, securing financial and residential independence, and finding a
financially stable and personally rewarding career) are represented in media texts. Chapters
Two and Three are dedicated to analyzing emerging-adult narratives, but Chapter Two
focuses on film while Chapter Three focuses on television. I divide the narrative structure
into two chapters due to the industrial and narrational effects upon each form of
storytelling. Chapter Four concentrates on the historical roots of and changes in the
emerging-adult genre to address the pragmatic approach found in Rick Altman’s genre
theory. For this chapter, I divide this genre into three generation-based periods: Baby
Boomers, Generation-X, and Millennials. The conclusion summarizes my findings and
addresses areas of potential media studies research for this genre.
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Introduction

In his September 2014 article “The Death of Adulthood in American Culture,” New
York Times film critic A.O. Scott considers the centrality of coming-of-age narratives to
American culture. Invoking the work of American literary critic Leslie A. Fiedler, Scott
observes, “The elevation of the wild, uncivilized boy into a hero of the age remained a
constant even as American society itself evolved, convulsed, and transformed.” That is, to
Scott, growing up is typically a central theme of American fiction. However, Scott
questions how this narrative has recently changed in films and television programs by
mentioning films like Pineapple Express (David Gordon Green, 2008) and The Hangover
(Todd Phillips, 2009) and television series like Girls (HBO, 2012-2017) and Broad City
(Comedy Central, 2014-present). In these texts, Scott witnesses “the erosion of traditional
adulthood in any form, at least as it used to be portrayed . . . . What all of these shows grasp
at, in one way or another, is that nobody knows how to be a grown-up anymore. Adulthood
as we have known it has become conceptually untenable.”
Scott is certainly correct in his observation that cultural conceptions of adulthood
have changed. For instance, adulthood used to be associated with the onset of puberty, and
teenage boys and girls would be expected to marry by their early twenties, if not before.
Over time, these conceptions have altered due to changes in legal and sociocultural
understandings of adulthood such as child-protection laws (see Chudacoff 77; Jordan 197198) and increasing expectations of completing college before establishing a career
(Chudacoff 27-28). Contrary to these social concepts, Scott highlights psychological
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elements of adulthood in his argument. When he specifically analyzes the man-boy
comedies of the past twenty years from Adam Sandler and Judd Apatow, Scott claims “the
man-boys [in these films] simply refused to grow up, and did so proudly.” That is, Scott
laments how these characters refuse to accept their adulthood, instead acting like
adolescents in grown-up bodies.
However, Scott only focuses on one part of these narratives. While man-boys (and
similar female characters) embrace their immaturity through most of the story, they tend
eventually to accept the responsibilities of adulthood. For example, the theatrical trailer for
Knocked Up (Judd Apatow, 2007) describes the film as being about “how grown-ups are
born.” The concept of grown-ups becoming “born” suggests that it represents a rite of
passage, something which is not a completely novel idea within various world cultures. In
Jewish tradition, a Bar or Bat Mitzvah ceremonially symbolizes the transition of a thirteenyear-old child into an adult. Similarly, Latin American cultures observe a quinciñera to
mark a fifteen-year-old girl’s entrance into adulthood. American society considers a person
to be an adult when that person celebrates his or her eighteenth birthday and that person is
afforded certain legal “adult” rights. However, Knocked Up’s story does not portray any of
these traditional teenage ceremonies. Instead, it follows a twentysomething male, Ben
Stone (Seth Rogen), who is working on running a nude celebrity website with his
roommates and constantly smokes marijuana. After impregnating a woman on a one-night
stand, he eventually proposes marriage to her and helps prepare for the childbirth. Unlike
a Bar/Bat Mitzvah, a quinciñera, or a person turning eighteen, Knocked Up’s version of
events that determine “how grown-ups are born” takes place at an older age and is based
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on personal choices and decisions to act “adult” in order to be an adult. Moreover, many
other films and television programs, including the ones Scott mentions, are also
representing this transition. Instead of these texts demonstrating the “death of adulthood”
like Scott argues, they are actually representing the difficulties which young people are
having with transitioning into their adulthood.
Although film and television are primarily utilized for providing audience
entertainment and maximizing financial profit, films and television series also represent
concerns of the time period in which they were produced and provide a venue in which to
discuss social issues. Steven Mintz and Randy W. Roberts argue, “Movies – even bad
movies – are important sociological and cultural documents” (x). Regarding television,
Horace Newcomb and Paul M. Hirsch describe the medium as a “cultural forum” in which
programs can bring up various contemporary social issues and present them for audiences
to interpret, discuss, and debate. Knocked Up and other similar texts like Garden State
(Zach Braff, 2004), (500) Days of Summer (Marc Webb, 2009), Lost in Translation (Sofia
Coppola, 2003), How I Met Your Mother (CBS, 2005-2014), Girls, and Broad City present
parts of American society which fantasize about “how grown-ups are born” or, more
specifically, how grown-ups are born in the early twenty-first century. Several questions
about these fictions exist: How should scholars consider and group these texts? Do they
comprise a genre? How should they be considered in the contemporary media industry?
What narrative and textual elements recur? What do the texts say about becoming a grownup in America? What led to the similarities and differences in their representations? This
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project is concerned with answering these questions and considering how these images and
narratives of becoming an adult have appeared within American film and television.
In addressing these questions, my project makes several contributions to the field.
Most obviously, my dissertation identifies and defines a previously unrecognized genre. In
doing so, I also demonstrate the genre’s importance within American media by tracing its
history to the late 1960s. Along this note, I demonstrate the historical trajectory of
emerging adulthood, which is often assumed to be a contemporary phenomenon
particularly as the sociological research only appeared in the twenty-first century. My
dissertation also blends sociological and media studies discourses to discuss how cultural
changes are represented in the media. Although I am not the first scholar to combine these
fields, I am able to utilize a new area of sociological research to discuss how it appears
within fictional American media. I also use my dissertation to advance genre studies within
the media studies field. I articulate the differences between classical genres like the western
and genres which are built around aspects of a character’s identity. Additionally, I bridge
both film and television within a single genre analysis which is typically not done for most
genre studies. Due to these unique elements of my dissertation, I hope that it can serve as
a model for future genre studies.

REPRESENTING GROWING UP IN THE AMERICAN MEDIA

As I mentioned, American society and its vast number of subcultures feature
ceremonies that mark the stories of one’s path toward and entrance into adulthood. Within
American fiction, these stories of becoming an adult have appeared under various titles.
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Within literature, these kinds of narratives are known as the bildungsroman while, in the
cinema, they have gone by the more popular name of the coming-of-age film. Although
films like Knocked Up could be considered coming-of-age stories, I argue that clearer
divisions based on the different stages of human development require some finer
distinctions. “Traditional” coming-of-age films like Stand By Me (Rob Reiner, 1986), The
Sandlot (David Mickey Evans, 1993), and Flipped (Rob Reiner, 2010) focus on characters
who are either teenagers or pre-teens. The characters undergo certain life “firsts” such as
one’s first shave or menstruation, first kiss, and possibly first sexual experience while
physically and emotionally maturing from the “innocence” of childhood. In Knocked Up,
Ben does not experience these sorts of firsts in the film [while unstated, Ben does not lose
his virginity to Alison (Katherine Heigl); if he had, this would have been signaled to the
audience], nor is he physically developing through puberty since he is in his mid-to-late
twenties. Instead, Ben’s arrival into adulthood is seen through his acceptance of financial
and personal responsibility for Alison and their daughter. He quits working on his nude
celebrity website with his roommates in order to earn a steady paycheck as a web designer
for a company. He also moves into his own apartment, reads the baby books that he
purchased with Alison, and helps Alison through the birthing process. Compared to
conventional coming-of-age teen protagonists and stories, Ben goes on a different journey.
As such, the “coming-of-age” narratives of adolescents and twentysomethings are clearly
different from one another, and these differences deserve study.
Although there are distinct differences between a teen coming-of-age story (also
known as the teen film) and a twentysomething coming-of-age story, it is critical to define
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and delineate these separate transitions. To do so, I look to theories from sociology and
history to provide part of this analysis. While the different conventions of the teen film are
now widely accepted within American media and society, these narrative tropes were born
out of developing understandings of what it meant to be a teenager in America. In his
survey of the teen film, Timothy Shary summarizes the sociohistorical elements that
comprise the state of youth in America such as when children attended school, when they
began jobs, when they were married and had children, and when “otherwise typical
developmental issues like sexuality, drug or alcohol use, or family dysfunction” began
(2014, 4). Shary describes his own application of social context to character representation
in the genre: “Unlike other genres that are based exclusively on subject matter, the youth
genre is based on the ages of the films’ characters, and thus the thematic concerns of its
subgenres can be seen as more directly connected to specific notions of different youth
behaviors and styles” (2014, 13). As Shary notes here and expands upon elsewhere in his
book, specific historical contexts provide different understandings of youth behaviors. As
a result, cultural texts are constantly articulating their individual sociohistorical context,
and understanding the representations in the teen film is best accomplished by placing it in
dialogue with the research from a wide variety of fields such as social psychology,
sociology, and history. This includes the work from researchers, historians, and scholars
like G. Stanley Hall, Robert Havighurst, Erik Erikson, Anna Freud, Kenneth Keniston,
Joseph Kett, and Phillippe Ariès.
Similar discourses and fields of study inform my project, but I consider analyses
which focus on American twentysomethings rather than those concerned with teens. This
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dissertation aims to consider how the lives of twentysomethings are represented on film
and television. In doing so, I argue that these representations comprise their own genre,
just as representations of teens comprise the teen genre. It is particularly important to study
and analyze this genre at the present moment due to its current cultural ubiquity. As I will
discuss, considerations of twentysomething life are consistently found in the popular press,
whether in self-help books or on twentysomething-oriented websites like BuzzFeed and
HelloGiggles, and in popular films and television series like The Graduate (Mike Nichols,
1967), Friends (NBC, 1994-2004), and Knocked Up.

THE CREATION OF THE NOTION OF “EMERGING ADULTHOOD” IN AMERICA

As seen in studies of the teen genre, it is useful to begin with an understanding of
the lives of twentysomethings in American society before considering their representation
on film and television. The most well-known academic discourse on the subject of a
“twentysomething coming-of-age” is Jeffrey Jensen Arnett’s theory of emerging
adulthood. Arnett first proposes this life stage in a May 2000 article in American
Psychologist. He observes the growing importance of the twenties for people in
industrialized countries, stating that it is the time when they receive education and training
for the jobs that will last the rest of their adult work lives and when they explore different
possibilities in love, work, education, and worldviews. Further, he notices changes in
demographic shifts in America in which the median age of marriage, the age of first
childbirth, and the number of Americans obtaining higher education have dramatically
increased since the mid-twentieth century. As a result, Arnett offers the theory of this life
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stage, focused on individuals between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five, which is
“theoretically and empirically distinct from” adolescence. He summarizes: “Emerging
adulthood is a time of life when many different directions remain possible, when little about
the future has been decided for certain, when the scope of independent exploration of life’s
possibilities is greater for most people than it will be at any other period of the life course”
(2000, 469). Importantly, Arnett compares emerging adulthood to adolescence. He argues
that both are culturally constructed, meaning that the definition of what it means to be an
emerging adult or an adolescent can change depending on the time in which one lives. In
the article, he considers demographics from different sociocultural areas such as where
Americans live (whether at home, with a roommate or multiple roommates, with a partner,
or on his or her own), school attendance, the age of first marriage, and the age of first
childbirth.
Arnett also asks a set of about 500 individuals about their subjective definitions of
adulthood and whether or not they believe that they have currently reached adulthood.
According to his results, many people respond “yes and no,” supporting his claims that
emerging adulthood remains in between adolescence and adulthood. However, what is
most surprising to Arnett is that the majority of his respondents define adulthood through
three criteria of qualities of character – accepting responsibility for one’s self, making
independent decisions, and becoming financially independent – rather than demographic
transitions through one’s education, career, marriage, and/or parenthood.
Although Arnett’s ethnographic work is important for separating the sociocultural
demographic traits of adulthood from the subjective character qualities, it is imperative to
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consider the interdependent relationship between them. For example, while Arnett’s
subjects say that one criterion should be becoming financially independent to be an adult,
it is unclear how one should do so and from whom one should become independent. If his
subjects are discussing financial independence from parents, then an emerging adult would
have to accomplish this independence by holding a job which would fully sustain one’s
residency and lifestyle. Moreover, that job might require a college degree (or multiple
graduate degrees) which might prolong one’s full financial independence; likewise, having
a part-time job to support oneself during college could extend the time that one is in school.
Similar distinctions could be made of the other two criteria. If one needs to accept
responsibility for his or her actions to be an adult, then was one irresponsible before? It can
be that one’s earlier behavior would be judged as immature, and possibly reckless, even if
one were married or had children.
Although these character qualities complicate Arnett’s definition of adulthood,
their subjective nature also makes them difficult to determine. Instead, Arnett focuses his
analysis on the sociocultural elements of emerging adulthood while using the character
components to provide a framework for how emerging adults approach these areas of
twentysomething life. In his 2015 book Emerging Adulthood: The Winding Road From the
Late Teens Through the Twenties, Arnett reconsiders his theory to create an outline of
essential qualities of the life stage:
1. It is the age of identity explorations, of trying out various possibilities,
especially in love and work.
2. It is the age of instability.
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3. It is the most self-focused age of life.
4. It is the age of feeling in-between, in transition, neither adolescent nor
adult.
5. It is the age of possibilities, when hopes flourish, when people have an
unparalleled opportunity to transform their lives. (2015, 9)
While Arnett focuses on the psychological elements of emerging adulthood in this
definition, he analyzes these attitudes from sociocultural perspectives throughout the
remainder of the study. For example, he contrasts the attitudes toward love and work
between adolescence and emerging adulthood. He finds that love in adolescence is built
around enjoyment at the present moment, and it therefore tends to be more tentative and
transient. Meanwhile, he argues that relationships in emerging adulthood are futureoriented, involve deeper intimacy, and are aimed toward finding a suitable long-term
partner. Similarly, he observes that employment during adolescence is transient because
high-school students tend to work part-time jobs mostly in the service industry that is
typically unrelated to what they expect to do in adulthood, whereas work in emerging
adulthood is focused on a person building his or her career (2015, 10-11). Although the
details of these contrasting conditions could be debated, the general shifts in how emerging
adults approach these issues during this period demonstrates the relationship between the
psychological and the sociocultural. Because emerging adults may decide to act more
“adult,” their actions toward issues like their relationships, their career, and their residency
will likely reflect this choice. The other areas on which Arnett focuses in his book include
emerging-adult attitudes toward sex, marriage, college (and post-college) life, and religion.
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The field of emerging adulthood has grown significantly since Arnett’s
foundational publications, and many of Arnett’s theories have been debated and expanded.
Some of these topics include a study of same-sex friendships during emerging adulthood
(Collins and van Dulman), expanded research on sexuality (Regnerus and Uecker;
Lefkowitz and Gillen; Claxton and van Dulmen) and romantic relationships (Fincham and
Cui), explorations of queer sexuality (Morgan), expansions on religion and spirituality
(Barry and Abo-Zena), emerging adulthood’s role in higher education (R. Thompson),
mental and general health issues and disorders (Schulenberg and Zarrett; Seiffge-Krenke
and Koen Luyckx; Hanna, Weaver, Stump, Guthrie, and Oruche), media use and effects
(Brown; Padilla-Walker, Nelson, Carroll, and Jensen; Coyne, Padilla-Walker, and Howard;
Doane, Kelley, Chiang, and Padilla; Walsh, Fielder, Carey, and Carey), and race and
ethnicity (Phinney; Syed and Mitchell). Arnett has also furthered his own analysis of
emerging adulthood to consider non-American and non-Western cultures. His textbook
Adolescence and Emerging Adulthood: A Cultural Approach provides an overview of
emerging adulthood in countries like Argentina, Israel, and China, among many others.
However, the area in which the emerging adulthood discourse has made its greatest
popular impact is probably in self-improvement books aimed explicitly at
twentysomethings. Whether or not they explicitly mention emerging adulthood by name,
they consider how a person “should” handle the issues found in twentysomething life such
as romantic relationships, sex, marriage, career, and living situation. The numerous titles
are all designed to appeal to people undergoing the instability which Arnett observes in
emerging adulthood and who seek advice about navigating themselves through the various
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possibilities of the life stage. 1 That emerging adulthood has become a topic for selfimprovement books suggests two key points: the sociocultural expectations for being
“adult” in America still exist, and people are concerned with attaining those traditional
markers. By not doing so, emerging adults seem to suffer from “feeling in-between”
adolescence and adulthood and from the instability found in the life stage instead of having
a clear and set path to adulthood. Throughout the self-improvement books, this type of
existential dilemma has been referred to as a “quarterlife crisis,” borrowing its etymology
from the midlife crisis. First identified by Alexandra Robbins and Abby Wilner in their
2001 self-improvement book Quarterlife Crisis: The Unique Challenges of Life in Your
Twenties, a quarterlife crisis is a reflexive examination which is built around an emerging
adult considering the existential questions which Robbins and Wilner use as chapter titles:
“How am I supposed to figure out who I really am?” What if I’m scared to stop being a
kid?” What if I fail?” “What do all of these doubts mean?” “How do I know if the decisions
I’m making are the right ones?” “How do I work out the right balance among my career,
friends, family, and romance?” “Can I carry any part of my college experience into the real
world?”
Robbins and Wilner build the quarterlife crisis discourse through similar areas as
Arnett’s theory of emerging adulthood such as one’s career, romantic relationships,
personal relationships, and religion. Arnett addresses the similarities between his theory
and the quarterlife crisis in his book but also argues that the quarterlife crisis “[i]n part …
is simply an identity crisis” (2004, 151). Despite these misgivings, he does observe the
commonality of the quarterlife crisis in the United States due to the lack of assistance in
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the transition from school to work but leaves the quarterlife crisis and emerging adulthood
as separate categories. Following Arnett, I consider how the two terms refer to separate –
although related – concepts. 2 More importantly, the notion of a quarterlife crisis reveals
parts of the emerging adulthood discourse which Arnett does not discuss. According to
Robbins and Wilner’s ethnographic research, a quarterlife crisis usually occurs after a
person finishes school and enters the “real world,” colloquially referring to the cultural
domain of adulthood and a person supporting oneself (3). Instead of viewing emerging
adulthood as a life stage in which emerging adults hold similar attitudes as Arnett suggests,
the quarterlife-crisis discourse divides emerging adulthood into two periods, one of which
could be popularly described as arrested development or an extended adolescence 3 in
which twentysomethings still act like teenagers, and the other in which twentysomethings
actively try to fulfill the cultural standards of adulthood. 4
While the emerging-adulthood discourse reaches areas of both academic and
popular thought, the preponderance of the research has been from quantitative, socialscience, and ethnographic perspectives. The vast majority of scholarship is concerned with
the real-life issues for actual emerging adults rather than qualitative approaches considering
fictional representations of emerging adulthood in popular culture. Although pop culture
representations may not be the primary concern of sociologists and psychologists, it is
intriguing to see how scholars use films, television series, and popular songs dealing with
emerging-adult issues to help readers understand the phenomena. For example, Jane D.
Brown’s essay “Emerging Adults in a Media-Saturated World” suggests that some
emerging adults are living in “urban tribes” and uses the television shows Seinfeld (NBC,
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1989-1998), Friends, and The Real World (MTV, 1992-present) to support the concept
(281-282). Meanwhile, Arnett uses a Cathy comic strip to demonstrate the self-focused
nature of emerging adulthood (Emerging Adulthood 13). The references to emerging-adult
representations in the media are more prevalent in newspaper articles and online websites
aimed toward younger audiences like BuzzFeed, The Huffington Post, Jezebel, and
HelloGiggles. Robin Marantz Henig’s 2010 New York Times article “What Is It About 20Somethings?” mentions the CBS series $#*! My Dad Says (2010-2011) and the Comedy
Central show Big Lake (2010) to demonstrate how American twentysomethings
“boomerang” back home to live with their parents. Katherine Bindley connects the rise of
the “bromance” – a close but non-sexual homosocial relationship between two men – to
the rising age of first marriage for American men. Although she examines real-life
emerging-adult male friendships, she supports her point through the increase in fictional
bromances found in popular culture such as J.D. and Turk on Scrubs (NBC, 2001-2008;
ABC, 2009-2010), Will Hunting and Chuckie in Good Will Hunting (Gus Van Sant, 1997),
Chandler and Joey on Friends, and Vince Vaughn and Owen Wilson’s characters in
Wedding Crashers (David Dobkin, 2005). 5 Further, Kyle Kusz argues that the “white manboy” – a figure stuck between adolescence and adulthood – is “the most important cultural
figure in America today” and lists a number of movies and television series which feature
this character type such as Old School (Todd Phillips, 2003), The 40-Year-Old Virgin (Judd
Apatow, 2005), Step Brothers (Adam McKay, 2008), Ted (Seth MacFarlane, 2012), How
I Met Your Mother, and Workaholics (Comedy Central, 2011-2017). Moreover, other
writers have argued that certain pop culture texts such as Reality Bites (Ben Stiller, 1994)
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(see Coates) or Girls best represent contemporary twentysomething life (see Maier).
Finally,

websites

like BuzzFeed

inundate

readers

with

articles

like “What

Twentysomethings Say Vs. What They Actually Mean” (L. Parker) and “20 Things Every
Twentysomething Is Tired Of Hearing” (Jha) that use animated GIFs from films and series
focused on twentysomething characters like Friends, Girls, and New Girl (Fox, 2011present) to illustrate their observations.
Despite the perceived connections between reality and pop culture, little work has
been done to define the corpus of texts centered on representing this life stage. One of the
best attempts to date has been Phillip Maciak’s analysis of quarterlife-crisis movies, written
to coincide with the Criterion Collection’s release of The Big Chill in July 2014. In the
essay, Maciak claims that The Big Chill “invented the modern quarter-life crisis film we
know so well.” He compares it to films like The Graduate and Return of the Secaucus 7
(John Sayles, 1979) due to the protagonists’ post-graduate malaise. He also finds
similarities between The Big Chill and films and television shows like Your Sister’s Sister
(Lynn Shelton, 2011), Drinking Buddies (Joe Swanberg, 2013), Metropolitan (Whit
Stillman, 1990), Four Weddings and a Funeral (Mike Newell, 1994), The Royal
Tenenbaums (Wes Anderson, 2001), Why Did I Get Married? (Tyler Perry, 2007), Friends,
and Judd Apatow’s various films due to the shared focus on sex, friendship,
disappointment, and resentment among the twenty- and thirtysomething characters.
Although Maciak does not truly define the guidelines of the quarterlife crisis film (much
is based on the reader’s assumed knowledge of the quarterlife crisis), the grouping of the
texts into a single category is useful. 6 Other examinations of emerging adulthood in popular
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culture have occurred at conference presentations, including Theo Cateforis’s “Time to
Pretend: The Emerging Adulthood of Indie Rock,” Dinah Adams’s “Emerging Adulthood
in Film: A Psychological Perspective,” and my own “Bros, BFFs, and the New Romantic
Foil: Homosocial Relationships in Emerging-Adult Texts.” However, given the constraints
and limited time of a conference presentation, these papers only focused on a single aspect
of the emerging-adult discourse. Although these various essays provide a base from which
to study representations of emerging adulthood in film and television, it is primarily
important to consider how to perform this categorization.

IDENTITY GENRES

Part of the reason why there has been an insufficient understanding of emerging
adulthood in film and television is due to the complications in defining genres. Are critics
and scholars examining themes, character representations, motifs, or plot formulas? To
answer which might matter, it is important to consider how scholars have understood other
similar groupings. I am going to distinguish between what I will call “classical” genres
such as Westerns, melodramas, and horror films, and groupings based on the foregrounded
characteristics of the protagonists. These I will label “identity” genres.
Although discourses surrounding characteristics based on ages in film and
television provide a starting point for this project, it is useful to consider the representation
of emerging adulthood on film and television as an aspect of a person’s identity. Like one’s
social class, sex, gender, ethnicity, race, or nationality, a person’s age is an important aspect
of defining himself or herself at a particular moment. For example, an individual may
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choose either to act or not act in a certain manner because he or she feels either too young
or too old. In his essay “The Question of Cultural Identity,” Stuart Hall importantly notes
the fragmentation of contemporary identity formation into these separate social fragments
of class, gender, ethnicity, race, and nationality and argues that cultural identities are not
autonomous and self-sufficient but are “formed in relation to ‘significant others’, who
mediated to the subject the values, meanings and symbols – the culture – of the worlds
he/she inhabited” (275). In essence, the surrounding culture always forms the various
aspects of identities. Although Hall does not mention age in his analysis, it is important to
add it to the discourse of identity and fragmentation, particularly because of the increase in
age consciousness in America since the late-nineteenth century (see Chudacoff). As a result
of this increase in American age consciousness, identities could thus be formed more
commonly among the horizontal divisions of an age cohort rather than the verticallyoriented family structure that once dominated American society.
Within media studies, Timothy Shary connects the various aspects of social
representation to genre theory for his analysis of the teen film genre. He writes, “Social
approaches to film seek an understanding of cinematic images of groups and individuals
under the tacit assumption that films are both aesthetic and cultural documents produced
by an industry whose aim is to appeal to populations that will find the films worth seeing”
(2014, 13). Shary considers how many critical studies are primarily concerned with
observing, identifying, and categorizing films based on the various identity fragments of
their characters, and he borrows this structure for his own study (2014, 13-14). Shary’s
work provides an important connection between social representation and genre theory and
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can be expanded to consider how these “identity genres” are distinctively formed and how
they operate. Since these genres explicitly deal with representing certain cultural groups,
the primary way to define them is through the on-screen characters. It would be impossible
to have a teen film without teenage characters, a black film without black characters, a
Jewish film without Jewish characters, and so on. It is necessary for these character types
to appear for the text to be grouped within the genre category. This is not always the case
for classical genres like the Western which are defined through repetitions in semantic
(imagery) and syntactic (thematic) elements which may include plots, motifs, settings, and
character types. Some Westerns like She Wore a Yellow Ribbon (John Ford, 1949) do not
feature the classic Western figure of the cowboy and instead focus on the U.S. cavalry.
Others like High Noon (Fred Zinnemann, 1952) avoid the conventional (and stereotypical)
conflict between “cowboys and Indians” to utilize instead the “lawmen vs. outlaws”
narrative which leads to the film’s climactic final showdown.
Second, identity genres are constantly in dialogue with and mixed with these
traditional classical “content” genres, acting as the descriptive adjective to the classical
genre’s noun. In Film/Genre, Rick Altman observes that film genres are typically unstable,
tend to be mixed, and need to be developed into stand-alone genre nouns. For instance, he
argues that the Western has not always been a genre but became one over time. He writes,
“Before the Western became a separate genre and a household word, there were such things
as Western chase films, Western scenics, Western melodramas, Western romances,
Western adventure films, and even Western comedies, Western dramas and Western epics”
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(2011, 52). Altman finds that the Western could eventually be considered its own standalone genre due to its repeated mixing with these other genres.
The same process of mixing transition applies to identity genres, whether based
around age, sex, gender, race, religion, or sexuality. Shary even uses the adjectival strategy
to divide Generation Multiplex into its different chapters, with each separately focusing on
teens in school (teen high school films), delinquent teens (teen crime films, teen socialproblem films, teen dance films), teen horror films, and teen romances and teen romanticcomedies. 7 As such, each of the films that is placed within these various generic
subsections adheres to the conventions of a classical genre while also representing identity
issues through its characters. It is even possible to argue that all narrative films and
television shows are a mixture between at least one traditional genre and at least one
identity genre since at least one character will be on screen and will belong to an identity
group of some sort; the only reason why many identity factors are unseen is because those
texts represent individuals belonging to the dominant identity groups of white, middleclass, heterosexual, Christian adult men, and, as Hall argues, identity is typically “formed
in relation to ‘significant others’” (275) and therefore more likely to be explicitly observed
in marginalized identity groups. 8
The connections between identity genres and classical genres inherently accept and
demonstrate open systems of genre categorization and genre mixing. That is, texts can be
interpreted from at least two grouping angles: the traditional semantic/syntactic
components and the representation of the primary characters’ identity groups. Theorists
like Steve Neale, Janet Staiger, Altman, and Raphaëlle Moine have all debunked
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structuralist notions of “pure” genre systems which are closed to the influence of other
genres. I build upon their work by foregrounding the representations of identity concerns
as a category which is always mixed with a traditional genre through a type of crosshatched relationship between them. This argument also considers that traditional genres
can be mixed together and that characters’ identities can be fragmented into different
categorical labels. For instance, the film Dirty Dancing (Emile Ardolino, 1987) is both a
dance film and a romance in its classical genres and is a teen film and a Jewish film in its
identity genres. 9
To return to my main topic of study, I present this theory of identity genres to
understand how these topics have been addressed in previous scholarship to articulate
better my own research. Through a survey of books examining five different identity genres
– Jewish film and television (religion, and ethnic heritage), the women’s film (gender),
teen film and television (age), black cinema and television (race), and LGBT cinema10
(sexuality) – I have observed five primary methods for how each genre is studied:
representation; open consideration of genre theory and/or their work’s relation to
previously established identity genres through semantic and syntactic analysis; historical
cycles and time periods; the target audience or demographics; and authorship. 11 Although
each text may rotate among the latter four strategies, all of them make the representation
of their selected group a primary part of their respective analysis. Furthermore, broader
industrial questions which may impact that genre more than others affects each identity
genre.
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For instance, the teen genre is heavily concerned with the audience and
demographics because of the importance of the teen market to the film and television
industry. In The Cinema of Adolescence, David M. Considine notes that the film industry
“actively cater[s] to the adolescent market” through fantasy films like Star Wars (George
Lucas, 1977), Close Encounters of the Third Kind (Steven Spielberg, 1977), Superman
(Richard Donner, 1978), Flash Gordon (Mike Hodges, 1980), and Raiders of the Lost Ark
(Steven Spielberg, 1981) (1). Although Considine does go on to analyze movies with teen
stars and teen characters, he uses this broadened perspective to establish the “adolescent”
genre. Similarly, the industry’s targeting of teen films to teen audiences helps Thomas
Doherty consider the teen film to be related to the exploitation film since teen films are
actively designed and promoted to a specific audience (3). Further, Sharon Marie Ross and
Louisa Stein observe that many teen shows are marketed to this age group through the
branding of “teen” channels like the WB (later CW), UPN, and MTV. Although they
acknowledge that teens and teen issues can be represented on other channels, the characters
and ideology are more likely to be found on those stations which specifically target that
age demographic (4-5).
While the audience and target demographics affect the teen genre, it is less
concerned with issues of authorship. Auteurs who work within the teen genre like John
Hughes certainly exist, but the teen genre is not identified as such because teenagers do not
make the films in the genre. Glyn Davis and Kay Dickinson argue that adults with a
particular adult agenda to market to teens create teen television texts (3). Thus, the “teen”
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genre is not defined as texts which teenagers create but rather those which are marketed to
teenagers. 12
In opposition, black cinema and television contrasts with the teen genre by being
heavily concerned with authorship in its genre definition. Manthia Diawara and Kristal
Brent Zook mention the importance of the black artist in portraying the issues of AfricanAmerican culture on both film and television. Diawara separates his collection on black
cinema into two parts: the first part focuses on how to derive a black film aesthetic through
an understanding of black authorship, the representation of black imagery, and its place
within broader communities, and the second part on black film spectatorship. In the first
section, he foregrounds the importance of black authorship in defining the genre and uses
the different essays to show how black aesthetics – the semantic and syntactic elements of
the genre –developed over time through the films of Oscar Micheaux, Julie Dash, John
Singleton, and Spike Lee. Zook finds that black authorship in television is harder to define
due to the collaborative nature of the medium. She observes that the major part of its
trickiness is the collective writing process in which multiple writers all contribute to the
overall text, thereby making authorship difficult to pinpoint. However, Zook notes that
while black writers had difficulty pitching jokes “from a specifically black childhood” on
white television shows, they were able to do so on black television shows to create
“collective autobiographical references” throughout the text (6-7). Other types of black
authorship could be seen and heard through improvisations by black actors as these
unscripted jokes would reflect a practice of “playing the dozens” that “enabled black
Americans to communicate with one another” (7). Thus, the boundaries of black film and
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television are closely aligned with notions of black authorship whereas the boundaries of
the teen genre are not.
The contrasting approaches to the teen genre – which primarily focuses on
audiences – and black film and television – which primarily concentrates on authorship –
demonstrate that each identity genre is defined differently and that proper consideration
should be given to each aspect to notice why the genre is being analyzed in this manner.
Therefore, each approach – representation, genre, cycles, audience/demographics, and
authorship – should be evaluated to determine each one’s effectiveness in defining the
genre.

EMERGING ADULTHOOD AS IDENTITY GENRE

The representation of emerging adults is the first identity genre approach, and it is
central in defining the emerging-adult genre, as it is for the majority of identity genre
studies. In order to position a film or television series as part of the emerging-adult genre,
the text should be concerned with the issues of emerging-adult life and therefore feature
emerging-adult characters. Although this may seem like a straightforward concept, many
complications are specific to the emerging-adult genre. First, how does one become selfaware that one is watching an emerging-adult text? Since the term “emerging adulthood”
is more common in academic discourses than in day-to-day conversation, it is very likely
that the term will never appear in the text itself unlike other identity genres which directly
confront issues surrounding age, class, sex, gender, race, religion, or sexuality. Moreover,
“emerging adulthood” should not be conflated with or used interchangeably with the term
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“twentysomethings.”

Although

emerging

adulthood

is

most

often

seen

in

twentysomethings, Arnett’s definition also includes teenagers who are eighteen or
nineteen. Further, it is impossible to say that emerging adulthood ends at age twenty-nine
for all individuals, particularly when considering the psychological dimensions of Arnett’s
definition. Turning thirty does not necessarily mean that an individual will change his or
her attitude about becoming an adult or fulfill the various cultural aspects of emerging
adulthood like marrying, leaving his or her parents’ house, and settling on a career. It is
also impossible to say that every person in his or her twenties or thirties fits into the pattern
of emerging adulthood as Arnett defines it. For instance, do twentysomethings who were
teen parents undergo the same process of emerging adulthood when they have to care for
and support a child instead of focusing on themselves? Do they undergo the same process
of becoming responsible in their twenties when they have to become responsible as teens
to raise their child? Similarly, hegemonic expectations of adulthood and growing up could
be affected if a twentysomething is mentally disabled and unable to support himself or
herself.
For these various reasons, it can become difficult to identify an emerging-adult text
by the age of the characters since the life issues, not an age, are what matters. Thus, I use
the method of defining the emerging-adult genre by seeking texts that use as narrative
action points issues involved with at least two psychological elements in Arnett’s 2000
definition and identify their characters as twenty- or thirtysomethings. I am requiring two
aspects of Arnett’s description as a result of David Bordwell, Janet Staiger, and Kristen
Thompson’s observation that the classical Hollywood film narrative typically has two
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storylines, one of which is centered around heterosexual romance (16). While the search
for a romantic partner is a key aspect of emerging adulthood, it is certainly not the only
part, and allowing the single romantic storyline to mark a text as “emerging-adult” would
certainly be too broad.
Another issue of representation involves considering the centrality of emerging
adulthood to the overall film or television narrative. As Ross and Stein observe in their
analysis of teen television, teen characters and teen themes occasionally appear in
secondary roles on multigenerational family shows like Six Feet Under (HBO, 2001-2005),
Queer as Folk (Showtime, 2000-2005), Big Love (HBO, 2006-2011), and The Sopranos
(HBO, 1999-2007) and run on channels which are not specifically branded as teen
networks. Despite the marginalization of teen elements within the overall narrative
structure, Ross and Stein argue that these texts still belong to the teen genre due to their
inclusion of teen characters; however, they note that there is a difference “in degree of teen
focus (and overt teen branding) than in scope or nature” (5). The same dilemma occurs for
emerging-adult characters and themes. One such instance is the film Juno (Jason Reitman,
2007). The main storyline follows Juno MacGuff, a sixteen-year-old girl who becomes
pregnant. After deciding against having an abortion, she chooses to give the baby up for
adoption to a young couple, Mark and Vanessa Loring (Jason Bateman and Jennifer
Garner). Juno learns that Mark has given up playing in a rock band as a young man/teen in
order to earn a steady paycheck by writing commercial jingles. However, as Juno’s delivery
date nears, Mark realizes that he is not ready to be a father, wants to accomplish his own
goals first, and leaves Vanessa so that he can complete them. Juno’s coming-of-age
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narrative is a conventional teen film story, but Mark’s story fits into the traditional
emerging-adult narrative because of his inability to accept full responsibility and act adult.
Instead, Mark would rather pursue his childhood dreams of a career in music, leaving
behind his wife and soon-to-be-adopted child. 13 The film foregrounds his adolescent
mindset by having him connect with the sixteen-year-old Juno through their shared taste in
horror films and punk music. Like Ross and Stein find in teen narratives, the difference
between Juno and an obviously emerging-adult film such as Knocked Up is in the degree
of focus and the centrality of the emerging-adult storyline rather than in scope or nature.
As a result, the use of supporting characters and secondary plot lines such as Mark’s story
in Juno is a way to include some texts within consideration and expands the range of texts
which fit into the generic pattern.
Beyond representation, having common semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic
elements is the second way which scholars analyze identity genres. In his 1984 essay “A
Semantic/Syntactic Approach to Film Genre,” Altman reconsiders film genre theory from
the 1960s and 1970s by devising his semantic/syntactic approach which examines the
structural building blocks of a genre (the semantic) and how those elements relate to each
other (the syntactic). Altman argues that it is imperative for genre scholars to examine both
of these elements to comprehend fully the genre’s ritual and ideological functions rather
than analyzing one or the other (1984, 36). Identity genres maintain their own individual
semantic and syntactic elements in the form of recurring character types, locations, props,
and other textual signifiers and how those conventional elements relate to each other.
However, identity genres are also placed in the broader syntactic context of the traditional
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genre(s) with which they are mixed. A clear example of this occurs in Shary’s Generation
Multiplex in which he identifies the semantic elements of the teen film, discusses the
relationships among those conventions, and observes how those characteristics appear
across different traditional genres. Altman updates his approach in Film/Genre by adding
a pragmatic approach to genre study. The pragmatic approach pays attention to the “use
factor” that genres employ to make meaning. He writes, “In order to understand which
semantic and syntactic factors actually make meaning, however, it is necessary to subject
them to a further analysis based on the uses to which they are put” (2011, 210). Altman
separates pragmatics from conducting a reception study, but much of his pragmatic
approach is built on relating the text to the audience. That is, semantic and syntactic
elements are constantly being adjusted by producers to speak to and make meaning for new
audiences. The pragmatic approach also accounts for genres moving in and out of cultural
popularity.
Different identity genre studies use this type of genre theory to varying degrees,
even within the same identity genre. For example, Lester Friedman’s Hollywood’s Image
of the Jew is very explicit in its attempt to identify a genre. He considers the book to be “a
first step, an introduction to a vast number of films that collectively form a virtual genre:
the Jewish-American film” (ix). Although Friedman is a bit hesitant to outright call it a
genre due to his use of the word “virtual,” he utilizes a genre approach throughout the book.
He organizes the corpus around a single topic – in this case, the representation of JewishAmericans on film – and then analyzes how these traits have changed over time.
Meanwhile, Patricia Erens is less explicit in her investigation of Jewish stereotypes on film.
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Although she mentions work on genres and formulas by John Cawelti, her main focus is
on the representation of these stereotypes, and she investigates their historical presentation.
While she tends to avoid a genre analysis, she bases her study on previous work about
stereotypes in identity genres like Black cinema and the women’s film (25-26). Thus, by
considering these studies, Erens is working within genre traditions for her analysis.
Although she does not explicitly mention doing a genre analysis, it is an implicit but
important part of her investigation of representational issues. Other studies like Vincent
Brook’s Something Ain’t Kosher Here: The Rise of the “Jewish” Sitcom and Jonathan and
Judith Pearl’s The Chosen Image: Television’s Portrayal of Jewish Themes and Characters
are even less explicit in their relationship to genre theory. Brook’s only relationship to
genre study is in his naming of the “Jewish sitcom,” which borrows the adjective-noun
naming structure for genres proposed by Altman while Pearl and Pearl do not mention
genre at all.
Altman’s pragmatic approach to genres leads into the third approach to identity
genre study: historical time periods. This approach groups a set of films into brief (usually
up to fifteen-year) eras in which similarly-themed films experience sustained audience
success. Thus, the texts are also embedded within industrial decisions. Instead of viewing
a genre as a large corpus of texts having similar characteristics, historical time periods can
help focus critical and scholarly attention onto specific time periods to understand
semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic elements of a narrower set of films. Using historical
time periods to study genres helps lead to more focused research that can help establish a
clearer sociohistorical context for a cycle’s existence. Some identity-genre studies utilize
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a historical approach such as Friedman’s division of Jewish characters by decade or
Brook’s analysis of Jewish sitcoms which identifies different “phases” of the genre with
distinct originary texts for each (5-10). Further, Mary Ann Doane’s The Desire to Desire
focuses on the specific subset of the woman’s film in the 1940s while Karen Hollinger
acknowledges that her work on the female friendship film is a study of a set of films that
emerges after the women’s movement of the late-1960s and 1970s (236). In Generation
Multiplex, Shary also acknowledges the importance of historical time periods to genres like
the teen film due to the constant changes in how teens grow up and how the Hollywood
media industry repackages continually its products in the genre to new audiences (2014,
12).
Shary’s work also points to the importance of the audience or demographics in
defining the teen genre, the fourth approach to identity genres. Like Davis and Dickinson’s
argument about teen television, an integral component of the teen genre’s definition is its
target audience. Other studies in that identity genre like Considine’s The Cinema of
Adolescence, Doherty’s Teenagers and Teenpics, and Ross and Stein’s Teen Television all
privilege the genre’s definition deriving from the film and television industries targeting
teen audiences through these texts. Studies of other identity genres contain similar
approaches but differ as to the amount of influence the audience has on labeling the genre.
For the woman’s film and woman’s television, Molly Haskell, Andrea Walsh, Alison
Butler, and Amanda Lotz note that texts which place women in central roles would appeal
to female audiences through their intended address to female viewers. Doane and Hollinger
each consider the implications of these texts targeting female viewers by addressing issues
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of spectatorship and visual pleasure. Yet, despite the discussion of female viewership,
much of their structural boundaries for the genre relies upon the textual elements rather
than any actual audience. That is, even though the woman’s film and television may
traditionally appeal to female audiences, a text would still fit into the genre if it attracts
male audiences as long as it still centralizes women’s issues and female characters. A
similar way to examine this issue comes from Pearl and Pearl in their book The Chosen
Image about Jewish images on television. They argue that televised Jewish themes and
programs will likely have a greater effect on Jewish viewers due to a greater identification
with the characters but that non-Jewish-American viewers can also and typically do learn
more about Jewish culture from watching them as well. As such, identity-based themes
will likely appeal to viewers who belong to that identity group, but audiences are not
necessarily the defining aspect of many of these identity genres.
I find that the role of audiences is less important to the emerging-adult genre’s
definition. Even if emerging-adult texts are targeted toward emerging-adult viewers, there
is no guarantee that they will find their intended audience. Girls, for instance, is drawing
its highest Nielsen ratings from white men over the age of fifty despite being a show about
women in their twenties (see Adalian, “More Boys”). Moreover, emerging-adult audiences
may choose not to engage with texts which reflect their lives but instead seek escapist
material. Due to the elements of nostalgia for childhood or adolescence found in the
emerging adulthood genre, emerging-adult audiences might actually engage with texts
aimed toward children and teen audiences like the Harry Potter (2001-2011), Twilight
(2008-2012), or The Hunger Games (2012-2015). Due to these discrepancies between
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emerging-adult representation and emerging-adult audiences, demographics do not seem
to be an important part of defining this identity genre.
Authorship – the fifth approach – demonstrates that one of the reasons for the
heightened focus on teen audiences for teen movies and shows is because of the lack of
teen authorship in the American media industry. Due to their inexperience, (likely)
immaturity, and child labor laws, teenage filmmakers are never asked to helm the multimillion dollar productions found in Hollywood. Instead, today’s aspiring teenage media
producers can create low-budget home movies to hone their craft and upload them to digital
distribution outlets like YouTube. Age is more likely to be a key factor within the media
industry’s hiring practices than it is for other identity groups where adult women or adult
African-Americans have an opportunity to helm their own work. 14 For the emerging-adult
genre, the question of authorship is intriguing but ultimately unnecessary. Certainly
twentysomething authors incorporate (or have incorporated) recurring emerging-adult
characters and themes into their work, like authors Lena Dunham, Seth Rogen, and Kevin
Smith. However, one does not have to be an emerging adult in order to author an emergingadult text. In many cases, the author (whether the director, writer, star, producer, or any
other position) is reflecting upon his or her emerging-adult experiences while putting them
on screen. For example, Apatow’s emerging-adult films like Knocked Up were created
when he was in his late thirties and early forties while How I Met Your Mother’s creators,
Craig Thomas and Carter Bays, started the series at age thirty but were nearly forty when
the show finished its nine-season run. Moreover, not every twentysomething director in
Hollywood will address issues of emerging adulthood in their work. Although a study of
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emerging-adult auteurs would provide intriguing insights into the roles of
twentysomethings in the Hollywood industry, authorship does not seem important to
defining the boundaries of the genre’s corpus.

MEDIUM SPECIFICITY AND GENRE ANALYSIS

Analyzing the emerging-adult genre through the various approaches found in other
identity genres provides a framework for this study. It becomes possible to understand the
genre through its representations of emerging adulthood; its various semantic, syntactic,
and pragmatic elements; and its historical changes through cycles. However, one remaining
question is how to identify the texts which belong to the corpus, particularly when
considering issues of medium specificity. Through the study of genres, authors tend to stick
with an “either/or” approach to film and television: either analyzing the genre as it appears
in cinema or on television. Throughout this chapter, I have avoided such distinctions and
have mentioned both media formats in how they portray identity genres. My underlying
point in doing so has been to demonstrate the similarities between the two mediums for
identity genres. Because the main goal of an identity genre is to represent something about
the selected group, the chosen method of distribution almost becomes irrelevant. An
emerging-adult text will represent the lives and problems of emerging adults, whether in
the cinema or on television.
Contemporary discourses of media industry studies highlight the convergence of
film and television. As a result of the heightened conglomeration of the Hollywood studios
into the “Big Six” global media corporations in the late-twentieth century, it has become
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increasingly difficult to find industrial separations between film and television (Schatz,
“Film Industry” 45). Since both media now belong to the same parent corporation, there
has been a greater overlap of content and personnel across platforms. Thomas Schatz
argues that “by the late 1950s the movie and TV industries were actively engaged – albeit
with the studios in a subordinate role as television ‘content suppliers’” (“Film Industry”
47). It is only through deregulation and conglomeration in the 1980s that these two
industries (and cable and home video) came together under the same corporate banner.
Moreover, media industry scholars Jennifer Holt and Alisa Perren suggest that scholars
must “continue to update our frameworks and methodologies for the study of the media
industries.” They contend, “As the historic divisions between media products, industries,
audiences, and cultures become less and less recognizable, there are new opportunities to
unite what have often been disconnected conversations” (11). I follow the spirit of this
statement for my consideration of this genre by bringing together film and television texts
instead of maintaining their typical separation.
Of course, issues exist with combining film and television in a single genre analysis.
Jason Mittell warns against merely imposing film genre theory onto television due to the
distinct specificities of a differing medium. In particular, he mentions industrial structures
and audience practices as two key differences between defining genre in film and television
(Genre 16-17). Instead of following structuralist textual approaches to genres, Mittell
suggests that scholars should study genres as cultural formations which account for the
particularities of each medium and are placed within broader contexts of Foucauldian
power relations. Michele Hilmes echoes Mittell’s statements by noting how text-centered
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genre approaches are better suited to film studies rather than to television. Like Mittell,
Hilmes sees television genres as working within a larger industrial framework in which
“industry-shaped expectations and needs intersect with dramatic forms to produce
variations on familiar tropes, themes, narratives, and characterizations” (25). Although not
explicitly stated, Mittell and Hilmes each locate an integral element of television genres to
be the representations in the text. However, for long-running shows, the narrative and even
the dominant genre may change or evolve due to different industrial factors such as
audience demand, actors leaving to pursue other career choices, spin-offs, and so on.
Although a “presumed core remains” which maintains certain key textual elements of the
series, “a completely different cast may pursue completely different storylines written and
produced by completely different authors as the show ages, and is aired on a different
network or seen on DVD” (Hilmes 25). Mittell points out how M*A*S*H (CBS, 19721983) began as a wartime sitcom but later emphasized “emotional realism […] as the
program evolved into a proto-dramedy” (Genre 156). Due to the different narrative
structures and distribution methods between film and television, television’s industrial
framework is more pertinent in the long-running narrative, and how the texts themselves
evolve due to these factors must be considered. I explore this in greater depth and consider
its significance to the emerging-adult genre in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
A fundamental reason to consider both film and television texts together in
contemporary genre analysis is the current relationship between different media formats
that coexist within the same conglomerate structure. In this media environment, both talent
and stories are migrating between both formats. For instance, established film stars like
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Kiefer Sutherland, Zooey Deschanel, and Matthew McConaughey have each moved onto
starring in their own television programs. Similarly, companies like Marvel utilize both
films and television for the creation of their transmedia Marvel Cinematic Universe which
delivers the same overarching narrative across multiple formats (see Johnson). Today’s
media consumers also do not stick to one medium when watching narratives; they
constantly rotate among film, television, music, and online texts. As such, the cultural
influence of a text from one medium can impact the success of a related text in another.
For example, former president of programming at the WB Susanne Daniels describes the
role of the movie Titanic’s (James Cameron, 1997) success on the young network and its
targeted teen audience:
[T]he WB’s growing teen appeal would allow us to ride a pop culture
explosion whipped up by the release in December 1997 of director James
Cameron’s long-awaited epic Titanic. Our Dawson’s Creek premiered a
month after Titanic began its long, historical run in theaters . . . The boom
in affluent, educated teens and twentysomethings was “discovered” by the
pop culture and lifestyle press as Titanic steamrolled to an astounding $600
million at the domestic box office. (171)
As Daniels notes, a major part of the teen network’s success (and the success of Dawson’s
Creek in particular) was due to the precedent set by Titanic’s extraordinary box-office
accomplishments, which produced the broadened industrial importance on teen products
in the late 1990s, whether seen in film [She’s All That (Robert Iscove, 1999); 10 Things I
Hate About You (Gil Junger, 1999)], television [Dawson’s Creek (WB, 1998-2003); Buffy
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the Vampire Slayer (WB, 1997-2001; UPN, 2001-2003)], or music (Christina Aguilera,
Backstreet Boys, ’N Sync, Britney Spears). 15 Given the conglomeratization of the media
industry and the ease in cross-marketing products, it becomes clear that this teen cycle was
not just relegated to one medium but promoted across and capitalized upon by different
media formats. Acknowledging these connections within contemporary media practices
seems to be a necessary act for how scholars should comprehend both genres and cycles.

METHODOLOGY AND CHAPTER OUTLINES
Throughout this chapter, I have outlined the recent sociological and psychological
definitions of emerging adulthood. I have also suggested that it is important to study its
fictional representation in American film and television. I have as well examined the
various ways in which identity genres have been studied and considered why these
approaches would or would not work for the study of this genre.
One issue that surrounds studies of genre formation is the method of determining
the corpus of texts which comprise the genre. While I have used Arnett’s definitions of
emerging adulthood as a framework, discrepancies still present themselves. Arnett uses an
age range of eighteen to twenty-nine in his foundational texts although this set of ages can
be questioned. Arnett describes an “age 30 deadline” which many emerging adults set for
themselves to accomplish the various middle-class sociocultural elements of emerging
adulthood (marrying, finding a good career, buying a house, etc.) (2004, 102-104), but this
does not mean that all of these people will accomplish these goals nor start acting “adult”
just because they turned thirty. As such, I am not restricting my study to specific character
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ages for my inclusion of texts representing emerging-adult issues of love, work, and
residency. I am also not analyzing films or television series about college students unless
the narrative eventually evolves into life after college. Although college students are
certainly considered adults in terms of the legal age of majority in America, for the most
part, college films and television series end up portraying the themes and concerns different
from those of emerging-adult issues. 16
The process of assembling the list of emerging-adult films and television programs
has also been quite arduous (See Appendix). Many of the preliminary texts were found due
to my own recognition of these themes in the text. As I pursued this topic as an area of
research, I performed numerous searches on the Internet Movie Database (imdb.com) with
a set criteria of keywords including “life crisis,” “quarterlife crisis,” “twentysomething,”
“thirtysomething,” and “unemployment.” I also built my list of texts through the
filmographies of actors and directors who seemed to address these topics in their work. I
then examined the other people involved in those productions and continued to explore
their other work. I also read through plot summaries of upcoming and recently released
films and television shows to determine if the text would fit. Despite these efforts in
constructing a list of over 350 American films and television series which represent
emerging adults and their issues as of 2014, I do not believe that my list is nor can be fully
comprehensive of the genre’s full reach. This is because the issues surrounding these sorts
of personal problems and public discourse about them did not surface until the latetwentieth century. Many texts may be difficult to find due to the lack of proper
identification as an “emerging-adult” text or a lack of cultural resonance. That is, if a film
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or TV series dealing with emerging-adult themes did not find an audience, it would not be
mentioned on the Internet Movie Database or would lack useful descriptive keywords.
As I noted, identity genre studies have utilized various methods for their genre
analysis. Some scholars like Friedman or Patricia Erens use historical periods to
demonstrate the evolution of images and stereotypes throughout the history of cinema.
Others who are focused on the genre within a specific period of time, like Doane or Shary,
use different approaches. Doane’s study of women’s pictures moves among analyses of
topics of image, narrative, and spectatorship whereas Shary divides the teen genre into
different subgenre categories and analyzes the key themes of each genre mixture. While
these are all effective ways to consider a genre, for the emerging-adult group, I frame my
dissertation by considering the five approaches that are used to identify identity genres and
applying them to the emerging-adult genre. While I have stated that not all of these
approaches work for the emerging-adult genre, it is valuable to analyze how these
categories do and do not apply. Therefore, I propose to split this dissertation into five
chapters that cover these five approaches of representation, semantic and syntatic
structures, historical eras, audiences, and authorship.
The first three chapters are devoted to understanding representation and narrative
structures by establishing the foundational formal semantic and syntactic elements of the
genre. I adapt Arnett’s 2004 definitions of emerging adulthood’s psychological qualities
into a structure of narrative issues. Chapter One specifically focuses on the various
sociocultural elements found in emerging adulthood (love and emotional partnerships,
securing financial and residential independence, finding a financially stable and personally
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rewarding career, and attaining a happy lifestyle after finishing education). These goals
form the basis of what the genre is trying to tackle and are not medium-specific. Due to the
centrality of defining characters as emerging adults, this chapter primarily focuses on
identifying emerging adult characters and character types, how they appear throughout the
genre, and the romantic and social relationships between them and the supporting
characters. As the broadest of the five chapters, I utilize what I consider to be the genre’s
definitive and popular texts to illustrate these various sociocultural elements. These include
The Graduate, Wayne’s World (Penelope Spheeris, 1992), Clerks (Kevin Smith, 1994),
Friends, Reality Bites (Ben Stiller, 1994), Legally Blonde (Robert Luketic, 2001), Garden
State (Zach Braff, 2004), In Good Company (Paul Weitz, 2004), How I Met Your Mother,
Fever Pitch (Peter Farrelly & Bobby Farrelly, 2005), Knocked Up, (500) Days of Summer,
Confessions of a Shopaholic (P.J. Hogan, 2009), Post Grad (Vicky Jenson, 2009), and New
Girl (Fox, 2011-present). In order to spread my study across these numerous texts, I focus
my analysis on parts which are most explicitly related to Arnett’s emerging adulthood
discourse.
In defining a common narrative structure to reach adulthood, my argument suggests
implicitly that there is a single normative path to adulthood and that a person must fulfill
all these tasks to become an adult. Of course, this is not the case for real people but does
become apparent within a formal narrative structure. By creating clearly defined conflicts
and resolutions, fictional emerging-adult texts present how characters can overcome
immature actions and become adults. Emerging-adult texts thereby depict a normative
fantasy of adulthood in which characters must endure the struggles of the emerging-adult
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life stage to reach the venerated status of adult. However, these texts also fail to mention
any struggles with being an adult (such as a divorce or being fired from one’s job) because
their focus is on becoming an adult. As such, adulthood appears as a mythical “happily ever
after” which resolves the character’s issues magically.
Identity issues are also pertinent to consider at this point. “Adulthood” is a broad
term by itself and reverts to the dominant members of society: white, heterosexual, middleclass, mentally and physically-abled Christian men. Any differences from these dominant
social identities may impact a person or a character’s path to adulthood. Cultural
differences and social prejudices create distinctions in how those individuals may reach
adulthood. For instance, working-class emerging adults may not be able to slack, attend
college, or spend time finding a meaningful career due to their need to earn money. In other
words, working-class men and women may have to become responsible adults quickly to
survive. Discrimination may also impact how minority emerging adults are viewed and
how they may reach adulthood. A 2014 study notes that black boys and teenagers are often
viewed as older than their white peers and, as such, must grow up faster than white boys
and teenagers (see Goff and Jackson et al.). As such, minority twentysomethings may not
be afforded the same time for these identity explorations by their stigmatization from the
dominant culture. Moreover, minority emerging adults are likely to face prejudice from
dominant social groups and must overcome those additional obstacles to reach adulthood.
Although these intersectional identities are important to understand the diversity of
emerging-adult experiences, it is difficult to include all of them within the space of these
chapters. Instead, my analysis necessarily considers the dominant fictional emerging-adult
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experiences to determine the generic narrative structure, and I return to issues of
intersectional identities in the conclusion.
As Mittell points out, Altman’s theory of film genres cannot simply be transferred
to television studies and proper consideration must be given to the specifics of each
medium, even if many of the basic representational elements remain the same. As such,
Chapters Two and Three are both dedicated to analyzing syntactic and semantic structures,
but Chapter Two focuses on film while Chapter Three focuses on television. As Hilmes
and Mittell observe, television series can evolve and change due to the changing industrial
demands surrounding a long-running program. Unlike films, television series must
continually satisfy the audience or risk being cancelled by network executives. They must
also determine how best to handle ever-changing casts and cast demands. For film, these
industrial decisions usually happen in pre-production or can be addressed during postproduction to mask their presence in the final product. However, television programs must
deal with these issues throughout the run of the series and figure out the best solution for
dealing with them in the ongoing text.
Due to these industrial differences, the chapter on films discusses the various types
of emerging-adult narratives typically found in Hollywood movies. I focus on two types of
structures: classical narratives and non-classical narratives. Classical narratives uphold
many of the traditional elements found within narrative discourses such as having an active
protagonist, an external conflict, catalysts, clear turning points, and a closed ending. I
analyze 27 Dresses (Anne Fletcher, 2008) as a clear example of this type of storytelling.
Meanwhile, non-classical narratives reject many of the classical elements, instead
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depicting ambiguous endings, internal conflict, multiple protagonists, a passive
protagonist, nonlinear storytelling, and coincidental actions. I find Slacker (Richard
Linklater, 1991) to be an exemplar of a non-classical emerging-adult film because it
explicitly breaks from Hollywood storytelling traditions.
Chapter Three on television narratives is comprised of two important sections. The
first part uses a similar structure to Chapter Two that focuses on the lives of emergingadult characters and how they grow into adults throughout the series run. This section
focuses on both half-hour sitcoms [Friends, Scrubs, Entourage (HBO, 2004-2010), How I
Met Your Mother, Workaholics, New Girl, and Girls] and hour-long dramas and dramedies
[Melrose Place (Fox, 1992-1999), What About Brian (ABC, 2006-2007), Chuck (NBC,
2007-2012), and Grey’s Anatomy (ABC, 2005-present)] while detailing the different
narrative strategies found in how each programming format handles their respective
characters. The second section discusses a phenomenon wholly found in television
narratives which I call a “genre transformation” in which teenage characters on longrunning teen shows eventually graduate from high school and enter either college or “the
real world.” As such, I find that these shows cease to represent the lives of teenagers and
instead begin to become emerging-adult texts. My central programs in which to observe
this phenomenon are Beverly Hills, 90210 (Fox, 1990-2000) and One Tree Hill (WB, 20032006; CW, 2006-2012) due to the distinct ways each dealt with this issue. The former
program starts in high school and annually progresses its characters through college and
into emerging adulthood whereas the latter spends the first four seasons covering the
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characters’ high school lives but skips the college years to reboot itself as an emergingadult show in its fifth season.
Chapter Four traces the historical roots of the emerging-adult genre to address the
pragmatic approach found in Altman’s genre theory and includes issues of the audiences
for these texts. Although one could easily consider emerging adulthood to be a recent
phenomenon since the majority of the sociological scholarship has been produced in the
twenty-first century, Arnett traces the appearance of the life stage to the late-1960s and
early-1970s. He argues that the invention of the birth control pill and the changing values
of sexual morality due to the sexual revolution helped to postpone the age at which a person
first marries. In the same time period, more young Americans than ever pursued higher
education after graduating from high school, thereby helping to delay decisions about
marriage, parenthood, and career. Arnett also notes how the women’s movement helped
open educational and career paths for young women who were previously restricted to a
small range of occupations designated as feminine and were told to focus on finding a
husband and bearing and raising children (2004, 4-7). As such, patriarchal society
encourages women to become adults (wives and mothers) directly after their adolescence
rather than pursuing alternative paths and life choices. Even though American society has
still not fixed sex and gender inequality in the present day, at least more opportunities exist
for women to explore their own directions in work and love during their twenties and
certainly conversations about this are widespread.
Due to the historical trajectory of issues developing that will be labeled ones of
emerging adulthood, it is also valuable to discuss the evolving fictional representations of
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those issues from that period. To do so, I implement a generational approach that divides
this fifty-six-year period (1960-2016) into three generation-based time periods: Baby
Boomers, Generation-X, and Millennials. Following the notion that cycles are targeted to
specific audiences and illustrate cultural concerns and attitudes, a generational context
provides a framework with which to understand the dominant concerns and attitudes of
each time period. That is, the process of becoming an adult develops with the broader
context of American society. For Boomers (texts ranging from around 1966 to 1974), their
concerns entailed dealing with the Vietnam War, changing social values, the broader
enrollment in college, and the conflicts between upholding and changing previous attitudes
toward sex and marriage. Meanwhile, the Gen-X period (1989-2000) uses the difficulties
of finding work in a glutted workplace leading many to take low-wage “McJobs” or
become “slackers” who “boomerang” back to their parents’ home. Finally, the Millennial
era (born 2001-2016) deals with a constantly changing technological atmosphere, leading
to changes in how people meet people, communicate, and date. 17 Each of the later cycles
still addresses many of the issues of the earlier ones.
The conclusion summarizes my findings, considers the gaps which unfortunately
could not be covered by this dissertation, and addresses areas of potential future research.
This chapter begins by addressing the genre’s dominant ideologies, particularly its
emphasis on heterosexual, white, middle-to-upper class men. It is important to interrogate
the role of identity politics such as sexuality, race, and gender and sex in American society
and how those factors impact film and television representations of emerging-adult
concerns. It is not surprising that representations of emerging-adult homosexuality and
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bisexuality are reduced in my study given Arnett’s heteronormative perspective in his
emerging-adult definitions and my necessary focus on sketching the dominant areas of
popular culture. However, a byproduct of this approach means that less attention can be
paid to the nuances of the emerging-adult experience for a homosexual person. For
instance, Arnett defines marriage as a key marker of transitioning to adulthood, but the
structure of marriage has typically been associated with a monogamous heterosexuality
and, until recently, has not included non-heterosexual individuals. Even though public
discourses toward marriage equality are currently shifting in American society, these legal
changes do not account for the potential differences in how gay and lesbian individuals
experience becoming an adult in a heteronormative society. 18
Arnett spends more time discussing racial differences among emerging adults and
their attitudes but does not interrogate the white-privilege structures of American society.
One example of Arnett’s bias can be found in the role of higher education. He mentions,
“For the most part, Whites and Asian Americans can assume that if they wish to go to
college, the money will be there, one way or another, to allow them to get as much
education as they need and want. In contrast, for most African Americans and Latinos,
going to college is likely to be a financial struggle, and many of them are discouraged from
getting as much education as they would like by their lack of financial resources” (2004,
130). Given the importance of college and post-college life to Arnett’s definition of the
emerging-adult experience, it is unclear how the lessened expectation for college among
these different racial groups impacts the way in which they experience approaching
normative adulthood in early twenty-first century America.
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Another issue which unfortunately cannot be covered due to its enormous scope is
the representation of emerging adulthood in non-American media. While Arnett originally
locates the life stage of emerging adulthood in American society, his later work considers
how it can be found in other countries, particularly other Westernized countries (see his
2010 Adolescence and Emerging Adulthood: A Cultural Approach). This is also true for
media representations as representing these issues is not restricted to American culture.
However, due to the need to establish sociohistorical and cultural contexts for each country
as well as histories of each national and cultural representation of the life stage transitions,
it would be impossible to do this within the space of the dissertation. Nonetheless, this is a
rich area of future research given the increasingly globalized media industry and the global
flows found among different countries.
Further,

reality

television

provides

another

outlet

for

emerging-adult

representations. Beginning with The Real World in 1992, reality-TV programs capture the
lives of emerging adults across its various styles, such as a special living environment (The
Real World), documentary-style programs [Wicked Single (VH1, 2013)], docusoaps [The
Hills (MTV, 2006-2010)], dating competitions [The Bachelor (ABC, 2002-present)], or
job searches [America’s Next Top Model (UPN, 2003-2006; CW, 2006-present)]. The
programs not only feature cast members who are in their twenties or thirties but also present
common emerging-adult narratives such as maintaining relationships within the peer
group, searching for a romantic partner, and establishing a career in a desired field.
Although reality television falls outside of my focus of constructing the genre through
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fictional representations of emerging adulthood, the format is important to consider for its
representation of emerging-adult life.
Another important area of future research to consider is the representation of
emerging adulthood in online media. Many content creators for user-driven platforms like
YouTube are in their twenties and produce videos which capture emerging-adult life,
whether vlogging (video blogging) their quotidian activities, discussing political issues, or
streaming their playing video games. Unlike the fictional representations found in
traditional visual media formats, YouTube videos allow a glimpse into the lives of
emerging adults as they wish to present themselves. Although online videos are too broad
to fit into the constraints of this study and they are not necessarily helpful in defining the
emerging-adult genre in film and television, this area remains a vast and important area of
study for future research, particularly as online visual media continues to gain critical
credibility and increased scholarly attention.
Finally, I consider the unique role of authorship to the emerging-adult genre.
Although authorship is not a key element of defining the genre, authors of emerging-adult
media may include their own personal experiences in fictional emerging-adult texts. By
incorporating autobiographical events, certain emerging-adult texts can be understood as
personal reflections of the author’s time as an emerging adult. The text can then be
understood from various perspectives. Is the author nostalgic or critical about his or her
past? What lessons did (s)he learn that (s)he wants to pass to the audience? Or is the author
celebrating the freedom of the life stage? Moreover, media authorship itself is complicated
as both film and television discourses privilege different positions to be a text’s author. As
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such, I briefly analyze an emerging-adult film – (500) Days of Summer – and an emergingadult television series – How I Met Your Mother – to highlight the nuances in authorship
across each medium and how the emerging-adult representations are impacted by the
format. Following this view that there will be many areas of the emerging-adult genre
which will have to be left understudied, I consider my study as a starting point for future
discussions of the genre instead of the authoritative last word on the emerging-adult genre.
I have several goals for this study of the emerging-adult genre. First, I look to define
the genre and establish its boundaries by analyzing emerging-adult character
representations, narrative structures, and the genre’s historical changes. By utilizing
conventional methods for defining identity genres, I maintain the traditions of genre study
to keep my analysis in dialogue with them. Second, I find that my analysis makes a valuable
contribution to genre studies by considering both films and television programs rather than
focusing on one medium or the other. Most genre studies concentrate on only one media
format which I believe limits understanding a genre’s cultural impact. Media
conglomeration has dissolved many of the boundaries between film and television, and it
has become important to consider both formats in genre analyses. By analyzing both
emerging-adult films and television programs, I hope to establish a new tradition for genre
studies. Third, this dissertation provides a clear terminology for the texts which belong to
it. Unlike broad terms like “youth,” emerging adult provides a concise and accurate
descriptor for characters who are confronting the life stage’s crises of romance, work, and
residency. Fourth and finally, basing my genre definition on sociological research
demonstrates the continued relationship between media representations and society. Even
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though media texts are not direct representations of reality, they often provide fictionalized
and exaggerated portrayals of sociocultural issues. As such, the emerging-adult genre can
highlight debates or controversies surrounding the life stage at particular historical
moments. My chapter on the genre’s history demonstrates how the specific details of the
life stage and its media portrayals differ for each generation even though the core issues of
romance, work, and residency remain. Over the coming chapters, I look to address these
various points and establish the genre as an important part of the American media industry.

ENDNOTES
1

A sample of titles that best exemplify this approach: Your Fifth Year: How College Graduates Can Discover
and Live Their Dreams (Azzarito), Choose on Purpose for Twentysomething: Finding Work You Love, Places
to Grow, People Who Care (Berg), Perspectives: A Spiritual Life Guide for Twentysomethings (Creel), My
Reality Check Bounced! The Twentysomething’s Guide to Cashing in on Your Real-World Dreams (Dorsey),
Twentysomething: Surviving and Thriving in the Real World (Feinberg), Confusion to Clarity: The
Twentysomething’s Guide to Finding Your Calling (Grace), Twenty-Something Guide to Success: Change
Your Life Today for a More Successful Tomorrow (Hendryx), The Defining Decade: Why Your Twenties
Matter – And How to Make the Most of Them Now (Jay), 20 and Something: Have the Time of Your Life (And
Figure It All Out Too) (Kim), Delaying the Real World: A Twentysomething’s Guide to Seeking Adventure
(Kinder), F*CK! I’m in My Twenties (Koenig), They Don’t Teach Corporate in College: A TwentySomething’s Guide to the Business World (Levit), Life Quest: Braving Adulthood with Biblical Passion
(Schmidt), What to Do When You’re Twenty-Two: A Survival Guide for the Quarter-Life Crisis (Schomas),
and The 20something Guide to Getting It Together: A Step-by-Step Plan for Surviving Your Quarterlife Crisis
(Traina).

2

The term “quarterlife” also presents other implicit problems, such as its relationship to the average human
life expectancy. Although this may generally work out to the twenties in the United States since the country’s
average life expectancy is around seventy-nine as of 2012, it would not for countries like Sierra Leone
(average expectancy is 45), India (66), Morocco (71), or the United Kingdom (83) (see The World Bank).
As such, using the term “quarterlife” to describe a twentysomething “coming-of-adulthood” would be far too
imprecise. Due to the fact that “emerging adulthood” can be adopted into different cultures due to its
generalities, it is a far better term to describe this phenomenon.
3

Some popular and scholarly texts which explore the phenomenon of an extended adolescence include
Kenneth Fred Byers’ Rights of Transition: A Study of Extended Adolescence, The Role of Traditional
Masculine Growth Rituals, and Initiation Into Manhood in the Contemporary Masculine Life Experience,
Marlis Buchmann’s The Script of Life in Modern Society, Richard Settersten and Barbara E. Ray’s Not Quite
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Adults: Why 20-Somethings are Choosing a Slower Path to Adulthood, and Why It’s Good for Everyone, and
Kay S. Hymowitz’s “Where Have The Good Men Gone?”
4

The idea of a post-schooling quarterlife crisis also infers that a person goes directly through school from
primary school to graduate/professional school. It does not consider individuals who perhaps finish college
or a master’s program and then take time to work before returning to school. Therefore, it might be possible
for a person to undergo multiple crises at these different “post-school” moments as he or she enters the “real
world” at these separate times.

5

See Michael DeAngelis’ Reading the Bromance for an edited collection of scholarly essays on the topic.

6
I also find that Maciak’s use of the term “quarterlife crisis” is limited to a certain segment of emerging
adulthood, which complicates his reading of certain texts in his categorization. For instance, Why Did I Get
Married? does not seem to be about the “quarterlife” portion of the lifespan since it presents thirtysomething
characters reflecting upon their marriages rather than college graduates initially seeking to find their way in
the “real world.”
7

In the original edition of Generation Multiplex, Shary also includes a chapter on teen technology films due
to the prevalence of the genre in the 1980s and 1990s. However, he cuts this chapter for the second edition
due to its fading from cultural relevancy in the twenty-first century.

8

That certain identity groups are socially dominant means that the character’s identity, and thus the identity
genre, is left unstated due to its hegemonic position. For instance, a drama film with no identity adjective
would refer to a drama with white male characters, whereas a black drama, a teen drama, or a Jewish drama
is explicit in its characters’ minority identities.

9

These could also be further fragmented into smaller subgenres or hegemonic identity genres such as the
vacation film or an upper-middle-class film, among others.
10

I am specifically examining LGBT cinema instead of queer cinema because, in part, an audience reading
strategy (see Doty) may not be about LGBT representation. That is, queer film may include heterosexual
narratives which can be interpreted queerly such as the bromance genre (see DeAngelis).
11

The following list is all of the identity-genre books and articles which I examined for this analysis. For
Jewish film and television: Hollywood’s Image of the Jew by Lester D. Friedman, The Jew in American
Cinema by Patricia Erens, The Jewish Image in American Film by Lester D. Friedman, The Chosen Image:
Television’s Portrayal of Jewish Themes and Characters by Jonathan Pearl and Judith Pearl, Something Ain’t
Kosher Here: The Rise of the “Jewish” Sitcom by Vincent Brook, and American Jewish Films: The Search
for Identity by Lawrence J. Epstein. For the woman’s film and woman’s television: From Reverence to Rape:
The Treatment of Women in the Movies by Molly Haskell, Women’s Film and Female Experience, 19401950 by Andrea Walsh, The Desire to Desire: The Woman’s Film of the 1940s by Mary Ann Doane, “When
Women Wept” by Jeanine Basinger, A Woman’s View: How Hollywood Spoke to Women, 1930-1960 by
Jeanine Basinger, In the Company of Women: Contemporary Female Friendship Films by Karen Hollinger,
Women’s Cinema: The Contested Screen by Alison Butler, and Redesigning Women: Television After the
Network Era by Amanda D. Lotz. For teen film and television: The Cinema of Adolescence by David M.
Considine, Teenagers and Teenpics: The Juvenilization of American Movies in the 1950s by Thomas
Doherty, The Road to Romance and Ruin: Teen Films and Youth Culture by Jon Lewis, Teen Movies:
American Youth on Screen by Timothy Shary, Teen Dreams: Reading Teen Film and Teen Television from
Heathers to Veronica Mars by Roz Kaveney, Teen TV: Genre, Consumption and Identity by Glyn Davis and
Kay Dickinson, Teen Television: Essays on Programming and Fandom by Sharon Marie Ross and Louisa
Ellen Stein, and Generation Multiplex: The Image of Youth in American Cinema Since 1980 by Timothy
Shary. For black cinema and television: “The Construction of Black Male Identity in Black Action Films of
the Nineties” by Kenneth Chan, Black American Cinema by Manthia Diawara, Representing: Hip Hop
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Culture and the Production of Black Cinema by S. Craig Watkins, and Color by Fox by Kristal Brent Zook.
For LGBTQ film and television, The Celluloid Closet: Homosexuality in the Movies by Vito Russo, Queer
Images: A History of Gay and Lesbian Film in America by Harry Benshoff and Sean Griffin, Reading the L
Word: Outing Contemporary Television by Kim Akass and Janet McCabe, The New Queer Aesthetic on
Television: Essays on Recent Programming by James R. Keller and Leslie Stratyner, Queers in American
Popular Culture by Jim Elledge, and Gay TV and Straight America by Ron Becker.
12

A similar argument can be made for children’s media. See Perry Nodelman’s The Hidden Adult: Defining
Children’s Literature for an analysis of how this concept appears in children’s literature (206-210).
13
While one could argue that the breakup of the marriage is perhaps more related to a midlife-crisis film, that
it occurs while the married couple is so young allows it to be placed within emerging-adulthood. Unlike
someone going through a midlife crisis, Mark has not been “trapped” in his marriage or raising children for
a long time. His realization occurs while he is still in his late-twenties or early-thirties, and he is still
attempting to become “adult,” but just a different kind of adult than what he has become in this marriage.
14

This statement is not intended to overlook the lack of progress in Hollywood’s hiring of women and
minorities as directors. As recently as September 2014, the Directors Guild of America released a study that
white men directed sixty-nine percent of all TV episodes from the 2013-2014 network television season, a
proportion which dwarfs the number of minority men (seventeen percent), white women (twelve percent),
and minority women (two percent) who have done the same (see McNary). Instead, I am suggesting that, as
bad as these numbers are, it is still more likely that a person belong to one of these identity groups will be
hired to author a popular media text than a teenager.

15

Although I mention music as a part of the teen cultural cycle in the late 1990s and early 2000s, I will only
focus on the representation of emerging adulthood on film and television for this dissertation.
16
Examples include Wiley Lee Umphlett’s The Movies Go to College: Hollywood and the World of the
College-Life Film (1984), David Hinton’s Celluloid Ivy: Higher Education in the Movies, 1960-1990 (1994),
and John E. Conklin’s Campus Life in the Movies: A Critical Survey from the Silent Era to the Present (2008).
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There is some overlap in the date ranges for each cycle due to the transitional periods that exist during the
end of one generation and the beginning of the next. As such, while some members of an older generation
are in their late twenties, the next generation may be in their early twenties and beginning its emerging-adult
experience. The discrepancies of these overlaps can be observed in the differing generational attitudes and
the characters’ ages within the text.
18

One attempt has been theorized by Kathryn Bond Stockton in The Queer Child, or Growing Sideways in
the Twentieth Century, but her focus is on gay and lesbian children, and not emerging adults.
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Chapter One:
Post-Graduate Un(der)employed Slackers:
A Taxonomy of Emerging-Adult Representations

The fundamental element of an identity genre that distinguishes it from other types
of genres is that of an identity group which is clearly being represented. Although this may
seem obvious, it is a crucial component of an identity genre. It would be difficult to have a
black film or TV series without black characters, a Jewish film or TV series without Jewish
characters, or an LGBT film or TV series without LGBT characters. Because of this key
element of representation, these texts contribute to a cultural understanding of the
represented identity group. Following this important aspect of identity genre study, it is
essential for emerging-adult texts to represent the lives of emerging adults.
This chapter addresses the representation of emerging adults in American cinema
and television by identifying the various types of emerging-adult characters and how each
archetype fits into the broader contemporary representations of emerging adulthood.19
Ultimately, two main questions arise: what makes emerging adults “emerging” instead of
full-fledged adults, and how do texts assert these differences? To address these queries, it
is useful to return to the sociological observations of emerging adulthood and distinguish
how sociologists separate emerging adults from traditional adults. By categorizing
emerging-adult character types, it becomes possible to see how Hollywood portrays,
exaggerates, and stereotypes common beliefs about emerging adults. Further, the
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identification of these prevalent representations will help establish the recurring narrative
structures within the genre which I will analyze over the next two chapters.
Age and adulthood in American society have typically been considered from four
main theoretical approaches: biological, legal, sociocultural, and psychological. Biological
adulthood has traditionally been associated with the process of puberty, with clear divisions
between adults who have gone through this process and children who have not. Joseph Kett
notes that in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, children were completely
reliant on their parents for financial support since they were not physically able to perform
useful labor on the family’s farm (14). Puberty was further divided in the late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth centuries with G. Stanley Hall’s “discovery” of adolescence, a life
stage when children biologically mature into adults. As such, the normal human life course
can be parsed into the biological categories of children (who have not undergone puberty),
adolescents (who are going through the process of puberty), and adults (those who have
finished puberty). However, certain biological developments do occur within adulthood.
Neil J. Smelser observes that a physiological peak is reached in the middle to late twenties,
which then leads to “a gradual and possibly accelerating deterioration from that time until
death occurs” (9). Further, Jeffrey Jensen Arnett states that “the risk of infertility and
prenatal development problems rises substantially by the late thirties,” leading many
women to feel pressured to have children earlier in their lives before their “biological
clock” expires (105). Howard Chudacoff also notes how other biological changes, such as
the current rising life expectancy, will further create differences among age groups (7).
This biological development not only affects emerging adults who can delay certain
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normative “adult” responsibilities such as marrying and having kids, but older adults who
can now work later in their lives.
In addition to biological differences, legal distinctions separate adulthood from
childhood. Joseph Goldstein discusses that the law “makes a general determination of who
is to be recognized by the state as ‘an adult’ as opposed to a ‘child’ person” (249). He
argues, “A person need only reach the magic statuatory age of majority to be ‘independent’
of parental control and protection and to be presumed competent by the state to take care
of himself – to make and be responsible for his own acts and decisions” (251). This legal
definition applies to any person who has reached the legal age of majority, regardless of
sex, creed, or color. Goldstein finds that the law establishes general rights, obligations, and
prohibitions for both adults and children. It also mandates “certain disabilities and
privileges” for children such as their safeguarding by adults on whom children must rely
for various dependencies, such as financial support. Childhood protections can be seen in
various laws that mandate certain actions (or non-actions) for children in areas like
compulsory education and child-labor laws. Howard Chudacoff and Winthrop D. Jordan
each note that these laws, both implemented in the nineteenth century, worked together to
restrict the number of hours that legally-defined children would have to work while
increasing the amount of time spent in school (Chudacoff 77; Jordan 197-198). However,
the same restrictions would not be placed on adults.
Despite the simplicity of Goldstein’s analysis of the legal determinants of
adulthood, this definition of adulthood is dependent on a particular society and its
prevailing beliefs. As Judith Kegan Gardiner rightly perceives, “the legal age varies from
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place to place and may vary by gender. Even in a single locale, the age of majority may
vary for functions that are presumed to be concommitants [sic] of maturity, such as the
rights to drive, work for wages, buy alcohol or cigarettes, serve in the military, marry, or
vote” (95). Examples from American history would include previous voting restrictions for
non-whites and women. Moreover, laws and Constitutional Amendments were interpreted
differently in separate regions. Even after Congress passed the 15th Amendment in 1870
that banned voting restrictions on the basis of one’s race, many states implemented poll
restrictions for non-white voters; it was not until the Voting Rights Act of 1965 that nonwhite adult American citizens in all states were protected in their rights to vote. Thus, even
though these individuals were determined to be adults by law, they still did not hold all of
the legal freedoms of adulthood. In regard to women, first-wave feminists only secured the
right for women to vote in America in 1920 despite otherwise being considered legal adults.
Further age discriminations can be made in regard to individuals’ ability to run for public
office in America. Specifically, the U.S. Constitution sets the minimum age of thirty-five
to run for the offices of President or Vice President, thirty for a U.S. Senator, and twentyfive for a U.S. Representative. While most American citizens will not be elected to these
positions, these positions hold a greater presence in American society for determining laws
and, by mandating age-based restrictions on them, it suggests that certain adults may not
be “adult enough” to hold such powerful positions. Even though many adults will have no
interest in serving in public office and a large majority will not be elected, a further division
of one’s status of legal adulthood still remains through this age-mandated restriction.
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The changes in the legal status surrounding adults across both time and place
demonstrate that various sociocultural dimensions determine laws since they reflect the
hegemonic beliefs of a specific society and culture. Neil J. Smelser observes, “Any society
has expectations […] that define the appropriate age for certain events – enrolling in school,
beginning work, marrying” (11). As such, age-based identities can be formed through these
social expectations determining if one is “ahead,” “on time,” or “behind” the rest of one’s
age cohort. Following Stuart Hall’s work on cultural identities in which he argues that the
surrounding culture creates and shapes the parts that define one’s identity, adulthood can
be defined differently depending on the historical era. For instance, Joseph Kett describes
that the attainment of full manhood around 1800 was determined by “the age of marriage,
the age at which a young man left home for the first time, perhaps even the age at which
one joined a church” (31); he later mentions entering into a profession and earning a college
degree. Chudacoff lists these institutionalized transitions at the end of the nineteenth
century as “starting and completing school, beginning one’s adult work life, establishing a
family through marriage and procreation, and entering old age through retirement” (2728). Finally, E. Anthony Rotundo observes that the middle-class man of the nineteenth
century “was expected to be a distinguished figure – sober and purposeful – while the boy
possessed a sense of play that was utterly unacceptable in a man” (7). Sarah E. Chinn finds
that during this time period “[t]he end of boyhood did not signal the beginning of
adolescence but movement toward manhood” in which young men would begin working
toward a marriage, a career, and a home (7).
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Among these authors, four main features appear: marriage, education and work
(particularly how one increasingly “needs” to be educated to work), the issue of play in
opposition to work, and an independent residence away from the family. Many of these
areas can be approached differently, depending on one’s sex, gender, race, or sexuality.
For example, marriage has historically been associated with monogamous heterosexuality,
with marriage equality only becoming a major social issue in the early twenty-first
century. 20 Moreover, the social subjugation of women throughout American history via
occupational restrictions effectively forced young women to rely on marriage “to secure
their economic status or social standing” (A. Harris 7). These points demonstrate the
various attitudes and inherent interrelatedness of these various facets.
Although cultural age-based identity formations can be observed in marriage,
education, work, play, and residency, it is imperative to place these sociocultural ideals in
dialogue with psychological approaches to identity development and identity formation.
The most important figure in this field of research is psychologist Erik Erikson, whose
influential work on the eight stages of psychosocial development has shaped research on
psychological identity formation. Like Hall, Erikson argues that identity is formed in
relation to the dominant culture and surrounding group identities. He claims that identity
formation “employs a process of simultaneous reflection and observation, a process taking
place on all levels of mental functioning” during which an individual’s identity is formed
on multiple psychological levels: first, how one judges oneself; second, how others judge
him or her; and third, how that person judges him- or herself in light of how the person
imagines that others judge him or her (Identity 22-23). This theory, from Erikson’s Identity,
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Youth and Crisis can be placed in dialogue with his earlier work on the life cycle in
Childhood and Society. In that book, Erikson’s eight stages of psychosocial development
contemplate the different existential questions that a person typically asks him- or herself
during a particular life stage. Although these are questions about the self, they are also
highly related to cultural roles. For example, he finds that adolescents are struggling
between their own identity and their role. Biologically, this person has reached a stage
where (s)he must begin to consider more “adult” topics such as who that person wants to
become (signaling a notion of contemplative self-identity) and the roles which that person
is supposed to, or socially expected to, fulfill (Childhood 261-263). Erikson finds a further
debate in young adults regarding romance – that of intimacy vs. isolation. This debate
signals that a person who is physically mature must decide how to fulfill sociocultural
expectations of marriage and procreation during this life stage (Childhood 263-266). In
effect, the conflict between the self-image and the sociocultural image of a person can
cause an identity crisis to occur.
These four methods and various theories that study life stages and age-based
identities – biological, legal, sociocultural, and psychological – are all extremely important
and all work in conjunction with each other to form distinctions between childhood and
adulthood. Biological changes from puberty to one’s physical peak to one’s physical
deterioration all have an effect on one’s psychological identity and how one perceives
oneself in a self-image. Furthermore, laws determine the types of jobs that one legally can
or cannot do and set certain expectational markers for education (being of a certain age
range to be viewed as “appropriate” for schooling) or work (retiring at a specific age or
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within an age range). Laws help to frame socially-determined age-appropriate activities for
children, adolescents, and adults, and these laws simultaneously affect one’s self-image
and whether their actions are “appropriate” or not. And, as Erikson has shown, individuals
constantly negotiate sociocultural traits like marriage and work; moreover, cultural
products like fashion, cosmetics, music, and movies that one consumes act as a way to
project a psychological self-image to the world.
Each of these methods of determining adulthood can be applied to identifying
fictional emerging-adult characters by separating them from adult characters. Biological
and legal adulthood is less related to this process of identifying emerging adults. Both
emerging-adults and adults have gone through puberty and are considered to be physically
“adult.” Thus, the biological separation is only useful for designating adults from children
and adolescents. Also, few legal distinctions exist between adults and emerging-adults. For
most American states, the age of majority – when a person legally becomes an adult – is
age eighteen. Other laws are in place that separate different groups of adults from each
other such as the Drinking Age Act of 1984, which sets the minimum legal age to purchase
and possess alcoholic beverages at twenty-one, but these laws have little to do with a
person’s legal status of adulthood. Of course, the legal distinctions between various levels
of adulthood have been contested within American society – particularly for military
personnel who are legally allowed to risk their lives for their country but are not legally
permitted to drink – but these debates center around the varying levels of one’s legal
privilege and not on one’s status as an adult.
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While biological and legal methods of defining adulthood are not valuable for
identifying fictional emerging-adult characters, sociocultural and psychological methods
are far more useful. Both of these ways of identifying adulthood can be overtly expressed
or signified by a variety of storytelling techniques. For instance, a character can express
his or her psychological motivation through voiceover narration or dialogue with another
character. A character can clearly state if (s)he does or does not presently feel like an adult.
Audiences can also interpret a character’s actions based on the supporting narrative
context. If the narrative has previously established the character’s feeling in-between
adolescence and adulthood, then that psychological reasoning can be applied to certain
actions that attempt to demonstrate or avoid adulthood. The relationship between a
character’s actions and his or her psychological motivation foregrounds the relationship
between psychological and sociocultural expectations for adulthood. That is, when a
character decides to accept adult responsibility and make independent decisions, it is within
the areas that comprise sociocultural definitions of adulthood: education and work, play or
work, choice of where one lives, and love and marriage. As a result, fictional emergingadult narratives are built around these spheres of longer education and higher career
expectations, the amount of time dedicated to work (or in some cases, avoiding it
altogether), residency away from one’s parents, and romance. Within each of these
categories, several recurring themes and character types appear which present clear ways
of identifying emerging-adult characters.

EDUCATION AND WORK
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As Arnett notes in his book on emerging adulthood, education takes on a different
significance past high school. In college, students have to consider the ways in which their
education leads them onto a specific career path (143). College enrollment in the United
States has increased from the 1950s to the early twenty-first century, from less than 50%
in 1959 to around 70% by 2010. In fact, many non-service jobs are now asking for
applicants to have earned a college degree or to complete a number of college internship
hours in order for a person to begin working in his or her chosen occupation. College has
become a normative part of the American life course, meaning that there is a general
expectation to potentially delay some aspects of adulthood like choosing and building a
career until after a college education is finished. The relationship between education and
work is even more prevalent in graduate education where a student is studying in a specific
discipline with the intention of finding a job in that field. Although Arnett determines
college students to be the defining segment of emerging adulthood, I will exclude college
students from this study. The college film has already been analyzed in books like Wiley
Lee Umphlett’s The Movies Go to College and John E. Conklin’s Campus Life in the
Movies. These studies demonstrate that the college film already maintains its own generic
conventions and structures such as following college students on the college campus
setting, partying at fraternity or sorority houses, attending college sports games, attending
classes, and so on. I find that it is better to consider the college genre outside of the
emerging-adult genre or as a subgenre of the emerging-adult genre. Instead of focusing on
college students, the emerging-adult genre concentrates on representations of college
graduates who are unable to take the next step of entering a career.
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In surveying emerging-adult films and television series, multiple narratives use
graduate school to delay adulthood and a permanent career. This choice does allow a
college graduate to receive a specialized education pertaining to an expected future
profession. One example is Legally Blonde (Robert Luketic, 2001). At the beginning of the
film, Elle Woods (Reese Witherspoon) has few viable prospects or options for a postundergraduate career. She is established as a smart and popular woman who holds a 4.0
GPA, quickly figures out that a saleswoman is trying to trick her into purchasing a
discounted dress at full price, and is the president of her sorority. Despite these positive
traits, Elle does not have any plans for her life after college; indeed, the most important
thing to her is receiving a marriage proposal from her boyfriend Warner Huntington III
(Matthew Davis), who is going to be attending Harvard Law School in the fall. However,
Warner is entirely focused on his future as he plans for a political career, and he breaks up
with Elle because he wants to be with someone more “serious” who will help him achieve
his future ambitions. Determined to win him back, Elle applies to Harvard Law to
demonstrate to Warner that she is also serious about her future. She is accepted to the
program but has trouble fitting in with the rest of the (to quote her father) “people who are
boring and ugly and serious” who ostracize her due to stereotyping her as a “dumb blonde.”
Elle commits herself to her studies, becomes one of the top students in her class, and
demonstrates her capability and perceptiveness in the courtroom after working on Brooke
Taylor-Windham’s (Ali Larter) murder trial. Under the supervision of recent law school
graduate Emmett (Luke Wilson), Elle wins Brooke’s case, earns the respect of her
colleagues, and becomes the speaker at their graduation two years later. Although Warner
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tries to rekindle their relationship after witnessing her legal prowess, Elle rejects him and
instead starts relationship with the more supportive Emmett. Throughout the film, law
school acts as a means for Elle to become an adult by honing her legal talents and pursuing
her career ambitions. Upon graduating, Elle has successfully transitioned from a
directionless undergraduate to a law school graduate who is set to join a prestigious law
firm in Boston and plans to become a partner by the time she is thirty; furthermore, she
expects Emmett to propose to her after graduation.
Other examples of films and television series which depict graduate school as a
transition into adulthood include The Paper Chase (CBS, 1978-1979; Showtime, 19831986), Gross Anatomy (Thom Eberhardt, 1989), Rounders (John Dahl, 1998) and Girls
(HBO, 2012-present). In certain cases like Rounders and Girls, graduate school provides a
way for the protagonist to escape his or her dangerous or aimless lifestyle, but the main
character drop outs as a sign of being unable to transition effectively into adulthood.
While going to graduate school provides one potential emerging-adult narrative arc,
a second storyline follows emerging adults who have finished their education (whether
high school, undergraduate, or graduate) and start working. Instead of working part-time
low-wage service jobs like many people do in adolescence, emerging adults are represented
as beginning to take work seriously and using it to build a foundation for an adult life.
Storylines pertaining to work in emerging-adult films and television series exhibit these
distinct paths. One typical storyline follows a character who is just starting in his or her
field, following a career path, but faces multiple occupational hardships as a young
professional such as an overbearing boss or a client who constantly questions him or her
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due to the character’s inexperience. In some cases, the characters overcome these hardships
and develop into seasoned professionals. These stories can typically be found on workplace
television series in which the audience follows different-aged characters at a single
occupational location. For instance, characters who start as medical interns on ER (NBC,
1994-2009), Scrubs (NBC, 2001-2008; ABC, 2009-2010), and Grey’s Anatomy (ABC,
2005-present) become full-fledged medical professionals in later seasons.
However, in other texts, the conflicts at work make the main character reconsider
his or her career choice; by the end of the film or series, (s)he decides to pursue another
occupational future. One example of this type of story is In Good Company (Paul Weitz,
2004). In the film, 26-year-old business school wunderkind Carter Duryea (Topher Grace)
is assigned to take over Sports America, a magazine that Globecom, the corporation for
which Carter works, has bought out. Carter utilizes company business tactics like corporate
synergy and cross-promotion to try to improve the magazine but eventually finds that the
tactics fail when compared to the traditional method of building personal relationships with
clients. However, once Carter learns the personal approach, Globecom sells off Sports
America and fires Carter. Discouraged by his experience in corporate America, Carter
decides to reexamine his life and moves across the country even though he could have
stayed with the magazine under its new management. Although Carter’s future is left
unstated at the film’s conclusion, he appears happy to have left the corporate world.
Another example is The Devil Wears Prada (David Frankel, 2006). In this film, recent
college graduate Andrea “Andy” Sachs (Anne Hathaway) wants to pursue a career in
journalism and starts working at Runway fashion magazine as a junior personal assistant to
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editor-in-chief Miranda Priestly (Meryl Streep). Despite Andy’s initial troubles with her
position and her co-workers, she eventually begins to fit into the world at Runway with its
high-fashion and constant backstabbing in order to move further ahead. After realizing that
she has compromised her ethics, Andy chooses to leave Runway and applies to work at the
New York Mirror. While Andy does not leave her field entirely like Carter, she does decide
to find a job in journalism which she would find more personally fulfilling.
Another story type follows post-education emerging adults who have difficulty
finding work in their chosen professional field and choose to work a job (or multiple jobs)
outside of their interests in order to make money and pay the bills. The underemployment
narrative – in which the protagonist is too educated or qualified for his or her job – is one
of the most common in emerging-adult films and television shows. I speculate that its
prevalence in the genre occurs for two reasons. First, underemployment is becoming far
more prominent in American society (Livingstone 1-3). Media producers may aim to
represent important issues in their characters in order to maintain social relevancy. From
an authorial perspective, a media text could even represent the author’s personal
experiences with underemployment. Second, underemployment quickly establishes a
narrative conflict. If the main character is unhappy in his or her job, then the audience will
root for that character to escape that workplace in favor of more fulfilling work. The
workplace essentially becomes an antagonist as it prevents the protagonist from achieving
personal happiness.
The movie Post Grad (Vicky Jenson, 2009) illustrates Livingstone’s concepts of
structural unemployment, involuntary reduced employment, a performance gap, and
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subjective underemployment. In an opening monologue (presented in the form of a vlog),
impending college graduate Ryden Maltby (Alexis Bledel) expresses her desire to work at
the publishing firm of Happerman & Browning in order to discover the next great
American novel. Ryden is confident that she will earn the job since she has worked toward
it her entire life, earned high grades throughout her academic career (even barely missing
out on being the valedictorian of her university graduating class), graduated with a major
in English and a minor in communications, and worked for three different publishing
internships as an undergraduate. When Ryden arrives at Happerman & Browning for her
interview, she sees ten other potential applicants who are all similarly dressed in black or
dark gray business attire. The homogeneous wardrobe signifies the candidates’ parallel
standing when applying for the job despite their differences in race, sex, and ethnicity. The
large quantity of qualified applicants also signals elements of structural unemployment.
Their comparable wardrobe indicates their professionalism, and it is likely that any of these
candidates would be able to perform the job; however, only one position is available,
meaning that many capable people will be left seeking other work after the company makes
its decision. Happerman & Browning decide to pick Ryden’s longtime nemesis Jessica
(Catherine Reitman) to fill the position, leaving Ryden to find another job.
The film shows Ryden’s difficulties on the job market through a montage sequence
of failed interviews. Eventually, she changes her goal from securing her dream job to just
finding any job. Ryden works a series of odd jobs that are completely unrelated to her
educational background including a service job in her father’s (Michael Keaton) luggage
store and a production assistant for a commercial which her neighbor (Rodrigo Santoro) is
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directing. Ryden’s desire to find any job, regardless of its relationship to her occupational
dreams, demonstrates her involuntary reduced employment. Instead of finding full-time
employment, she works short-term part-time jobs as a way of earning money. These
positions also present a performance gap since none of Ryden’s education or internship
experience is necessary for them. Finally, her subjective underemployment is articulated
when she is at a party with her friends. Her friends all discuss the great positions they have
started since graduating while an embarrassed Ryden admits that she is “keeping [her]
options open.” She later admits to her best friend Adam (Zack Gilford) that she feels like
“this big pathetic loser” when compared to her friends and their occupational success. That
is, she is stuck working positions that she views as beneath her while her friends are all
pursuing their dream jobs which she also wishes she could do. When comparing herself to
them, she feels underemployed. Although the film resolves Ryden’s underemployment by
having Happerman & Browning hire her, she leaves her job there to move to New York
and start a relationship with Adam.
While Post Grad, Reality Bites (Ben Stiller, 1994) and the TV series
Underemployed (MTV, 2012) begin with the college graduation ceremony and follow the
protagonist’s difficulties with finding a steady job after college, other emerging-adult texts
start with the protagonist already holding an underemployed occupation and becoming
increasingly frustrated with his or her work in that position. Although occupational
frustration can occur at any age, Arnett’s research demonstrates its prominence during
emerging adulthood. Using quantitative statistics, Arnett observes that seventy-nine
percent of eighteen-to-twenty-nine year olds would rather have an enjoyable career than
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one which earns them more money (169). Arnett terms this idealized work position as
identity-based work, “a job that you believe makes the most of your talents and interests
and that you look forward to doing each day” (173). Because it can be difficult to find an
identity-based career, Arnett notes that the average American holds around eight different
jobs between the ages of eighteen and twenty-nine (173). A key reason for emerging adults’
occupational fluidity is their likely lack of dependents. Because many Americans are
marrying and having children later in life, emerging adults do not need to provide for them;
their personal happiness can be their sole motivation when making career decisions unlike
middle-age adults who are more likely to have others depending on them for sustenance.
Hollywood exaggerates and dramatizes this element of conflict in goals – happiness
or money – of emerging adulthood in media texts. Emerging-adult films like (500) Days of
Summer (Marc Webb, 2009), Office Space (Mike Judge, 1999), Fight Club (David Fincher,
1999), and Waiting… (Rob McKittrick, 2005) need the underemployed emerging-adult
character to overcome this obstacle of career choice to reach adulthood. In (500) Days of
Summer, Tom Hansen (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) works as a writer at a greeting card company
even though he went to school to be an architect. Over the course of the film, he decides to
quit his job and pursue a career in architecture to achieve more personal fulfillment. The
irritation with holding an underemployed position is even more evident in characters like
Peter Gibbons (Ron Livingston) from Office Space, the unnamed narrator (Edward Norton)
from Fight Club, and Dean (Justin Long) from Waiting…. In each of these cases, the
character is making a living but is bored with the monotony of his or her position and
actively tries to either disrupt the working environment or pursue work elsewhere. For
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Fight Club’s narrator, forming the fight club is a way of gaining control of his life since he
is unable to do so at his job. The underemployment motif even appears in emerging-adult
superhero films. In Wanted (Tim Bekmambetov, 2008), Wesley Gibson (James McAvoy)
is working a dead-end office job. He only becomes excited about his future when he starts
to train as an assassin, which utilizes his natural skillset and becomes his new personally
fulfilling career. In workplace television series like The Office (NBC, 2005-2013), the
underemployed character’s antics at work becomes an expression of his occupational
frustration. Jim Halpert (John Krasinski) constantly pulls pranks on his officemates
throughout the series, particularly his office nemesis Dwight Schrute (Rainn Wilson), and
organizes ways of avoiding work such as holding “Office Olympics” (episode #2.03).
However, Jim’s jokes do not hurt his chances to be promoted at Dunder Mifflin as he
becomes an assistant regional manager in season three and a co-regional manager in season
six. When Jim helps form a sports marketing company in the episode “New Guys” (#9.01),
his demeanor changes as he takes his work at Athlead far more seriously than his work at
Dunder Mifflin because he feels more fulfilled in his new position.
A third storyline follows emerging adults who pursue a job doing what they love
outside of the traditional American work system even though it may provide inconsistent
income and a lack of financial stability. These stories follow more artistic ventures such as
music, acting, dancing, writing, or art. For some of these stories, a person is self-employed
and only makes money upon finishing a performance or a painting. In others, the
protagonist has to balance between pursuing his or her dream job with holding a part-time
service job that is used to provide some day-to-day income. It is also important that the
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main character not be entirely successful at his or her dream job. If (s)he were to find
success, then the artistic venture would become the character’s career instead of a dream
pursuit. Like the frustrated, underemployed office workers, these characters could be of
any age; however, what also makes these characters emerging adults is their implied (or
sometimes stated) age and their lack of dependents. One example of the former is Troy
Dyer (Ethan Hawke) from Reality Bites. Although Troy mentions that he has worked (and
been fired from) twelve different low-wage positions, he spends his post-college time
working as a guitarist and singer at a local coffeehouse. By mentioning that he has been
fired from these various jobs, Troy implies his own lack of effort in doing them, leading to
his being fired. Swingers (Doug Liman, 1996) also presents characters who are solely
focused on their artistic pursuits. Mike Peters (Jon Favreau) is a struggling comedian and
actor while his friend Trent Walker (Vince Vaughn) is another aspiring actor. Neither is
employed outside of their unstable entertainment careers, leading to the film’s focus on
their personal lives and romantic searches.
The latter storyline of featuring a character balancing entertainment pursuits with a
part-time job is common to emerging-adult films and television series. This conflict
between financial necessity and personal fulfillment leads to the narrative progression in
each text. For instance, Mirabelle Buttersfield (Claire Danes) from the film Shopgirl
(Anand Tucker, 2005) wants to become an artist but works at Saks Fifth Avenue in order
to pay her bills and her student loans. Pam Beesly (Jenna Fischer) from The Office is
another aspiring artist who treats her dream job as a hobby due to her nine-to-five work at
Dunder Mifflin. Would-be actors from these texts also hold part-time positions in the
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service industry to earn steady money such as Andrew Largeman (Zach Braff) from
Garden State (Zach Braff, 2004), Miles Gonzalez (Diego Boneta) from Underemployed,
and Casey Klein (Lizzy Caplan), Kyle Bradway (Ryan Hansen), and Roman DeBeers
(Martin Starr) from Party Down (Starz, 2009-2010). Occasionally, the character may move
from one part-time position to another due to the demands of pursuing his or her dream
career. This happens with Ann Marie (Marlo Thomas) on That Girl (ABC, 1966-1971) and
Billy Campbell (Andrew Shue) on Melrose Place (FOX, 1992-1999). Ann works a variety
of temporary jobs while pursuing her acting career while Billy constantly changes
occupations in the first season of Melrose Place before working as a magazine staff writer
in season two and as a long-term copywriter at Amanda Woodward’s (Heather Locklear)
advertising firm in season three.
Emerging adult characters may typically hold some job, but some characters are
neither employed nor in school. The narrative function of unemployment in the emergingadult narrative depends on the broader character context. For instance, Benjamin
Braddock’s unemployment in The Graduate (Mike Nichols, 1967) demonstrates his
uncertainty toward his future and desire to avoid responsibility while concurrently
signifying his family’s middle-to-upper social class. Benjamin’s parents support him when
he moves back home after graduating from college, meaning that he does not need to find
a job to pay for any bills. Although Benjamin intends to attend graduate school, he does
not pursue this path actively, much to his father’s chagrin. However, the circumstances are
very different for Lelaina (Winona Ryder) in Reality Bites. After being fired from her job
as a production assistant, Lelaina struggles to be hired at any of the jobs for which she
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applies. She is either too inexperienced for a job in the entertainment industry or she is too
overqualified for service jobs like flipping burgers. Lelaina stays unemployed for an
unspecified length of time but long enough to anger her friends and roommates Vickie
(Janeane Garofalo) and Sammy (Steve Zahn) who need her to cover her share of the rent
and the extremely high phone bill for which Lelaina is responsible due to calling a psychic
on a premium-rate telephone number. Although unemployment is an issue in both
narratives, the characters’ respective life choices and family support impact the relative
narrative importance.

PLAY OR WORK

Although education and work are extremely important in the lives of emerging
adults, they are certainly not the only parts that comprise the emerging-adult lifestyle.
Personal lives and leisure time are also integral to emerging adults, and leisure and play
provide an understanding of their interpersonal relationships and what gives them
enjoyment. Luciano L’Abate observes the relationship between leisure and play, arguing
that “play in the later stages of life is conceived as leisure” (xvii). As such, the division
between work and leisure in adult life is rooted in the perceived opposition between work
and play throughout the life cycle. David Cohen summarizes the traditional belief that, as
children grow up to adulthood, play becomes less important: “Grown ups don’t play games.
Childhood is the time for playing: adulthood the time for ‘real’ life” (169).
However, Cohen and other scholars argue that this attitude has become outdated
from its roots in the nineteenth and early-to-mid twentieth centuries. Cohen considers that
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contemporary games such as video game systems are now often marketed toward families
and can be purchased for adults (169). Games rated as “mature” or for people aged
seventeen and over such as Grand Theft Auto (Rockstar Games, 1997-present) and The
Last of Us (Naughty Dog, 2013) support Cohen’s early observation that video games are
not just intended to be played by children. Meanwhile, Lennhoff and Lampen observe that
adult play is seen in both hobbies and sports (22). Play also influences modern conceptions
of work. Writing in 1973, M.J. Ellis argues, “[A]dults try to make their work playlike. The
ideal job is recognized as one that one would do anyway. This is only a different way of
saying that if the consequences of not working, the extrinsic rewards, were removed, the
behavior would continue because of intrinsic motives” (141). That is, work can function as
an outlet for play when it is personally fulfilling and provides a person with self-satisfaction
and enjoyment. Despite the changes in how play has been considered in the late-twentieth
and early-twenty-first centuries, there is still a common association between play and
childhood. When Roger Silverstone argues that “play brings the child out in the adult; and
the adult out in the child” (64), he is effectively saying that adults can play, but to do so
means to act like a child. This attitude tends to link adult play to immaturity since an adult
who prioritizes play or leisure over the work and responsibility associated with adulthood
is choosing to be child-like.
Due to emerging adulthood being a life stage in between childhood and adulthood,
play and leisure are very important aspects of it. In order to act more adult, emerging adults
are expected to put aside the play and leisure activities which dominate childhood;
however, many may continue these actions into the new period. For instance, many
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quantitative studies have examined the growing media use of contemporary emerging
adults and attribute this pattern to emerging adults being exposed to these objects in
childhood and adolescence (see Arnett 2015, 194-210; Singer & Singer; Brown). Also,
types of play and leisure emerge during adolescence or this life stage rather than childhood.
Arnett considers the problems associated with some activities of emerging-adult play such
as risky driving, binge drinking, and using illegal drugs (2015; 267-268, 270-276).
Before analyzing the various representations of play and leisure in emerging-adult
films and television shows, I must make three caveats. First, what one considers to be fun
is highly individualized. An emerging-adult character does not need to perform all of the
typical “fun” activities found in emerging adulthood to demonstrate play. Instead, the
activity just needs to considered fun to that specific character. However, I focus on
recurring representations of emerging-adult play. Second, my concentration on leisure
activities which are not related to work. Although Ellis, Cohen, and others have correctly
demonstrated that the divisions between work and play can be blurred, my attention is on
activities that are done in time away from work which could eventually complicate one’s
career. In fact, being happy at a job in these texts may symbolize an adult acceptance of
responsibility rather than the need to find work that drives many of these narratives.
Instead, I analyze the tension between work and play in these texts, how the protagonist
chooses how to prioritize these areas in his or her life, and whether play prevents the
character from moving to adulthood. Relatedly, what can be considered as play for some
can be considered as work for others. Professional musicians or athletes may be playing
music or playing sports, but they are fortunate to be paid to do so. For the average person,
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playing music or sports may be a hobby. Third, even though pursuing romantic
relationships can be a type of play (as found in colloquial expressions like “the game of
love,” “playing the field,” or “playboys”), love, romance, and casual sex will be discussed
more in the final section of this chapter on representations of emerging-adult relationships.
For my analysis, I have categorized representations of emerging-adult play into four
main character types: slackers, partiers, shoppers, and sports fans. Slackers and partiers are
the two most common portrayals of emerging-adult play because of their depiction of social
fears surrounding twentysomethings who either refuse to enter the workforce and
contribute to American society or prioritize having fun at the risk of their job performance.
Shoppers and sports fans are less related to social fears of emerging adulthood but – when
portrayed at the extreme exaggerations which Hollywood routinely presents – can project
some fears of arrested development in twentysomethings. Furthermore, Hollywood tends
to gender these leisure activities, with female characters depicted as out-of-control
shoppers and male characters as obsessive sports fans. Although these are not exhaustive
of all types of emerging-adult play in emerging-adult movies and television series, they
provide an overview of the main representations of leisure in emerging-adult films and
television series. Since each of these categories can deviate over time, each section will
detail any important historical changes and these resulting differences in their on-screen
representation.

Slackers
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Literary critic Tom Lutz notes that the term “slacker” has been used throughout the
twentieth century but only reached its current definition of “someone with a distaste for
work” in the late 1980s and early 1990s (13-14). The figure of the slacker is at the forefront
of the dichotomy between work and play in emerging-adult fictional representations.
Instead of reducing leisure time to concentrate on work and adult responsibility, the slacker
prefers leisure and play and spends his or her time doing things which are typically
unrelated to work such as watching television or playing video games.
One of the most prominent of these emerging-adult slacker archetypes is the
underperformer, or the person who dislikes his or her job and spends time goofing off or
pulling pranks instead of working. Lutz finds that this fictional figure is typically
marginalized in a bad occupation while being a dreamer who actually seeks a more
personally fulfilling job (292). Since that character is constantly thinking about a better
job, (s)he is less concerned with completing the quotidian minutiae of his or her menial
labor. A key example of this type of emerging-adult slacker is Wayne Campbell (Mike
Myers) from Wayne’s World (Penelope Spheeris, 1992). In an introductory monologue
directly addressed to the audience, Wayne describes himself as having “plenty of [average]
joe-jobs” but no career. The only two things which he says he has are his cable access show
and his ability to party. However, he admits that he would ideally like to make a living
from doing his show. The remainder of the film covers Wayne trying to succeed with his
program on network television while facing the complications of a corrupt industry,
personified by the exploitative producer Benjamin (Rob Lowe). Dante Hicks (Brian
O’Halloran) and Randal Graves (Jeff Anderson) from Clerks (Kevin Smith, 1994) also
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exemplify this character type. Randal is a slacker who has seemingly accepted that he will
work in a video store for the rest of his life and exerts little effort at work. He closes the
store multiple times for his own leisure whether to have inconsequential conversations with
Dante or to play hockey on the roof. Dante is slightly more proactive because he does not
want to work at the Quick Stop forever, and his girlfriend Veronica (Marilyn Ghigliotti)
constantly encourages him to go back to school. Dante’s small ambition allows him to view
his job clerking as a temporary position about which he does not care since he finds it
beneath him. Because of his lackadaisical attitude toward the Quick Stop, he is content to
be influenced by Randal, and he closes the store multiple times to allow the two of them
time to goof off. A similar pairing appears among the various waiters, hosts, busboys, and
chefs in Waiting.... While many members of the staff merely go through the motions since
they are uninterested in their job, Dean debates whether to quit this job to concentrate on
finding a position in a field in which he is interested. The disinterested emerging-adult
slacker also appears as underemployed white-collar cubicle workers such as Peter from
Office Space, the unnamed narrator in Fight Club, Jim from The Office, Wesley from
Wanted, Ilana Wexler (Ilana Glaxer) from Broad City (Comedy Central, 2014-present),
and Blake (Blake Anderson), Anders (Anders Holm), and Adam (Adam DeVine) from
Workaholics (Comedy Central, 2011-present).
The emerging-adult slacker also appears as the sedentary couch potato, someone
who typically stays home, watches television, and/or plays video games. An early version
of this type is Benjamin Braddock from The Graduate. When Benjamin returns to his
parents’ home from college, he is uncertain and concerned about his future. Despite
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Benjamin’s numerous successes at college (captain of the cross-country team, head of the
debating club, associate editor and managing editor of the college newspaper), he is unable
– or perhaps simply unwilling – to turn them into a career or educational opportunity.
Instead, Benjamin spends his time lounging in the pool at his parents’ house, drinking beer,
smoking cigarettes, watching television, and engaging in a secret affair with Mrs. Robinson
(Anne Bancroft), the wife of his father’s business partner. As Benjamin admits to his father
(William Daniels), he is content to “just drift” in the pool rather than move forward. Lelaina
also becomes this type of slacker in Reality Bites. After she is fired from her production
assistant position, she stays at home, watches television, and calls a psychic hotline to vent
about her personal and professional woes. In Billy Madison (Tamra Davis, 1995), the title
character (Adam Sandler) begins as a drunk slacker who spends all day lounging in his
family pool along with his two best friends Frank (Norm MacDonald) and Jack (Mark
Beltzman). Billy shows no concern for his future until his father (Darren McGavin) tells
Billy that Billy will not receive his inheritance – running the Madison hotel chain – from
him unless Billy returns to school to complete his education. Similar types of loungers and
couch potatoes appear in Half Baked (Tamra Davis, 1998), Knocked Up (Judd Apatow,
2007), Forgetting Sarah Marshall (Nicholas Stoller, 2008), and Broad City.
Playing video games and computer games have also become an important part of
emerging-adult leisure time as the gaming industry has become more prominent in
American culture since the mid-1970s. A broad cultural stereotype associates video games
with children and adolescents, particularly boys (see Sanford 444-449). The relationship
between video games and childhood/adolescence also prolongs new cultural anxieties
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about (typically male) twentysomethings wasting their lives playing video games instead
of working (see Bennett; Roberts; Hymowitz). As such, an emerging-adult character who
plays video games in films and television shows is portrayed as having a problem which
needs narrative resolution. One example of this is in The Forty-Year-Old Virgin (Judd
Apatow, 2005). The film uses video games as a symbol for Andy Stitzer’s (Steve Carell)
arrested development. In the film’s opening sequence, Andy spends much of his free time
playing video games instead of engaging in more adult pursuits like pursuing a romantic
relationship and having sex with women. Video games are particularly associated with
adolescence later in the movie when David (Paul Rudd) and Cal (Seth Rogen), two
immature slackers who work with Andy, come over to Andy’s house and start playing
video games together. The two visitors begin boyishly taunting each other during the game
and jokingly question the other’s heterosexuality through cultural stereotypes surrounding
homosexuality. When Andy announces to David and Cal that he has a date with Trish
(Catherine Keener) that night, they are dismayed to hear that she will see Andy’s place and
all of the childish objects inside including, as they jokingly phrase it, “more video games
than a teenaged Asian kid.”
As these instances demonstrate, video games are frequently associated with
adolescence and adult immaturity throughout the film. Video games are used to similar
effect in Knocked Up. Ben (Seth Rogen) and his other emerging-adult roommates typically
play video games as a means of avoiding work. The TV series Chuck (NBC, 2007-2012)
also treats video games as a sign of immaturity. Early in the series, Chuck’s sister Ellie
(Sarah Lancaster) bemoans Chuck’s (Zachary Levi) limited social life, which mostly
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consists of playing video games with his best friend Morgan (Joshua Gomez). Video games
are further associated with Chuck’s slacker co-workers at the Buy More, an electronics
retailer similar to Best Buy, who typically play games after hours. The episode “The Coup”
(#3.3) from The Office also connects video games to slacking. In the episode’s B-story, the
Stamford branch of Dunder Mifflin plays Call of Duty at work, initially as a team-building
exercise but mostly as a way to avoid making sales calls.
The final category of emerging-adult slacker is the drug user or, more colloquially,
the stoner or the pothead (only for marijuana users). Given nuances in determining
substance use from abuse, it is valuable to identify three main criteria that differentiate
fictional emerging-adult users from abusers. First, does the character’s needs impact his or
her professional life due to frequent drug use? That is, the character shows up late for work,
constantly calls in sick, misses meetings, or has an otherwise poor work performance due
to taking drugs. This caveat also implies that the character uses drugs on multiple occasions
and that it is not just a one-time mistake. For instance, the main characters on How I Met
Your Mother (CBS, 2005-2014) only smoke marijuana (or “eat a sandwich,” as it is called
on the program to make it past FCC regulations) when they are not in college in four
episodes. In each of these instances, their drug use has no consequences on their day-today lives. As such, they fail to slack from their infrequent recreational activity. Second, is
the drug use a key part of the character’s storyline? That is, the character takes drugs as a
way of shirking adult responsibilities and needs to overcome his or her activities to be more
adult. Third, to focus specifically on slacker characters, are these depressant drugs which
reduce stimulation and thereby encourage a person to lounge around his or her home? Due
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to its popularity in both American society and media representations, I will mostly
concentrate on marijuana users and – to a lesser extent – people who abuse (take more than
the recommended dosage of) benzodiazepines like Xanax and opioids like heroin, codeine,
oxycodone, and methadone that produce depressant effects. 21
Two types of emerging-adult slacker-stoner characters exist: those who do drugs at
home and those who do drugs at work. For characters in the former category, their slacking
is similar to the couch potato, with the small caveat that doing drugs is their primary leisure
activity and is mixed with typical couch potato activities like watching television or playing
video games. This character type is quite common within emerging-adult texts. Thurgood
Jenkins (Dave Chappelle) and his friends Scarface (Guillermo Diaz), Brian (Jim Breuer),
and Kenny (Harland Williams) are constantly shown laying around on their collective
couches in their apartment’s living room and smoking cannabis together in the film Half
Baked (Tamra Davis, 1998). All of the characters show little promise in their professional
lives, working underemployed positions (Thurgood is a janitor, Scarface works in the
kitchen at a fast food restaurant, Brian is a record store salesperson, and Kenny – the one
with the most potential – works as a kindergarten teacher) which allow them to spend most
of their time doing drugs together. Half Baked even has an unnamed supporting character
known as “the guy on the couch” (Steven Wright) who just stays with them on their couch,
thereby reinforcing the connection between the couch and the slacker-stoner. Numerous
characters from Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle (Danny Leiner, 2004) also fit into
the emerging-adult slacker-stoner category, including both Harold (John Cho) and Kumar
(Kal Penn) and their friends and neighbors Goldstein (David Krumholtz) and Rosenberg
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(Eddie Kaye Thomas). In particular, Kumar is the main slacker among these characters as
he has the talent to attend medical school and become a surgeon, but he chooses to spend
his time smoking marijuana with Harold. Meanwhile, Harold is a young, aspiring
investment banker who is constantly being taken advantage of by his colleagues Billy
(Ethan Embry) and JD (Robert Tinkler). At the beginning of the film, Billy and JD decide
to avoid doing any work for the weekend, instead passing it off to Harold to complete.
Although Harold is working in his chosen profession, the film demonstrates that he is
unhappy with his unfair workload and chooses to smoke with Kumar as a way of escaping
the extra burden. Like the roommates in Half Baked, Harold and Kumar smoke together on
the couch in their apartment. Harold and Kumar’s neighbors Goldstein and Rosenberg
follow a comparable routine as they are also shown doing drugs on their couch when they
are introduced in the film. Both sets of friends are perfectly content to sit on their respective
couches and just do drugs, only getting up to eat fast food. Similar types of slacker-stoners
are found in Garden State with Mark (Peter Sarsgaard) who is living at his mother’s house
while unhappily working as a gravedigger who starts smoking marijuana on her couch after
he wakes up, and in Pineapple Express (David Gordon Green, 2008) with drug dealer Saul
Silver (James Franco) who sits on his couch and smokes all day. Emerging-adult slackerstoners are also seen playing video games while simultaneously doing drugs. In The FortyYear-Old Virgin, David and Cal do these activities together; additionally, an entire episode
of the series Workaholics (#4.12) is dedicated to the three main characters Blake, Adam,
and Ders sitting on their couch and playing video games while smoking.
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Although all of these examples are based around characters who are smoking
marijuana, the heroin addicts in Requiem for a Dream (Darren Aronofsky, 2000) also spend
their time slacking on the couch while getting high. Harry Goldfarb (Jared Leto) and
Tyrone (Marlon Wayans) express little motivation for their careers while Harry’s girlfriend
Marion (Jennifer Connelly) wants to design clothing and open a boutique but lacks the
financial capital to do so. To make fast and (seemingly) easy money, the trio begins to sell
drugs while Marion starts prostituting herself. During one scene where Marion has sex with
her psychiatrist, the film cross-cuts between Marion’s sexual encounter and Harry injecting
himself with heroin and laying on his couch while he waits for her to return to his
apartment. Although it is a quick scene, it continues the association of the slacker with the
living room sofa.
In addition to the emerging-adult slacker-stoners who do drugs at home, films and
television shows also present characters who do drugs at work. Typically, this signals that
character’s feelings of underemployment since (s)he chooses to take drugs as a way of
escaping the job’s menial labor. In Waiting…, busboys T-Dog (Max Kasch) and Nick
(Andy Milonakis) are often shown avoiding their responsibilities at work to smoke
cannabis behind the dumpsters and engorge on whipped cream in the restaurant’s kitchen.
James Brennan (Jesse Eisenberg) and his theme park co-workers also avoid work by doing
drugs in Adventureland (Greg Mottola, 2009). James is only working at Adventureland as
a part-time summer job to support his attending Columbia University’s journalism graduate
school; it is completely unrelated to his career plans so he is completely apathetic toward
his occupation. Instead, James is content with doing the bare minimum, and he smokes
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weed with his co-workers as a way of bonding with them over the perceived pointlessness
of their work. The episode “Best Buds” (#4.9) from Workaholics is also dedicated to the
three main characters smoking marijuana at their jobs. After being given cards to obtain
legal marijuana from a dispensary, Blake, Adam, and Ders mistakenly believe that they are
allowed to smoke wherever they please. When they do so at work, their boss Alice
(Maribeth Monroe) confronts them, and they decide to quit in order to smoke all day. Later,
they join their drug dealer Karl (Kyle Newacheck) in his venture to open a restaurant that
legally sells weed in burritos which they call a “burweedo.” While Ders appreciates his
newfound power at helping run the business, Blake and Adam continue to slack at work
and spend time smoking in the kitchen instead of making food for the customers. The
episode ultimately demonstrates how the guys – or at least Blake and Adam – would prefer
doing drugs to doing any kind of work. Dale Denton (Seth Rogen) expresses a similar
attitude in Pineapple Express. While working as a process server, he habitually smokes
marijuana in his car between assignments. Even though some characters tell him to “get a
real job,” Dale prefers his current position because it allows him this added leisure time.

Partiers

A second type of emerging-adult character who is giving preference to play over
work is the partier, or someone who habitually goes out to nightclubs or house parties to
binge drink and/or do drugs. In addition, the partier typically searches for casual sex rather
than a meaningful romantic relationship. The social aspect of partying is particularly
important for distinguishing partiers from slackers. While the slacker is typically by
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himself, herself, or with a small group of close friends, the partier interacts with a large
group of people, many of whom (s)he may not know. However, the slacker and the partier
are similar in that partying can also act as a distraction from occupational responsibilities.
To discuss the representation of emerging-adult partiers, I have considered both partying
actions and partying locations. Emerging-adult partiers tend to dance, binge drink, and/or
do drugs (typically stimulants like cocaine, ecstasy, and methamphetamines or psychedelic
drugs like LSD or mushrooms, although marijuana may also be used as a party drug). This
type of partying tends to occur in a number of different locations, such as nightclubs, house
parties, raves, and concerts. Partying of this sort is also quite prominent at bachelor(ette)
parties, during which the future bride or groom celebrates “one last night of freedom”
before entering into marriage and, presumably, adulthood. Typically, this involves enacting
the partying lifestyle for the participants since the partying behavior is less likely to
continue after the marriage ceremony. Emerging-adult partying can also be observed at
weddings and high school reunions, but the infrequency of these events means that they
are less important to the constant emerging-adult partying lifestyle.
The amount of time an emerging-adult character spends partying is particularly
important since a greater amount of partying is more likely to have adverse effects on that
character’s personal and professional life whereas more infrequent partying – perhaps
blowing off some steam or as a random break from work – will likely not have much impact
on that character. Since the acts of partying are similar in all of these texts (some
combination of dancing, drinking, and drugs), I will categorize the representations of
emerging-adult partiers through an analysis of how partiers attend nightclubs and house
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parties since they are the two main locations where this type of partying occurs. I will also
briefly recap instances where weddings or bachelor(ette) parties either recur frequently or
are representative of the emerging-adult partying lifestyle such as in Wedding Crashers
(David Dobkin, 2005), 27 Dresses (Anne Fletcher, 2008), and The Hangover (Todd
Phillips, 2009).
Nightclubs and bars are important locations for emerging-adult partier characters
since they provide many of the components of adult leisure (alcohol, music, and a
dancefloor) and a venue in which to indulge in these activities. Emerging-adult texts
present the characters’ relationship to the nightclub two ways: either as a person who
regularly goes to the club(s) or as someone who works at the bar or club in some capacity,
whether as a waiter, bartender, or manager. The former tends to appear more often in these
texts than the latter. The nightclub’s degree of importance to the emerging-adult story
depends on each narrative. Nightclubs appear infrequently in films like The Sweetest Thing
(Roger Kumble, 2002) and Knocked Up, typically symbolizing a way for the characters to
either escape from the issues in their lives (such as a breakup from their partner or a
dissatisfaction with their work) or celebrate an important event, or it becomes a central
location which brings the characters together. For example, The Sweetest Thing only
features two scenes that are set at the club. For the first club scene, the film’s protagonist
Christina (Cameron Diaz) brings her two friends Courtney (Christina Applegate) and Jane
(Selma Blair) there to help Jane get over her recent breakup with her boyfriend by drinking,
dancing, and meeting other men. Christina tries to set Jane up with different men, including
Peter (Thomas Jane), who confronts Christina about her tactics of passing him off to her
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friend. This incident sparks a romantic connection between Christina and Peter, and the
rest of the film focuses on bringing these two characters together. The second club scene
only occurs after Christina unintentionally attends Peter’s wedding (she believes that it is
his brother who is marrying) and she goes to the club as an attempt to ease her broken heart.
The nightclub works in a similar manner in Knocked Up. It brings together Ben (Seth
Rogen), who is out drinking with his friends, and Alison (Katherine), who is celebrating a
promotion at work with her sister Debbie (Leslie Mann). Their drinking at the club later
leads to their having unprotected sex, causing Alison’s unwanted pregnancy.
Nightclubs can play a larger role in the overall narrative, as demonstrated in
Swingers and A Night at the Roxbury (John Fortenberry, 1998). In the former, Mike, Trent,
and their friends Sue (Patrick Van Horn) and Charles (Alex Désert) constantly move among
bars and clubs to avoid any meaningful work, responsibility, and relationships. Instead, the
four men are only concerned with drinking, dancing, and flirting with women. In fact, the
film concentrates on Trent teaching Mike about the swinging lifestyle in order to help Mike
stop pining over his ex-girlfriend. The latter film focuses on the Butabi brothers – Steve
(Will Ferrell) and Doug (Chris Kattan) – who constantly spend their evenings going to
nightclubs in Los Angeles. However, their father (Dan Hedaya) finds that their frequent
partying distracts them from their jobs as the brothers show little interest in furthering their
respective futures at the family’s plant store. Their father also wants Steve to marry the
neighboring store owner’s daughter Emily (Molly Shannon) so the two stores can merge,
but Steve is only interested in the women he tries to meet at the club. Eventually, the Butabi
brothers are able to turn their love for clubbing into a career as they pitch new club ideas
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to the wealthy businessman Benny Zadir (Chazz Palminteri), and he names them as partowners after basing a new club on one of their ideas. By entering into the club business,
the Butabi brothers are effectively able to turn their partying into careers.
A similar storyline of working at nightclubs to maintain the partier lifestyle occurs
in emerging-adult films like 54 (Mark Christopher, 1998) and Magic Mike (Steven
Soderbergh, 2012) and television series like Beverly Hills, 90210 (Fox, 1990-2000) and
One Tree Hill (The WB, 2003-2006; The CW, 2006-2012). For the films, working at a
nightclub begins as an ideal occupation for the emerging-adult characters but transforms
into an oppressive environment from which the protagonist must escape in order to move
into more responsible adult endeavors. Set in the late 1970s, 54 follows Shane O’Shea
(Ryan Phillippe), a nineteen-year-old partier from New Jersey, who is hired as a busboy
(and eventually becomes a bartender) at the famous disco club Studio 54. He falls into the
numerous problems of being the “hot new thing” of the 1970s party scene as he starts doing
drugs, modeling, and having unprotected sex with countless women. Eventually, Shane’s
dream job falls apart due to his growing conceitedness and club owner Steve Rubell’s
(Mike Myers) crooked business practices. In a voiceover at the film’s conclusion, Shane
states that he is taking business classes and managing a restaurant, thereby putting his
partier lifestyle in the past in order to accept more adult responsibility in his future. Magic
Mike takes a slightly different approach to a similar story structure. Both films feature a
young newcomer to the nightclub scene – Shane in 54 and Adam (Alex Pettyfer) in Magic
Mike – and a slightly-older mentor who is becoming jaded with the party scene – Greg
(Breckin Meyer) and Mike (Channing Tatum) respectively. However, Magic Mike follows
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the story of the veteran dancer more closely than that of the young protégé. Throughout the
film, Mike constantly expresses his desire to leave the male stripper business and start his
own custom furniture business. He faces numerous difficulties while trying to pursue his
preferred career, such as being turned down for a loan at a bank due to his low credit score
and paying most of his savings to drug dealers after Adam loses a package of ecstasy, and
they constantly threaten him. Despite these hardships, Mike decides to leave the business
at the film’s conclusion to chase his true dream job outside of the party scene.
For the television series, the clubs become a way to maintain interpersonal drama
among the characters and to provide a central location in which characters can interact
while maintaining the characters’ youthful relationship to partying by placing them in this
location. 22 On Beverly Hills, 90210, the Peach Pit After Dark nightclub (typically called
“The After Dark”) opens during the fifth season when college sophomore Steve Sanders
(Ian Ziering) convinces the owners of the Peach Pit restaurant (Dylan and Nat, played by
Luke Perry and Joe E. Tata respectively) to let him hold and promote an all-ages party at
their venue to help energize their faltering business by bringing in the college crowd. After
its initial success, Steve suggests that Dylan and Nat buy an adjacent property to keep the
club open full-time. 23 While the After Dark changes ownership throughout the series run,
members of the main cast always own it, keeping it a central hub for all of the characters
during that time. The nightclub Tric from One Tree Hill maintains a similar relationship to
the characters on its show. Peyton Sawyer (Hilarie Burton) originally conceives the idea
for it as an all-ages night club for high school students to see live music in town. She
presents the concept to Karen Roe (Moira Kelly), a local coffee shop owner and the mother
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of Peyton’s “will-they-or-won’t-they” romantic interest Lucas (Chad Michael Murray).
Karen likes Peyton’s idea and decides to open an all-ages club, leaving Peyton in charge
of booking the musical talent. Although Karen owns the club for the majority of the series
(even after she leaves Tree Hill at the end of season four), the main characters are put in
charge of running it, and it becomes a central location for them to drink alcohol, 24 hang
out, and listen to music together.
House parties also provide a key venue for emerging-adult partier characters
because of their connection to how adolescent and college parties are portrayed. 25 Unlike
clubs, house parties do not require a cover charge or have a dress code which keeps them
open to the general public rather than middle-to upper-middle-class individuals who can
afford to go to the club constantly. Even if the guest list is limited to people whom the host
knows, it is still less restrictive than clubs. Further, clubs must abide by regional and
national laws that restrict individuals under twenty-one years old from entering the
premises. As such, underage people can only do these leisure activities at house parties
since they are not legally allowed to do them at commercial venues. 26 Thus, the portrayal
of emerging-adult house parties is similar to how house parties are depicted in teen and
college films like Can’t Hardly Wait (Deborah Kaplan and Harry Elfont, 1998), American
Pie (Paul Weitz and Chris Weitz, 1999), Mean Girls (Mark Waters, 2004), Superbad (Greg
Mottola, 2007), Animal House (John Landis, 1978), and Van Wilder (Walt Becker, 2002).
All of these house parties – high school, college, and emerging-adult – feature the
characters performing some combination of drinking, dancing, flirting, doing drugs, or
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having sex. These similarities connect emerging-adult house partier characters to
adolescent and college behaviors, further demonstrating their not being full-fledged adults.
Out-of-control house parties appear in numerous emerging-adult texts including
200 Cigarettes (Risa Bramon Garcia, 1999), Garden State, Waiting…, The House Bunny
(Fred Wolf, 2008), The Green Hornet (Michel Gondry, 2011), This is the End (Seth Rogen
and Evan Goldberg, 2013), Entourage (HBO, 2004-2011), and Workaholics. However, the
best example of demonstrating the contrast between adult parties and immature emergingadult parties is Ted (Seth MacFarlane, 2012). The film follows John Bennett (Mark
Wahlberg), a thirty-five-year-old car salesman who, as an eight-year-old, wished for his
teddy bear Ted (voiced by Seth MacFarlane) to come to life. After Ted magically does
become real, he and John become best friends and spend much of their time partying
together. Despite his partying lifestyle, John is in a committed relationship with his
girlfriend Lori (Mila Kunis). As the film progresses, Lori increasingly tries to dissuade
John from partying with Ted and encourages John to ask Ted to leave their shared
apartment so John can concentrate on improving their relationship. The conflict among
Lori, Ted, and John reaches its zenith at the film’s midpoint reversal, when John leaves
Lori at a cocktail party hosted by Lori’s overly flirtatious manager Rex (Joel McHale) for
a house party that Ted is holding at his new apartment. The two parties wholly contrast
with each other, highlighting the differences between Rex’s adult party and Ted’s
emerging-adult party. While Rex’s party features a jazz band playing light background
music and waiters serving hors d’oeuvres to his guests, Ted’s out-of-control impromptu
gathering presents his guests doing shots, snorting cocaine, fighting, and punching through
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the walls of his apartment. Because John leaves Lori and the adult party for Ted’s immature
bash (particularly symbolized by Ted, who is an object from John’s childhood, and the
presence of Sam J. Jones – who portrayed Flash Gordon in Ted and John’s longtime
favorite movie), John is effectively choosing his childhood pursuits over his adult goals.
As such, the contrasting house parties in the film symbolize John’s emerging-adult status
and his lack of progress toward adulthood.
Weddings and bachelor(ette) parties also provide a partying outlet for emerging
adults in films and television programs. Because they occur infrequently in life, they are
typically not the sole way that an emerging adult parties; however, because media
narratives can be tightened through editing ellipses, it is possible for media texts to
demonstrate the partying lifestyle through these intermittent events. An exemplar for
representing this kind of emerging-adult partier is Wedding Crashers. The film’s two
protagonists, divorce lawyers John (Owen Wilson) and Jeremy (Vince Vaughn), spend
much of their leisure time attending wedding receptions to which they have not been
invited to charm women into having sex with them. John and Jeremy are only seen partying
at weddings in the film, which the text uses to highlight the characters’ immaturity toward
marriage. As such, they can be considered partiers but only within this specific nontraditional context. Jane Nichols (Katherine Heigl), the protagonist of 27 Dresses, also fits
into this categorization. The film establishes Jane as being obsessed with weddings at a
young age, and she continues her fascination into her twenties. Jane is described as the
perfect bridesmaid as she is willing to give up her personal time to help the bride pick and
the various wedding accoutrements, including the wedding dress, the cake, the catering,
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and the invitation; in fact, Jane has little time for a personal life outside of her work and
planning the weddings of the twenty-seven friends for whom she has been a bridesmaid.
Although Jane is not a traditional partier like the emerging-adult characters who go to
nightclubs or house parties, she dances, drinks, and sings, having a good time at the
weddings in additional to essentially planning them. Finally, emerging-adult media texts
tend to show the bachelor(ette) party as one final party before the wedding, after which the
bride or groom will supposedly stop partying once (s)he is married. In essence, it acts as a
final marker of the partying lifestyle commonly found in emerging adulthood. This type of
partier can be found in films like The Hangover, Clerks II (Kevin Smith, 2006), American
Wedding (Jesse Dylan, 2003), and Bachelorette (Leslye Headland, 2012).

Shoppers and Sports Fans

Another way in which to observe emerging-adult characters’ leisure and play is
through the continuation of hobbies which begin in childhood or adolescence. Two of the
most common hobby-based character types in emerging-adult texts are shoppers and sports
fans. It is possible (if not more likely) to have a healthy adult relationship with these
activities, but characters who casually go shopping for necessary items or who hold only a
mild interest in sports are not relevant to my study. For shopping or sports to be a part of
the emerging-adult story, it must become an obsession instead of a hobby, demonstrating
a lack of adult responsibility because it holds an inappropriate amount of time in a
character’s life. Specifically, I am referring to actions such as spending thousands of dollars
on inessential items or being fanatical with a sports team that become problems for the
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main character and act as an obstacle for that character to attempt to overcome by the
conclusion. It is also important to emphasize the media’s adherence to hegemonic sex and
gender norms regarding the representation of these activities as shoppers are more likely
to be female characters and sports fans are more likely to be male characters.
In her essay “Post-feminism and Shopping Films,” Charlotte Brunsdon considers
the rise of late-’80s and early-’90s American shopping films like Working Girl (Mike
Nichols, 1988) and Pretty Woman (Garry Marshall, 1990) and connects them to a growing
American postfeminist discourse which recognized the gains made by second-wave
feminists in the 1960s and 1970s but also sought to uphold traditional beliefs of femininity,
consumerism, and female beauty (84-85). Feminist critic Angela McRobbie argues that
postfeminism draws upon feminist terms like “empowerment” and “choice” to create an
aggressive individualism that is grounded in an obsession with consumer culture and most
overtly observed in a woman’s consumer choices (2009; 1-5). Connecting consumerism
and shopping to manifestations of age, Hilary Radner finds that fashion and consumerism
are used to express adulthood in her analysis of Vogue: “[T]o be a woman, as opposed to a
girl, in Vogue’s terms, is to become a certain type of consumer, essentially representing
herself through a certain type of consumption through which she produces her body as
such” (140). Within emerging adulthood, fashion is used to express one’s age, with
different outfits symbolizing the surrounding age groups. For instance, casual clothing can
represent youthfulness and adolescence 27 whereas professional attire can connote
adulthood. Further, due to the increasing median marriage age in the United States, outfits
that can be used to appeal to potential romantic partners may also need to be purchased
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later in one’s life than before. Moreover, a level of consumerist competition – constantly
wanting the latest fashions and styles or purchasing them before friends – can spur one’s
desire to shop for leisure. Of course, social class and a person’s income greatly impact the
relationship between shopping and leisure as shopping for leisure requires a certain amount
of disposable income or – as some of these emerging-adult texts portray – a relationship to
a person with enough money to support this hobby.
One clear example of the emerging-adult leisure shopper is Rachel Green (Jennifer
Aniston) from Friends (NBC, 1994-2004). When Rachel is introduced in the pilot (“The
One Where Monica Gets a Roommate”), she is fully dependent on her father’s money and
is even surprised to hear that the rest of the group has jobs to support themselves. After she
runs away from her wedding to her orthodontist fiancé Barry, Rachel tries to find a job but
is “trained for nothing” and “laughed out of twelve interviews.” Rather than wallow in her
sadness, Rachel decides to go shopping and buys a pair of Joan and David boots which she
calls her “I don’t need a job, I don’t need my parents, I have great boots boots.” However,
Monica (Courtney Cox) forces Rachel to realize that Rachel’s father pays for the credit
card on which Rachel charged her new boots, and Rachel’s newfound “independence” is
short-lived. Soon after, Rachel, Monica, and the rest of the group head to Monica’s
apartment so Rachel can destroy her father’s credit cards and carve her own path to
independence. Moreover, Monica welcomes Rachel to “the real world” after Rachel cuts
the credit cards, referring to Rachel’s new acceptance of her own financial responsibility.
Although Rachel has far less income for her shopping expeditions, the show makes
numerous references to her love for shopping. In “The One with the Thumb” (episode
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#1.3), Rachel encourages Phoebe (Lisa Kudrow) to go shopping after a bank error
erroneously credits Phoebe with an extra five hundred dollars. Rachel also uses shopping
as a homosocial bonding activity, which unintentionally causes conflict and jealousy
among her and her female friends. In “The One with the Breast Milk” (#2.2), Rachel
becomes agitated when she finds out that Monica has been shopping with Ross’s new
girlfriend Julie (Lauren Tom). Rachel and Monica’s confrontation is even framed like a
lover’s quarrel about a cheating spouse, with Monica saying lines like “we only did it
once,” “it didn’t mean anything to me,” and “I was thinking of you the whole time” as
desperate attempts to assuage Rachel’s anger. The tone of their conversation and Rachel’s
response to Monica’s betrayal demonstrates how important leisure shopping is to her.
Rachel’s sisters Jill and Amy (played by guest stars Reese Witherspoon and
Christina Applegate respectively) provide further examples of emerging-adult shoppers
who are designed to be compared to Rachel. Specifically, Jill repeats Rachel’s love for
leisure shopping and extravagant purchases in her first episode “The One with Rachel’s
Sister” (#6.13). Like Rachel, Jill has been similarly cut off from her parents financially for
purchasing unnecessary items. Although Rachel encourages Jill to find a job and an
apartment like the others had convinced her in the pilot, Jill uses their father’s credit card
number to buy unnecessary items from Bloomingdale’s that are supposed to aid her in
becoming more adult such as her “please hire me” sweater and her “don’t you want to rent
me this apartment” pants. Because Jill repeats Rachel’s early shopping decisions, Jill helps
demonstrate how much Rachel has matured in regard to her shopping throughout the series’
first six seasons. The series also uses shopping to demonstrate Amy’s irresponsibility. In
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Amy’s first episode “The One with Rachel’s Other Sister” (#9.8), part of their conflict in
rooted in – and later resolved by – Rachel’s discount at Ralph Lauren. When Amy returns
in “The One Where Rachel’s Sister Baby-Sits” (#10.5), Amy volunteers to babysit for Ross
(David Schwimmer) and Rachel’s baby Emma. Amy takes Emma to the mall and without
permission has Emma’s ears pierced to help Emma appear more fashionable. In this
situation, it is Amy’s devotion to shopping and fashion that demonstrates her immaturity.
Emerging-adult leisure shoppers like Rachel and her sisters also appear in the films
Legally Blonde, The Sweetest Thing, Uptown Girls (Boaz Yakin, 2003), and Working Girl.
A more extreme version of this type of shopper is Rebecca Bloomwood (Isla Fisher) from
Confessions of a Shopaholic (P.J. Hogan, 2009). Rebecca, the film’s titular shopaholic, has
amassed a gigantic debt from her countless shopping escapades. At the beginning of the
film, she is working as a journalist at a gardening magazine, a position which she only
views as a source of income to finance her shopping sprees. After that magazine folds,
Rebecca attempts to pursue her true passion of writing for the fashion magazine Alette.
However, the opening at Alette is filled, and Rebecca ends up writing for Successful
Savings, a financial advice magazine. Although she encourages others to buy affordable
fashion in her articles, she continues to build up her debt through her continued high-cost
shopping. Throughout the film, Rebecca constantly debates between accepting fiscal
responsibility by limiting her shopping and acting irresponsibly by accruing more debt
through more lavish purchases. During one particular shopping trip when she is trying to
limit her spending, she asks herself “do I need these?” as she looks at various items; of
course, her answers are always affirmative as she makes one flimsy excuse after another to
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buy these items such as needing an expensive pair of gloves because “it’s winter and I have
hands.” She even fights with another customer over a pair of boots which she initially
decides she does not need but later decides that she wants to own. As the film progresses,
her constant shopping damages Rebecca’s personal and professional lives. When a
persistent debt collector finds Rebecca and exposes her debt to a national television
audience, Rebecca is fired from her job as Successful Savings due to her discrediting her
column and the company. Further, it damages her burgeoning romantic relationship with
her editor Luke (Hugh Dancy) and her friendship with her best friend Suze (Krysten Ritter).
Because work and romance are indicative of adulthood, Rebecca’s choice to prioritize
shopping over them keeps her in adolescent behavior; it is only when Rebecca sells her
expensive wardrobe to pay off her debt, turns down a job at Alette since it would require
her to encourage other women to purchase extravagant items, and stops shopping entirely
that she is able to make up with both Suze and Luke and be hired at his new company. 28
Moreover, Rebecca’s newfound fiscal responsibility signifies her transition into adult
shopping behavior.
While shopping is used in many emerging-adult films and television programs to
demonstrate female leisure, sports are often portrayed as an obsessive leisure activity for
emerging-adult men. In his book Guyland, Michael Kimmel considers the various cultural
elements of American men between the ages of sixteen and twenty-six, including sports
talk. He describes sports as an entirely gendered space, “a female-free zone where guys
can be guys” (126). Further, he mentions the increased role of women in the public sphere
after the second-wave feminist movement, essentially leaving teenage and emerging-adult
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men with sports talk and fantasy sports as “the last ‘pure’ all-male space in America” (127).
Although Kimmel argues that liking sports and sports talk have no age boundaries, he
observes how they offer “a return to boyhood” that allows men to “postpone adulthood
indefinitely” (129), even if only for a temporary period of time. Emerging-adult films and
television programs utilize this cultural attitude toward sports to demonstrate a male
character’s arrested development. By choosing the leisure activities of watching sports,
playing fantasy sports, or talking about sports over more adult pursuits in work and
romance, the emerging-adult character is effectively privileging prolonging adolescence
over acting adult. For these characters, Hollywood texts exaggerate the character’s level of
sports fandom to a point of excess to emphasize the ways in which sports fandom can
postpone adulthood. Further, it portrays excessive sports fandom as a cultural fear since
these male emerging-adult characters are becoming “lost” in their fandom and are unable
or unwilling to perform traditionally adult behavior.
Sports appear in this context in many emerging-adult films and television series. In
Clerks, Dante closes the convenience store at which he works to play hockey on the roof
with his friends, thereby prioritizing sports over being responsible and keeping the store
open. For Ryan O’Malley (Jake Johnson) from the film Let’s Be Cops (Luke Greenfield,
2014), playing sports represents a way for him to return to his college glory days when he
was a star quarterback rather than his current status as an unemployed slacker. Attending
sports games also acts as a bonding activity for emerging-adult men in texts like I Love
You, Man (John Hamburg, 2009), Friends, and Two Guys, a Girl and a Pizza Place (ABC,
1998-2001). Although these examples all demonstrate the connection between emerging-
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adult men and sports, more extreme versions of this relationship can be observed in Fever
Pitch (Peter Farrelly & Bobby Farrelly, 2005) and Big Fan (Robert D. Siegel, 2009). In
these two texts, the main characters have obsessive relationships with the sports team
which they support, leading to both of them damaging their personal and professional
relationships.
Ben Wrightman (Jimmy Kimmel), the protagonist of Fever Pitch, is a lifelong diehard Boston Red Sox fan who still fixates on the team as a thirty-year-old. He is not only
a season-ticket holder but covers his apartment in Red Sox paraphernalia (including
posters, bedsheets, wallpaper, towels, framed newspaper clippings, and a shower curtain),
wears Red Sox clothing at home and at the games, and maintains yearly traditions related
to the Red Sox with his friends such as dividing his tickets for games and taking a trip to
the team’s spring training camp in Fort Myers, Florida. However, after he meets Lindsey
Meeks (Drew Barrymore), Ben’s love for the Red Sox comes into conflict with his love for
her. As Ben tells her, his Red Sox fandom has led to the breakup of many previous
relationships as they never understood his obsession with the team. From an age-based
perspective, Ben’s actions demonstrate his immaturity and his failure to prioritize adult
responsibilities over his childlike love for sports. At times, he is willing the sacrifice the
stability of his romantic relationship with Lindsey just to support the Red Sox. Lindsey
witnesses Ben’s childlike enthusiasm for the Red Sox when he appears on a SportsCenter
segment yelling about how much he loves the team and shaking the camera. Later, Lindsey
confronts Ben about his arrested development when she looks in his closet and sees his
various Red Sox shirts, jerseys, and jackets. She tells him that “this is not a man’s closet”
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and calls him a man-boy since the closet is mostly filled with clothing from his favorite
sports team. Ben’s arrested development – articulated through his sports fandom – becomes
the core conflict in their relationship as Ben is eventually forced to decide whether to
commit fully to Lindsay by missing games to attend her important work functions and
potentially deal with important life events or to stay infatuated with the Red Sox and
prioritize them over her.
In Big Fan, Paul Aufiero (Patton Oswalt) undergoes a similar obsession with a
sports team, in this case the New York Giants football team. However, unlike Ben who is
able to maintain a career as a school teacher and has his own apartment, Paul works as an
underemployed parking garage attendant and lives with his mother (Marcia Jean Kurtz)
despite being thirty-six years old. Paul spends his free time calling into a sports radio talk
show to support the Giants and mock fans of the rival Philadelphia Eagles. Paul has one
close friend, Sal (Kevin Corrigan), another Giants fan with whom Paul discusses the team
and “attends” home games (actually watching the game on a battery powered television in
the stadium parking lot because the two of them cannot afford tickets into the game). Paul’s
obsession greatly impacts his status as an adult since he lacks many of the socially accepted
traits of adulthood. He has no romantic prospects (his mother berates him for his frequent
masturbation), little desire to improve his job since his current position allows him more
free time to follow the Giants, and no interest in leaving his mother’s house. Like Ben,
Paul’s room is completely decorated with sports paraphernalia, further signaling his
infatuation with the team and its players. Paul has an opportunity to escape from his
financial instability and his adolescent lifestyle after he randomly sees the Giants’ star
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player Quantrell Bishop (Jonathan Hamm) on the street and unknowingly follows Quantrell
to a drug deal in Stapleton. Paul then speaks with Quantrell at a Manhattan strip club,
casually mentioning that he saw Quantrell in Stapleton, unknowingly sparking a paranoid
reaction from Quantrell, who savagely beats Paul and nearly kills him. Paul’s family,
particularly his brother Jeff (Gino Cafarelli) who is a lawyer, encourages Paul to file a
lawsuit against Quantrell for damages; however, Paul is more concerned with the Giants’
ever-dwindling chance of making the NFL playoffs and chooses not to seek legal action so
Quantrell’s suspension from the NFL will be lifted and the Giants will have a better chance
of winning their remaining games. Unlike Ben who is able to set aside his fandom for the
woman he loves, Paul sinks deeper into his obsession with the Giants by making this
decision, concurrently signaling that he is stuck in his emerging-adult life stage.
These various forms of leisure activities - slacking, partying, shopping, and
watching sports – all present various distractions from adulthood. They all represent some
immature behavior which the emerging-adult character must control or stop to transition
into adulthood successfully. If that character is unable to do so like Big Fan’s Ben, then
that character remains an emerging adult.

EMERGING-ADULT RESIDENCY

In addition to work and play, residency – where emerging-adult characters live – is
critical to understanding their representation as it presents another potential conflict. As
Arnett notes about real American emerging adults, their constantly changing residences is
a major factor in the instability found in emerging adulthood. He observes that they first
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tend to leave home at age eighteen, whether to attend college or just be independent of their
parents. Later moves may follow for these individuals, whether moving away from college,
cohabitating with a significant other, or returning to their parents’ home (2015; 12-13).
Emerging-adult texts show characters in this constant state of flux, who are constantly
moving from one place to another for a variety of reasons. In both The Graduate and Post
Grad, the protagonist returns to his or her parents’ home after graduating from college at
the beginning of the film, marking an uncertain transition into adulthood as each returns
from living freely at college to facing frequent parental supervision.
Emerging-adult characters may also move due to the ending of a romantic
relationship. At the beginning of the television series New Girl (Fox, 2011-present), Jess
(Zooey Deschanel) breaks up with her boyfriend (with whom she lives), forcing her to find
a new place to live in the show’s pilot. Similarly, when Rachel runs away from her wedding
in the pilot episode of Friends, she moves in with Monica to signify her newfound
independence. A break-up also forces Lauren (Lauren Miller) to find a new apartment and
roommate in the film For a Good Time, Call… (Jamie Travis, 2012). In other texts,
emerging-adult characters will move as a sign of positively progressing their relationship,
either when two partners move in together or when they are married. This occurs on
television series like How I Met Your Mother, Friends, Chuck, One Tree Hill, Scrubs, and
Melrose Place as well as movies like Frances Ha (Noah Baumbach, 2013).
Other times, emerging-adult characters move to pursue new opportunities for work
or education. As Arnett observes, moving to find new opportunities in love, work, and/or
education is emblematic of emerging adulthood and a key signifier of the life stage’s
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instability. Unlike adult characters who typically move cities at their employer’s request,
emerging-adult characters move cities to explore new personal and professional
opportunities. A few examples include Lily (Alyson Hannigan) moving to San Francisco
to focus on her career in art during the second season of How I Met Your Mother, Jim
moving to Stamford to restart his Dunder Mifflin career at the beginning of the third season
of The Office, and Frances moving to Poughkeepsie to work at Vassar College as a summer
resident advisor in Frances Ha. While some emerging-adult characters are frequently
moving from one place to another, others may stay in one or two residences throughout the
duration of the text. As such, it is essential to consider the various types of places where
emerging-adult characters reside and how they demonstrate the instability often found
during emerging adulthood. The emerging-adult characters typically live in their
apartment, their parents’ house, or – on rare occasion – their own house. Usually,
emerging-adult characters split the rent of their apartment or house between a roommate,
multiple roommates, or a romantic partner; if the character is living at their parents’ home,
then those parents are likely covering rent for their child.
Emerging-adult characters also are often apartment-dwellers and usually live with
a roommate or partner. The apartment itself represents the transitory nature of emerging
adulthood. Unlike purchasing a suburban home (one of the key markers of the middle-class
American dream) which affords a level of permanence and rooting oneself in that location,
renting an apartment connotes its temporary nature through its somewhat flexible renting
schedule. An apartment lease usually runs on a month-to-month or an annual basis,
allowing the renter to leave after that amount of time is complete. As such, many emerging-
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adult characters live in apartments because they are constantly on the move, are looking
for better work, or simply lack the finances to purchase a house. Living with roommates or
romantic partners is another way for the characters to ease their financial burden. By
choosing to co-habitate, roommates can split the cost of living expenses, allowing each
person to put more money toward savings or leisure activities.
A large number of emerging-adult texts feature characters who live in apartments
with roommates such as Laverne and Shirley (ABC, 1976-1983); Three’s Company (ABC,
1977-1984); Melrose Place; Friends; Half-Baked; Two Guys, A Girl and a Pizza Place;
Rounders; One Tree Hill; Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle; How I Met Your Mother;
Chuck; The Big Bang Theory (CBS, 2007-present); Zack and Miri Make a Porno (Kevin
Smith, 2008); Forgetting Sarah Marshall; Confessions of a Shopaholic; 2 Broke Girls
(CBS, 2011-present); Bridesmaids; New Girl; No Strings Attached (Ivan Reitman, 2011);
Don’t Trust the B---- in Apartment 23 (ABC, 2012-2013); For a Good Time, Call…; Girls;
Ted; Underemployed; Broad City; Let’s Be Cops; Scrubs; Frances Ha; Drinking Buddies
(Joe Swanberg, 2013); and Laggies (Lynn Shelton, 2014). Many of these characters are
working class or lower-middle class and underemployed, meaning that they need to have
a roommate (or multiple roommates) to afford their monthly rent. As a result, a number of
these texts foreground financial issues in the narrative which sometimes act as the text’s
catalyst; they are particularly prominent in Friends, Confessions of a Shopaholic; 2 Broke
Girls; Bridesmaids; New Girl; For a Good Time, Call; and Underemployed.
Other emerging-adult apartment-dwellers live by themselves, typically signifying
a level of financial stability or steady employment. Further, living alone may mean that a
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character is not in a serious romantic relationship; of course, this is dependent on when the
text was produced and the social acceptance of unmarried couples living together. For
example, Ann Marie (Marlo Thomas) from That Girl (ABC, 1966-1971) lives on her own
despite being in a committed relationship with Donald Hollinger (Ted Bessell) due to
negative attitudes against premarital co-habitation in the 1960s. However, other texts –
particularly romantic comedies – may utilize this convention as a way to exacerbate the
character’s singleness. Since there is nobody, even a platonic roommate, for that character
to come home and see, it helps convey that character’s social isolation and loneliness to
the audience. This occurs with three of the main characters from the film Singles (Cameron
Crowe, 1992) – Janet (Bridget Fonda), Steve (Campbell Scott), and Cliff (Matt Dillon) –
who all inhabit single-bedroom apartments in an apartment building, Mike from Swingers,
Mirabelle from Shopgirl, John and Jeremy from Wedding Crashers, Ben and Lindsay from
Fever Pitch, Jane from 27 Dresses, Ally (Anna Faris) and Colin (Chris Evans) from What’s
Your Number? (Mark Mylod, 2011), Mindy Lahiri (Mindy Kaling) from The Mindy
Project (Fox, 2012-2015; Hulu, 2015-present), Jon Martello (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) from
Don Jon (Joseph Gordon-Levitt, 2013), Donna (Jenny Slate) from Obvious Child (Gillian
Robespierre, 2014), and Amy (Amy Schumer) from Trainwreck (Judd Apatow, 2015). In
television series like How I Met Your Mother and Scrubs, Ted (Josh Radnor) and J.D. (Zach
Braff) move into their own apartments after their respective roommates, Marshall (Jason
Segel) and Turk (Donald Faison), decide to move in with their girlfriends. Moreover, Mike
and Mirabelle’s respective individual living is compounded by their having moved to a
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new city before the text begins, meaning that they do not know anybody in their new city
with whom to live.
Emerging-adult characters may also live in houses, but far fewer occurrences of
this representation exist in emerging-adult films and television shows. This is primarily
due to the added costs of home ownership. Since most emerging-adult characters are
underemployed or struggling for money, they cannot afford to purchase a home in which
to live. Home ownership and the physical house itself are also closely linked to the general
concept of the American Dream and its aspirational social value. Because emerging-adult
characters are still trying to pursue the different tenets of this dream to become more adult,
the creators of various emerging-adult texts tend to keep the house as a goal for the
emerging-adult character rather than make a house his or her current residence.
For the few texts in which the characters do live in houses, the residence is normally
split between multiple roommates to ease the individual financial burden and is often used
for parties to accentuate emerging-adult leisure. This kind of housing can be observed in
texts like Knocked Up, Workaholics, Silicon Valley (HBO, 2014-present), Entourage, and
Beverly Hills, 90210. While the characters in the first three texts rent their houses, the
characters from the latter two both own their houses, speaking to the characters’ upperclass status. On Entourage, Vincent Chase (Adrian Grenier) is a successful Hollywood
actor, allowing him to act as the breadwinner for his housemates Turtle (Jerry Ferrara) and
Johnny (Kevin Dillon). On Beverly Hills, 90210, Brandon (Jason Priestley) is given his
parents’ Beverly Hills house after they move to Japan for work. Brandon lives with a
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variety of roommates over multiple seasons, particularly his friend Steve Sanders (Ian
Ziering).
Emerging-adult characters who individually live in their own houses also signifies
an upper-class social status and is rarer to find in these texts. Three examples include Dylan
(Luke Perry) from Beverly Hills, 90210, Britt Reid (Seth Rogen) from The Green Hornet,
and – for a brief period of time – Carter from In Good Company. Throughout much of the
series, Dylan is a multi-millionaire from his father’s trust fund, allowing him a great deal
more financial freedom than his peers. While most of his friends must choose to live
together and split the rent between them, Dylan can afford to live on his own and chooses
to do so. Britt is a different case as he inherits his father’s mansion after his father,
newspaper magnate James Reid (Tom Wilkinson), dies. Instead of earning the residence
on his own like other emerging-adult characters, Britt is handed his house and must now
put aside his partying lifestyle to act responsibly and take over for his father. Carter’s story
is far different from both Dylan and Britt. As a young and highly promising business
executive, Carter can afford to purchase a house for him and his new wife Kimberly (Selma
Blair) due to his high salary. However, he and Kimberly differ in their goals for their
marriage and Kimberly leaves him, forcing Carter to live in the house on his own. As a
result of his new relationship status, Carter decides to sell the house and move into a
Tribeca apartment after they divorce. As such, he does not live in a house by himself for
very long as his attainment of the American Dream has been shattered and his move to an
apartment symbolizes his new singleness. 29
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In addition to characters living in apartments or houses, emerging-adult narratives
also feature characters who live in their parents’ homes to signify their inability to attain
the cultural tenets of adulthood on their own. Within this set of characters are two
subsections of characters: those who leave their parents’ home but eventually return and
those who never left. The former category has been colloquially termed “boomerangers”
due to the way in which they briefly leave and then return to their place of origin – hence
the term. 30 While the latter category does not have a popular name attached to them, I will
refer to them as “unlaunched dependents,” a term used by Reuben Hill in his book Family
Development in Three Generations (267) and which incorporates elements from the
common phrase “failure to launch” (referring to leaving the parents’ home) and prioritizes
the emerging-adult’s dependence on the family for housing. 31 Emerging-adult characters
who live at home are physically placed in a childlike relationship and moving out of the
parental home can indicate an entry into adulthood. The film Failure to Launch (Tom Dey,
2006) depicts this phenomenon with Tripp (Matthew McConaughey), its thirty-five-yearold protagonist who still lives at home with his parents (Terry Bradshaw and Kathy Bates).
As boomerangers have become more prominent in American society in the latetwentieth and early-twenty-first centuries, the number of on-screen representations has also
increased. Twenty-first-century films like Lonesome Jim (Steven Buscemi, 2005), Post
Grad, Tiny Furniture (Lena Dunham, 2010), Bridesmaids, and Silver Linings Playbook
(David O. Russell, 2012) and television series like $#*! My Dad Says (CBS, 2010-2011)
feature emerging-adult characters who return their respective family homes while they
figure out what to do with their lives. However, while this character is currently popular
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among emerging-adult narratives, it is important to note that Benjamin Braddock from The
Graduate is also a boomeranger since he returns to his parents’ home after college while
he figures out what to do with his future. Because it was made in 1967, The Graduate
demonstrates a lengthier history to representations of boomerangers, despite the term’s
current notoriety. For films featuring a recent college graduate as the protagonist like The
Graduate, Post Grad, and Tiny Furniture, the emerging-adult character returns home due
to his or her personal and professional uncertainty. They are all single and are either
unemployed or underemployed when they move back home, further signaling their
emerging-adult status. In texts like Bridesmaids and $#*! My Dad Says, financial troubles
are the main reason for each protagonist returning home. As such, each character’s move
back to his or her parents’ house acts as a way for (s)he to potentially rebound from these
economic problems before trying to start anew.
Unlaunched dependents are also popular in emerging-adult texts since this
character type typically overlaps with the slacker archetype. Films and television shows
usually present the unlaunched dependent as someone who spends too much time loafing
around his or her parents’ house to pursue a meaningful relationship or career. Instead, the
character’s prototypical slacking leads to him or her staying at home throughout a
substantial amount (if not all) of the text. Some characters are able to overcome this
problem by moving out of their parents’ house whereas others may remain in this living
situation. Various characters who demonstrate this type include Billy from Billy Madison;
Morgan Grimes (Joshua Gomez) from Chuck; Cyrus (Jonah Hill) from Cyrus (Jay and
Mark Duplass, 2010); Jeff from Jeff, Who Lives at Home; Dante from Clerks; and Jeffrey
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(Jon Heder) from Mama’s Boy (Tim Hamilton, 2007). In other texts, the unlaunched
dependent has either just finished college or is currently in graduate school. For both of
these situations, the character typically lacks enough money to move out on his or her own
because (s)he is or has been mainly concentrating on academic pursuits. For James in
Adventureland, he has lived at home while attending college and is planning to move out
to begin graduate school in New York at the end of the summer. A similar situation occurs
for Cristela on the television series named after her, as she is a recent law school graduate
who lives at home because she is working an unpaid internship that will help further her
career. For her, staying at home allows her the freedom to focus on her long-term career
goals because she can take a job that has less money upfront but helps her make connections
among people in her field. Although Cristela concentrates on building her career, her
inability to support herself financially and live on her own signifies her emerging-adult
status. Finally, some emerging-adult texts may feature characters who refuse to leave the
family home despite their occupational success such as Tripp from Failure to Launch or
characters who have dominating parents that force them to live at home like Howard
(Simon Helberg) from The Big Bang Theory (CBS, 2007-present). In these cases, the
character deciding to leave the family home and succeed on his or her own indicates that
character’s transition to adulthood because they are accepting financial responsibility for
his or her living situation.

ROMANCE, LOVE, AND MARRIAGE
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Although education and work, leisure, and one’s living situation are all important
parts of delineating the emerging-adult life stage, love, romance, and marriage act as
central cultural markers of adulthood which connect all of these different aspects. Within
films and television series, romance plays an important part in the classical Hollywood
narrative. In Classical Hollywood Cinema, David Bordwell, Janet Staiger, and Kristin
Thompson note that most Hollywood films contain two storylines, one of which is a
romantic storyline in which the audience watches the two (typically heterosexual)
protagonists fall in love (16-17). Although this suggests that many Hollywood films might
sit within the boundaries of the emerging-adult genre, the inclusion of other emerging-adult
elements (a longer time being educated, difficulties starting a career, a focus on leisure
activities) and the narrative prominence of the transition to adulthood can distinguish
romances which belong to the emerging-adult genre from those which do not. Thus, while
the romance narrative importantly illuminates the various aspects of emerging-adult
representations, it cannot be used as the sole identifying factor of an emerging-adult text.
It is the case, however, that a successful romance, perhaps even more than a fulfilling
career, can mark the transition to adulthood in these films.
Because of the close relationship between the romcom genre in the classical genres
and the emerging-adult genre in identity genres, the character types of the romance genre
can often be found in emerging-adult texts. Leger Grindon identifies two main sets of
conventional characters in the romantic comedy film: the two main lovers (along with their
friends) and the contrasting villains or obstacles (12). Grindon primarily focuses on the two
protagonists as a couple who work out their issues and typically have contrasting
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personalities to find love with each other by the film’s conclusion. The primary couple’s
allies include characters who act as guides or warnings to the protagonists such as other
couples, helpers like secretaries or bartenders, and friends like co-workers or roommates.
Obstacles may include authority figures such as parents as well as a romantic foil to which
Grindon refers as the “wrong partner” (13-14). Grindon also provides a list of more specific
romantic character types including the career woman, the con artist, the ex-partner, the
golddigger, the lonely hero, the outlaw protagonist, the playboy, the seducer, and the virgin.
Grindon separates his character types into groups based around traits like sexual
experience, relationship status, and relationship motivation. To expand upon this structure
and incorporate specific portrayals of emerging-adult characters, I divide emerging-adult
romantic characters into three broad main categories that encompass emerging-adult
attitudes and experiences toward love and marriage such as their attitude toward romance,
their romantic personality or courtship style, and their ever-changing relationship status. It
is important to note that these character types are not solely restricted to the emerging-adult
genre because they are based on broad romantic character conventions. However, they are
commonly found in the emerging-adult genre due to the prominence of romantic storylines
within the genre even though the characters do not fully determine whether a text belongs
to the genre or not. Further, I concentrate on the main emerging-adult protagonists since
romantic friends or obstacles do not necessarily have to be emerging-adults within the
narrative structure; they could easily be parents, siblings, or friends who are already out of
this life stage.
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First, emerging-adult characters maintain different views in their attitude toward
love, sex, and marriage. One of these attitudes is the romantic position. Romantics maintain
a strong belief in marriage and spend much of the film or television show looking for “the
one,” their potential marriage partner. They engage in strictly monogamous relationships
as they search for this individual. Romantics are extremely common in Hollywood
narratives since they reinforce social values like monogamy and idealize marriage to the
audience. Further, they help uphold long-term romantic tension such as the conventional
“will-they-or-won’t-they” storyline often found on long-running television series since the
story is ultimately dedicated to bringing those two characters together. Some examples
from films include Mike from Swingers; Mirabelle and Jeremy (Jason Schwartzman) from
Shopgirl; Tom from (500) Days of Summer; Adam from No Strings Attached; Lauren from
For a Good Time, Call…; and Jane from 27 Dresses. Romantics who appear on television
include Ted from How I Met Your Mother, Jim from The Office, J.D. from Scrubs, and
Mindy from The Mindy Project. For both Mike and Tom, their deep-seeded love for
respective ex-girlfriends Michelle and Summer (Zooey Deschanel) lead them to obsess
over their exes throughout each text as they are unable to imagine themselves with anybody
else. Meanwhile, Ted’s romantic inclinations are more open-ended as he is infatuated with
the idea of being in love. In the pilot episode, Ted decides that he wants to find his soulmate
and he spends the rest of the series dedicated to this quest. However, these characters must
overcome their emerging-adult issues or behaviors in order to succeed in their romantic
relationships.
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Meanwhile, emerging-adult non-committers contrast with romantics as noncommitters look to avoid meaningful relationships and instead engage in casual sex. This
behavior includes cheating on current partners, having one-night stands with random
people they meet, and partaking in “friends with benefits” relationships in which two
friends start having sex without any plans for a long-term commitment. Non-committers
are extremely common in emerging-adult texts since the character’s inability to commit to
a long-term relationship sparks a great deal of narrative conflict. Characters like Joey
Tribianni (Matt LeBlanc) from Friends and Barney Stinson (Neil Patrick Harris) from How
I Met Your Mother epitomize the non-committer archetype. 32 Throughout their respective
series, they have sex with numerous women and rarely enter into monogamous
relationships. Recent films and television series that utilize the “friends with benefits”
storyline also contain non-committers such as Emma (Natalie Portman) in No Strings
Attached (Ivan Reitman, 2011), Dylan (Justin Timberlake) and Jamie (Mila Kunis) in the
film Friends with Benefits (Will Gluck, 2011), Ben (Ryan Hansen) from the television
series Friends with Benefits (NBC, 2011), and Annie from Bridesmaids. Summer Finn
from (500) Days of Summer provides an intriguing variation on the non-committer type.
Throughout her relationship with Tom, she insists on keeping their relationship casual even
as they do things which Tom says that friends do not do together (such as “kissing in the
copy room,” “holding hands in IKEA,” and “shower sex”). Tom asserts that they are a
couple, and Summer eventually acquiesces to his position, even though she clearly does
not reciprocate his feelings. While Summer is a non-committer with Tom, she does marry
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at the end of the film to another man. However, since the film is told from Tom’s
perspective, Summer is portrayed and characterized as a non-committer.
Second, emerging-adult characters can be identified by their romantic personality,
which effectively becomes their courtship style. This grouping is less important to defining
whether a character is an emerging adult or not but rather a categorization of how emerging
adult characters interact with each other throughout the romantic narrative. Male characters
are placed into one of two categories: either the alpha-male “Bad Boy” (who is also referred
to by assorted pejorative slang labels like “jerk,” “asshole,” and “douchebag”) or the betamale “Nice Guy.” Bad Boys exhibit traits of hypermasculinity including calloused sex
attitudes toward women, viewing violence as being manly, and seeing danger as exciting
(Mosher and Sirkin 150). Accordingly, Bad Boys treat women as disposable sex objects
and aim to have sex with as many women as possible. In contrast, Nice Guys reject these
hypermasculine traits to portray a non-hegemonic masculinity that is more quiet and softspoken. Instead of embracing danger like the Bad Boys, Nice Guys prefer to stay safe and
“protect” their romantic interest from any harm. Similarly, Nice Guys attempt to connect
with a potential partner emotionally rather than being openly callous toward them and only
using them for sexual gratification. However, contemporary writers have also questioned
Nice Guys’ “nice-ness” by pointing out how Nice Guys utilize this façade as a strategy to
become close to women to whom they are romantically attracted.
Because contemporary Hollywood romances construct a model of masculinity that
is both strong and sensitive, few emerging-adult protagonists wholly belong to the Bad Boy
model (see Alberti 32-37). Instead, alpha-males tend to fill the roles of either the
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protagonist’s friend or a romantic rival. For instance, Joey from Friends and Barney from
How I Met Your Mother fulfill this position since their romantic escapades are ancillary to
each series’ main romantic narratives and are used as contrasts to the proper path to
adulthood. However, a few examples of alpha-male protagonists exist in emerging-adult
texts including Kevin Doyle (James Marsden) from 27 Dresses and Jon Martello from Don
Jon. Nice Guys are far more common in emerging-adult texts due to the common
promotion of a strong-yet-sensitive form of masculinity. Among others, Benjamin from
The Graduate, Billy from Melrose Place, Ross and Chandler from Friends, J.D. from
Scrubs, Eric “E” Murphy (Kevin Connolly) from Entourage, Andrew from Garden State,
Ben from Knocked Up, Zack from Zack and Miri Make a Porno, Tom from (500) Days of
Summer, and Adam (Zach Gilford) from Post Grad could be considered emerging-adult
Nice Guy characters.
However, the similarities between Bad Boy and Nice Guy characters – particularly
their mutual assertion of male dominance and misogyny – can best be observed in the
emerging-adult film Just Friends (Roger Kumble, 2005). The film focuses on Chris
Brander (Ryan Reynolds), a formerly shy, overweight teen who has had a long-standing
romantic crush on his best friend Jamie Palamino (Amy Smart). As a prologue to the main
action, Chris decides that he is finally going to tell Jamie his true feelings for her on the
night of their high school graduation. During the film’s opening sequence, Chris exhibits
various markers of non-hegemonic masculinity indicative of being a Nice Guy. In his
opening monologue (a dictated note to Jamie), he mentions that they watch the teen soap
Party of Five together and that they practice cheers together as part of the high school
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cheerleading team. Chris is also listening to and singing along with the All-4-One ballad
“I Swear” as he writes his confessional note. Physically, Chris is noticeably overweight,
and he has braces on his teeth. His voice also breaks as he speaks, another symbol of his
puberty. When Chris’s younger brother Mike sees Chris singing along to All-4-One, Mike
calls Chris a “homo,” thereby utilizing what C.J. Pascoe refers to as the “Fag Discourse”
to police Chris’s non-hegemonic performance of adult masculinity. Chris’s wall of photos
of him and Jamie together is also important to his role as a Nice Guy. While friends can
certainly have put up photos of themselves on their wall, Chris’s unrequited crush on Jamie
marks it as a bit peculiar. Instead of pictures of “just friends,” Chris’s collection begins to
resemble a sort of stalker-esque shrine dedicated to his fixation on and obsession with her.
It becomes even stranger when Chris is shown manipulating the photos to present his
fantasy of the two of them together instead of the reality of Jamie’s interest in other men.
As a comedy, the film plays these moments for laughs, but an implicit misogyny certainly
surrounds them. Ultimately, Chris’s feelings are publicly revealed to Jamie after Tim (Ty
Olsson), a classmate of theirs, accidentally picks up Jamie’s yearbook and reads it aloud at
a graduation party. Jamie responds by telling Chris that she loves him “like a brother,”
rejecting his romantic advances. Finding himself teased by his classmates and unable to
move past a friendship with Jamie, Chris decides to move to Los Angeles and “become
somebody.”
When the film picks up ten years later, Chris is shown to have become an alphamale Bad Boy. He has lost a lot of weight, styles his hair, and dresses in suits. As one girl
breaks up with him for not paying enough attention to her, he starts to flirt with another.
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He also advises friends on what to do to avoid the “friend zone” so that they do not end up
in the same situation as he did with Jamie. The rest of the film continues Chris’s fluidity
between these two character types. When the “new Chris” finds himself back in his
hometown for Christmas, he tries to spark a relationship with Jamie by using his new alphamale personality. However, Chris learns that Jamie has become interested in Nice Guys,
and Chris dedicates himself to becoming one again. In essence, Chris is going to play up
the Nice Guy persona to fool Jamie into liking him and sleeping with him. Jamie eventually
rejects him because of his inconsistent behavior that keeps “messing with her head.” Upon
Chris’s return to Los Angeles, an ex-girlfriend confronts him and tries to coerce him into
having sex. He rejects her and yells out the film’s core ideological message: “You can’t
force or torture someone into liking you! You just have to put yourself out there and hope
that they like you back!” Upon this realization, Chris returns to New Jersey, tells Jamie his
feelings for her, and the two finally kiss. The film ends with this positive message, arguing
that a person be himself or herself while pursuing a relationship, as Chris overcomes both
courtship stereotypes.
Female emerging-adult characters tend to fit into a broader spectrum of romantic
roles than male characters although they are all essentially reductive, two-dimensional
stock characters. Since many contemporary romance films and television series implement
a postfeminist ideology, female characters may demonstrate heightened career
opportunities and the liberties of choice and diversity for which second-wave feminism
fought but also present a conservative attitude toward social values like gender, sexuality,
family life, and romance. 33 Girly girls perform a hyperfemininity that adheres to
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stereotypically feminine behaviors such as liking fashion and shopping, partaking in hair
and makeup beauty routines, and enjoying romantic-comedies. Girly girls also uphold a
conservative perspective toward love as they spend the narrative wanting and searching for
a potential husband. Some examples of girly girls include Rachel from Friends, Elle in
Legally Blonde, Rebecca from Confessions of a Shopaholic, and Eliza Dooley (Karen
Gillan) from Selfie (ABC, 2014) due to their mutual emphasis on fashion and shopping as
well as Lauren from For a Good Time, Call…, Mindy from The Mindy Project, and Jane
from 27 Dresses due to their idealization of marriage.
Another romantic archetype for female characters is the “Cool Girl,” a term which
gained popularity after appearing in Gillian Flynn’s 2012 novel and the book’s 2014 film
adaptation by David Fincher. In these texts, the Cool Girl is defined as a woman who enjoys
stereotypically male pastimes (watching football, playing poker, playing video games,
drinking cheap beer) while maintaining a conventionally attractive female figure. As Anne
Helen Petersen observes, there are multiple variations of the Cool Girl, all of which depend
on what the Cool Girl’s male partner deems to be “cool” (“Jennifer Lawrence”). As both
Petersen and Tracy Moore notice, the Cool Girl persona is typically a performance that can
– in a romantic narrative – be used to entice potential romantic partners. Of course, this
does not mean that the character is only pretending to like the same things as her
prospective love interest; she could genuinely enjoy these actions and behaviors on her
own, but their typical masculine gendering allows her to appear cool to men. Petersen
argues that Cool Girls tend to appear at cultural moments when there are “increasing
freedoms for women” and people (typically men) speculate as to whether women will
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maintain any traditionally feminine aspects or “become homely, castrating bitches.”
Petersen finds that Cool Girls ease this cultural anxiety by being “liberated and progressive
and yet pleasing to men, both in appearance and in action” (“Jennifer Lawrence”). 34
As suggested, two types of Cool Girl characters exist: those who naturally have an
interest in “cool” behaviors and those who pretend to hold an interest in order to gain the
favor of the love interest. Films and television series tend to show the former more often
to avoid creating an on-going protagonist who is shown as outright manipulating her love
interest. Since what her love interest thinks is cool partially determines the Cool Girl’s
“coolness,” “coolness” varies from one text to another. For example, Kate (Olivia Wilde)
from Drinking Buddies is a Cool Girl due to her working in a craft brewery alongside her
friend and potential love interest Luke (Jake Johnson), their shared propensity for drinking
and goofing off while on the job, and her predilection to skinny dip in front of him.
However, for Donna Stern from Obvious Child and Max Black from 2 Broke Girls, their
blunt, sarcastic manner of speaking and their penchant for discussing “unladylike” topics
like sex and bodily functions exemplifies their “coolness.” Meanwhile, Katie (Ali Graynor)
from For a Good Time, Call… is a Cool Girl due to her partying and willingness to talk
about sex while Robin Scherbatsky (Cobie Smulders) from How I Met Your Mother enjoys
smoking cigars, shooting guns, and playing hockey. An example of the Cool Girl who
pretends to be cool is Tess (Malin Åkerman) from 27 Dresses. When she meets George
(Edward Burns), she is worried that he will not like her so she pretends to like the same
things as he does like hiking, being a vegetarian, and treating animals with respect. George
eventually discovers Tess’s ruse and breaks up with her; however, the two reconnect a year
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later with Tess deciding to be honest with him this time. Of course, Tess is a secondary
character in the film’s narrative structure, acting as the romantic rival to her sister Jane who
harbors a secret crush on George, meaning that Tess can pretend to be “cool,” with her
experiencing the consequences of her façade.
A variation of the Cool Girl is the Manic Pixie Dream Girl, a term coined by Nathan
Rabin. Rabin describes the Manic Pixie Dream Girl as a female character who “exists
solely in the fevered imaginations of sensitive writer-directors to teach broodingly soulful
young men to embrace life and its infinite mysteries and adventures. […] Audiences either
want to marry her instantly […] or they want to commit grievous bodily harm against them
[sic] and their immediate family.” Like the Cool Girl, the Manic Pixie Dream Girl has some
sort of distinctive element to her personality that instantly appeals to the male protagonist.
However, while the Cool Girl enjoys and performs stereotypically male behavior, the
Manic Pixie Dream Girl tends to present a type of quirky femininity that upholds
conventional views of women but with a few distinctive twists to separate her from the
Girly Girl. Unlike the other character types, the Manic Pixie Dream Girl is solely a fictional
categorization since the Manic Pixie Dream Girl is used as a plot device for the male
protagonist to find his place in the world without her having any concern for her own
dreams. Nonetheless, the prominence of Manic Pixie Dream Girls in emerging-adult films
and television series like Garden State, Elizabethtown, The Last Kiss, and (500) Days of
Summer means that it is a common female character type. Aside from these well-known
examples, a character like Lorraine (Heather Graham) fulfills the Manic Pixie Dream Girl
narrative function in Swingers. She only appears in the film’s climactic scene and is meant
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to mirror Mike’s difficulties with adjusting to a new city and his romantic issues. While
Mike has spent the majority of the film pining for his ex-girlfriend in New York, he moves
past his feelings after meeting Lorraine at a swing club and begins to fall for her. When his
ex-girlfriend calls him the next morning, Mike is empowered by having met his “dream
girl” the night before and decides to hang up on his ex-girlfriend to pursue a relationship
with Lorraine. Like other Manic Pixie Dream Girls, Lorraine has little backstory and
expresses few goals for her life in Los Angeles; it only matters to the story that Lorraine
inspires Mike to move on from his ex-girlfriend.
Finally, a change in their relationship status can define emerging-adult romantic
characters. Much like the romantic personality, a change in relationship status is not
necessarily indicative of a character’s emerging-adult status since adult characters can also
face these personal changes, but it demonstrates the romantic volatility often found during
this life stage. Since constant changes and explorations typify emerging adulthood,
emerging-adult characters can undergo many changes in their personal lives as they try to
become more adult. The changes typically occur at the beginning of the texts in order for
them to act as the catalysts for the protagonists’ transformation; however, they may
occasionally act as a climactic moment in which the protagonists realize that they are with
the wrong person and decide to leave the current partner for a more suitable long-term
match at that narrative junction. One of the most popular of these character types is the
Recently Dumped. As the name describes, the protagonist’s current partner decides to leave
the protagonist at the beginning of the text, leading the protagonist to question the
relationship, what (s)he may have done wrong to be dumped, and for what (s)he is truly
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looking in a romantic partner. This character type can also be reversed in which the
protagonist is the Dumper rather than the Recently Dumped. However, this means that the
protagonist may not question what (s)he did wrong during the relationship although (s)he
does question the last relationship and considers his or her next one. At the beginning of
both (500) Days of Summer and Forgetting Sarah Marshall, the male protagonist’s
girlfriend dumps him, causing him to question his life choices and renegotiate his future
now that he is single. A similar story occurs in Swingers, even though Mike’s breakup with
his ex-girlfriend occurs before the film begins. Breakups also mark the beginning of the
emerging-adult narratives in For a Good Time, Call… and New Girl. In the former,
Lauren’s boyfriend breaks up with her, forcing her to move out of their shared home. This
event leads to Lauren moving in with Katie, sparking their friendship and Lauren’s
progression into adulthood. In the latter, Jess catches her boyfriend cheating on her in the
first scene of the series, leading Jess to break up with him. Since Jess was living with him,
she decides to move in with Nick (Jake Johnson), Schmidt (Max Greenfield), and Winstron
(Lamorne Morris) to further her life without him. On Friends, Rachel’s story also begins
with a breakup as she runs away from her wedding to Barry, allowing her to move in with
Monica.
Another common romantic character type is the Reforming Non-Committer. This
character begins the narrative as a non-committer and engages in casual sex but soon
realizes that (s)he wants a more fulfilling long-term relationship and begins to search for
“the one.” By doing this, the Reforming Non-Committer puts the fleeting relationships of
youth and adolescence in his or her past and instead focuses on more adult pursuits in his
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or her personal life. The film What’s Your Number? features this character type
prominently. Near the beginning of the film, Ally reads a Marie Claire article called
“What’s Your Number?” which asks the reader to consider her previous sexual
relationships and how her past will affect her chances of being married. The article argues
that a woman will have more difficulty finding a husband if she has had twenty or more
lovers during her lifetime. Since Ally’s number is at nineteen men, she becomes extremely
worried that she will not be able eventually to settle down if she reaches the article’s “magic
number” of twenty; of course, she reaches that number after a drunken one-night stand with
her former boss Roger (Joel McHale). To avoid raising her number of sexual partners any
further, Ally decides to track down her ex-lovers to see if one of them has become suitable
for marriage. As a result, Ally’s relationship goals change from sexual encounters with
different men to finding a husband.
Magic Mike’s titular character undergoes a comparable change. At the beginning
of the film, Mike is having a threesome with two women, including his on-and-off lover
Joanna (Olivia Munn). However, when Mike meets and falls for Brooke (Cody Horn),
Mike decides to leave his promiscuity in his past to concentrate on a monogamous
relationship with Brooke. Similar decisions occur for Don Jon’s Jon Martello after he
meets Barbara Sugarman (Scarlett Johansson) and Wedding Crashers’s John Beckwith
after he sees Claire Cleary (Rachel McAdams).
Although promiscuity can be an important part of the Non-Committer’s story, it is
not entirely necessary. For instance, No Strings Attached’s Emma and Bridesmaids’s Annie
are both in friends with benefits relationships instead of committing to a monogamous
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partner. That is, they are only having sex with one partner but do not believe in any longterm romantic potential with that person; their relationship is strictly built around sex.
However, by the end of each of their films, they have dedicated themselves to these
monogamous relationships with Adam and Nathan (Chris O’Dowd) respectively.
Because marriage acts as the ultimate goal or marker of an adult relationship,
emerging-adult characters can also be New Fiancé(e)s. These characters are either engaged
or become engaged at the beginning of the text and spend the remainder of the narrative
questioning the engagement and/or acting immature as (s)he struggles with his or her
commitment to the impending marriage and, by extension, adulthood. These characters
occur in films like Bride Wars (Gary Winick, 2009), The Five-Year Engagement (Nicholas
Stoller, 2012), The Hangover, and I Love You, Man.

CONCLUSION

Although emerging-adult narratives can display four different broad categories of
the transition for an emerging adult – education and work, leisure and play, residence, and
romance – characters evince multiple categories of transition. For instance, (500) Days of
Summer’s Tom Hansen is an underemployed college graduate who is working in a field
outside of his actual interests and both a romantic and a Nice Guy in his relationship with
Summer. However, the film never particularly shows Tom in leisure or play. He play-acts
being married with Summer when they take a trip to Ikea, but this scene is intended to
express Tom’s belief in marriage rather than suggest play is holding him back from
becoming an adult. It is unlikely that Tom does this type of play alone for fun. Tom’s place
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of residence also does not entirely match the typical emerging-adult characterizations.
Although he does live in an apartment, he resides alone which is atypical for most
emerging-adult characters. Nonetheless, because Tom’s dissatisfaction with his work life
and his personal life is so prominent in the story, he still fits within the parameters of an
emerging-adult character.
Meanwhile, a character like How I Met Your Mother’s Ted Mosby displays all of
the markers of the emerging-adult character categories. Although Ted is working in his
chosen field of architecture, he undergoes some professional issues toward the end of the
series’ fourth season and is fired from his job. He then attempts to start his own architecture
firm, but it quickly fails. Ted finds work as an architecture professor at the end of the fourth
season but also concurrently works as an architect starting in the sixth season. Thus, despite
Ted’s working in his personally-fulfilling field, he still faces many of the occupational
hardships of emerging-adulthood. Ted is also constantly shown at leisure or play whether
it is drinking with friends, smoking marijuana, or attending parties. Like many emergingadults, Ted is constantly moving residences, first sharing apartments with different
roommates and later purchasing a suburban house (although not living there) as a sign of
trying to take on more adult responsibility. Finally, Ted is both a Nice Guy and a romantic
as he moves from one monogamous relationship to another. Moreover, Ted does a number
of over-the-top romantic gestures such as stealing a blue French horn for Robin and
planning a two-minute lunch date with Stella (Sarah Chalke) when she claims she is too
busy to go out with him.
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While identifying the various emerging-adult character representations is important
to recognizing the genre, it is equally imperative to understand how these various
characters interact with each other in the text. Further, emerging-adult characters are
continually changing throughout the text as they may look to become adults, something
which is most noticeable in the Reforming Non-Committer. To investigate the narrative
structures of this identity genre, it is necessary to turn the discussion to how these various
character representations are implemented throughout the story.

ENDNOTES
19

The difference between “emerging adults” and “adults” is an important factor in considering these fictional
representations. The addition of the adjective “emerging” to adult separates them from adults and places them
in this liminal stage between adolescence and adulthood.

20

Marriage equality in the United States was made official on June 26, 2015, with the Supreme Court ruling
in a 5-4 decision that individual states could not legally prohibit same-sex marriages.
21

Although alcohol is considered a depressant and abusing stimulant drugs like cocaine can also impact an
emerging adult’s professional life, their connection to parties means that it is more prevalent in the section
on partiers.
22

Maintaining the characters’ youthful qualities is particularly important for Beverly Hills, 90210 and One
Tree Hill as both programs began as teen series, but eventually had the characters grow into emerging adults
(which I will discuss in greater detail in Chapter Three). Further, it maintains the teen genre’s connection to
popular music by providing a venue for musical guests. For more on the relationship between music and the
teen genre, see Ben Aslinger’s essay “Rocking Prime Time: Gender, the WB, and Teen Culture.”
23

As seen in the episode “Who’s Zoomin’ Who?” (#5.07), the Peach Pit restaurant breaks its capacity during
the parties, meaning that Steve, Dylan, and Nat need to move the location; otherwise, the restaurant will be
shut down by the fire marshal.

24
The club begins selling alcohol in season five after the characters have graduated from high school and a
four-year time jump puts them of legal drinking age.
25

To clarify my definition of a “house party,” I am only referring to informal house parties that emulate high
school or college parties that consist of drinking, dancing, and (potentially) drug use rather than formal
gatherings that can be held at one’s house like dinners, cocktail parties, or balls.
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26

Individuals under the legal drinking age could, of course, try to use a fake identification card to enter these
places, but I am concentrating on the more likely scenario that they attend house parties rather than enter a
club.

27
In Forever Young: The “Teen-Aging” of Modern Culture, Marcel Danesi implicitly references emerging
adulthood when he notes how adolescence has been “deferred” until after the high school and college years,
meaning that adolescent tastes have become “the aesthetics for all.” He describes this tendency within
American culture as “juvenilization” (11).
28

Not only does this ending demonstrate Rebecca’s course to adulthood by providing her with her dream job
and ideal romantic partner, but it fulfills the postfeminist traits which Brunsdon observes in shopping films
since Rebecca is able to “have it all” at the conclusion.

29
Although Carter has achieved adulthood to a certain extent, his young age (twenty-six) and limited amount
of time as a married professional (only a few months) allows him to transition seamlessly between adulthood
and emerging adulthood, particularly because he does not need to provide Kimberly any financial support.
Essentially, Carter’s adult status was a “mistake” that his divorce rectifies since he was married too young.
30

While both academic and popular press articles have used the term “Boomerang Generation” to describe
Millennials who return to their parents’ home (see Marche, Mechler, and K. Parker), I believe that this term
is too narrow in focus since it fails to consider earlier generations of twentysomethings who return home. As
my examples suggest, there is a long history of this behavior, and placing the focus on one specific generation
negates that history. I find the term “boomeranger” still describes this phenomenon without focusing it on
one subset.

31

Terms like “parasite single” and “entitled dependent” have been used to describe this phenomenon, but I
find those labels to contain a negative connotation and stigma against these individuals. “Unlaunched
dependent” is both more descriptive of the person’s actions and utilizes a neutral, unbiased tone.

32

Although Joey and Barney are often used for comedic purposes on their programs, not all non-committers
maintain the same narrative purpose.
33

Cultural theorist Angela McRobbie refers to this theme as a “double entanglement” within postfeminist
culture since it presents the gains made possible by feminism, but also renders feminism as seemingly
unnecessary and refocuses the narrative onto female characters’ romantic relationships (2007; 28).
34

Although Petersen’s article is concerned with female stars who market themselves as Cool Girls, there is
a connection between these actors and the roles they play. That is, when more “Cool Girl” actors are present,
more “Cool Girl” roles help support the on- and off-screen persona (“Jennifer Lawrence”).
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Chapter Two:
Transitions into Adulthood:
Emerging-Adult Film Narrative Structures

While the previous chapter considered film and television representations of
emerging adults and the genre’s major recurring character types, this chapter examines how
these fictional representations are situated within different narrative structures to convey
the emerging-adult character’s transition into adulthood. Emerging-adult behaviors change
throughout the film’s story as characters start acting in conventionally adult ways regarding
love, work, and lifestyle.
It is within these actions that the fictional depictions of emerging adulthood depart
from emerging adults’ lived experiences. Although films and television programs
exaggerate and stereotype emerging adults and emerging-adult behaviors, there is still a
relationship to reality – albeit sometimes quite tenuous. Media texts display common
emerging-adult behaviors or represent cultural fears about emerging adults’ immaturity
lasting deeper into adulthood. Hollywood’s conventional narrative structure, with its
predetermined structural elements like the inciting incident, critical turning points,
character arcs, and narrative resolution, organizes the open-endedness and the much
muddier movement of reality into a familiar fictional arrangement.
Because classical Hollywood narratives build around the protagonist’s arc and
evolution to correct internal and external behaviors (see Marks 29-30), emerging-adult
narratives typically represent the main character’s transition into adulthood. This
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distinction clearly separates fictional emerging-adult representations from the sociological
research on the topic. Because character arcs demonstrate character growth throughout the
narrative, many Hollywood films are focused on the process of becoming and the
character’s transition from emerging adult to adult. This important question of “change”
and “becoming” drives this chapter as I investigate the typical strategies which filmmakers
utilize to capture this transition and how the protagonist successfully (or sometimes
unsuccessfully) becomes an adult by the conclusion. In particular, I examine key structural
elements of the classical Hollywood narrative like external and internal conflicts, the
catalyst or the inciting incident, the midpoint reversal, and the climax, as well as various
character relationships to demonstrate how the transition to adulthood is structured within
the narrative.
The focus of my project is on closed narratives which are produced by Hollywood
studios, but it is also valuable to consider emerging-adult films which are released by
independent or Indiewood studios. Although many productions from these studios utilize
classical closed narratives, an abundance of ambiguous or open-ended narratives are
present in these films. For instance, non-classical emerging-adult films lack the dominant
narrative resolution of the protagonist becoming an adult; instead, the protagonist often
remains an emerging adult throughout the text and never transitions out of it. This
difference occurs because indie films may often use anti-classical narratives whereas studio
films typically do not make major changes to the classical story formula.
Furthermore, this chapter concentrates on film narratives which are primarily
constructed in pre-production, which is not always the case with television shows. While
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showrunners may have an idea of a television narrative’s conclusion, outside factors like
audience ratings and a show’s longevity will affect the narrative’s timetable. Moreover,
stars could leave the program to further their own careers, impacting any predetermined
but unconcluded arcs for their character. In order to account for narrative changes found in
television, I will address television’s narrative differences in greater depth in the next
chapter.

TRANSITIONS AND TRANSFORMATIONS: CLASSICAL NARRATIVES

As David Bordwell points out, broad closed film narrative principles have existed
in screenwriting handbooks since the 1910s. In the late 1970s, Constance Nash and
Virginia Oakley in their Screenwriter’s Handbook and Syd Field in his book Screenplay
argued the dominant structure produced three acts. Although minor differences may occur
among various screenwriting authors, the basic template remains the same. The film’s
overall narrative is divided into three acts – a beginning, a middle, and an end – which are
typically proportioned in a ¼ - ½ - ¼ ratio. For a two-hour movie, this means that the first
and third acts are approximately thirty minutes each while the second acts lasts for an hour.
Traditionally, the first act establishes characters, conflicts, and goals. A catalyst or inciting
incident that puts the plot in motion sparks the main action. The second act develops the
characters in greater depth and heightens the tension between the protagonist(s) and
antagonist(s). At the end of the first and second acts, the protagonist must make a decision
that drives him or her toward the overall resolution during these key turning points. The
second act climaxes with the film’s midpoint reversal, where the protagonist is in his or
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her darkest position and his or her future happiness is questionable. Finally, the third act
resolves the conflicts during the film’s climax and establishes a new equilibrium in a brief
denouement or epilogue (Seger 19).
Conflict provides an important foundation for the classical film narrative structure
whether on a macro (lasting the entire film) or micro level (driving each individual scene).
As script consultant Dara Marks observes, conflict establishes character goals, generates
characters’ motions and activities that comprise the plot, and eventually leads to the film’s
conclusion when resolved (32). Christina Myers-Shaffer refers to conflict as the “driving
force” for the plot that “provides unity for the work as a whole” (46). Fictional media texts
utilize two key types of conflict: internal and external conflict. Internal conflicts are
typically a personal, mental, or existential issue within the text’s protagonist while external
conflicts are outside foes whom the protagonist must defeat. Internal and external conflicts
are often viewed as opposing concepts (see McKee 48-49) but should rather be discussed
as maintaining a naturally interdependent relationship. Marks argues that narratives follow
“the protagonist’s internal struggle to rise to meet that external challenge by overcoming
internal barriers” (29). That is, external conflicts are grounded in and manifest the
protagonist’s internal struggles, and it is only when the protagonist overcomes his or her
internal conflict that (s)he is able to defeat an external antagonist. Within this structure, the
internal conflict takes precedence over the external conflict due to the external conflict
being an outgrowth of the internal conflict. The internal conflict provides meaning to the
external conflict; without the emotional underpinnings supplied by the internal conflict,
any external antagonists would have their meaning reduced, if not rendered meaningless.
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The relationship between internal and external conflicts within a single narrative also
supports Bordwell’s observation that classical Hollywood films have “at least two lines of
action” which link characters, one of which is typically a heterosexual romance (Bordwell,
Staiger, and Thompson 16). By using the phrase “at least,” Bordwell suggests that film
narratives may contain multiple internal and external conflicts.
Because romantic relationships are a key part of both the hegemonic transition into
adulthood and the classical Hollywood narrative structure, the connection between the
romantic leads highlights the path to adulthood. Within the emerging-adult film, the pursuit
of marriage alone traditionally indicates the protagonists’ drive toward adulthood,
particularly how each partner “fixes” the other person’s faults as they each guide the other
toward adulthood. The transformational arc is a crucial part of the romance genre’s
structure. Jackie Stacey and Lynne Pierce observe the power of the transformation in the
romance, describing how it creates “possibilities of change, progress, and escape” (17-18).
Screenwriter and script consultant Billy Mernit goes even further, calling the
transformative power of love the “übertheme” of the genre (95). The emerging-adult film
utilizes the romance’s association with change to transition the protagonists from emerging
adults to adults.
Although the three-act structure has dominated film narrative discourse, Kristin
Thompson challenges these guidelines in Storytelling in the New Hollywood. She argues
that narratives can be fragmented in an arbitrary number of parts. She points out that while
Field identifies three acts in his book, others may find ten acts in a film, as one person does
with Alfred Hitchcock’s 1959 film North by Northwest (27). Instead of adhering to the
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traditional three-act model, Thompson proposes a four-act narrative structure with each
even-length act linked by major turning points that mark a clear shift in the protagonist’s
goals. Thompson’s main difference from Field’s template is her emphasis on the midpoint
reversal as a turning point. For Field, the midpoint reversal (which he terms the “MidPoint”) bisects both the second act and the entire film but only serves to link the larger
dramatic action. In Thompson’s model, the film’s midpoint forces the protagonist to
reassess his or her goals, which helps build toward the film’s climax. Thompson also
admits that her four-act structure does not work with all films. She discusses how the action
film Speed (Jan de Bont, 1994) closely follows Field’s three-act paradigm with each major
set piece marking a distinct act and with no clear turning point at its midpoint (26-27); she
also points out that films like It’s Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World (Stanley Kramer, 1963)
may lack any major turning points in its episodic structure (40). As Thompson
demonstrates, dominant narrative models (whether three-act or four-act) may exist
throughout cinema, but these conventions are occasionally being deviated from in practice.
That is, multiple film narrative structures exist despite the prevalence of the three-act
format.
Thompson’s argument also questions other hegemonic conventions of cinematic
storytelling. For instance, she argues that multiple turning points may occur around the
same time within each individual line of action. As an example, she discusses the end of
the development (what she classifies as the third act) in The Godfather (Francis Ford
Coppola, 1972). She argues that the romantic narrative between Michael (Al Pacino) and
Kay (Diane Keaton) reaches a turning point when he asks her to marry him, and the
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gangster storyline reaches a turning point in the very next scene when he becomes the head
of the Corleone family (30). The two actions are unrelated, but both set-up the film’s
climactic fourth act in which Michael defeats the antagonistic heads of the five families
and faces marital issues with Kay.
Thompson’s claim of distinctive turning points for each line of action presents an
intriguing perspective for considering film narratives. While screenwriting guides discuss
the narrative structure across the entire text, Thompson’s argument forces consideration of
narrative across each line of action; that is, distinct storylines maintain their own individual
structure in which one can identify a catalyst, turning points, rising and falling action, a
climax, and a resolution. As Thompson observes in turning points, these moments from
multiple lines of action are usually combined into one action, but they may also be handled
separately (30).
Following this argument, I propose that film narratives may not only contain
multiple turning points, as Thompson suggests, but also multiple catalysts which help spark
each individual storyline. Linda Seger describes a catalyst as an event that sets the story in
motion and provides the story with focus and direction. Seger identifies a variety of
catalysts ranging from specific actions to a piece of information to a series of situational
incidents that eventually add up to the first turning point (26-28). While Seger’s definition
is broad, it supports the idea of multiple catalysts: each line of action contained in the text
must be set in motion and be given clear focus and direction through a specific event.
Robert McKee also discusses how inciting incidents may occasionally be parsed into two
separate events: a setup and a payoff. It is not only that an event occurs but that a reaction
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to it sparks the rest of the narrative. For instance, he mentions that Jaws’s (Steven
Spielberg, 1975) inciting incident is split into two scenes: first, the shark killing and eating
a lone swimmer and, second, the discovery of the swimmer’s remains on the shore. He
argues that if the corpse is undiscovered, then the rest of the narrative would not occur.
McKee’s argument differs from mine, but he demonstrates how the catalyst or inciting
incident may not be contained within just one scene.
While I will examine multiple catalysts in the emerging-adult film’s structure later
in this chapter, I would like to demonstrate briefly how the multiple catalyst occurs within
the classical Hollywood narrative structure. North by Northwest provides a clear example.
The main line of action follows the misadventures of advertising executive Roger Thornhill
(Cary Grant) after two henchmen (Adam Williams and Robert Ellenstein) of another spy,
Phillip Vandamm (James Mason) mistakenly identify Thornhill as American spy George
Kaplan. The moment at which Vandamm’s henchmen misidentify Thornhill – when
Thornhil raises his hand for the check at the exact same time that the hotel is paging for
Kaplan – certainly provides the catalyst for this storyline. Without Thornhill’s inopportune
action, the rest of the spy story would not occur. However, the film introduces a second
line of action – a romantic plotline - forty-five minutes into the 136-minute film when
Thornhill meets Eve Kendall (Eva Marie Saint) on a train while he is fleeing from the
police. The two stories are inextricably linked as Eve is an undercover American agent who
has successfully infiltrated Vandamm’s spy ring. Thornhill’s story of mistaken identity
would still occur without Eve’s presence. Instead, their meeting serves as a way to spark
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the film’s second line of action – a romance – which undergoes its own rise to conflict and
eventual resolution.
Sleepless in Seattle (Nora Ephron, 1993) also implements multiple catalysts but
utilizes them in a different manner from North by Northwest. The film’s two main
characters – recent widower Sam Baldwin (Tom Hanks) and Baltimore Sun reporter Annie
Reed (Meg Ryan) – each maintain an individual storyline throughout the text before the
two meet at the film’s conclusion. While there are moments throughout the film where the
stories intersect such as Sam’s call to a radio talk show that Annie hears and Annie’s trip
to Seattle where the two unknowingly exchange greetings, each contains its own catalyst
and turning points. From the traditional narrative perspective espoused by Field, McKee,
and Seger, Sleepless in Seattle displays a classical three-act structure. Sam’s phone call to
radio host Dr. Marcia Fieldstone (Caroline Aaron), in which he discloses how much he
misses his wife, acts as the film’s catalyst. That moment sets the plot in motion as Annie
listens to Sam on the radio and begins to fall for him. It also sets up the film’s central
question of whether Sam and Annie will eventually start a relationship. However, I argue
that a second catalyst – an emotional catalyst – sets up the film’s internal conflict. While a
major question is whether Sam and Annie will eventually start a relationship, a second
question broadly revolves around Sam’s emotional ability to overcome his wife dying from
cancer. Because the internal (Sam recovering from his wife’s passing) and external (Sam
starting a relationship with Annie) conflicts work symbiotically, the establishment of each
dramatic problem is essential to the text.
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As such, I find that the film’s opening scene of Sam with his son Jonah (Ross
Malinger) at Sam’s wife’s funeral acts as an emotional catalyst which sparks Sam’s internal
conflict. While one could argue that this scene is the set-up that establishes the tone or
mood of the film, there are few thematic commonalities between the opening and the
remainder of the movie. The individual scene is focused on loss, but the rest concentrates
on finding love. It does not establish the setting as Sleepless in Seattle never returns to the
graveyard in which Sam’s wife is buried, and Sam and his son move from Chicago to
Seattle soon after she is laid to rest. Instead, the opening sequence sparks the emotional
storyline and Sam’s internal conflict of loving again after he loses his wife to cancer. Most
expliclty, Maggie’s passing away is an event which “radically upsets the balance of forces
in the protagonist’s life,” which McKee argues is a key element of the inciting incident
(189-192). Although it is not shown on screen, the audience can assume that Sam had a
happy marriage with his wife through his recollections of her. However, his happy life is
turned upside-down only after her death. Like Seger describes catalysts, the sequence also
provides the story with focus and direction as Sam openly questions whether he will be
able to find a new love: “Move on. Right. That’s what I’m going to do. In a few months,
I’ll be fine. I’ll just grow a new heart.” Sam’s quips establish the film’s central emotional
question of whether a person can love again after a devastating loss, which leads to the
film’s central external question of whether Sam and Annie will eventually find each other
and start a relationship. The multiple catalysts also start the symbiotic relationship between
internal conflicts and external actions. Because Sam’s wife passes away (external action),
it sparks Sam’s feeling of loss and his desire to overcome it (internal conflict). After being
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unable to surmount his emotions, Sam eventually speaks with Dr. Fieldstone on the radio
(external action), which Annie hears, sparking the main external conflict of their romance.
Both catalysts are necessary to the film’s plot, and the story uses these two moments to
shape the story and its main central questions.
Much like how Thompson observes that not all films use a four-act structure,
Hollywood films do not all use multiple catalysts; however, multiple catalysts do appear
in many Hollywood films, and I use my proposed narrative model to analyze the emergingadult film’s general structure when appropriate. Specifically, I examine how key moments
in the narrative are built around the protagonist’s transition into adulthood. For instance,
when the protagonist is initially introduced in the first act, (s)he is typically established as
an emerging adult through the four main categories of emerging-adult representation
discussed in the previous chapter. Usually, this means that the protagonist is single or
recently dumped; underemployed, unemployed, or unhappy in his or her career; and either
living alone or with roommates in an apartment. By the end of the film, many (if not all)
of these traits are reformed as the protagonist turns into a traditional adult through the
narrative. In this section, I analyze the key parts of the narrative structure – conflict, the
catalysts or the inciting incidents, the turning points, the midpoint reversal, and the climax
– to consider how they each support the protagonist’s transformational arc from an
emerging adult to an adult. These sequences occur for both classical and non-classical films
(and obviously for films with mixed formal arrangements).

CLASSICAL NARRATIVES IN EMERGING-ADULT FILMS
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Emerging-adult films utilize multiple catalysts to propel their internal and external
conflicts. Psychological issues related to the protagonist’s acceptance of adulthood are the
core of an emerging-adult film’s internal conflict; even though the protagonist is legally
and biologically considered an adult, the protagonist does not feel like an adult. This
outlook appears in various forms, depending on the individual text. Perhaps the protagonist
acts in ways that are not considered traditionally “adult” (such as engaging in too much
play or lacking a solid work ethic) and, despite some initial happiness, decides to change
his or her ways after meeting and falling for a potential romantic partner. The film’s main
external conflict – framed as the central question – becomes “will the protagonist enter into
this relationship?” However, the internal conflict drives the protagonist’s arc and his or her
transformation into an adult. The main questions relating to the internal conflict include
“will the protagonist change his or her behavior in order to become a desirable partner?”
In this situation, the potential romantic partner also symbolizes adulthood and specifically
represents middle-class domesticity. Given Hollywood’s predilection for ending romantic
films with a wedding, the two lovers do not just enter into a relationship but into a marriage
in which the audience expects the characters to move eventually into a house and start a
family. As a result, the protagonist leaves the emerging-adult life stage and transitions into
adulthood by resolving both internal and external conflicts.
Bordwell’s claim that multiple lines of action are in a Hollywood film means that
several external lines of action may demonstrate the protagonist’s transition into adulthood.
These conflicts appear from the categories established in the previous chapter: work, play
and leisure, residency, and romance. A protagonist might have to pursue a meaningful
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romantic relationship and stop prioritizing play and leisure over work to demonstrate his
or her desire to transition into adulthood. Knocked Up (Judd Apatow, 2006) presents the
character arc across all four issues. In that film, Ben (Seth Rogen) pursues a romantic
relationship with Alison (Katherine Heigl) despite their initial personality clash (romance),
quits his job working on a celebrity porn website with his housemates to find steady
employment as a web designer at a company (work), stops doing drugs (play and leisure),
and moves into an apartment of his own (residency) to demonstrate his acceptance of
adulthood.
Catalysts or inciting incidents spark the main individual lines of action and establish
the film’s central questions. As mentioned, a catalyst can drive either an internal arc or an
external arc, and it can occasionally start both in a single-catalyst structure. In the
emerging-adult film, the emerging-adult lifestyle is established as the character’s norm,
and the protagonist is content to live his or her life in that manner. It is only when the
protagonist experiences a catalyst that (s)he begins to question his or her current position
in life and considers how to change his or her behavior to achieve the goal of being a happy
adult. For instance, Wedding Crashers (David Dobkin, 2005) utilizes two catalysts: one
internal and one external. The film establishes John (Owen Wilson) and Jeremy (Vince
Vaughn) as immature men who create false personas and “crash” wedding parties for the
sole purpose of having sex with female guests, but John soon faces an emotional dilemma
after one of these encounters. He accidentally calls Vivian (Diora Baird) by the wrong
name, prompting her to ask him, “Would you say you’re completely full of shit or just fifty
percent?” John responds, “I hope just fifty, but who knows.” His flat, straightforward
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answer hints at his recognizing his relative unhappiness with his life choices and his
discontentment with casual sex. His use of the term “hope” indicates his desire not to be
“full of shit” and eventually to build a romantic relationship without deceiving his partner.
Soon after John has this realization of wanting an adult relationship, he meets and falls for
Claire Cleary (Rachel McAdams) at the final wedding of the season, sparking the film’s
external conflict.
Forgetting Sarah Marshall (Nicholas Stoller, 2008) also uses two catalysts, with
each starting a different line of action. An early scene features Sarah (Kristen Bell)
breaking up with her boyfriend Peter (Jason Segel), causing a heartbroken Peter to spiral
out of control, lack focus at work, and engage in a series of meaningless one-night stands.
Not only does this event deconstruct Peter’s world (which is established in a fake Access
Hollywood segment), but it triggers his emotional goal of needing to overcome the end of
this relationship and move forward with his life. A second catalyst appears after Peter
travels to Hawaii in an attempt to escape from his memories of Sarah; unfortunately, Sarah
is staying at the same hotel with her new boyfriend Aldous Snow (Russell Brand). Peter
meets Rachel (Mila Kunis), the hotel’s receptionist, and starts a relationship with her. The
remainder of the film is dedicated to Peter reconciling these two conflicts: he must
overcome his feelings for Sarah while simultaneously falling for Rachel.
In other emerging-adult films, a single catalyst can spark both internal and external
conflicts. For instance, Don Jon’s (Joseph Gordon-Levitt, 2013) single catalyst is
protagonist Jon Martello (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) meeting Barbara Sugarman (Scarlett
Johansson) at a nightclub. It begins the main external conflict of Jon and Barbara’s romance
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that provides the central line of action throughout the second act and also sparks Jon’s
internal desire of wanting to change his lifestyle and emotionally mature into adulthood. In
particular, Jon decides to stop being promiscuous to attempt a monogamous relationship
with Barbara. More implicitly, this choice demonstrates that Jon ultimately desires an adult
lifestyle – marked by marriage and children – for his future. 35
Like lines of action and major narrative conflicts, emerging-adult film catalysts can
be separated into the four categories that represent the transition into adulthood (work, play
and leisure, residency, and romance) with one caveat. Catalysts are often unrelated to play
and leisure as films establish these elements during the initial set-up as character flaws
which the protagonist must overcome in order to transition into adulthood. Instead, an
outside element – often related to romance or work – is introduced to the story and sparks
the protagonist’s desire to change. As such, that outside element becomes a catalyst rather
than the part related to play or leisure. Play or leisure helps to clarify a key narrative conflict
and identify where the protagonist must change his or her emerging-adult behavior to reach
the goal of becoming an adult.
In many emerging-adult stories including Wedding Crashers, Forgetting Sarah
Marshall, and Don Jon, the meeting of a potential longterm romantic partner acts as a
catalyst. Due to the prominence of marriage as both a goal and a sociocultural marker of
adulthood, emerging-adult films tend to utilize romance as the spark that inspires the
protagonist to change his or her lifestyle. That is, the protagonist may have been content
living as an emerging adult, but (s)he believes that these traditional emerging-adult
behaviors could not satisfy a potential romantic partner. As a result, the protagonist decides
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to reform himself or herself to appear more attractive to the love interest. Both Wedding
Crashers’s John and Don Jon’s Jon attempt to move past their immature lifestyles after
meeting an idealized romantic partner. The end of a romance may also spark the
protagonist’s transition. The “Recently Dumped” character believes that his or her life is
progressing toward marriage and adulthood, but (s)he is unaware of his or her partner’s
unhappiness. Because the partner ends the relationship, it disrupts the protagonist’s life and
causes the protagonist to reflect upon his or her behavior and consider how to fix the issues
which led to the breakup. Peter from Forgetting Sarah Marshall undergoes this existential
self-reflection after Sarah ends their relationship, allowing him to realize eventually his
unhappiness with making backing scores for her television programs and inspiring him to
create his passion project of a staged puppet Dracula musical.
Incidents related to education can also act as a catalyst. The protagonist’s
graduation from college or graduate school is a particularly common and effective catalyst
because it demonstrates the clear division between the educational world and the working
world. The protagonist begins the story accustomed to the college lifestyle but has
difficulty adjusting to the post-college world. College graduation typically acts as a catalyst
for this part of the protagonist’s internal conflict; usually the protagonist must eventually
overcome a more definitive external antagonist to reach a normative adulthood by the end
of the film. The Graduate (Mike Nichols, 1967), Reality Bites (Ben Stiller, 1994), and Post
Grad (Vicky Jenson, 2009) all utilize college graduation as an initial story catalyst. Ben’s
(Dustin Hoffman) graduation in The Graduate is a non-traditional catalyst because it does
not appear on-screen; instead, the audience only sees the aftermath from his graduation
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when Ben returns to California from an unnamed eastern United States university. Despite
not being shown, Ben’s graduation marks an important moment that upends his world and
sparks his internal conflict of worrying about his uncertain future. It is at this point when
Ben’s college lifestyle and myriad school accomplishments mean little to him, and he is
left to figure out his plans for graduate school, work, and a relationship. Therefore,
graduation acts in the same manner as a catalyst even if it is not included in the on-screen
action of Ben’s story. In fact, early drafts of the script from screenwriter Buck Henry
include a scene of Ben’s college graduation in which Ben is the class valedictorian and
about to tell his fellow graduates about the ultimate purpose of college education. A wind
blows away his speech, leaving him dumbfounded and unable to speak; he cannot articulate
a reason. The scene was ultimately cut – film critic Mark Harris finds it to be “overexplicit”
of the movie’s themes (291) – but its inclusion in drafts of the script demonstrates that the
filmmakers considered it as an initial catalyst for Ben’s emotional dilemma. Reality Bites
and Post Grad follow a traditional model as the respective protagonist’s graduation occurs
at or near the beginning of the film, introducing the major narrative arc of the protagonist’s
adjusting to post-college life.
Work-related incidents may also spark the narrative conflict. A protagonist may be
hired for a new job at the start of the film, leading that character onto a potential path to
adulthood. For instance, Andy’s (Anne Hathaway) starting work at Runway in The Devil
Wears Prada (David Frankel, 2006) sets her future onto a path of irrefutable change until
she realizes that she does not want to continue this career and quits. Shane’s (Ryan
Phillippe) external storyline in 54 (Mark Christopher, 1998) follows a similar pattern as his
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initial hiring at Studio 54 starts his constant partying. Post Grad also contains a workrelated catalyst in addition to its initial graduation scene. Ryden (Alexis Bledel) has
planned her post-college work life and believes that she will be hired at the Happerman
and Browning publishing company, but they reject her application. Ryden must then adjust
her plan, leading her to pick up a series of odd jobs and move in with her family while she
figures out her future. Changes at work can also act as catalysts. For instance, Carter
(Topher Grace) from In Good Company (Paul Weitz, 2004) begins his life-changing path
when he is assigned to become the head of sales at Sports America after Globecom, the
corporation for which he works, purchases the magazine. Unlike Andy or Ryden, Carter
does not switch jobs but is instead transferred onto a new project. Carter’s experiences at
Sports America, particularly his rocky friendship and working relationship with middleage advertising executive Dan (Dennis Quaid), lead him to question his career choice
throughout the film.
A change in the protagonist’s residence may also occur as a film’s catalyst, but it
is typically secondary to or a byproduct of a different narrative event. That is, a character’s
moving occurs because of a change in work, education, or romance that dominates the
film’s story arcs. For instance, Ben moves back to his parents’ home after graduating from
college at the beginning of The Graduate, and his return to living with his mother and
father contributes to Ben’s post-graduate malaise and uncertainty about his future.
However, it is neither the driving force behind the narrative nor an element that is resolved
by the film’s conclusion. Instead, the story is centered upon Ben’s interior arc of figuring
out his future and the external conflict of stopping Elaine (Katharine Ross) from marrying
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another man. Thus, while Ben’s change in residence illustrates Ben’s emotional turmoil, it
lacks the broader narrative stakes of Ben contemplating his future after graduating from
college. Ryden faces a similar situation in Post Grad as she also moves back to her parents’
home after she graduates from college and is unable to secure a job. Ryden’s housing
dilemma is symptomatic of these other factors, even though it plays a more prominent role
in the narrative than it does for Ben in The Graduate. 36 As these examples demonstrate,
the protagonist’s change in residence adds to his or her emerging-adult status but is not the
cause of the main narrative conflict.
After the first act establishes the major conflicts and the catalysts spark the narrative
into action, major decisions or turning points shape the protagonist’s transformational arc
from emerging adult to adult. At key moments, the protagonist faces a major crisis and
must choose whether to continue childlike behaviors or make mature decisions which
propel the character into adulthood. Using the three-act structure established by Field and
others, these instances would be identified as the first turning point (which occurs about
twenty to thirty minutes into the film and transitions the film from the first act into the
second act), the midpoint reversal (about an hour into the film when the protagonist is at
his or her lowest point), and the second turning point (about twenty to thirty minutes from
the end of the film and transitions the film from the second act into the third act). Using
Thompson’s four-act structure, the main character’s important decisions occur at the same
approximate times, but the midpoint reversal would be read as the second turning point and
the traditional second turning point would become the third turning point that leads the
narrative into its fourth act.
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The emerging-adult film follows the same typical patterns. At the first turning
point, the protagonist makes a choice that puts him or her on a path to adulthood but (s)he
does not or is unable to commit fully to the choice. There may be a conflict between two
different elements of life, particularly as one element becomes more hegemonically “adult”
than the other. For instance, the protagonist may fall for somebody and seek a longterm
romance, but (s)he may be unwilling to give up or reduce his or her play or leisure
activities. Another example could be a new job or career causing complications for the
protagonist’s romantic life or amount of play. As a result, these two competing areas
steadily increase in conflict throughout the second act until they reach a critical breaking
point at the midpoint reversal (or Thompson’s second turning point). Due to either external
or internal reasons, the protagonist must choose between following the path toward adult
behavior or not. The protagonist invariably chooses the emerging-adult lifestyle at this time
to build narrative tension during this part of the film. Although the protagonist initially
makes this choice, (s)he inevitably tires of the choice or receives advice from an outside
source and decides to give up (or at least significantly compromise) the emerging-adult
elements in his or her life. This second decision marks the second (or third) turning point
of the story as it raises the narrative stakes and forces the protagonist to pursue actions that
will lead to adulthood for him or her. Unlike the protagonist’s ambivalent or confused
attitude at the first turning point, the protagonist is fully dedicated to becoming an adult at
this story juncture as (s)he approaches the film’s climax. Because Hollywood films tend to
have happy endings, the protagonist accomplishes the final challenge, whether finding the
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good job or marrying a romantic partner, successfully allowing the protagonist to reach
adulthood at the film’s resolution.
Of course, not all mainstream Hollywood emerging-adult films follow this ideal
structure. For instance, My Best Friend’s Wedding (P.J. Hogan, 1997) ends with
protagonist Julianne Potter (Julia Roberts) failing at her attempt to marry her lifelong friend
Michael (Dermot Mulroney). Julianne’s growth as a person and her ability to treat Michael
as a true friend rather than follow the traditional narrative path of marriage thus marks her
transition to adulthood. I Love You, Man (John Hamburg, 2009) also plays with the
conventional structure by focusing on the bromance that builds between Peter (Paul Rudd)
and Sydney (Jason Segel) rather than Peter’s relationship with his fiancée Zooey (Rashida
Jones). Meanwhile, In Good Company places equal focus on Carter’s emerging-adult story
and his fifty-one-year-old employee Dan Foreman’s mid-life crisis. The ensemble film
He’s Just Not That Into You (Ken Kwapis, 2009) has to balance multiple storylines which
problematizes the conventional narrative structure that usually focuses on a single
protagonist.
Despite these variations from the classical structure, the formula which I detailed
dominates the classical emerging-adult narrative that follows the main character’s
transition from an emerging-adult to an adult. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the
emerging-adult film’s conventional narrative structure, I analyze the romantic comedy 27
Dresses (Anne Fletcher, 2008) and how it utilizes internal and external conflicts, multiple
catalysts, and a four-act structure to present the protagonist’s evolution into adulthood.
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THE CLASSICAL EMERGING-ADULT NARRATIVE IN FOCUS: 27 DRESSES

27 Dresses begins with a short prologue that shows the film’s protagonist Jane
Nichols as an eight-year-old child (Peyton Roi List as a child; Katherine Heigl as an adult)
“finding her purpose in life” by helping out at her cousin Lisa’s (Jane Pfitsch) wedding.
After Lisa finds that her wedding dress has accidentally ripped, Jane resourcefully takes a
bow from her sister Tess’s hair and uses it to cover the tear. Jane describes the importance
of that moment in a voiceover: “[T]hat was the moment. That’s when I fell in love with
weddings. I knew that I had helped someone on the most important day of their life. And I
couldn’t wait for my own special day.” This scene is important for three important reasons.
First, it establishes Jane’s obsession with weddings and her desire to help the bride, which
she carries with her into her adult life. Second, it connects Jane’s assistance with childhood
due to her character’s age in this scene. Jane’s later role as a perpetual bridesmaid
symbolizes her lack of growth; she is stuck fulfilling the same child-like job as a helper to
the bride regardless of her actual age. Third, the scene clearly identifies Jane’s path to
adulthood and her way out of this position by marrying someone. By stating that she wants
her own special day, Jane can move from being the supportive bridesmaid to a bride who
can be in charge of her own wedding. Thus, the first couple of minutes of the movie
establish the dichotomy between childhood and adulthood and present the narrative path
of how Jane can successfully complete this transition by eventually having her own
marriage.
However, the next scene presents Jane’s lack of growth from this initial position.
Jane is shown doing a number of favors for friends who are about to be married, such as
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wearing the wedding dress in order for it to be properly hemmed, picking out flowers at
the florist, and trying various foods from the caterer. Later, Jane rushes between two
separate weddings in which she is a bridesmaid on the same night. Jane’s back-and-forth
travels catch the attention of Kevin Doyle (James Marsden), a wedding reporter for The
New York Journal who holds contemptuous views of love and marriage due to a previous
divorce. Jane is accidentally knocked out when one of the brides ceremonially tosses her
bouquet into the crowd of female guests; Kevin helps her regain consciousness and cares
for her after she awakens. This moment – the “meet-cute” between the potential romantic
partners – serves as the film’s major external catalyst. It introduces the two major
characters to each other and shapes the narrative around their relationship. While the
prologue establishes marriage as the way in which Jane can move past childlike behavior
and transition into adulthood, the catalyst focuses the story on how Kevin specifically can
help her accomplish her goal. As is typical of romantic comedies, there is conflict between
the two characters despite their initial attraction. In this case, Kevin’s cynicism about
marriage contrasts with Jane’s romanticism. As a result, the narrative stakes are raised
further as Jane must change Kevin’s attitude before they can start a relationship.
A second complication is introduced when Jane goes to her job the next day. A
conversation with her best friend and co-worker Casey (Judy Greer) reveals that Jane
harbors a secret crush on their boss George (Edward Burns). Casey castigates Jane for her
crush, mentioning that Jane has both the talent and potential to have a job higher up the
corporate ladder than being George’s personal assistant but has purposely held herself back
in order to stay close to George. Jane’s behavior in her professional life can be interpreted
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as immature. Jane’s unrequited feelings for George resemble a “schoolgirl crush,” in which
Jane is too scared to discover whether George reciprocates her emotions or not. Instead of
seeking an adult relationship, Jane is content to keep her feelings secret. Jane’s attitude
toward her career also demonstrates her immaturity. Instead of looking to advance her
career, Jane is content to hold a less fulfilling position for the sole reason of being near her
crush. As such, these scenes from the first act establish a dichotomy through these
structural dyads. Jane’s role as a perpetual bridesmaid, schoolgirl crush on George, and
unfulfilling job indicate youth whereas becoming a bride, falling in love with Kevin, and
finding a new fulfilling job would achieve adulthood. Because Jane is an emerging adult,
she finds herself in between these opposing stages, and she must transition from performing
the former set of behaviors to accomplishing the latter set over the course of the narrative.
Although the film concentrates on Jane’s transformation into an adult, Kevin also
faces issues in his romantic relationships and at work. His emotional arc of learning to love
again dominates his narrative, but his professional storyline importantly establishes his
work-related unhappiness and clarifies the film’s ideology. After meeting Jane and reading
her wedding-related day planner, Kevin decides to write about her story for a feature article.
Kevin pitches the idea to his editor (Melora Walters), but she is not receptive to it. Instead,
she wants him to keep writing wedding announcements, a job which he despises. Kevin
prefers to write features, particularly ones which incorporate his cynical views of romance
(some of his previous essays include an expose on price fixing at bakeries and a piece on
the exploitation of lace factory workers). The conflict between Kevin and his editor
encapsulates his malaise. Although Kevin holds a job in the field in which he wants to
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work, he wants to write “a real story” at all costs; he even threatens to quit the newspaper
if he is not allowed to pursue this idea. Kevin’s pitch also contains his underlying attitude
toward romance and weddings despite his overtly cynical demeanor. He describes the
article as “an incisive look at how the wedding industry has transformed something that
should be an important rite of passage into nothing more than a corporate revenue stream”
(emphasis mine). Kevin’s explanation of weddings as an important rite of passage adheres
to traditional views that marriage will effectively mark the end of youth and the start of
adulthood. By identifying marriage as a rite of passage, the film explicitly states its major
theme that the romantic leads are undergoing a rite of passage into adulthood if they marry.
The film’s first act is quite long for a traditional Hollywood film, lasting for nearly
forty-five minutes of the 111-minute running time. This is mostly due to showing Jane’s
infatuation with George and her passivity in pursuing a relationship with him. She does not
take any action toward her ultimate goal of marriage until she discovers that George has
asked her younger sister Tess (Malin Akerman) to marry him. Frustrated and sad, Jane
decides to call Kevin to meet him for a drink after she constantly turned down his advances
throughout the first act. Her phone call to him becomes the first moment in which she
breaks from her emerging-adult behavior which allows her the opportunity to pursue a
different – and more realistic – romantic option. This turning point also divides the
emerging-adult story between its being established in the first act and Jane’s steps toward
adulthood (symbolized by a relationship with Kevin) in the second act. However, Jane has
not ended her schoolgirl crush for George even though she starts to transition into
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adulthood, creating both an external conflict between the two men and an internal conflict
for her as she needs to decide which path to follow.
The second act of the emerging-adult film presents the protagonist’s tension
between continuing childish behaviors and starting to make adult decisions. For Jane, her
relationship with Kevin clearly demonstrates this conflict. After only being romantically
interested in George, her romantic feelings toward Kevin articulate her growth beyond a
schoolgirl crush as Kevin represents a feasible and reciprocating romantic partner. Kevin’s
attitude toward her also changes. While he was initially only interested in her for his feature
story, he falls for her and even asks his editor to delay printing the story thereby putting
her above his career aspirations. However, Jane’s traditional aim of being the perfect,
helpful bridesmaid also changes during this act. Jane becomes Tess’s maid of honor but is
unhappy with the situation, particularly Tess’s laissez-faire attitude toward wedding
planning. While Jane might have done anything for the bride in earlier situations, Tess’s
behavior disgusts Jane, and Jane believes that Tess is taking advantage of her helpfulness.
Jane’s unspoken desire to be George’s bride rather than planning his wedding to another
woman also magnifies her conflict. That is, following the film’s structure, Jane wants to
hold the adult position of bride rather than the role of bridesmaid.
27 Dresses’s second act develops the film’s two main lines of action surrounding
Jane. She and Kevin progress in their relationship as she simultaneously plans Tess’s
wedding. Eventually, Jane and Kevin’s flirtation culminates when they are running an
errand for the wedding, and they become stranded. They have a few drinks at a nearby bar,
share stories, and spend the night together. However, she finds out about his article the next
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morning when it is published in the New York Journal. His unflattering portrayal of her
being a bridesmaid twenty-seven times offends her, and she storms away from him. This
moment becomes the second turning point in the film’s four-act structure, occurring at the
film’s seventy-third minute. Although Jane was moving toward marriage and adulthood
through her prospective relationship with Kevin, Kevin’s article undoes her progress. As a
result, she reverts to most of her emerging-adult behavior in the third act, particularly
returning to her unrequited romantic interest in George. However, Jane demonstrates some
growth from the first act as she is unwilling to act as the perfect bridesmaid anymore. Tess’s
constant lying to George and “bridezilla” antics annoy Jane enough that Jane publicly
exposes Tess’s lies at the rehearsal dinner, prompting George to call off the wedding. While
Jane’s retaliation confuses and disappoints the guests, Kevin shows up to the event and
tells her that he is proud that she finally stood up for herself. He says, “For the first time,
you were not just the perfect bridesmaid”; given the film’s dynamic, her actions
demonstrate a step toward adulthood.
The film’s third turning point and its move into the fourth act marks Jane’s full
transition into adulthood. Starting in the film’s ninety-first minute, Jane throws out her old
bridesmaid dresses, representing her moving on from her past. At the end of this scene, she
receives a phone call from George, who needs her as a last-minute date for a benefit. While
she helps him print his speech, George mentions that he likes how she “never says no” to
him, unknowingly referencing Jane’s conversation with Kevin at the first turning point
when Kevin tries to convince her to say no more often to people who are taking advantage
of her. As such, this conversation demonstrates to Jane how George wants her to remain
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passive (and therefore childlike) instead of standing up for herself (and therefore becoming
more adult). Jane immediately quits her job when she hears George say this, thereby
resolving one of the issues that is holding her back from reaching adulthood. She also
admits her crush for him, and he responds by kissing her. However, Jane does not feel any
magic in his kiss, demonstrating in another way that he is not the right man for her to marry.
This resolves the second issue preventing her from reaching adulthood. She realizes that
Kevin is a better match for her, prompting her to leave George – and her emerging-adult
behavior – to find and marry Kevin, thereby completing her transition into adulthood. A
short epilogue takes place at Jane and Kevin’s wedding, signifying that Jane has
successfully become a bride and – within the film’s dynamics – an adult. Because this
appears to be a happy ending, the film seems content to reproduce traditional ideologies
about romance and monogamy.
27 Dresses adheres to the classical narrative structure by utilizing an active
protagonist, an inciting incident, turning points, and an external conflict. The narrative
elements also reinforce the film’s connection to the emerging-adult genre as they all
directly relate to Jane’s transition to and difficulties in reaching adulthood.

NON-CLASSICAL NARRATIVES IN THE EMERGING-ADULT FILM

While the classical structure dominates emerging-adult narratives (as it does for
Hollywood filmmaking generally), some films in the genre may utilize a non-classical
narrative structure. By non-classical, I mean narrative structures which reject some or all
of the elements found in the classical structure. Using Robert McKee’s designation of three
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story types, I am referring to both the Miniplot and the Anti-Plot. McKee identifies a
number of formal distinctions between these non-classical narrative types and the classical
paradigm such as the non-classical narrative’s use of an ambiguous ending rather than a
closed ending, emphasis on internal conflict over external conflict, multiple protagonists
instead of a single protagonist, a passive protagonist in place of an active protagonist,
nonlinear storytelling in contrast to linear chronology, and/or incorporating more slice-oflife coincidental actions rather than highly structured causal events that trigger other
important moments. McKee often uses international films like Wild Strawberries (Ingmar
Bergman, 1957), Red Desert (Michelangelo Antonioni, 1964), and Stolen Children (Gianni
Amelio, 1992) to define the Miniplot, and avant-garde films like Un Chien Andalou (Luis
Buñuel, 1929) and Meshes of the Afternoon (Maya Deren and Alexander Hammid, 1943)
to describe the Antiplot. However, McKee does include some experimental narratives in
his explanation of the Antiplot like 8 ½ (Federico Fellini, 1963), Persona (Ingmar
Bergman, 1966), and A Zed & Two Noughts (Peter Greenaway, 1985). McKee also lists
Wayne’s World as an example of the Antiplot, mostly due to the film’s constant breaking
of the fourth wall and its multiple endings; however, Wayne’s World mostly adheres to the
classical structure outside of these distinctive elements.
Because of these storytelling differences, non-classical narratives tend to be
perceived as more realistic (like the Miniplot) and/or more experimental (like the Antiplot)
than classical stories. Although the formal violations of the classical formula superficially
indicate that the story is merely being told in a different manner, I am concerned with the
significance of these changes in the telling of the emerging-adult story and how they impact
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a non-classical film’s presentation of the life stage. As such, some of the non-classical
formal techniques which McKee identifies are less relevant to my analysis than others. For
instance, an emerging-adult film having multiple protagonists instead of a single
protagonist does not impact the life stage’s representation. Each character maintains an
individual emerging-adult story which adheres to the genre formula regardless of the
number of protagonists in the text. Nonlinear plotting also does not impact the emergingadult story. The unconventional structure may influence the audience’s reactions and
expectations to the onscreen events by presenting information non-chronologically, but it
does not impact the representative content. Due to these distinctions, my focus will be on
formal elements from the non-classical narrative structure which almost always explicitly
impact the emerging-adult story such as open endings, the emphasis on internal conflicts,
passive protagonists, and coincidental plotting. As a result of these variations from the
classical structure, non-classical emerging-adult films typically represent the period of
arrested development or extended adolescence in emerging adulthood without offering
much evidence of the protagonist’s growth into adulthood. Whether or not the film is
critical of that stasis is part of its ideology.
The non-classical film’s use of open endings emphasizes the lack of the
protagonist’s transformational arc. While the classical emerging-adult film ends when the
protagonist successfully transitions into adulthood, an open-ended structure leaves that
transition ambiguous or unresolved. The protagonist may reach adulthood in some texts,
but (s)he may not in others. Non-classical films may also resolve a single narrative arc but
purposely leave other threads open, thereby allowing the audience to question whether the
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protagonist has completely changed or not. For instance, in the mostly classical narrative
(500) Days of Summer (Marc Webb, 2009) presents Tom Hansen’s (Joseph Gordon-Levitt)
transition into adulthood through his work as he quits his job as a greeting card writer
(which he despises) to pursue a career in architecture, which he had studied at college. The
film concurrently explores Tom’s romantic life, particularly his relationship with Summer
Finn (Zooey Deschanel). Like a classical narrative, the film shows the beginning of their
romance but also captures their break-up and Tom’s ensuing obsession with restarting the
relationship. He is unsuccessful in his various attempts, leaving him in the same romantic
status as he was at the beginning of the film. The story then shifts its focus to Tom’s
professional life as he dedicates himself to it as an outlet for rebounding from the problems
in his personal life. The film’s final scene ties these threads together as Tom meets Autumn
(Minka Kelly), an attractive young woman applying for the same position at an architecture
firm as him. He asks her to coffee after the interview, and she accepts. While this appears
to be the classical happy ending, the film’s narration encourages the audience to consider
it ambiguously. The film’s omniscient narrator starts discussing Tom’s transformation
through the film and how Tom no longer believes in fate or miracles but only in
coincidence. However, the moment when the narrator starts to end his speech is the instant
when Tom turns around to ask her to coffee. The narrator’s tone varies from one of
certainty to ambiguity as he shifts from saying that Tom is “sure to it” to only “pretty sure.”
The change in the dialogue implies that Tom potentially has not learned from his mistakes
with Summer and might repeat the same negative behavior in the future with Autumn.
Their relationship may also face some conflict if the company hires one over the other. As
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such, the film’s unresolved romantic storyline keeps Tom in the emerging-adult life stage
even though it transitions him into adulthood through work, leaving his overall transition
into adulthood incomplete.
The non-classical film’s primary focus on internal conflicts emphasizes different
aspects of emerging adulthood. It marks a key debate of adulthood and whether it is defined
more psychologically or socioculturally. As mentioned in the previous chapter, these two
aspects of defining adulthood can be overtly expressed in media texts whereas it is more
difficult to present biological or legal distinctions of adulthood. Moreover, the average
person (or fictional character) cannot control biological or legal elements but can control
his or her feelings about whether he or she is an adult or not and whether (s)he has fulfilled
the hegemonic sociocultural expectations of adulthood. It is also necessary to reiterate that
both psychological and sociocultural elements will appear in emerging-adult films,
particularly as internal and external conflicts create a symbiotic relationship where one
action leads to the other’s response. Typically, an external action will provoke an internal
experience for the character while an internal drive will lead to external actions. The
important issue therefore becomes the film’s prioritization of either the character’s
psychological feelings or the character’s actions to achieve adulthood socioculturally.
27 Dresses, (500) Days of Summer, and Clerks all provide examples of this debate
between psychological and sociocultural adulthood. In classical emerging-adult films, an
external goal which (s)he must achieve to complete successfully his or her transition
represents the protagonist’s internal drive to transition into adulthood. 27 Dresses is mostly
focused on Jane’s external actions and external conflict. Even though Jane’s internal
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conflict is her romantic and professional dissatisfaction, these storylines are externalized.
In other words, she does not just change her feelings but she acts differently. Her decisions
are made to help her reach the ultimate outcome of marriage: she initially stays at her job
because she believes George will eventually fall for her, and she quits when she realizes
that he is not interested in a romantic relationship with her. She also battles with an external
antagonist – her sister Tess – who becomes the “other woman” in the love triangle.
Meanwhile, emerging-adult films which prioritize internal conflicts focus on the
protagonist’s emotions as (s)he copes with the psychological difficulties of becoming an
adult. In these films, external acts spark the protagonist’s existential contemplation in
which the character questions his or her life decisions and potential future. For instance,
Summer ending her relationship with Tom in (500) Days of Summer causes him to
reconsider the value he places on love and marriage in his life. Instead of defining himself
through his personal relationships, he dedicates himself to his work and starts to pursue a
meaningful career. Although Tom’s story eventually leads to an external action, the
majority of the film concentrates on his emotional responses. Clerks (Kevin Smith, 1994)
also focuses on its protagonist’s emotional dissatisfaction. Retail clerk Dante Hicks (Brian
O’Halloran) hates his job, and the film follows him over the course of a day as he is called
into work on his normal day off. The events on that day become emblematic of Dante’s
overall occupational frustration, particularly as he repeats the refrain “I’m not even
supposed to be here today!” throughout the film. Although the line explicitly refers to
Dante’s being at work on that specific day, it also implicitly suggests that he is not meant
to be “here” at this station in his life. Other lines of dialogue explicitly demonstrate Dante’s
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existential exasperation, such as this exchange with his friend and co-worker Randal near
the end of the film:
RANDAL: Oh what, what’s with you, man? You haven’t said anything for
like twenty minutes. What the hell’s your problem?
DANTE: This life.
RANDAL: This life?
DANTE: Why do I have this life? […] I’m stuck in this pit, working for less
than slave wages. Working on my day off, the goddamn steel shutters are
closed, I deal with every backward ass fuck on the planet. I smell like shoe
polish. […]
Because of its placement near the end of the plot, Dante’s self-realization of his existential
disappointment acts as a non-traditional climax for the film. His weariness at dealing with
annoying customers and co-workers throughout the day leads him to identify his
aggravation potentially to start making changes in his life to resolve this issue. However,
the film does not show Dante actually battling any of these external issues, only how he
comes to realize these problems internally. As such, the film remains centered on the
psychological elements of emerging adulthood, particularly surrounding this moment of
existential crisis in the life stage.
A passive protagonist is also an important part of the non-classical emerging-adult
film. A passive protagonist typically lacks goals or merely chooses not to pursue them. Due
to the passive protagonist’s inaction, the character does not have a transformation arc into
adulthood thereby keeping him or her within the emerging adult life stage throughout the
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text. Emerging-adult protagonists may also be passive for the majority of the text but
undergo a quick active transformation near the conclusion such as Tom’s emphasis on
finding a fulfilling career in (500) Days of Summer or Mike (Jon Favreau) meeting Lorraine
(Heather Graham) in the final act of Swingers (Doug Liman, 1996), which leads Mike
finally to put his ex-girlfriend in the past and focus on building a new romantic relationship.
However, because these moments happen so swiftly, their longterm success after the film’s
conclusion is uncertain. In fact, the protagonist’s main issue is his or her passivity, and
taking action becomes the way to transform his or her behavior.
Although the passive protagonist is a staple of the non-classical emerging-adult
film, (s)he also appears in the classical emerging-adult film but only before the first turning
point. Jane’s inaction in 27 Dresses leads to a number of missed opportunities to begin her
transition into adulthood. She does not pursue a relationship with either George or Kevin,
and her unrequited crush on George causes her to stay in a job for which she is
overqualified. She becomes an active protagonist at the end of the first act when she decides
to call Kevin, but she remains passive for a longer period of time than a typical classical
film as the first turning point occurs forty-five minutes into the film. Ben Braddock is also
marked by his passivity for the first hour of The Graduate. Instead of being an active agent
of change, Ben is entirely reactive to the people and events around him. Mrs. Robinson
(Anne Bancroft) is the character who initiates their affair rather than Ben taking action;
Ben only becomes an active protagonist when he starts pursuing Elaine (Katharine Ross)
after Elaine ends their relationship when she hears about his affair with her mother. 37
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Finally, the non-classical emerging-adult film’s emphasis on coincidence over
human causality demonstrates the apparent directionlessness of the life stage. Arnett
discusses how the life stage is built around identity explorations, instability, and
possibilities, all of which contain a high level of abstraction and uncertainty (8-20). The
actual life stage in unlike the highly structured causal plotting in the classical film, leading
to a disparity in what life is like for actual emerging adults and how it is represented on
screen. Of course, fictional films do not intend to be and cannot be entirely realistic;
instead, the coincidental plotting merely attempts to contribute to a general impression of
realism. The micro-budget mumblecore film movement often utilizes coincidental realism
in its structure. The term “mumblecore” refers to the movement’s naturalism, specifically
“its characters’ tendency to mutter their words, a by-product of improvisation,
scriptlessness, and the natural speech patterns of the non-actors cast in the roles” (Horton
39). Visually, mumblecore films typically use digital video [although early movies like
Andrew Bujalski’s Funny Ha Ha (2002) shoot on sixteen millimeter film] as a way to
utilize spontaneous do-it-yourself filming techniques. Narratives in mumblecore films
enhance their realist audio and visual aesthetics as scripts are loosely plotted around broad
circumstances and situations, typically the protagonists’ twentysomething post-graduate
malaises. As Maria San Filippo points out, “Mumblecore plots emerge from characters,
focus on everyday details and ordinary speech, and stay rooted in real life even when there
are extraordinary circumstances” (5).
Bujalski’s Funny Ha Ha, retrospectively identified as the first mumblecore film by
Dennis Lim (“A Generation”), illustrates the typical coincidental plotting found in the
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movement. The film follows its twentysomething lead character Marnie (Kate
Dollenmayer) as she struggles finding a temporary job after being fired from a job she
dislikes and dealing with her one-sided romantic infatuation with her friend Alex (Christian
Rudder). However, Alex is aware of Marnie’s feelings and continuously flirts with her to
manipulate her emotions. Events from the film only connect tenuously as storylines seem
to begin at random. At one point, Alex elopes with his ex-girlfriend on a whim even though
nobody mentions her up to that point. Another time, Marnie saves a friend who has fallen
asleep in her garage with her car running. No mention is made of this moment as the film
proceeds. In a classical film structure, there would be clear causes or consequences to these
actions, but they remain undeveloped in a non-classical film like Funny Ha Ha. The film’s
inconclusive ending also maintains its coincidental plotting as it cuts to black in the middle
of a conversation between Marnie and Alex. That scene does mark a moment of possible
change as Marnie finally rejects Alex’s meaningless flirtations, but no exposition explains
the causation behind her action; she apparently simply grows tired of it and reacts. No
epilogue follows this scene that establishes the story world’s new stasis. The film does not
address how Marnie’s world will change after making this decision and what will happen
to her both romantically and professionally. In other words, events merely happen without
much logical explanation.
Although I have discussed classical and non-classical elements as diametric
opposites, most films do not wholly adhere to one set of principles or the other. Instead,
many films blend both classical and non-classical elements together to attempt to be both
artistically innovative and commercially successful (see Bordwell 72-73). 38 For example,
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characters like Jane from 27 Dresses and Ben from The Graduate start as passive
protagonists in the first act of their respective movies before becoming active protagonists
later in the text. Meanwhile, seemingly non-classical films like (500) Days of Summer and
Funny Ha Ha are both built around the story of a single protagonist (even if that character
is fairly passive). As such, analyzing how emerging-adult films utilize non-classical
filmmaking characteristics requires two different perspectives. The first considers nonclassical films that outright reject classical narrative structure and any classical elements.
Typically, these films are made completely independent from the Hollywood industry as
they lack commercial viability due to their nonconforming narratives. The second
examines films that incorporate both classical and non-classical elements in their narrative
structure. For example, this could mean that a film follows a single protagonist like in a
classical film but presents that character’s story in a non-causal manner; it could also follow
a single passive protagonist in a chronological progression like in Funny Ha Ha but fail to
resolve the protagonist’s conflict and goals. Richard Linklater’s Slacker (1991) is an
excellent example of the solidly non-classical emerging-adult film as it rejects any sort of
governing plot structure and constantly switches characters from scene to scene.

THE NON-CLASSICAL EMERGING-ADULT FILM IN FOCUS: SLACKER

Charles Ramirez Berg describes Slacker as a “Daisy Chain Plot” in which there is
“no central protagonist [and] one character leads to the next” (24-25). Rather than utilizing
the classical Hollywood narrative of causal conflict and resolution, Slacker spends little
time with each character, and the one scene in which the character appears is the only time
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the audience spends with him or her. As such, Slacker examines a broader atmosphere of
slacking within the film’s central location of Austin, Texas, particularly among the many
emerging adult characters who feature in the film. That is, Slacker examines emerging
adulthood through a more expansive sociocultural lens rather than the personal, characterdriven perspective found in the classical structure. Due to its non-traditional narrative
structure, Slacker’s various vignettes following different slackers consider broad questions
about both slacking and the life stage: What does it mean to be a slacker? From what are
slackers slacking? Why do these people slack? What do they do while slacking?
Because Slacker is more atmospheric than single-character-driven, analyzing the
general connections between the characters becomes important. Chris Walters writes,
“Whatever their separate reality, all of these characters are linked by the lack of any activity
drug counselors have in mind when they talk about ‘useful productive members of society.’
They do what people in this town have always done in the Sargasso Sea between college
and the dark day when some kind of lasting career choice must be made” (23). Without
using the term, Walters essentially explains the characters’ behavior as being emerging
adult as they are in-between education’s conclusion and the beginning of an “adult” career.
However, unlike the classical narrative structure where the characters would grow into
adults by the conclusion, they remain in and enjoy the emerging-adult life stage for the few
minutes upon which the film follows them. Sony Pictures Classics co-president and cofounder Michael Barker describes the characters as “incredibly brainy people, all in their
twenties, in appearance looking perfectly normal, eloquently espousing various states of
existential aimlessness” (27). Like Walters, Barker mentions the characters’ post-education
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uncertainty, implying that the characters lack direction in their lives despite their
intelligence. Rob Stone interprets the characters’ slacking optimistically, saying that in
films like Slacker “slacking is not about laziness but imagination, reflection and
collaboration as a rebuttal to convention, consumerism and competition” (75). Stone argues
against the negative connotations of slacking and considers slacking a path to selfdiscovery while simultaneously rejecting the hegemonic conventions of adulthood. That
is, he finds that slackers embrace the freedom derived from slacking to reflect existentially
upon their own lives to find personal meaning, instead of fighting for jobs with each other
to earn money and using a traditional occupation or a career to self-identify.
Because Slacker’s presentation of emerging adulthood focuses on multiple
characters rather than a single protagonist, the characters’ shared experiences, attitudes,
and conversations all establish the film’s emerging-adult atmosphere and demonstrate the
characters’ rejection of conforming to a hegemonic adulthood. In particular, this attitude
can be understood through the characters’ professional and personal relationships. If a
character from Slacker holds a job, it is normally outside of a “traditional” career path.
Musicians are visible as the most recurring occupation in the film. Capitalizing on Austin’s
reputation as the “Live Music Capital of the World,” many characters are either playing
music or mention their position in a band. Early in the film, the film shows a Street
Musician 39 (Keith McCormack) who is playing an acoustic guitar on Austin’s famed street,
“The Drag.” He leaves his empty guitar case open in front of him, asking for passing
pedestrians to give him spare change. Although much of the Street Musician’s life is
unknown, it appears that this is his main source of income instead of working a traditional
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office job or pursuing a better-paying career. Another character – named Ultimate Loser
(Scott Marcus) – discusses his own unemployment in a conversation with a woman. He
describes himself as “lollygagging around” and “sleeping a lot” when he is not performing
with his band, The Ultimate Losers.
Most explicitly, Hitchhiker Awaiting “True Call” (Charles Gunning) espouses the
slacker ethos toward traditional work. During a video interview, he is asked about what he
does to earn money and angrily responds “To hell with the kind of work you have to do to
earn a living. All it does is fill the bellies of the pigs who exploit us. […] I may live badly,
but at least I don’t have to work to do it.” The Hitchhiker says that he will only find a job
when he “hears the true call,” implying that he will only work when he receives personal
fulfillment from doing it. Although other characters do not state their attitude as explicitly
as the Hitchhiker, their actions implicitly support his viewpoint. Street Musician and
Ultimate Loser choose to play music because they “hear the true call” from their musical
pursuits; they do not hold traditional jobs because they would not find those occupations
to be satisfying. Other characters like Pap Smear Pusher (Teresa Taylor) and T-Shirt
Terrorist (Mark Harris) also try to earn money in non-traditional ways such as selling a
(likely fake) Madonna pap smear and homemade t-shirts on the street respectively.
Characters are often seen lounging at home in the middle of the day instead of being at a
job, particularly two co-op housemates who are playing a game with a comb and a couple
who watches television together, refusing to put on clothing beyond a bathrobe or
loungewear. The film’s non-conformist attitude toward jobs is also prominent during a
conversation near the end of the film between two women – Questions Happiness (Kim
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Krizan) and Has Conquered Fear of Rejection (Annick Souhami). Although the majority
of their discussion is about relationships, Questions Happiness incorporates jobs and
careers into their open-ended dialogue. She laments, “We’re always trying to enslave
ourselves one way or another. If it’s not through career, it’s through a relationship or it’s
through kids. It just doesn’t seem to be the natural human state.” For Questions Happiness,
careers act as a form of enslavement, opposing the “natural” freedom that joblessness
provides. That is, Slacker’s jobless characters are freer and more natural human beings
rather than the enslaved adults who work traditional jobs.
Rather than the classical narrative’s consideration of unemployment as a major
character issue or conflict, Slacker’s non-classical narrative embraces its characters’ nonconformist attitude to traditional jobs. Because the film defies traditional character
development and spends little time with its characters, each character remains in this
emerging-adult lifestyle for the duration of his or her time in the film. Moreover, the
constant shifting from one character to another showcases the film’s attitude toward
occupational freedom. The audience does not see just a single example of being free but
multiple characters who uphold the same values, thereby reinforcing their apparent mutual
happiness during the life stage.
Although the film’s priority is demonstrating the non-conformist attitude toward
work, Slacker utilizes the same narrative strategies to demonstrate that its twentysomething
characters are typically not progressing toward marriage. Many characters are shown
individually or within small groups of friends rather than with romantic partners.
Occasionally, characters will be shown meeting – perhaps sparking a potential relationship
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– or on a date together. For instance, Ultimate Loser invites Stephanie from Dallas (Stella
Weir) to one of his band’s performances after they meet on the street. The future of their
relationship is uncertain as Slacker only presents their first meeting, but the scene
reinforces the sociological evidence that emerging adults are typically unmarried.
However, Slacker typically represents relationships and marriage negatively. Questions
Happiness views marriage as a form of enslavement rather than a positive experience in
which partners can grow and build a family together. S-T-E-V-E with a Van (Stephen
Jacobson) also mentions that he is not in a relationship and believes that women only “make
men’s lives hell.” His pejorative and sexist remarks reinforce his immaturity and suggest
that he is not ready to enter into a mature relationship that is building toward marriage and
adulthood. The character Jilted Boyfriend (Kevin Whitley) earns his character title because
his girlfriend cheats on him; in response, he throws her belongings off a bridge. His friend
Based on Authoritative Sources (Robert Pierson) calls his action “juvenile,” further
emphasizing the immaturity found in the life stage. Although one couple is shown in the
film [Recluse in Bathrobe (Don Stroud) and Shut-In Girlfriend (Janelle Coolich)], their
relationship does not appear to be very exciting as they only lay about in their home. Even
their character titles of “Recluse” and “Shut-In” invoke a negative connotation and imply
that little is in their relationship outside of their shared space. Instead of just showing one
character facing relationship difficulties, the experiences of Slacker’s twentysomething
characters compound a pessimistic ideology toward marriage.
As a result of its non-classical structure – multiple protagonists, open ending, no
causal chain, no external conflicts – Slacker captures the emerging-adult lifestyle and
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demonstrates the uncertainty found in the life stage regarding work and relationships. The
film spends little time with each character and presents a constant stream of similar
emerging-adult characters. Because of this narrative structure, the audience never sees the
characters transition out of the life stage as the film emphasizes the experiences of living
twentysomething life rather than articulating the transformational narrative found in the
classical structure. Due to its narrative differences from classical emerging-adult stories,
Slacker remains an important part of the emerging-adult genre. Moreover, the film’s
attitude toward these people seems more curious than accusatory, asking whether a
traditional adulthood is worthwhile.

LOVERS AND FRIENDS: CHARACTER STRUCTURES IN THE EMERGING-ADULT FILM

While the protagonist’s journey traditionally establishes a film’s general plot and
narrative structure, character relationships and interactions also shape the story arcs. A
classical narrative structure insures that certain major events like catalysts and conflicts
will occur, but characters drive the direction of those events and the effect they will have
on the protagonist. For instance, the road movie structure dictates that Chris will interact
with different people on his journey in Into the Wild (Sean Penn, 2007), but the manner in
which the characters are defined articulates Chris’s journey to manhood and how he rejects
potential possibilities of family, career, and love. By showing how Chris relates to
characters and their meanings for his growth, the film demonstrates Chris’s devotion to
pursuing his individual path to adulthood; if the film did not present these character
relationships, then Chris’s journey would have lacked its pedagogical meaning. Thus, the
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emerging-adult film utilizes character relationships to highlight the protagonist’s attempted
transition into adulthood. Within the generic structure, each character within an emergingadult text functions as a potential meaning related to adulthood, and understanding the
protagonist’s connection to important supporting characters details his or her
transformational arc to adulthood.
Hollywood romances are built on conflict and tension between the romantic
partners which manifests itself in a battle between the sexes. Leger Grindon details
Hollywood’s history of contrasting gender cultures observed in romances whether based
around personality differences, social distinctions, or religious discrepancies (4-5). In
emerging-adult films, the contrast between romantic partners is typically seen in life stage
differences. Typically, one partner (usually the woman) is further along the change or
already an adult and encourages the other – the more emerging-adult character – to
transition into adulthood. In other words, the emerging-adult protagonist happily lives like
an adolescent but, after meeting his or her romantic partner, decides to change and enter
into adulthood. David Denby analyzes this on-screen relationship in his analysis of the
slacker-striver romance in which men have to learn to act responsibly while women have
to loosen up and “do something crazy.” Denby articulates the importance of age to the
character structure as the romance marks “the end of youth for him” as the male protagonist
chooses to become an adult to satisfy his partner. Denby identifies Knocked Up as an
exemplar of this type of romantic structure as Ben clearly decides to grow up and leave his
immature friends behind to form a family with Alison after their accidental pregnancy. The
convention also appears in Fever Pitch (The Farrelly Brothers, 2005) as the career-oriented
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Lindsey (Drew Barrymore) helps Ben (Jimmy Fallon) minimize his obsession with the
Boston Red Sox. The Adam Sandler vehicles Billy Madison (Tamra Davis, 1995) and
Happy Gilmore (Dennis Dugan, 1996) also utilize the structure as the titular protagonist
from each film only devotes himself to his education and his career respectively after
falling for his love interest. Trainwreck (Judd Apatow, 2015) transforms the formula across
sexes as party girl Amy (Amy Schumer) is the film’s slacker and her love interest Aaron
(Bill Hader), a famous sports doctor, acts as the film’s striver who helps her grow into
adulthood.
While the relationship between the primary romantic leads is important to
understanding the emerging-adult film’s character structure, the bonds between the
protagonist(s) and secondary characters are also imperative to communicating the path to
adulthood. In her book Reading the Romance, Janice Radway articulates the importance of
foil figures in the romance tradition (122-133). She divides the primary and secondary
romance characters into five separate categories: the hero, the male foil, the heroine, the
female foil, and the villain. Through this classification, Radway considers that “the
significance of the heroine and hero as ideal feminine and masculine types is established
by the existence of two abstract foils who embody those features of the female and male
personalities that must be eradicated if women and men are to continue to love each other
and fill one another’s needs” (131). Through the contrasts between the heroes and the foils,
the primary romantic couple can be communicated as an ideal romance to the audience.
As a result, homosocial relationships in the emerging-adult film play an important
role in the transition to adulthood and inform the main heterosexual romantic narrative.
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Claire Mortimer finds that homosocial relationships only became important to the romantic
narrative as the romantic-comedy genre progressed throughout its various social cycles:
“The best friend [stock character] seems very much to be a phenomenon of the romcom
since the Woody Allen films of the late 1970s” (8). In many of the post-’70s romcoms,
either one or both of the protagonists would have a same-sex friend who could “[be] a
source of advice, [comment] on the relationship, and [be] a repository for the confidences
of the couple” (Mortimer 7-8). Contrary to earlier romantic comedies, 40 the friends in these
new films would sometimes avoid becoming romantic rivals; the main purpose of the foil
would be to aid the hero or heroine in achieving a heterosexual partnership. Despite this
new role, foils would maintain their traditional place by contrasting with the same-sex
protagonist in order to accentuate character traits that demonstrate the protagonist’s
romantic desirability and readiness for a meaningful relationship.
Through the romantic distinctions between the protagonist and his or her foils,
emerging-adult films can utilize these homosocial relationships to emphasize the
narrative’s main storyline of the protagonist’s transition into adulthood. I have found that
two narrative strategies characterize this change: one involves three characters, which I
will refer to as the tripartite homosocial strategy, and the other involves two characters,
which I will call the dual-protagonist homosocial strategy. In the former, contrasting
relationships are shown to exist between the hero or heroine and the homosocial foils, with
each individual foil representing an aspect of either adolescence or adulthood. The hero or
heroine is placed between the two poles established by the foils and must navigate his or
her way to adulthood in response to their actions. The dual-protagonist homosocial
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narrative, however, focuses on two best friends who begin the narrative in the same
adolescent mindset as a representation of their emerging adulthood. As the story
progresses, the two characters move into adulthood at different speeds, thereby causing
conflict and exacerbating the issues between them.
The House Bunny (Fred Wolf, 2008) utilizes the tripartite strategy to communicate
aspiring Playboy Playmate Shelley Darlington’s (Anna Faris) path to adulthood. She
begins the film in an adolescent mindset, overcome by the ubiquity of casual sex and the
promise of fame and easy money that Playboy and living at the Playboy Mansion provide.
When Shelley is tricked into leaving the mansion by a rival model (Monet Mazur), it is due
to concerns over her age. She has just turned twenty-seven which one character tells her
“is fifty-nine in Bunny years.” In essence, she has prolonged her adolescent lifestyle for
too long and is now forced to grow up and support herself without the auspices of Playboy.
Shelley first finds herself on the university’s Greek Row and attempts to promulgate her
adolescent attitude by staying at the Phi Iota Mu house which, with its spotless exterior and
bottle-blond inhabitants, makes it seem, in Shelley’s words, “like a mini-Playboy
Mansion.” 41 However, the Phis rejects Shelley because they believe she dresses
lasciviously, in contrast with the Phis’ prim and proper outfits. Although Shelley is
dismissed for different reasons, the Phis’ disapproval mirrors Playboy’s supposed
repudiation. Due to their similar façades, characters, and snobbish attitudes, both the Phis
and Playboy encapsulate the world of Shelley’s adolescence.
Standing in contrast to the Phis and Playboy are the bookish and unpopular Zetas
of the Zeta Alpha Zeta sorority. The girls are ostracized from the Greek system due to their
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inability to follow social norms of femininity and their focus on academic pursuits. Since
the house lacks strong membership numbers, they are in danger of having the university
revoke their charter. The sisters realize they must become popular in order to maintain the
sorority and hire Shelley to be their house mother to help them make this transformation.
She essentially turns the women into miniature Playboy Bunnies, advocating the merits of
long hair, short skirts, and water bras. Shelley also instructs the Zetas on how to flirt with
boys by teaching them a number of her “tricks” which are designed to objectify themselves
and entice members of the opposite sex: “boys like singing,” “boys want what other boys
want,” and “boys don’t like girls that are too smart.”
While these tips work for the Zetas in the context of college life, they fail for
Shelley as she begins to date Oliver (Colin Hanks). Oliver does not fall for her superficial
tricks, thereby separating him from the adolescent male characters on which they do work.
In essence, Oliver is established to be a heteronormative man instead of a sex-crazed boy
as he desires a mature relationship instead of just meaningless sex. In order to attract a man
like Oliver, Shelley learns from the Zetas to dispose of her immature tricks and to engage
him in a meaningful conversation. Therefore, the Zetas are established as being
characteristic of adulthood since they help Shelley become more like them and thereby
able to enter into an adult relationship. Natalie (Emma Stone), an awkward virgin who has
no qualms about being herself in public, perhaps best represents adulthood in the film. She
and Shelley form a classic dyadic found in the romance genre, even sharing a meet-cute
with each other when Shelley trips over a small ledge and lands in a bush outside of the
Zeta house. Natalie becomes quickly Shelley’s foil as they help each other with their
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respective romantic relationships. Shelley teaches Natalie how to flirt with men which
allows Natalie to ask out her crush Colby (Tyson Ritter); meanwhile, Natalie educates
Shelley about attracting men who want to marry, leading Shelley and Oliver into a
meaningful relationship. It is only through Shelley’s friendship with Natalie that Shelley is
able to complete her transition to adulthood in her life by rejecting the superficial Playboy
lifestyle and finding a meaningful job as their house mother and attaining the love of a man
like Oliver.
A streamlined version of the tripartite homosocial relationship can be found in the
film No Strings Attached (Ivan Reitman, 2011). The film’s sexual politics are divided
between two sets of three friends: Adam (Ashton Kutcher), the hero, and his two buddies
Eli (Jake Johnson), who is his fraternity brother and current roommate, and Wallace (Chris
Bridges), who is the owner of a local bar, along with Emma (Natalie Portman), the heroine,
and her two roommates Patrice (Greta Gerwig) and Shira (Mindy Kaling). Adam and
Emma enter into the titular “no strings attached” relationship built around casual sex, but
their friends surround the couple’s contrasting views on heteronormative coupling. At the
same time that Adam and Emma begin their fling, Eli and Patrice embark upon a traditional
courtship that centers on going out on dates and chivalrous acts such as Eli’s opening
Patrice’s car door for her. Wallace and Shira, however, espouse views of promiscuity and
advocate casual sex. Wallace advises Adam on how to maintain his friends-with-benefits
relationship and reminisces about past sexual conquests. Shira furthers this sexual freedom
by expressing her desire to “get laid” at a company Christmas party, admitting that she has
been seeing other people while in a relationship and telling Emma to embrace that they are
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“dirty, dirty sluts.” 42 Although Adam and Emma’s relationship begins as purely sexual, the
two eventually decide to embark on a traditional courtship that resembles that of Eli and
Patrice when Adam and Emma decide to attend Emma’s sister’s wedding ceremony as a
couple.
Like The House Bunny, the transition to adulthood in No Strings Attached can be
seen through visual cues. Shelley’s ever-changing wardrobe and her transformation from
Playboy’s skin-baring dresses to more modest sweaters characterizes her path to adulthood.
However, No Strings Attached only spends a minimal amount of time with the characters
when they are in an adolescent mindset. One early scene shows Adam, Eli, Emma, and
Patrice at a pajama party hosted by Adam and Eli’s fraternity. Adam, Eli, and Patrice fit
into the party atmosphere by wearing more revealing sleepwear whereas Emma wears what
Patrice describes as “actual longjohns.” Patrice briefly chastises Emma for not fitting into
the frat party mentality of “be drunk and look hot” through Emma’s choice of wardrobe.
Consequently, Patrice is wearing tight mini-shorts with the word “whore” across the back.
Adam and Eli are also dressed in physical markers of their adolescent mentality. Adam
typically wears college apparel from the University of Michigan such as a backwards
baseball hat and a Michigan sweatshirt. Eli, however, is more unkempt with loose-fitting
clothes, tousled hair, and a few wisps of hair that comprise his goatee. Both are also
wearing large gold necklaces for the party. When Eli and Patrice next appear (and begin
their relationship), they are dressed more maturely. Patrice is wearing a pink blouse and
dark blue jeans while Eli is now clean-shaven, has styled his hair, and is wearing a purple
button-down dress shirt that is tucked into his khakis. While the wardrobe in No Strings
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Attached demonstrates the physical change from emerging adulthood to adulthood, it does
not use clothing as a way to mark the differences between the characters in the tripartite
structure. For instance, Adam, Eli, and Wallace all dress in similar clothes – some
combination of button-down shirts and jeans – as are Emma, Patrice, and Shira who dress
alike in their personal and professional lives.
Dual-protagonist homosocial texts utilize the same-sex relationship found in the
romcom between the protagonist and a supporting best friend; contemporary genres like
the bromance and the female friendship film also employ the same strategy but emphasize
the homosocial connection over the heterosexual one. Among the emerging-adult texts
which implement this approach are the Harold and Kumar series (2004-2011), Romy and
Michele’s High School Reunion (David Mirkin, 1997), The Muppets (James Bobin, 2011),
Kevin Smith’s Clerks, Smith’s Chasing Amy (1997), and I Love You, Man. While the duos’
friendship deteriorates throughout the text as they transition into adulthood at different
speeds, the two characters resolve their dispute and both complete (or at least strongly
advance) their transition into adulthood by the film’s conclusion.
Wedding Crashers is particularly effective in demonstrating the alternative dualprotagonist homosocial strategy. John and Jeremy are two divorce mediators who spend
their weekends attending weddings to which they are not invited, going by fake names and
personas in order to manipulate female wedding guests into sleeping with them. During the
film’s interior catalyst, John begins to tire of the ruse – a sign of his impending adulthood
– as he wishes to move past such juvenile tactics to court women. Jeremy later convinces
John to attend the wedding of Christina Cleary (Jenny Alden), the eldest daughter of the
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U.S. Secretary of the Treasury William Cleary (Christopher Walken). The two men’s
divergent attitudes toward adult relationships are intensified during this wedding and its
reception. Jeremy follows his playbook and sleeps with Cleary’s youngest daughter Gloria
(Isla Fisher) on the beach; meanwhile, John flirts with Cleary’s middle daughter Claire but
is ultimately not able to seduce her before the end of the reception as her boyfriend Sack
(Bradley Cooper) interrupts them. Using their newfound connection to the Clearys, John
convinces Jeremy to go with the family to their compound for a post-reception party in
order for John to spend more time with Claire. While at the Clearys’ mansion, John and
Claire continue their courtship while Jeremy attempts to resist Gloria’s continuing
advances before eventually falling for her. Sack hires a private investigator to uncover their
secret, and Sack later exposes John and Jeremy’s ruse. Claire rejects John and refuses to
speak to him while Jeremy and Gloria briefly confess their strong attraction before the two
men are forced to leave.
At this point, both John and Jeremy have progressed on their respective movements
toward adulthood. Both are willing to give up the juvenile wedding crasher lifestyle in
order to settle into adult relationships. However, Claire has rebuffed John and, by
extension, his desire to become an adult, whereas Jeremy and Gloria begin dating each
other exclusively. Due to their disparate places in life, and particularly since Jeremy is
enjoying the successful adult relationship which John craves, the two friends have a fallingout. After Jeremy informs John that he and Gloria are marrying, John’s response is to kick
out Jeremy instead of being happy for him. John ultimately has a moment of existential
reflection after crashing a funeral alongside original wedding crasher Chazz Reinhold (Will
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Ferrell), realizes his mistake in spurning his friend, and attends Jeremy’s wedding. While
there, John makes an impassioned speech to Claire (who is present as Gloria’s maid of
honor) and convinces her to break up with her boyfriend in order to start a relationship with
him. She complies, and both the newlyweds and the new couple leave the ceremony
together, thus completing the film’s main narrative arc of both John’s and Jeremy’s
transitions into adulthood through their entrance into mature relationships.
Although Wedding Crashers involves both characters’ becoming adults, John’s
story is more central to the film’s narrative. John actively pursues adulthood and enacts the
film’s main ideology of the value of growing up whereas Jeremy passively falls into
adulthood through his initially-undesired relationship with Gloria. It is John’s early failure
and Jeremy’s unintentional success at having an adult relationship which drives the
breakdown of their friendship in the film’s second act. From this perspective, Jeremy
inadvertently becomes John’s antagonistic romantic foil even though they are not pursuing
the same woman. John, like Jeremy, must also enter into an adult relationship in order to
resolve their conflict. It is only when John catches up to Jeremy by winning over Claire
that the two friends can repair their friendship and John can become an adult rather than
continuing his childlike spat with Jeremy.
Bridesmaids (Paul Feig, 2011) also utilizes the dual-protagonist homosocial
strategy as it focuses for a happy ending on same-sex friendship in its narrative rather than
heterosexual coupling per se. Its storyline follows the classic romcom narrative of “boymeets-girl, boy-loses-girl, boy-gets-girl-back,” except that the “couple” is homosocial
instead of heterosexual. The central tension in Bridesmaids surrounds Annie (Kristen Wiig)
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and Lillian (Maya Rudolph), two lifelong best friends who face conflicting paths to
adulthood after Lillian is engaged to her boyfriend Doug (Tim Heidecker), a wealthy
banker. As a result of Lillian’s engagement and therefore her progression into adulthood,
Annie grows jealous of her friend and becomes consciously dissatisfied with her current
lifestyle. As in many of these films, Annie is stuck in a prolonged adolescence as she lives
with two terrible roommates (Matt Lucas and Rebel Wilson), is engaging in a no-stringsattached relationship with the self-absorbed Ted (Jon Hamm), and is working at a jewelry
store ever since her bakery closed due to the economic recession. Although Annie becomes
Lillian’s maid of honor due to their long-standing friendship, Annie begins to feel out of
place among Lillian’s new female friends, all of whom represent distinct phases of female
adulthood. This includes the newlywed Becca (Ellie Kemper), the frustrated mother Rita
(Wendi McLendon-Covey), and the happily single Megan (Melissa McCarthy). However,
Helen (Rose Byrne), the wife of Doug’s boss, who symbolizes the upper-class lifestyle into
which Lillian is entering, particularly threatens Annie. As the film progresses, Annie and
Helen constantly compete with each other for the position of being Lillian’s best friend.
Helen appears to win when Annie is removed from the maid of honor position after an
attempted bachelorette party to Las Vegas goes horribly awry and even more so after Annie
loses control at Lillian’s bridal shower. However, when Lillian disappears on the day of
her wedding, Annie and Helen set aside their differences in order to find her and convince
her to be married. Upon finding her, Lillian reinstates Annie as her maid of honor and
Lillian marries Doug. Annie is also able to find a happy ending as she starts a relationship
with Nathan (Chris O’Dowd), a friendly police officer, and, due to his encouragement, it
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appears that she will give her failed bakery another chance. Annie and Lillian are thus both
able to transition into their respective adulthoods through reaffirming their relationship.
Like Wedding Crashers, the main characters’ differing romantic relationships exacerbates
their conflict which are resolved upon both reaching the same relative stage of being in a
committed adult partnership.

CONCLUSION

As I have noted throughout this chapter, the key element of the emerging-adult
film’s narrative structure is the progress of the protagonist’s transition into adulthood
whether (s)he is successful or not. Classical films usually emphasize the happy ending with
a completed transition as the protagonist moves on from adolescent behaviors and accepts
hegemonically adult attitudes toward marriage, a career, residency, play and leisure, and
family. Meanwhile, non-classical films occasionally demonstrate the protagonist’s
inability to become an adult, and these texts ambiguously leave the protagonist in the
emerging-adult life stage, uncertain of whether (s)he will eventually become a sociallyaccepted adult. In Storytelling in the New Hollywood, Thompson addresses whether
contemporary Hollywood cinema builds more around plot or characters, arguing that it
implements both strong plots and strong characterization (282). The emerging-adult film’s
narrative structure utilizes this connection between plot structure and character bonds to
construct the protagonist’s relationship with and transition into adulthood.
The plot and character structures also drive each text’s conflict and narrative
tension. In both classical and non-classical films, protagonists must confront characters
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which represent proper or improper paths to adulthood. Although the classical structure
dictates when certain actions take place, the characters’ respective meanings affect the
emerging-adult protagonist’s attitude toward adulthood. In classical films like 27 Dresses,
The House Bunny, No Strings Attached, Wedding Crashers, and Bridesmaids, the everchanging character relationships between the protagonist, his or her romantic partner, and
his or her friends progresses the story toward its inevitable conclusion of the protagonist
becoming an adult. Non-classical films may also utilize these character connections even
if the text does not reach the same conclusion. Slacker’s non-conventional plot structure
not only erases the classical turning points and narrative progression but eliminates the
prospect of character development. No characters represent the “adult” way of life, which
leaves all of them enjoying the emerging-adult life stage. The emerging-adult genre
capitalizes on this inter-personal tension to drive the main character(s) toward adulthood,
even if that character ends up resisting the hegemonic sociocultural structures associated
with adulthood.
Another important element of emerging-adult film narratives is their high level of
constructedness, particularly the balance between plot and character structures. Even if
filmmakers are not cognizant of the specific emerging-adult film archetypes, Hollywood
storytelling relies on conflict, and filmmakers are aware of how character relationships
affect the protagonist’s journey to his or her end goal of adulthood. By implementing these
structures, filmmakers can easily communicate the protagonist’s progression toward
adulthood across the genre’s traditional film narrative structure.
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ENDNOTES
35
Don Jon eventually shifts from Jon’s relationship with Barbara after she breaks up with him to his new
relationship with Esther (Julianne Moore), who helps Jon grow further by overcoming his pornography
addiction.
36

At one moment, Ryden’s family accidentally walks in on her as she is kissing her neighbor David (Rodrigo
Santoro). Ryden also spends part of the film’s set-up looking at expensive apartments in which she can live
after finding a job.

37
Ben does take a somewhat active role in their tryst as he calls Mrs. Robinson to initiate the affair after
originally refusing her advances. His phone call occurs about twenty minutes into the film, which would be
the typical placement of the first turning point. However, it is debatable whether it is a turning point or not
since it does not address Ben’s relationship with Elaine. Because I read the uncertainty of Ben’s future as the
text’s central question, I find that this moment does constitute a turning point, but one in which Ben is
choosing the wrong path for his future. Utilizing Thompson’s four-act structure, Ben eventually finds the
correct path when he starts pursuing Elaine at the film’s second turning point when he tells her about the
affair and his chase for her drives the film’s third and fourth acts.
38
The blending of classical and non-classical filmmaking is best seen in the contemporary “Indiewood”
sector of the Hollywood industry. These movies are made by specialty branch divisions of Hollywood
conglomerates or by mini-major studios. See Geoff King’s Indiewood, USA: …Where Hollywood meets
Independent Cinema.
39

Slacker’s characters often lack traditional names and are only referred to by their job or prevailing attitude
during their limited screen time. I will be identifying characters through these titles, which are found on the
film’s page on the Internet Movie Database <http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0102943/>.
40
An exemplar of this type of role would be Jonathan Forbes (Tony Randall) from Michael Gordon’s Pillow
Talk (1959). While Jonathan is Brad’s (Rock Hudson) best friend, he is also Brad’s romantic rival.
41

While perhaps coincidental, the Greek letters “Phi” and “Mu” in the sorority’s name could represent
“Playboy Mansion,” thereby implicitly connecting the two.

42

Wallace and Shira’s sexual attitudes also lead to the film’s questionable ideology surrounding race as the
film’s two main characters of color (Wallace is African-American and Shira is Indian-American) reflect an
insatiable sexual drive whereas the white characters are shown to enter into monogamous relationships.
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Chapter Three:
Serialized Transitions & Transformations:
Emerging-Adult Television Narratives

Due to the differences in how stories are told on film and television, televised
emerging-adult narratives utilize a distinct narrative structure from their cinematic
counterparts. The differences between film and television narratives which I highlight
below comprise this chapter in order to distinguish the medium-specific emerging-adult
narrative structures. Television stories are told across single episodes, multi-episode arcs,
a single season, and the entirety of a series whereas the film narrative is contained to a
single text. 43 Multiple factors affect these series such as cancellation threats, cast changes,
or personnel changes. Thus, the production context of television narratives leads to
storytelling differences from the cinema.
In this chapter, I analyze the distinct storytelling strategies for television shows and
how they impact the emerging-adult narrative. I identify two specific types on which I
focus in my analysis: classical narratives which are set in the emerging-adult life stage, and
genre transformation narratives which begin in high school or college and eventually
evolve into emerging-adult narratives. For each paradigm, I consider the distinct industrial
elements that help determine the program’s narrative construction such as the showrunner’s
authorial motives and network decisions on season orders, renewals, and cancellations. To
highlight these distinctive elements of television narratives, I select two emerging-adult
texts to analyze which present extreme non-traditional narrative components: the hour-long
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action-comedy spy-drama Chuck (NBC, 2007-2012) and the hour-long drama One Tree
Hill (The WB, 2003-2006; The CW, 2006-2012).
Chuck (NBC, 2007-2012) not only overtly implements emerging-adult themes,
characters, and a serialized narrative structure, it maintains a unique relationship with
possible cancellation because of its low ratings. From its second season to its fifth and final
season, Chuck was in constant danger of being cancelled by NBC but was saved by its
loyal fanbase which consistently appealed to network executives and the show’s sponsors
through numerous “save our show” campaigns. 44 As a result of facing the risk of
cancellation, Chuck showrunners Chris Fedak and Josh Schwartz wrote a number of “near
finales” which could potentially stand as a final episode by concluding some major arcs
but could also continue those arcs if the show was renewed (Sepinwall “‘Chuck’ Vs. The
Retrospective Interview, Part 3”); these episodes were usually midseason and/or season
finales depending on the network’s original series order. Because of this industrial
influence on the show, these episodes of Chuck constantly reassert the program’s
emerging-adult narrative by possibly transitioning the title character into adulthood by
wrapping up some of his emerging-adult arcs.
One Tree Hill presents a clear division between adolescence and emerging
adulthood by implementing an “essentially unprecedented and potentially alienating”
(Weisman A1) four-year time jump between seasons four and five – right after the
characters graduate from high school. One Tree Hill’s creator and showrunner Mark
Schwahn decided to have One Tree Hill skip over the college years as that narrative shift
helped lead to the cancellation of teen series like Dawson’s Creek (The WB, 1998-2003),
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The O.C. (Fox, 2003-2007), and Saved by the Bell (NBC, 1989-1993) (Hendrickson A1).
In press interviews, Schwahn describes the time jump as a “revitalization” of the show that
“[gave] One Tree Hill a stability that it never had before” (qtd. in Ghosh). He states,
“Closure was actually revolutionary for us. What that allowed us to do was jump four years,
wipe the slate clean and drop in with all these compelling fascinating places and stories,
and that’s gold for a writer” (qtd. in Hidek). One Tree Hill’s time-jump allows the program
to be interpreted as two distinct series: a teen series through its first four seasons and an
emerging-adult program through its last five seasons. This division clearly demonstrates
the show’s genre transformation and I analyze how this change appears in the show’s
content, themes, and aesthetics.
Although Chuck and One Tree Hill provide extreme examples of television’s
distinct narrative strategies and how they can impact the emerging-adult genre, they also
underscore common emerging-adult storytelling issues. Chuck’s constant risk of
cancellation and multiple potential series finales exhibits television storytellers’ desires to
successfully tie up the narrative’s loose ends and transition the protagonist into adulthood.
For a show like Friends with Benefits (NBC, 2011) which was cancelled before the
narrative concludes, the story ends on an unresolved cliffhanger. While popular emergingadult television programs like Friends (NBC, 1994-2004) or The Big Bang Theory (CBS,
2007-present) can end on cliffhangers because networks would renew the show early or
for multiple seasons. In other words, there is little to no risk of those shows being cancelled.
By constantly battling cancellation, Chuck demonstrates how emerging-adult shows can
balance closing some emerging-adult storylines while simultaneously keeping other open
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to be resolved in future seasons. One Tree Hill also provides a distinct storytelling device
through its time jump which has not often been used by other texts; however, Pretty Little
Liars (ABC Family, 2010-2016; Freeform, 2016-2017) implemented a five-year time jump
in the middle of its sixth season. It is more likely that a genre transformation program will
follow Beverly Hills, 90210’s (Fox, 1990-2000) model which depicts the characters’ lives
in high school (seasons one to three), college (seasons four to seven), and emerging
adulthood (seasons eight to ten). In this chapter, I discuss television’s distinct narrative
strategies and analyze how they affect the emerging-adult storylines. I then analyze my two
case studies to demonstrate how these distinct narrative strategies apply to the different
types of emerging-adult television series.

TELEVISION NARRATIVE STRATEGIES’ IMPACT ON EMERGING-ADULT STORIES

Although the distinctions between how stories are told in each media format exist,
there are also many similarities in film and television narrative structures. Television
scholar Jeremy Butler observes, “In some respects, the television series resembles the
classical film” (34). Butler points out that individual television episodes, like the classical
film, begin with some narrative catalyst sparking the main action, leading to a cause-andeffect chain of internal and external conflicts throughout the episode, eventually building
toward the episode’s climax, and ending with a brief denouement. However, Butler
mentions that individual television episodes require less exposition than classical films due
to the series’ reliance on the development of the characters in previous episodes. Butler
also highlights the television series’ narrative problematic, a “narrative kernel” or macro-
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conflict which recurs in each episode of the series; individual episodic dilemmas persist,
but they each tie into the program’s overarching serial questions. Butler uses the emergingadult program Friends to illustrate this concept, noting that it “revolves around issues
confronting friends in their twenties – just out of college, but not yet fully settled into a
career.” Individual episodes deal with issues of romance or finding fulfilling work but tie
into the macro-conflict of transitioning to adulthood (37-38).
Because of these structural similarities, the various elements which I discuss in the
previous chapter for emerging-adult films translate easily to television such as catalysts
being constructed around transitional issues of romance, work, play and leisure, and
residency and two homosocial character structures which establish the transition into
adulthood. Although television programs may focus on an axial character, they more
commonly feature an ensemble cast of characters to contrast with the main protagonist and
shift narrative emphasis from one episode to the next. For instance, Girls (HBO, 20122017) centers on Hannah Horvath’s (Lena Dunham) twentysomething misadventures but
simultaneously provides similar stories for her friends Marnie, Jessa, and Shoshanna
(Alison Williams, Jemima Kirke, and Zosia Mamet). Friends utilizes a more equal division
among its characters as the series constantly changes its narrative focus across episodes.
Ross (David Schwimmer) may be the main character in one episode while Phoebe (Lisa
Kudrow) becomes the main character in the next. However, the series’ narrative
problematic and focus on these emerging-adult issues remain the same throughout the
episodes, regardless of the individual main character.
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In fact, the ensemble casts and rotating storylines found on emerging-adult
television programs both reaffirm and manipulate the homosocial character structures.
Friends initially establishes Ross and Chandler (Matthew Perry) as relationship-oriented
single men whereas Joey (Matt LeBlanc) is a womanizer who is only interested in onenight stands. Within the tripartite homosocial structure, Joey represents the adolescent
behavior found in emerging adulthood whereas Ross and Chandler’s positive attitude
toward marriage makes them closer to reaching adulthood. Other sociocultural factors such
as Ross’s recent divorce from his wife Carol (Anita Barone, later Jane Sibbett) and his
living alone in an apartment signify Ross as being more adult than Chandler; however, the
pilot episode places Ross in a centralized role when it establishes his long-running “willthey-or-won’t-they” relationship with Rachel (Jennifer Aniston). As the series progresses,
Chandler becomes the adult in the tripartite relationship when he begins his romantic
relationship with Monica (Courtney Cox) in the season four finale (“The One With Ross’s
Wedding, Part 2,” #4.24). Although Chandler and Monica’s relationship faces a number of
ups-and-downs over many seasons, it eventually leads to the couple living together (“The
One After Vegas,” #6.01) and later marrying (“The One With Monica & Chandler’s
Wedding, Parts 1 & 2,” #7.23-7.24). Compared to Ross’s up-and-down, on-and-off
relationship with Rachel, Chandler’s marriage to Monica ultimately signifies his adulthood
and simultaneously places Ross in between the contrasting poles of the adult Chandler and
the adolescent Joey. Thus, Ross’s reconciliation with Rachel in the series finale hints at
their impending marriage and therefore completes their transition into adulthood by finally
mirroring Chandler and Monica’s relationship.
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Due to classical emerging-adult texts’ central focus on the transition into adulthood,
television programs that should be considered as emerging-adult ones foreground longterm
character arcs that follow the progression from adolescence and/or emerging adulthood
into adulthood. 45 Although these character arcs are best found in serialized stories as there
is continual character growth that matches the open narrative, they may also be found in
highly episodic emerging-adult series like Three’s Company (ABC, 1977-1984) and
Laverne & Shirley (ABC, 1976-1983). The majority of conclusions in episodes from these
programs return to the initial narrative situation as character relationships and situations
tend to remain the same from one episode to the next.
However, Jason Mittell points out that episodic series may incorporate major
markers of change such as “the birth and growth of children, and additions or subtractions
to the cast of characters” (Television and American Culture 228). Although Three’s
Company constantly repeats episodic plot situations (see Mann 246-247), the series also
incorporates a number of important cast changes throughout its run including original
landlords Stanley and Helen Roper (Norman Fell and Audra Lindley) selling the apartment
complex in which the main characters live at the end of the third season, original tenant
Chrissy Snow (Suzanne Somers) leaving the apartment during the fifth season, Cindy Snow
(Jenilee Harrison) – Chrissy’s cousin and replacement roommate – moving out to study at
UCLA (“Jack Bares All, Part 2,” #6.02), and Terri Alden (Priscilla Barnes) moving into
the apartment (“Terri Makes Her Move,” #6.03).
The show’s finale does mark a moment of permanent change as the core episodic
elements are entirely dismantled. For Three’s Company, this occurs when the three
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roommates – Jack (John Ritter), Janet (Joyce DeWitt), and Terri – move out of their shared
apartment to pursue their adult lives: Janet marries art collector Phillip Dawson (David
Ruprecht), Jack falls in love and moves in with stewardess Vicky Bradford (Mary
Cadorette), and Terri pursues her dream job of nursing in Hawaii. Despite its episodic
structure, Three’s Company starts these transitional arcs a couple of episodes before the
series finale. In the second-to-last episode “The Heiress” (#8.19), Janet meets Phillip, and
they start dating. In the next episode “Cupid Works Overtime” (#8.20), Phillip proposes to
Janet, and she accepts while Jack meets Vicky on a flight home from a cooking convention.
The dialogue indicates that months in the story’s time have passed between the episodes
even though the episodes were produced and aired consecutively. Months also pass
between “Cupid Works Overtime” and the series finale “Friends and Lovers” (#8.21-#8.22)
in which Phillip and Janet plan their wedding and Jack and Vicky continue their
relationship. The expediency of these transitional arcs reinforces the show’s episodic
structure as little time is spent on these serialized stories; however, the existence of
conclusions to these important arcs within an episodic series highlights the relationship
between the emerging-adult characters’ transition into adulthood and serialized
storytelling.
The relationship between episodic and serialized storytelling on television also
becomes more important during the 1990s and 2000s alongside the increased production
of emerging-adult programs like Friends, Scrubs (NBC, 2001-2008; ABC, 2009-2010),
and How I Met Your Mother (CBS, 2005-2014). In his article “Narrative Complexity in
Contemporary American Television” and his book Complex TV, Mittell discusses the rise
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of “narrative complexity” during this time period, arguing that programs are constantly
“redefin[ing] episodic forms under the influence of serial narration,” effectively balancing
these two distinct forms of storytelling within their narrative structure. Instead of reverting
back to the standard equilibrium like episodic series, narratively complex programs
steadily build the show’s narrative over time by utilizing serialized storytelling techniques
(Complex TV 18). Emerging-adult programs blend the serialized transition to adulthood
with individual episodes that highlight a single element of the show’s narrative problematic
and slowly progress the longterm narrative arcs toward their eventual conclusion.
A show like Friends is the most traditional and straightforward of these narratively
complex shows due to its chronological storytelling. Major serialized arcs such as romantic
relationships occur over multiple episodes, and there is a continual build throughout the
series as characters learn from their experiences. For instance, Ross and Rachel’s on-andoff “will they or won’t they” relationship is established in the series’ pilot and only resolved
in the series’ finale. Monica’s relationship with Richard Burke (Tom Selleck) occurs during
the second season but impacts Monica’s storyline long after it ends. In “The One in Vegas”
(#5.23-#5.24), Monica accidentally starts a fight with Chandler (now her longterm
boyfriend) after mentioning that she met with Richard over lunch. Richard also becomes
an obstacle for Chandler’s marriage proposal to Monica in “The One With the Proposal”
(#6.24-#6.25) when Richard decides to rekindle his romance with Monica and also propose
marriage. Even though Richard does not appear in any episodes after that one, he is
continually mentioned on the program due to his impact on Monica’s personal life.
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Although the serialized arcs and relationships establish the main characters’
respective transition into adulthood, Friends also utilizes self-contained episodes (which
may occasionally incorporate a guest star) that maintain continuity with the rest of the
series and its emerging-adult issues. An episode like “The One With the Dirty Girl” (#4.06)
exemplifies the show’s narrative complexity through its blend of episodic and serialized
arcs. The major episodic story is Ross’s brief relationship with Cheryl (guest star Rebecca
Romijn), a doctoral candidate in paleontology and the titular “dirty girl.” Their relationship
demonstrates Ross exploring a new romantic possibility, a common part of the emergingadult life stage. However, the relationship does not last once Ross discovers that Cheryl is
extraordinarily messy. Although Ross’s short-lived fling with Cheryl only exists for the
one episode, it also continues the serialized arc between Ross and Rachel. Rachel
demonstrates some jealousy as she refuses to watch Ross kiss Cheryl at the beginning of
the episode, unlike the rest of the main characters. The episode also continues a six-episode
arc that follows Joey’s girlfriend Kathy (Paget Brewster), a woman with whom Chandler
is also romantically interested. The episode continues the unstated competition between
the two roommates as Chandler keeps his feelings about Kathy hidden from Joey.
However, the episodic story demonstrates that Chandler is a better match for her as he finds
a first edition of The Velveteen Rabbit – her favorite childhood book – for her birthday
while Joey buys her a pen with a clock on it, a meaningless gift that indicates his lack of a
connection with her. Chandler switches his and Joey’s gifts to help preserve his friend’s
relationship, but Kathy quickly realizes the ruse. This episodic story sets up the next
episode in which Chandler and Kathy kiss. A third plotline focuses on Monica providing
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the catering for a funeral but being unable to ask the widowed Mrs. Burkart (Gretchen
Wyler) for payment despite Mrs. Burkart’s constant vacillation between sadness and
happiness. Serially, this story concludes in “The One Where They’re Going to Party”
(#4.09), but this situation of Monica’s problems in receiving payment is introduced and
resolved in the one episode. Unlike the other two episodic storylines which focus on
romance, Monica and Phoebe’s plot concentrates on exploring a new possibility in work,
which eventually turns out to be short-lived. As such, this subplot presents a different part
of the emerging-adult life stage, reinforcing the program’s narrative of the main characters
confronting various emerging-adult issues.
How I Met Your Mother presents emerging-adult narrative complexity as it not only
demonstrates episodic seriality like Friends but also incorporates a high level of character
subjectivity, non-chronological flashback and fantasy sequences, and a single-camera
cinematic operational aesthetic indicative of legitimated “quality” television (see Newman
and Levine 61-79). The series is told in flashback as it utilizes a framing device of main
character Ted Mosby (Josh Radnor) in the year 2030 telling his son and daughter (David
Henrie and Lyndsy Fonseca) the story of how he met their mother. As Mittell observes,
How I Met Your Mother follows the same generic formula as Friends – following a group
of twentysomething friends in New York City. However, How I Met Your Mother’s
flashback structure, use of reflexive devices (which Mittell identifies as including “freezeframes, embedded flashbacks within flashbacks, split screens, and the voice of Future Ted
answering questions posed in the present-day story”), and transmedia paratexts such as incharacter blogs and websites all help differentiate the two programs. The flashback
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narrative structure also helps “forensic fans” “analyze the ongoing series for potential clues
as to the Mother’s identity” due to Ted’s long-winded storytelling in which he summarizes
the nine years of his life which slowly build toward his climactic meeting of the Mother in
the final episode (Complex TV 59-60). Mittell discusses that the frame story creates “an
embedded narrative enigma of the mother’s identity” as the program incorporates subtle
hints about the Mother throughout its run, without divulging her identity until the eighth
season finale. Zap2It’s Rick Porter observes the similarities between How I Met Your
Mother and complex “puzzle” shows like Lost (ABC, 2004-2010) in which serialized clues
that build toward a predetermined ending are fundamentally important to creating and
understanding the show’s mythology.
Although How I Met Your Mother is built around Ted and the Mother eventually
meeting, individual episodes’ relationship to the show’s overall seriality may have only a
very tenuous relationship to that arc. For instance, episodes like “Slap Bet” (#2.09) and
“Perfect Week” (#5.14) do not contain major connections to the show’s primary longterm
storyline. In the former, the issues are fairly episodic with one plotline concerning an issue
in Ted’s relationship with Robin (Cobie Smulders) as Robin refuses to go to malls and does
not explain her dislike of malls to Ted. The mystery behind Robin’s affliction about malls
inspires the other episodic plotline as Marshall (Jason Segel) and Barney (Neil Patrick
Harris) engage in a “slap bet” after each speculates why he believes Robin refuses to go to
the mall; Marshall’s fiancée Lily (Alyson Hannigan) acts as the “slap bet commissioner.”
After some twists and false accusations, Robin eventually reveals that she was Robin
Sparkles, a Canadian teen pop star, and was forced to travel to malls across Canada and
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perform her hit song “Let’s Go to the Mall.” Both plotlines become recurring gags on the
show but do not contribute to the overall narrative other than demonstrating the joys of
friendship during the emerging-adult life stage.
“Perfect Week” evinces the same episodic structure. In the episode, Future Ted tells
his children about Barney’s difficulty completing a “perfect week” of having sex with
seven different women in as many days without a single rejection. The episode confronts
emerging-adult issues like Barney’s quest for casual sex, the possibility that Barney may
be fired from his job, and Ted’s difficulties at work when he immaturely mocks a student’s
name, but the episode does not contribute to Ted eventually meeting the Mother; in fact,
the episode ends with Ted sarcastically telling his friends, “I’m totally going to sit my kids
down one day and tell them about the time Uncle Barney nailed seven chicks in a row”
before cutting to 2030 when Future Ted asks his children “Am I a bad dad?” since he told
them such a tangential and meaningless story.
Other How I Met Your Mother episodes explicitly connect to the series’ major story
and utilize serial narrative strategies within the episodic structure. The episode “Girls
Versus Suits” (#5.12) includes numerous hints about the still-unseen Mother as Ted starts
dating the Mother’s roommate Cindy (Rachel Bilson). Cindy complains about her
roommate to Ted, mentioning her roommate’s quirky habits like painting pictures of robots
playing sports and having breakfast foods sing Broadway show tunes. Although Ted
outwardly agrees with Cindy, he secretly finds these quirks appealing which indicates the
eventual bond between Ted and the Mother. After his relationship with Cindy becomes
tumultuous, Ted attempts to save the relationship by finding objects in her room which
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demonstrate their connection; however, the three things he picks out (a bass guitar, an
album, and a book) all belong to the Mother. The show’s ninth season also incorporates
more serialized storytelling techniques as the entire season is set across the fifty-six hours
leading up to Barney and Robin’s wedding. Unlike the rest of the series in which days or
weeks can occur between episodes, this season utilizes serial elements like cliffhangers
that directly lead from the end of one episode to the beginning of the next. For instance,
the final scene of “Last Time in New York” (#9.03) has Barney telling Ted that he saw Ted
and Robin holding hands behind the Central Park carousel and this violation of their
friendship becomes the main conflict of the next episode “The Broken Code” (#9.04).
The structural differences in how emerging-adult programs like Three’s Company,
Friends, and How I Met Your Mother demonstrate how emerging-adult series are not bound
to a single style of television narrative structure. However, television’s storytelling method
of letting a narrative unfold over multiple seasons allows for various types of fictional
emerging-adult stories on television. One type is the emerging-adult series which is initially
set in the emerging-adult life stage, are populated by characters in their twenties or thirties,
and focus on emerging-adult issues like love, residency, leisure, and work. These programs
are structured similarly to classical emerging-adult films as they begin with an emergingadult related issue and follow the main character(s) through the life stage before ending
with the transition into adulthood. Homosocial relationships are particularly important as
they help classify in what stage the character is located on his or her transition. Some
examples include Ted on How I Met Your Mother who wavers between Marshall’s
committed relationship to his fiancée (and later wife) Lily and Barney’s desire for casual
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sex with myriad anonymous women, and the perpetually single Brian from What About
Brian? (ABC, 2006-2007) who romantically contrasts with his friends Adam (Matthew
Davis) who proposes to his girlfriend Marjorie (Sarah Lancaster) in the pilot episode and
Dave (Rick Gomez) who is already married. Because these programs follow emergingadult characters, they can be categorized as emerging-adult shows regardless of the number
of seasons that they are on the air. Some like Three’s Company, Friends, Scrubs, How I
Met Your Mother, and Entourage (HBO, 2004-2011) may last for nearly a decade whereas
other emerging-adult series like What About Brian?, Accidentally on Purpose (CBS, 20092010), Friends with Benefits (NBC, 2011), How to Be a Gentleman (CBS, 2011-2012), I
Just Want My Pants Back (MTV, 2011-2012), Emily Owens, M.D. (The CW, 2012-2013),
Partners (CBS, 2012), Underemployed (MTV, 2012-2013), Looking (HBO, 2014-2015),
and Selfie (ABC and Hulu, 2014) were cancelled after only one or two seasons.
Another type of emerging-adult series results from serialized storytelling, in which
long-running teen television programs become emerging-adult texts when the characters
graduate from high school and/or college. Sharon Marie Ross and Louisa Stein point out
that the vast majority of teen television series utilize serial narratives, even if the show
follows an episodic structure like Saved by the Bell (NBC, 1989-1993) (7). Even though
the characters tend to maintain their basic personalities throughout each episode, there is a
consistent slow march toward the characters’ eventual graduation. The actors’ aging also
exacerbates the serialization of the series. Mark-Paul Gosselaar, for example, was fifteen
when Saved by the Bell premiered in 1989 and could easily pass for a high school freshman.
However, by the end of the series, he was nineteen years old and had visibly gone through
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puberty, which would make his character odd if he were still in high school. Ross and Stein
argue that “adolescence necessarily propel[s teen characters] along life’s trajectory,”
thereby necessitating the serialized storytelling on the majority of teen shows (7). 46 Due to
these contextual issues, teen television programs may undergo a genre revision – which I
term “genre transformation” – to continue telling the characters’ stories after they have
finished high school and/or college and entered into the emerging-adult life stage. Unlike
film texts which are completed before their release and thus evaluated and categorized
according to the closed narrative, television’s serial storytelling allows programs to change
generically as the series airs.
One of the first identity genre series in which this transition from teen show to
emerging-adult program occurs is Beverly Hills, 90210. The series begins with the Walsh
family – parents Jim and Cindy (James Eckhouse and Carol Potter) and twin high school
juniors Brandon (Jason Priestley) and Brenda (Shannen Doherty) – moving to Beverly
Hills after Jim receives a job promotion. Brandon and Brenda are forced to adjust to their
new high school, particularly the upper-class lifestyle of West Beverly classmates like
Kelly Taylor (Jennie Garth), Steve Sanders (Ian Ziering), Andrea Zuckerman (Gabrielle
Carteris), Dylan McKay (Luke Perry), David Silver (Brian Austin Green), and Donna
Martin (Tori Spelling). The show’s first three seasons are all set in high school and
incorporate adolescent issues into individual episodes. Some early storylines include
failing driver’s education (“One on One,” #1.05), cheating on difficult exams (“Higher
Education,” #1.06), peer pressure and underage drinking (“B.Y.O.B.,” #1.11), and losing
one’s virginity (“Spring Dance,” #1.21). Although Beverly Hills, 90210 incorporates more
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“adult” issues into its high school storylines (sex, pregnancy, drug addiction, divorce, tax
evasion) through its adherence to the melodramatic formula of teen soap operas, it keeps
these topics grounded in the main characters’ teenage perspective. One example of this
narrative tendency is “Perfect Mom” (#1.07), which follows Kelly’s mother (Ann
Gillespie) abusing drugs and alcohol, but the show frames the episode from Kelly’s
viewpoint of sadly witnessing her mother’s self-destruction.
The core group of teen characters graduates from high school at the end of the third
season, causing the series to evolve into a college show with older teens and young twentyyear-olds for its fourth season. After four more successful seasons following the characters
in college (with each season representing a year in school), they graduate from college at
the end of season seven and enter the “real world” of adulthood at the beginning of the
eighth season. At this point, storylines begin focusing on emerging-adult issues like the
characters finding and maintaining meaningful careers after graduation and building
personal relationships toward marriage. These topics certainly mark a evolution from the
adolescent concerns like finding short-term work or having casual sex which populate the
show’s first three seasons. Due to its longterm popularity and serialized genre
transformation, Beverly Hills, 90210 demonstrates how teen television programs can
eventually become emerging-adult series. Other examples of this trend include Buffy the
Vampire Slayer (The WB, 1997-2001; UPN, 2001-2003), Smallville (The WB, 2001-2006;
The CW, 2006-2011), One Tree Hill (The WB, 2003-2006; The CW, 2006-2012), and
Gossip Girl (The CW, 2007-2012).
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A third type of emerging-adult television series combines the preceding two types
as some shows may begin as emerging-adult programs, but their longterm popularity leads
them to transition into a more general “adult” series after emerging-adult character arcs
and issues begin to conclude in the middle of the series’ run. For example, Billy Campbell
(Andrew Shue) from Melrose Place (Fox, 1992-1999) starts the series as an aspiring
novelist who works various odd jobs to pay his rent and explores romantic relationships
with Amanda Woodward (Heather Locklear) and Alison Parker (Courtney Thorne-Smith).
However, as the series progresses, Billy rectifies his financial problems by becoming a
copywriter at Amanda’s company, D&D Advertising; unlike his previous short-term jobs,
this becomes his longterm career. Billy’s relationships also face higher stakes as he engages
in multiple marriages and divorces throughout the series rather than performing more
common emerging-adult romantic behaviors like casual dating or trying to find “The One.”
While Billy’s story begins as emerging-adult, it changes into an adult narrative over
multiple seasons. A similar progression happens for Meredith Grey (Ellen Pompeo) on
Grey’s Anatomy (ABC, 2005-present) as she begins the series as an unmarried medical
intern but eventually becomes a resident at Seattle Grace Hospital in the third season,
marries Derek Shepherd (Patrick Dempsey) in the seventh season, gives birth to a son in
the ninth season, and receives a promotion to Chief of General Surgery in the fifteenth
season. Each of these moments demonstrates her transition out of the emerging-adult life
stage as she progressively achieves sociocultural markers of adulthood. In a case like this,
the program’s age-identity genre changes from its original emerging-adult characterization
and in later seasons is that of a traditional adult episodic plot. As such, only certain seasons
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of the series may be considered emerging-adult. Two case studies will detail how external
factors and serial storytelling affect series: Chuck and One Tree Hill.

THE CLASSICAL TELEVISION NARRATIVE IN FOCUS: CHUCK

Like emerging-adult films, the classical emerging-adult television show follows a
character who begins the text as an emerging adult and transitions into a full adult by its
conclusion. Because television programs aim to tell the story over a longer period of time
than film, Chuck showrunners Fedak and Schwartz establish Chuck’s emerging-adult
issues through all of the major defining emerging-adult methods: education and work,
leisure and play, residency, and romance. A film might concentrate on a select number of
emerging-adult issues, but a long-running television series can confront all of them. When
the series begins, title character Chuck Bartowski (Zachary Levi) is explicitly in the life
stage. Because he was kicked out of Stanford University due to false charges of stealing
exams, Chuck has been working a dead-end job as a computer expert at Buy More, a
fictional electronics chain store. Chuck has few romantic possibilities as he spends most of
his spare time playing video games with his best friend Morgan Grimes (Joshua Gomez)
and lives with his sister Ellie (Sarah Lancaster) and her boyfriend Devon Woodcomb (Ryan
McPartlin) because he cannot afford to live on his own. Chuck’s dismissal from Stanford
establishes Chuck’s incomplete transition into adulthood. Because he does not receive his
degree, Chuck lacks self-confidence and does not seek to ascend past his current place in
his life. “Chuck Versus the Ex” (#2.06) establishes the relationship between Chuck’s
college failure and his non-rewarding work at Buy More. The episode opens with a
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flashback of Chuck right after his expulsion from Stanford, trying to win back his exgirlfriend Jill Roberts (Jordana Brewster). In the scene, Chuck wears a green Buy More
sales shirt and tells her that he started working at the chain store. That plea does not win
her over. As such, his job at Buy More demonstrates and is a constant reminder of his
educational and resulting occupational failure.
Chuck’s emphasis on leisure – explicitly conveyed through his slacking at work
and playing video games with Morgan – also prevents him from becoming an adult. He
prioritizes his homosocial friendship with Morgan over everything else, including his
romantic relationships. When Chuck is first introduced, he is sneaking out of his window,
trying to escape the birthday party which Ellie is holding for him. Ellie invited many of her
friends from medical school, including several women with whom she is trying to set him
up. However, Chuck’s feelings of inadequacy exacerbate his social anxiety, and he chooses
to retreat to the safety of playing video games with Morgan. Although living with his sister
and her boyfriend is different than living at home with parents, Chuck’s dependency upon
his family indicates his being an emerging adult.
In an interview with The A.V. Club, executive producer and showrunner Fedak
states that Chuck begins the series “in a quarter-life crisis” (qtd. in Keller). By situating the
character in this place where he consciously wants to figure out his life, the narrative
establishes that Chuck needs to start constructing and achieving certain goals to become an
adult. Chuck is initially clueless as to how to resolve these issues; at his birthday party,
Ellie’s friends ask him what he really wants to do with his life to which he jokingly
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responds, “Working on my five-year plan, just need to choose a font,” implying that he
does not have any idea about his future.
However, Chuck unknowingly starts on his path to adulthood with the show’s
inciting incident: he receives an e-mail containing a secret encoded CIA-NSA database
called the Intersect from his former college roommate Bryce Larkin (Matt Bomer) who,
unbeknownst to Chuck, is an undercover CIA agent. Bryce steals the Intersect and sends it
to Chuck to protect it from undercover enemy operatives. The Intersect works through
subliminal imagery, and the database encodes itself onto an individual’s brain. After
hearing keywords or recognizing specific images, the Intersect user “flashes” and
immediately recalls information from the database. By “downloading” the Intersect into
his brain, Chuck enters into the spy world which becomes his option to his emerging-adult
lifestyle. Chuck becomes a valuable CIA resource by having the Intersect and ends up
going on various spy missions as an asset because of his newfound extensive knowledge.
The CIA and NSA each send an agent – Sarah Walker (Yvonne Strahovski) and John Casey
(Adam Baldwin) respectively – to protect him and the Intersect database. Sarah and John
integrate themselves into Chuck’s life through their respective cover identities, with Sarah
posing as Chuck’s girlfriend who works at a nearby fast food store and John as Chuck’s
co-worker at the Buy More. However, Chuck and Sarah’s actual romantic feelings for each
other and their on-and-off real-or-fake romantic relationship complicates their cover which
helps him progress into adulthood.
The show utilizes a narrative structure similar to the tripartite homosocial structure
to place the emerging-adult Chuck in-between the two worlds of the Buy More
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(adolescence) and the CIA (adulthood). Although Chuck becomes a government asset due
to the Intersect, he keeps his job at the Buy More as a cover story to hide his special
abilities. While the Buy More represents Chuck’s failures at becoming an adult
(particularly since he and his sister want him to move past the Buy More to find “a real job
with a real future”), the CIA allows Chuck to live certain idealized “visions” of adulthood.
One such instance is Chuck’s adopted CIA alias of Charles Carmichael. Chuck creates this
pseudonym when he goes on his first spy mission with Sarah and John (“Chuck Versus the
Tango” (#1.03). Chuck envisions Carmichael as an idealized version of himself if he had
graduated from Stanford with honors: a billionaire owner of a software company. Because
of this, Carmichael represents Chuck’s adult goals regarding his career, residency, and
overall well-being. Chuck typically adopts the Carmichael alias for missions on which he
is partnered with Sarah and the two of them portray a couple. This allows Chuck to live
out certain adult experiences while on missions such as posing as a stereotypical married
suburban couple with Sarah in “Chuck Versus the Suburbs” (#2.13).
Due to the narrative structure, contrasting characters and elements which represent
either adolescence or adulthood surround Chuck. Chuck’s co-workers at the Buy More –
particularly Jeff Barnes (Scott Krinsky) and Lester Patel (Vik Sahay) – exhibit “failed”
adulthoods as all of them have few romantic possibilities, play video games often, and
demonstrate an aversion to upward mobility at work. As Chuck’s best friend and Buy More
co-worker, Morgan also initially represents the adolescent side of the tripartite homosocial
structure. Like Jeff and Lester, Morgan is awkward around women, plays video games with
Chuck, and slacks at work; additionally, Morgan lives with his mother in her home. In
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“Chuck Versus the Sandworm” (#1.06), Morgan does not show up at Buy More because
he is playing video games at a Santa Monica arcade and sexually harasses a woman by
videotaping her underwear without her knowledge when he does eventually start working.
Although Morgan starts the series as entirely representative of an extended
adolescence, he slowly transitions into an adult as the series progresses. Unlike Jeff and
Lester, Morgan continues to grow up by engaging in romantic relationships, moving away
from his mother’s house, and climbing the ranks at Buy More. During the show’s first two
seasons, Morgan has an on-and-off relationship with his co-worker Anna Wu (Julia Ling).
Episodic arcs demonstrate Morgan’s progress – or lack thereof – toward adulthood. In
“Chuck Versus the DeLorean” (#2.10), Anna wants to start living with Morgan, but
Morgan cannot afford the rent for an apartment. Devon lends Morgan the necessary money,
but Morgan irresponsibly uses the money to buy a decrepit DeLorean due to the car model’s
notoriety from appearing in the Back to the Future film series. Morgan thus exhibits his
immaturity by placing his nostalgic childhood desires above his girlfriend. Morgan does
eventually make the first step toward adulthood when he and Anna move to Hawaii at the
end of the second season so Morgan can pursue his dream of becoming a Benihana chef;
however, Anna leaves him and Morgan returns to Burbank alone. Morgan later starts a
relationship with John’s daughter Alex (Mekenna Melvin) which becomes a longterm
romance that lasts until the end of the series despite some conflicts. By virtue of being
Chuck’s best friend, Morgan’s progression into adulthood can occur simultaneously with
Chuck’s, such as when the two friends become roommates at the start of the third season.
However, the same living situation evolves into an obstacle for Chuck’s status as an adult
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late in the fourth season after Chuck and Sarah start living together. Morgan realizes that
he has become the “third wheel” to Chuck and Sarah’s relationship and decides to move
out from the apartment to give them their privacy (“Chuck Versus the Masquerade,”
#4.16). Morgan’s decision highlights the temporary nature of the homosocial living
arrangement as it represents a progression from adolescence (living with parents) but is not
fully adult (living with a romantic partner). Morgan also progresses into an adult living
arrangement in the series finale when he decides to live with Alex. In addition, Morgan’s
position at the Buy More steadily improves throughout the series. In “Chuck Versus
Operation Awesome” (#3.04), Big Mike names Morgan as Buy More’s assistant manager;
later, General Beckman (Bonita Friedericy) assigns Morgan to be the Buy More manager
after the CIA takes over the store at the beginning of season four.
Meanwhile, the various members of the CIA represent the adulthood side of the
narrative structure. To a certain extent, John’s gruff personality, ruthless efficiency, and
unrelenting work ethic contradicts the slacker ethos espoused by the Buy More employees;
this contrast is also used comically when John starts working at the Buy More as his cover,
and his attitude and dedication does not fit with the rest of the staff. John’s role in the series
is to be a (mostly) model spy to whom Chuck can aspire. The show presents John as a
master marksman – making a kill from over half a mile away in “Chuck Versus the Fake
Name” (#3.08) that only five people in the world are able to make – and a cold-blooded
killer. John shoots Bryce in the pilot episode when John believes that Bryce has betrayed
the government and completes Chuck’s “red test” – a final assessment in spy training in
which that person must kill somebody – when it is apparent to John that Chuck will not
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shoot the assigned target. Within the character structure, John appeals to the action parts of
Chuck’s spy life whereas Sarah can speak to Chuck’s emotions.
Although John represents the non-sexualized same-sex friend within the series,
other spies like Bryce Larkin, Cole Barker (Jonathan Cake), and Daniel Shaw (Brandon
Routh) act as romantic foils to Chuck in addition to being idealized self-sufficient CIA
agents. All three are willing to sacrifice themselves, their friends, and their personal wellbeing for the sake of their country and their job as spies. They are all in the James Bond
mold– smart, calm, brave, and classically attractive – in contrast with Chuck’s wavering
emotions and nerdy demeanor. Bryce in particular represents this idealized adult spy when
the series begins. Chuck and Bryce share similar backgrounds as they both went to
Stanford, were members of the same fraternity, and have a mutual interest in computer
games. Both are recruited into the CIA by a professor while in college, but Bryce protects
Chuck from becoming a spy by convincing the professor to frame Chuck for cheating on
his exams, leading to Chuck’s expulsion from college. Bryce tells the professor that Chuck
has too much heart to be a spy and would be killed in the field; implicitly, Bryce is also
saying that he does not have the same fault and is thus better equipped to be a spy than
Chuck. Bryce’s actions separate the two friends – who were seemingly on the same path
to adulthood – by leading to Chuck’s downward spiral of working at the Buy More and
living with family rather than entering into the adult spy world. However, Bryce also helps
lead Chuck into adulthood (and the spy career) by e-mailing Chuck the Intersect in the pilot
episode, sparking both the series and Chuck’s transition.
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In addition to the professional contrasts between Bryce and Chuck, Bryce also acts
as a romantic foil to Chuck. Before the series begins, Bryce and Sarah start as professional
partners, but that relationship quickly turns romantic. Bryce and Sarah’s relationship ends
when Bryce is presumably killed in the show’s pilot, and their feelings are rekindled upon
Bryce’s return later in the first season (“Chuck Versus the Imported Hard Salami,” #1.09).
The following episode, “Chuck Versus the Nemesis” (#1.10), explores the tension between
the two men as both of them continue to pursue Sarah. Bryce’s natural attraction for Sarah
and the ease at which he becomes a romantic antagonist for Chuck contrasts with the
difficulties which Chuck faces in courting Sarah. Whereas Bryce is a natural partner for
Sarah because they are both spies and in the same life stage, Chuck has a tougher time
starting a relationship with her because he has not yet become an adult.
Cole and Daniel continue Bryce’s model of being both a professional and romantic
foil to Chuck. While Bryce provides a longterm foil to Chuck, Cole and Daniel provide
smaller multi-episode arcs in which they contrast with Chuck. For instance, Chuck and
Sarah face some issues in their relationship for a two-episode arc in season two in which
Chuck breaks up with her before Cole’s first appearance (“Chuck Versus the Beefcake,”
#2.15). The CIA believes that Cole is an enemy agent who holds important information
about enemy agents who belong to Fulcrum, an undercover enemy spy agency comprised
of rogue CIA personnel. General Beckman assigns Chuck, Sarah, and John to recover
Cole’s data, with Sarah ordered to seduce Cole as part of the plan. Sarah follows her orders
and subtly insults Chuck (who is listening to the seduction through his earpiece) during the
mission, highlighting contrasts between the two men. When Cole says that he’s “not a very
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nice guy,” Sarah responds that she’s “not into nice guys” since “all they want to do is talk
about their feelings and emotions, and sometimes what a woman really wants is a man who
acts.” Chuck is both uncomfortable with overhearing his ex-girlfriend seduce another man
and embarrassed at hearing her implication that he is not enough of a hegemonic man.
Sarah eventually captures Cole during the seduction; however, Fulcrum agents attack
Sarah, Cole, and Chuck from a helicopter when the three of them attempt to leave. Cole
reveals that he is an undercover MI6 agent instead of working for Fulcrum, and they all
defeat the enemy spies to escape. Back at their secret base, Cole asks Chuck about the
romantic tension Chuck has with Sarah; when Chuck tells him that there is none, Cole
responds that he is interested in seducing her. Sarah rejects Cole’s sexual advances, but
Chuck still feels inferior to Cole’s form of dominant masculinity. Chuck tries to hack into
the stolen data chip in an effort to prove his value to the team (and implicitly express his
masculinity). However, Chuck accidentally sets off a homing device which leads to
Fulcrum capturing Cole, Sarah, and Chuck. Fulcrum agent Alexis White (Katrina Law)
tortures the three of them to find out the Intersect’s identity, presenting another contrast
between Cole and Chuck. While Cole unflinchingly endures Alexis’s torture, Chuck cannot
even bear to watch Cole withstand it and faints. After rescuing the three hostages, John
tells Chuck that Cole’s bravery makes Cole more attractive to Sarah whereas Chuck’s
tactics do not work. Chuck observes a passionate goodbye kiss between Cole and Sarah
over a security camera, prompting Chuck to question the effectiveness of his personal and
professional life and inspiring him to become more adult.
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Daniel presents a variation on this professional and romantic foil throughout the
third season, and Daniel becomes Chuck’s outright nemesis when Daniel starts working
for the Ring – a large enemy spy organization of which Fulcrum is one part. Daniel is first
introduced as a government expert on the Ring (“Chuck Versus Operation Awesome”) and
is quickly appointed to lead Operation Bartowski when the CIA starts its anti-Ring actions
(“Chuck Versus First Class,” #3.05). Daniel attempts to convince Chuck to work on solo
missions, thinking that Chuck’s reliance on John and (especially) Sarah has been holding
back his individual gifts provided by the Intersect. Although this occasionally leads to
humorous situations as Chuck initially seems physically overmatched by Ring operatives,
Chuck’s solo missions build his confidence and help him grow as a CIA agent. However,
Daniel is eventually persuaded to join the Ring after the Ring’s Director (Mark Sheppard)
shows Daniel a video of Sarah shooting Daniel’s wife Evelyn (Kelly Thiebaud) as Sarah’s
“red test.” After Daniel starts working as a Ring operative, he becomes Chuck’s
professional archenemy, and Chuck must defeat Daniel to successfully become a spy.
Daniel is also utilized as a romantic foil to Chuck to illustrate the similarities
between the two characters and to accentuate their personal conflict. The love triangle
allows Sarah to be close to Daniel, emphasizing the intimacy of her unbeknownst betrayal
of killing his wife and allowing her to lower her guard when Daniel eventually seeks
retribution for Evelyn’s murder. When Chuck finds out about Sarah’s red test and the
complicated relationship between Sarah and Daniel, Chuck’s pleas and actions to save her
life come across as the ravings of a jealous ex-boyfriend rather than credible warnings.
Daniel uses this to his advantage and, after Chuck is discredited, Daniel takes Sarah to the
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Parisian street where Evelyn was murdered to kill Sarah without any obstructions.
However, Chuck and Morgan uncover Daniel’s plot and Chuck defeats Daniel and rescues
Sarah. By shooting (and seemingly killing) Daniel, Chuck completes his own red test to
become a real spy; Sarah also reciprocates his heroism by re-entering into a romantic
relationship with him (“Chuck Versus the Other Guy, #3.13). As such, Chuck’s conquest
of Daniel allows Chuck to enter into the adult world both professionally and romantically.
Besides its emerging-adult structure, the lengthier time to produce a television
narrative also impacted the show’s storytelling due to non-text industrial factors. The 20072008 Writers Guild of America strike prevented Chuck from fulfilling its full-season order
of twenty-two episodes, meaning that only its original order of thirteen episodes was
completed. As such, some season one storylines remained incomplete until the show’s
second season addressed them. However, the first season clearly establishes the show’s
diegetic world and important structural elements like Chuck being caught in-between the
Buy More and the spy world, his dissatisfaction with his life, his desire to break free from
it, and his romantic feelings for Sarah. Moreover, the first season ends with one of the
show’s characters making a major step toward adulthood, which would become a trope for
the program’s future season finales. In this case, Devon proposes to Ellie and involves
Chuck in the process by asking Chuck to hide the ring until the proposal.
Because of the abbreviated length of the first season and the network’s optimistic
view of the show, NBC agreed to a full twenty-two-episode second season (Adalian,
“NBC”). Despite NBC’s initial confidence in the program, Christina Savage points out that
Chuck had a very difficult timeslot during its second season facing competition from
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popular television shows like ABC’s reality hits Dancing with the Stars (2005-present) and
The Bachelor (2002-present), Fox’s Terminator: The Sarah Connor Chronicles (20082009) and House M.D. (2004-2012), CBS’s comedies The Big Bang Theory (2007-present)
and How I Met Your Mother, and ESPN’s Monday Night Football. Furthermore, Savage
notes that NBC executives faced a major scheduling conflict when Conan O’Brien took
over The Tonight Show from Jay Leno in 2009. NBC then created a new primetime talk
show for Leno that would air five nights a week, thereby restricting the available number
of hours for NBC’s original programming. She observes that this decision “limited the
space NBC had for shows that were not successful and put Chuck closer to cancellation.”
The narrative storytelling of Chuck’s second season reflects the influence from
these industrial factors. Because Chuck was renewed for a full season of twenty-two
episodes, seasonal storylines related to Chuck’s emerging adulthood are established in the
season premiere and concluded by the season finale. The season premiere “Chuck Versus
the First Date” (#2.01) shows Chuck contemplating his life after being the Intersect when
Operation Bartowski recovers the Cipher, a device that facilitates the creation of a new
Intersect. After accidentally walking in the bathroom and finding Devon and Ellie in the
shower together, Chuck decides that he needs to find his own place to live and wants to
find work more substantial than the Buy More; as he puts it: “a real job with a real future.”
Moreover, he asks Sarah out on a “real date” (hence the episode’s title) believing that the
CIA no longer needs him. Although Chuck’s plans for his future are delayed when Fulcrum
turns the Cipher into a Trojan horse virus that kills a number of CIA agents, his various
goals appear and take shape throughout the season. Chuck decides to live with Morgan in
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“Chuck Versus the Beefcake,” but his plan is thwarted when Fulcrum captures Cole and
Chuck needs to enter twenty-four-hour protective custody with Sarah.
Chuck’s desire to find a better career for himself is more overtly activated as he
chooses to become a spy as the season progresses. Beginning with “Chuck Versus the
Predator” (#2.17), Chuck starts doing his own undercover spy work as he tries to contact
Orion, the mysterious CIA agent who built the original Intersect, and use Orion’s
information to uncover Fulcrum’s masterplan; Orion is later revealed to be Chuck’s
estranged father Stephen (Scott Bakula). Chuck also discovers potential career prospects
when he applies for a job at Roark Instruments (“Chuck Versus the Dream Job,” #2.19).
Although Chuck is only applying as part of an undercover mission, he is hired on the
strength of his actual résumé. As a result, he learns that he is holding himself back from
achieving his dreams. He follows this new understanding after the Intersect is removed
from his brain (“Chuck Versus the Colonel,” #2.21). No longer considered a threat to
national security as a private citizen, Chuck quits Buy More and declines General
Beckman’s offer to work for the CIA as an analyst on the new Intersect project in the
season finale (“Chuck Versus the Ring,” #2.22).
Chuck is uncertain about his future occupation at first, but he chooses to explore
various vocational possibilities. However, Chuck finds out that Fulcrum is attempting to
ambush Bryce and John to steal the new Intersect, and Chuck decides to help rescue them
even though he is neither a spy nor an Intersect. At the Intersect compound, Chuck
discovers that Bryce has been mortally wounded, and, with his friends in imminent danger,
Chuck chooses to download the new Intersect into his brain in order to save them. Like the
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first time Chuck downloads the Intersect, this action propels Chuck toward adulthood as it
shapes his future; however, unlike the premiere episode, Chuck chooses to download the
Intersect in this situation rather than accidentally viewing it. That is, Chuck willingly takes
steps toward adulthood through this action by deciding to become a superspy, and he
becomes an active emerging-adult protagonist who is no longer passive. Because the new
upgraded Intersect includes flashes for actions like martial arts fighting, Chuck becomes a
full-fledged CIA agent who is just as physically capable as Sarah and John. Moreover,
Bryce’s death impacts Chuck’s path to adulthood in two major ways. First, Bryce is no
longer a romantic competitor to Chuck, meaning that Chuck can pursue a romantic
relationship with Sarah. Second, Chuck is able to become the superspy that Bryce was,
thereby taking on Bryce’s position in the narrative structure. Even though the season ends
on a cliffhanger as these storylines are not explicitly resolved on screen, they could be
viewed as effective (though incomplete) conclusions as Chuck seemingly decides upon a
career path and has an unobstructed longterm romantic possibility. Because of the
uncertainty surrounding Chuck’s renewal, this ending allows the episode to stand
potentially as a series finale by pushing Chuck closer to adulthood if cancelled but also
provide an effective cliffhanger into future spy adventures if renewed.
As Savage details, the “Save Our Show” fan campaign for Chuck successfully
convinced NBC executives of the show’s viability, and the program was renewed for a
thirteen-episode third season with a reduced budget and heightened sponsor integration.
Despite the network’s initial reluctance to renew Chuck for a third season, NBC’s failure
to produce any other new successful series that season convinced them to extend Chuck for
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an additional six episodes. As a result, Chuck’s third season is effectively split into two
distinct narrative trajectories, with each narrative arc matching the network order. The first
thirteen episodes follow Chuck as he rebounds from personal, professional, and romantic
setbacks that occur in between the season two finale and the season three premiere “Chuck
Versus the Pink Slip” (#3.01). Although Chuck decides to become a spy at the end of
season two, he must undergo CIA training at “spy school” to harness his new capabilities;
however, General Beckham ends Chuck’s training when Chuck repeatedly fails to control
his flashes. Moreover, a series of flashbacks throughout the season’s first episode reveal
that Sarah asks Chuck to run away with her before Chuck starts spy school. Chuck initially
accepts her offer but later changes his decision when he decides to follow through on his
CIA training. As Chuck later explains to Sarah, his goal of becoming a real spy provided
direction for his life and would have made him “worthy” of being with her. Within the
program’s structure, Chuck’s decision demonstrates his desire to become an adult both
vocationally and romantically rather than only completing one of those aspects.
While the episode begins with these two setbacks to Chuck’s achieving adulthood,
it also establishes the main seasonal goals of Chuck becoming a spy and then partnering
with Sarah romantically. To uphold the program’s homosocial structure, Chuck introduces
Daniel to effectively replace Bryce as Chuck’s personal and professional foil, the nemesis
Chuck must defeat to reach adulthood. The first part of the third season is dedicated to
following Chuck’s training to become an official spy. The program shows Chuck’s gradual
growth into a spy/adult over multiple episodes. In “Chuck Versus Operation Awesome,”
Chuck takes the lead role on a dangerous mission involving his brother-in-law Devon after
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the Ring mistakenly identifies Devon as a CIA agent. The Ring wants to turn Devon to
their side and use him to assassinate Daniel, who is running the CIA’s Ring counterintelligence operations. Chuck has to act as Devon’s handler on the mission, keep Devon
calm, and, when the Ring asks Devon to break into a CIA facility, perform the task for
Devon. By assuming a leadership role and successfully navigating Devon to safety, Chuck
demonstrates his adult status.
Chuck also goes on his first solo mission in “Chuck Versus First Class,” articulating
his ability to succeed individually. In addition, Chuck learns how to gain a person’s
confidence, extract key information, and then “burn the asset” when he must do this to
Manoosh Depark (Fahim Anwar), an independent engineer who has created a pair of
Intersect glasses for the Ring. Although it hurts Chuck to knowingly entrap Manoosh, he
follows through on this action, exhibiting his commitment to becoming a spy. Chuck
successfully passes these tasks but has difficulty completing his final exam in which he is
ordered to kill Hunter Perry (Kyle Bornheimer), a CIA agent who is passing government
secrets to the Ring. Chuck morally opposes killing people and typically leaves that part of
the mission to Sarah or John. Chuck corners Perry in a train yard but is unable to pull the
trigger; however, John – who had been dismissed from the NSA in the previous episode –
is hiding behind a train and executes Perry on Chuck’s behalf. Although Chuck receives
the credit for passing his red test and officially becomes a spy, his status remains
questionable to the audience due to his inability to kill enemy agents.
All of these various storylines converge in the season’s thirteenth episode, “Chuck
Versus the Other Guy” (#3.13) where Daniel kidnaps Sarah, Chuck shoots Daniel and
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rescues Sarah, therefore officially becoming a spy. Killing Daniel allows Chuck to take
Daniel’s place within the tripartite homosocial structure as an adult. It also allows Chuck
to start a committed relationship with Sarah without having it threatened by another man.
The episode acts as a potential series finale by transitioning Chuck into an adult through
these two key endings and providing happy endings for the other characters (Morgan
officially joins Chuck’s team and John is fully reinstated). However, the program’s renewal
for six more episodes forced the writers to rethink the show’s direction. Co-showrunner
Fedak recalls,
The great part of doing that [rebooting the show] was episode [fourteen] of
season three, where it’s just Chuck and Sarah. It’s our Honeymooners
episode. By episode [thirteen], we put Chuck and Sarah together as a couple.
That’s something you do in a finale. But when we got ordered for more
episodes, we had to essentially launch the Chuck/Sarah show, the Hart to
Hart version of this show. […] [W]e had written our finale, and then we
had to write the next chapter. (qtd. in Keller)
The next chapter of the show – to borrow Fedak’s language – follows Chuck
through the rest of the emerging-adult life stage in which he has actively chosen to pursue
the sociocultural tenets of adulthood but is still working to achieve them. Although Chuck
is officially a spy and is dating Sarah, he faces various conflicts progressing that
relationship toward marriage while simultaneously growing as a spy. Fedak discusses this
narrative shift: “Starting off in season one, where Chuck is in a quarter-life crisis, we knew
that once he got together with Sarah we wanted to follow their relationship. We wanted to
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follow a young relationship of these two people together, finding themselves, but now life
is not easier. It’s actually more complicated” (qtd. in Keller). The remainder of season three
introduces various complications to Chuck’s spy life such as the Intersect causing mental
deterioration, Daniel’s return after miraculously surviving his gunshot wounds, Stephen’s
death at Daniel’s hand, and Ellie discovering Chuck’s spy life and asking Chuck to retire
after defeating Daniel. Although Chuck is victorious over Daniel and Chuck apparently
retires from the spy life, the season finale ends on a cliffhanger as Chuck receives a
prerecorded message from Stephen that leads Chuck to Stephen’s underground lair and
Stephen’s lifework of finding Chuck and Ellie’s estranged mother. Fedak describes the
season three finale as “a great [series] finale as well as a great episode” but reveals that the
showrunners “might have felt a little more confident with the mom reveal because we were
also setting up essentially what we wanted to do in the next season of the show. And it was
also something we were doing because we were in a place with the ratings that we had
some confidence that the show would come back and then we wanted to definitely tee up
a big next season of the show” (qtd. in Sepinwall, “Part 4”).
Their confidence was confirmed as NBC renewed the show in May 2010 for a
thirteen-episode fourth season. The seasonal arcs are structured around two main
storylines: first, Chuck rescuing his mother Mary (Linda Hamilton) from international arms
dealer Alexei Volkoff (Timothy Dalton) and second, Chuck’s plan to propose to Sarah
which is first introduced in “Chuck Versus the Coup D’état” (#4.04). A major subplot also
follows Ellie’s pregnancy. Although the storylines are built around the theme of family,
only Chuck and Sarah’s relationship fits into the parameters of the emerging-adult genre;
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Chuck is no longer deciding upon his occupation at this point but naturally progressing
through his chosen spy career. Importantly, Morgan moves into the show’s emerging-adult
role during this season. While he becomes an ancillary member of Team Bartowski
throughout season three, he officially becomes a CIA agent in season four and helps the
CIA maintain its cover at their new Buy More base as store manager following the original
store’s destruction in the season three finale. Morgan also starts dating John’s daughter,
Alex McHugh, demonstrating that he is entering into a serious relationship (“Chuck Versus
the Coup D’Etat”). These various narratives converge in the presumed season finale
“Chuck Versus the Push Mix” (#4.13) when Chuck defeats Volkoff and rescues his mother,
allowing Mary to make it to the hospital in time to witness Ellie give birth; meanwhile,
Chuck proposes to Sarah in the hospital’s hallway after previous failed attempts in earlier
episodes.
Despite this seeming narrative closure, Chuck received an order for eleven more
episodes in season four due to NBC’s continued programming failures. The new second
half of the fourth season continues the narrative trajectory from the first half as Chuck
continues his adult life as a spy while also progressing toward his marriage with Sarah.
Although the emerging-adult storyline builds toward Chuck and Sarah’s wedding, Chuck’s
spy narrative becomes more complicated over these episodes. After defeating Volkoff in
what had now become the midseason finale, the next eleven episodes turn Volkoff into a
tragic hero as it is revealed that Volkoff was an MI-6 agent named Hartley Winterbottom
who allowed Stephen Bartowski to upload an early version of the Intersect into his brain.
Part of that Intersect includes implanting a cover identity – that of Alexei Volkoff – which
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accidentally overwrites Hartley’s own personality and unknowingly turns Hartley into a
supervillain. This reveal makes Hartley/Volkoff more comparable to Chuck as they are
both Intersects; that is, Hartley/Volkoff represents a potential outcome for Chuck’s life if
something malfunctioned during Chuck’s Intersect uploads. The main antagonist of this
half-season, Hartley/Volkoff’s daughter Vivian McArthur Volkoff (Lauren Cohan), also
symbolizes a potential result for Chuck’s life if things went differently for him. Vivian,
like Chuck, is not brought up in the spy world, and she only enters it after the CIA captures
her father. While individuals like Sarah and John help train Chuck to harness his power,
Vivian receives advice from Volkoff operatives like Boris (David S. Lee) who want Vivian
to succeed her father and become a villain. By defeating both Volkoffs in the fourth season
finale, Chuck is effectively conquering his own potential failures and demonstrating that
his path to adulthood is the correct one.
Chuck also faces another major change in this half-season as the CIA shifts from
being his ideal employer to another antagonist. Because they are responsible for turning
Hartley into Volkoff, the CIA leadership wants to disavow their involvement in this action
and silence those who want to implicate them. As this information will help save Sarah
from Vivian’s hostility, Chuck works to expose the CIA and tell Vivian the truth about her
father; however, by doing so, Chuck becomes a rogue agent and actively works against the
CIA. Essentially, Chuck is forced to decide which is of greater value to him as an adult:
his ideal relationship or his ideal career. Chuck chooses Sarah and quits the CIA to save
Sarah’s life. Two important shifts in Chuck’s adult life occur in the season finale “Chuck
Versus the Cliffhanger” (#4.24). First, CIA agent Clyde Decker (Richard Burgi) suppresses
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the Intersect in Chuck’s brain, forcing Chuck to continue Chuck’s path to adulthood
without the inciting object that sparked his transition. Second, Chuck and Sarah receive all
of Volkoff Industries’ assets – nearly one billion dollars – from Hartley as a wedding
present. The influx of money allows Chuck and Sarah to purchase the Buy More and
establish their own freelance spy organization. Although not officially named until the fifth
season, they entitle the operation Carmichael Industries, thereby connecting it to Chuck’s
adult desires. As such, Carmichael Industries becomes Chuck’s new goal for his adulthood
as he is not only remains a spy but also becomes a business owner. Morgan also
unknowingly puts on a pair of Intersect sunglasses left to Chuck and accidentally uploads
an Intersect into his brain. Much like Chuck in the first season, this action sets up Morgan’s
potential transition into adulthood in the fifth season as Morgan now fills the role of the
unsuspecting civilian becoming a superspy and, concurrently, an adult.
Although Chuck was not expected to be renewed, NBC decided to grant the show
a thirteen-episode final season which would allow the showrunners to conclude all of the
program’s storylines. Because Chuck achieved the hegemonic markers of personal and
professional adulthood at the end of the fourth season, much of his fifth season storyline is
dedicated to the trials and tribulations of adulthood, particularly maintaining his marriage
with Sarah and running their private spy business. Moreover, Chuck moves into the role of
Morgan’s handler, fulfilling the adult position of the experienced agent who helps the
Intersect utilize his power and act responsibly (“Chuck Versus the Bearded Bandit,” #5.02).
While the Intersect helped Chuck transition into adulthood, the supercomputer exacerbates
Morgan’s immaturity by feeding Morgan’s ego and making Morgan feel invincible;
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Morgan even breaks up with Alex due to his out-of-control narcissism. The episode “Chuck
Versus the Frosted Tips” (#5.03) reveals that Morgan accidentally uploaded a faulty
version of the Intersect as Clyde planted those glasses among Chuck’s belongings in an
effort to destroy Chuck. Chuck’s team removes the Intersect from Morgan’s brain, and
Morgan spends the rest of the season making amends for his egomaniacal actions to
progress into adulthood. Most overtly, Morgan profusely apologizes to Alex (which she
eventually accepts), and they decide to start living together in the series finale, thereby
continuing his transition into adulthood. The series finishes with a number of happy
endings for the various characters, with each conclusion marking a “next step” toward a
successful adulthood. Morgan and Alex begin living together, John starts a relationship
with Gertrude Verbanski (Carrie-Anne Moss), and Ellie and Devon start new jobs in
Chicago and move there with their newborn child. Even Jeff and Lester sign with a German
record label to pursue musical careers. Only Chuck and Sarah receive an open-ended
conclusion as Sarah had uploaded a faulty version of the Intersect in “Chuck Versus Bo”
(#5.10) and loses her memory in “Chuck Versus the Bullet Train” (#5.11). She cannot
remember her relationship with Chuck but seems slowly to regain some memories over the
course of the final episode. Morgan theorizes that a kiss from Chuck may trigger Sarah’s
brain to recall her relationship with Chuck, and the series ends with Chuck giving Sarah a
kiss; it is unclear whether the kiss actually works or not.
Regardless of the kiss’s effectiveness in restoring Sarah’s memories and
progressing Chuck and Sarah’s relationship, Chuck demonstrates the lead character’s
growth through emerging adulthood and into adulthood as Chuck completes this transition
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over the course of five seasons. The program highlights both similarities and differences
from the classical emerging-adult film narrative structure. Homosocial relationships are
used to progress characters toward adulthood, particularly the homosocial tripartite
structure as television shows tend to rely on an ensemble of characters. Moreover, these
progressions may occur at different times during the narrative rather than at the single
conclusion due to the extended length of television programs. For instance, Chuck
officially becomes a spy at the midseason finale of season three but marries Sarah at the
end of season four. The former marks Chuck’s professional transition into adulthood
whereas the latter represents Chuck’s romantic transition into adulthood. These events
would coincide in a film’s conclusion but they are placed in two different television
seasons. Further, the transition process can change from one character to another based on
industrial decisions made by the network. Because of Chuck’s precarious position as a lowrated show and NBC’s repeated decisions to renew it, Chuck’s transition to adulthood is
completed before the series finale, and the show moves Morgan into the emerging-adult
role. Overall, television programs highlight the occasionally difficult process of becoming
an adult and how it may unfold over a longer period of time than a single key event.
Chuck is an intriguing example of the classical emerging-adult television series
because it is simultaneously traditional and unique within the genre. On the one hand, it
follows a conventional pattern which establishes Chuck as an emerging adult and the
progresses him into adulthood throughout the rest of the series. But on the other hand, the
show’s multiple narrow escapes from cancellation led to numerous false finales that most
emerging-adult programs do not have. Successful programs like Friends may choose when
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they leave the airwaves and conclude the emerging-adult storylines at that particular
moment. Chuck’s distinct narrative structure demonstrates the genre’s difficulties of
maintaining a classical emerging-adult story on television when cancellation is always a
threat. Some storylines like Chuck’s friendship with Bryce or Chuck’s entrance into the
CIA may conclude the narrative potentially but others like Chuck and Sarah’s engagement
and marriage, and Morgan’s becoming a spy can be opened to continue progressing the
emerging-adult narrative. Although other classical emerging-adult television programs
may utilize more straightforward storytelling practices, Chuck displays how emergingadult shows can handle the constant threat of cancellation while maintaining a traditional
progression into adulthood.

GENRE TRANSFORMATION IN FOCUS: ONE TREE HILL

A second type of emerging-adult series relies upon serialized storytelling as teenage
characters grow into adulthood over the course of a long-running series. Unlike film
narratives, television narratives are never wholly determined before the entirety of the text
is complete. The length of a television series’ run is dependent on a number of industrial
factors such as audience ratings, costs, and syndication. Since writers and producers are
uncertain about when a show will end, a series results in becoming what Ivan Askwith
terms an “endless middle” (168). Askwith argues that even highly-serialized shows like
Lost suffer from the “endless middle” since the writers and producers could not determine
the proper storytelling pace without being aware of when the show would end (166). 47
Considering television’s general storytelling practices, Lost writer Javier Grillo-Marxuach
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states, “The truth about all television shows . . . is that they are slightly amorphous living
beings. They develop over time and things that work or don’t work are used or discarded
accordingly . . . That’s how good television is made – if some part of your plan doesn’t
work, you rework it until it does” (qtd. in Askwith 162). As Grillo-Marxuach implies,
television narratives are constantly changing and evolving throughout the series run. As a
result, a television series can change from its original genre and become a different genre
of show through its run. For teen television series, this means that characters can become
emerging adults and, in some cases, adults during the program’s run.
When teen series are initially created, they tend to focus on sophomores and juniors
instead of freshman and seniors. Freshman are typically avoided due to the “adult”
storylines that are written on teen soaps. In order to provide narratives that are exciting to
an adult audience, teen shows will typically feature the characters engaging in “adult”
behavior such as drinking alcohol and engaging in sexual relationships. Having characters
who are deemed to be “too young” to do such activities could potentially shock the
audience and dissuade viewership. One exception is Smallville, a single-camera drama
designed to capture the adventures of a teenage Clark Kent (Tom Welling) before he
becomes Superman as an adult. In order to avoid the adult story for as long as possible, the
show begins in Clark’s freshman year of high school. However, Clark’s secret identity as
a superhero gives the program plenty of situations to replace the standard ones in teen
melodramas. Similarly, seniors seem to be avoided due to the lack of time for potential
serial teen arcs. Since the original premise of teen shows is to engage with teen issues and
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teen characters, focusing on seniors would allow little time for serial arcs to develop before
characters have to graduate.
As a result of focusing on sophomores and juniors, most teen series end the highschool narrative in either season three or season four. There is little published information
about this writing and production decision in either interviews or criticism, but the
transition out of the teen narrative seems to occur at this moment for a couple reasons. One
is that the serial arc naturally ends at this time, particularly for series that implement a oneseason-equal-one-narrative-year structure. Shows like Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Gilmore
Girls (The WB, 2000-2006; The CW, 2006-2007), The O.C., 90210 (The CW, 2008-2013),
and Glee (Fox, 2009-2015) begin with their teen characters in sophomore year and have
them graduate high school in the third season. Moreover, Saved by the Bell, Blossom (NBC,
1991-1995), and Smallville start in freshman year and feature graduation in the fourth
season. Only three series – The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis (CBS, 1959-1963), Veronica
Mars (UPN, 2004-2006; The CW, 2006-2007), and Gossip Girl – spend only two years in
high school with graduation occurring at the end of the second season. Given that the
original premise of each of these three programs was to create a “teen” show, only having
two seasons with which to engage with those issues is very little time. In fact, Dobie Gillis
spends an equal number of seasons outside of high school as it does in high school, and
Gossip Girl only has one-third of its overall narrative telling high school teen stories.
One Tree Hill acts as an exemplar of how genre transformation can create an
emerging-adult series from a teen program due to its age-conscious narrative structure,
particularly the four-year time-jump that occurs between seasons four and five. The show
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begins as a cross-class conflict between two half-brothers – Lucas Scott (Chad Michael
Murray) and Nathan Scott (James Lafferty) – who are both talented basketball players and
juniors in high school. Their rich father Dan (Paul Johansson) favors Nathan, the younger
of the two, who is the star shooting guard of the high school basketball team, the Tree Hill
Ravens. Meanwhile, Dan disowned the elder brother Lucas who lives with his working
single mother Karen Roe (Moira Kelly) and works for his uncle – Dan’s older brother –
Keith Scott (Craig Sheffer). Lucas and Nathan originally have an antagonistic relationship,
mostly built on the animosity between them constructed by their father. Over the first two
seasons, they develop a mutual respect as teammates on the Ravens and become friends.
As on many other teen shows, their friendship leads to complications in their personal lives
as they begin dating within the same circle of friends. Lucas dates Ravens’ cheerleader
Brooke Davis (Sophia Bush) – a girl with whom Nathan once had a fling – while
simultaneously pining for Nathan’s girlfriend and Brooke’s best friend Peyton Sawyer
(Hilarie Burton). After Nathan and Peyton break up, Nathan dates – and later marries –
Lucas’s best friend Haley James (Bethany Joy Lenz). Eventually, Lucas and Peyton start
an on-and-off relationship that lasts for six seasons.
The show’s storylines and on-location shooting in Wilmington, North Carolina,
positioned it to be the WB’s next Dawson’s Creek – a “cinematic” teen soap targeted to
the network’s niche demographic of “teenage girls and young women in the 12-24 age
bracket” (Daniels and Littleton 106). In a 2003 interview, WB Head of Entertainment
Jordan Levin described the show as “the first attempt in a couple of seasons on our part to
really go after that young soap in the tradition of ‘Dawson’s’ or ‘Felicity’” (qtd. in
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Schneider, “Frog’s” A12). As such, many characteristics about the WB’s teen soaps like
Dawson’s Creek are replicated in One Tree Hill.
One such characteristic is the program’s integration of popular music. In “Rocking
Prime Time: Gender, the WB, and Teen Culture,” Ben Aslinger considers how the WB
would license popular music to “cement network branding and to open up narrative
meanings” (78). Many teen programs would incorporate popular music throughout the text
to comment on the on-screen action. While the first four seasons of One Tree Hill utilize
music in this manner as a teen show, the opening theme song also acts as a marker of the
show’s major teen themes. The lyrics of One Tree Hill’s opening theme song, Gavin
DeGraw’s “I Don’t Want to Be,” encapsulates the teen show’s self-reflective themes of
finding one’s identity on the path from childhood to adulthood. DeGraw’s lyrics suggest
the “hyper-articulate” existential self-reflection that Matt Hills suggests occurs in teen
shows like Dawson’s Creek (“Dawson’s Creek” 59). These lyrics suggests that the
characters on this show, like on other teen shows, will eventually find their own respective
identities over the course from childhood to adulthood.
Another important characteristic of teen television is the teens’ relationships with
the various adults in their lives, particularly parents, teachers, and coaches. Former Fox
executive vice president of programming David Nevins observes, “An important part of
the success of ‘That ’70s Show’ has been that the parents are some of the most popular
characters” (qtd. in Schneider and Ault 46). Further, parents and other adults provide a
counterpoint for the teen characters and their behavior. Former WB entertainment president
Susanne Daniels writes, “In many cases, the kids [on Dawson’s Creek] were more together
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than their parents” (Daniels and Littleton 129). One Tree Hill’s early seasons feature a core
ensemble of adult characters, including Lucas and Nathan’s father Dan, their uncle Keith,
Lucas’s mother Karen, Nathan’s mother Deb (Barbara Alyn Woods), and Tree Hill
basketball coach “Whitey” Durham (Barry Corbin). Much of the early conflict arises from
the antagonistic Dan who is unable to move past his personal failure to become a
professional basketball player and who pressures Nathan to excel at the sport. Moreover,
Dan refuses to acknowledge Lucas and constantly disparages Lucas, Karen, and Keith as
Lucas and Lucas’s basketball-playing ability threatens him. Dan’s failure to raise Lucas as
a son also provides a negative example of parenting for the various teens who are all
engaging in their own relationships. Dan acts as One Tree Hill’s “big bad” in these early
seasons as he constantly manipulates the people around him to get his way. Following
Daniels’s observation about parents on teen TV series, Dan acts more like an immature
teen than the teenage characters.
While the first four seasons present the formal and thematic aesthetics of a teen
television series, these elements change at the beginning of season five when the narrative
jumps forward four years to show the teen characters’ post-college emerging-adult lives.
One Tree Hill’s time jump also occurred soon after the merger of the WB and UPN into
the CW when the newly-formed network was still trying to find its identity. In May 2007,
founding CW Entertainment President Dawn Ostroff spoke about the upcoming 2007-2008
season, admitting, “This is the season for us to establish our identity a little further, to
extend the brand. [. . .] We need to find a show that’s going to get our young audience
excited” (qtd. in Adalian, “The CW” 20). In the following week, it was announced that
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One Tree Hill would be held until midseason to allow the show to retool properly for the
time jump (see Schneider, “Ins and Outs”). One Tree Hill’s time jump also allowed it to fit
better into the CW’s other network programming which tended to feature post-adolescent
adults rather than the teens for which the WB and UPN had become well-known. Most of
the teen children on 7th Heaven (The WB, 1996-2006; The CW, 2006-2007) had grown up
and moved away while Gilmore Girls, Smallville, and Veronica Mars were all following
their characters in college. Both Supernatural (The WB, 2005-2006; The CW, 2006present) and Reaper (The CW, 2007-2009) featured college-age individuals engaging in
paranormal stories. Only new programs like the failed Hidden Palms (The CW, 2007) and
the successful Gossip Girl seemed to maintain UPN and the WB’s preference for teen
characters and storylines. Within this programming environment, One Tree Hill’s time
jump not only successfully reinvented the series from a storytelling perspective but also
allowed it to fit into the network’s goal of attracting a slightly older audience.
As a sign of its genre transformation, One Tree Hill rejects many of its teen
aesthetics after the narrative time jump. First, the opening titles including the Gavin
DeGraw song about asserting one’s own identity had been cut from the show in favor of a
brief intertitle with the name written over a black background. In an interview with Don
Williams, Schwahn discusses the industrial and narrative reasons for cutting the theme
song:
[W]hen I looked at the jump ahead, the four year jump, I felt like “I Don’t
Wanna Be” was very much an anthem for their adolescent lives. It was very
much about who am I going to be and who am I and who am I going to be
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someday. Not to mention that it was 42 seconds of screen time that I knew
I could use for story. So a lot went into the decision to drop the theme song,
it wasn’t done lightly. (Part 1)
As Schwahn points out, if the song is indicative of the characters’ adolescent lives, then it
would seem extraneous to a show which is no longer dealing with those issues.
The show’s adults also became inessential to the series in the post-high school
seasons. Karen, Whitey, and Keith 48 who were once instrumental parts of the show in high
school are relegated to guest appearances over the last five seasons. Only Dan and Deb are
credited as members of the main cast for certain seasons after the time jump: Dan in seasons
five, six, seven, and nine, and Deb in season six when she engages in a brief relationship
with Lucas’s friend Skills (Antwon Tanner). In an interview with Korbi Ghosh, Schwahn
asserts that “when the kids got to be adults, the adults weren’t as necessary.” Much like the
DeGraw theme song, the relationships between the parents and their children seemed more
unnecessary for the “new” show; other parent-child relationships like Nathan and Haley’s
raising of their son Jamie (Jackson Brundage) and the working relationship between
Brooke and her mother Victoria (Daphne Zuniga) who co-own Brooke’s fashion line
Clothes Over Bro’s effectively replaced them. Moreover, the former high schoolers take
on mentorship roles with younger characters such as Nathan advising troublemaking high
school basketball star Quentin Fields (Robbie Jones) and Brooke helping rebellious teen
foster child Sam Walker (Ashley Rickards).
When One Tree Hill rebooted as an emerging-adult show in its fifth season, the
various storylines present emerging-adult arcs compared to the teen narratives from the
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first four seasons. One specific change is One Tree Hill’s focus on basketball. While
multiple characters play basketball in the first four seasons, Nathan is the only character to
pursue a professional basketball career after high school, which he achieves in the sixth
season (“Remember Me as a Time of Day,” #6.24). Lucas and Skills become high school
coaches for the Tree Hill Ravens at the start of season five, but they quit in season six after
Quentin is murdered in “One Million Billionth of a Millisecond on a Sunday Morning”
(#6.02). Even though basketball remains a part of the series through season eight when
Nathan retires from the NBA, it does not carry the same level of narrative importance as
when it is the source of animosity between Lucas and Nathan in the first season or when it
helps bond them during the remaining high school seasons. In 2006, Schwahn describes
the basketball court as “our home turf” which helped bring characters and storylines
together (qtd. in BuddyTV). Yet by the end of season eight, that same setting and narrative
were no longer a part of the series. Schwahn comments upon the narrative difference within
the series in 2012, stating, “It’s less about brothers playing basketball and more about an
ensemble now” (qtd. in Gonzalez).
Storylines after the time-jump also concentrate on emerging-adult issues of
romance, work, and residency. Although romantic relationships are a key part of the teen
television genre, the longterm stakes of these relationships are more prominent in One Tree
Hill’s post-high-school seasons. Most explicitly, romances in the later seasons often lead
to the characters marrying, and characters often consider the relationship’s potential for
marriage before starting to date a potential partner. Lucas and Peyton restart their on-andoff relationship from high school in adulthood which is complicated by Peyton rejecting
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Lucas’s marriage proposal during the time jump because she prioritizes her new career in
Los Angeles (shown in the flashback episode “I Forgot to Remember to Forget,” #5.05).
Lucas then starts a relationship with his editor Lindsey Strauss (Michaela McManus) to
whom Lucas later proposes marriage (“Please Please Please Let Me Get What I Want,”
#5.08). That is, the romantic conflict among Lucas, Peyton, and Lindsey has higher stakes
than Lucas’s random high-school flings because either Peyton or Lindsey is likely to
become his life partner; in fact, Lucas and Lindsey nearly marry in “Hundred” (#5.12), and
Lucas and Peyton marry in “Forever and Almost Always” (#6.23).
Other romances which are introduced during the emerging-adult years also end in
marriage. Brooke’s “bad girl” reputation in high school results from her numerous flings
and short-term relationships with characters like Nathan, Lucas, Felix Tagarro (Michael
Copon), Chris Keller (Tyler Hilton), English teacher Nick Chavez (Rey Valentin), and
Chase Adams (Stephen Colletti). However, she starts far fewer relationships as an
emerging adult, and these relationships end over serious issues. Brooke dates Owen (Joe
Manganiello), a bartender at all-ages nightclub Tric, during the fifth season, but they break
up when Brooke receives temporary custody of a child, and Owen does not wish to have
that extra commitment. Brooke meets Julian (Austin Nichols) in season six when he arrives
in Tree Hill to adapt Lucas’s novel into a movie; Brooke and Julian start a relationship that
lasts for the rest of the series, including their marriage in “The Other Half of Me” (#8.13).
Marvin “Mouth” McFadden also maintains a number of relationships during his emerging
adulthood but continually returns to his on-and-off girlfriend Millicent Huxtable (Lisa
Goldstein) to whom he is introduced in season five. Mouth and Millicent face a number of
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problems such as each one moving to a different city, Mouth’s unemployment, Millicent’s
cocaine addiction and rehab, and flirtations with other characters, but they always
eventually return to each other, and they marry in the finale.
Work also becomes an important topic during the adult seasons of One Tree Hill.
In the high school seasons, some characters hold temporary jobs which can help pay some
bills like Lucas’s working at Keith’s body shop and Haley’s first job as a waitress at
Karen’s Café; other characters like Nathan and Brooke do not have jobs due to their
parents’ upper-class lifestyles. However, all of the characters face occupational issues as
emerging adults. During the time-jump, many characters either succeed or fail at the
vocational dreams which were established during the high school seasons. Lucas follows
through on his promise as a writer as he polishes his first novel for publication during the
fifth season and receives a movie deal from Julian in the sixth season. Lucas also becomes
the new Tree Hill basketball coach in the fifth season, following through on the coaching
aptitude he demonstrates as a high school student. In contrast to Lucas, Peyton finds
difficulty starting her career in the music industry. She becomes the assistant to an assistant
at a record label in Los Angeles but finds the inability to work alongside music artists
unfulfilling. She returns to Tree Hill and starts her own record label called Red Bedroom
Records, thereby changing her vocational focus from a general career area to an actualized
goal. Nathan also needs to find a new career path after the time jump as Nathan’s expected
NBA career fizzles after a major injury from a bar fight. The fifth season focuses on Nathan
working as an assistant coach for Lucas, but Nathan chooses to make a basketball
comeback in the sixth season. After eventually reaching the NBA for a short career, Nathan
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retires and becomes a sports agent in the show’s eighth season. Additionally, Haley
undergoes a number of career changes as an emerging adult. She stops making music after
high school and eventually starts teaching at Tree Hill High in season five. She
concurrently starts working as a producer for Mia Catalano (Kate Voegele), the first act
who signs for Peyton’s new label. Haley continually moves among jobs throughout the rest
of the series, particularly after Tree Hill High fires her in season six. She becomes the head
of Red Bedroom Records after Peyton leaves Tree Hill after the sixth season but also
volunteers at a crisis hotline and re-opens Karen’s Café with Brooke’s help in season eight.
Brooke is arguably the most successful of the original cast members in her post-high school
career as she turns her Clothes Over Bro’s fashion line into a mini-conglomerate during
the time jump. Despite her financial achievements, Brooke returns to Tree Hill to be with
her friends and open a Clothes Over Bro’s store in Tree Hill. Although she is not in New
York to oversee her company, Brooke still earns money from its continued profits. Her
company’s success also allows Brooke to invest in other ventures during later seasons such
as re-opening Karen’s Café with Haley.
Mouth faces more difficulty starting his career than the other characters. From the
pilot episode, Mouth’s affinity for sports announcing is well-documented. Mouth
commentates on pick-up games at the River Court in which Lucas is playing and later
broadcasts for the Tree Hill Ravens after Lucas joins the high school team. He pursues a
career as a sports reporter but faces resistance from networks due to his non-conventionally
attractive looks. A local television station hires him for an off-air position, but Mouth
strives for an on-air position. He is eventually hired as a sports anchor but faces highs and
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lows as he refuses to report negative stories about his friends. At one point, the network
fires him from his on-air position, and he moves to Omaha to pursue his career; however,
he returns to Tree Hill when he misses Millicent. Mouth’s career takes another downturn
when he refuses to report on Nathan’s sex scandal and instead presents his opinion instead
of reading the teleprompter. As a result, Mouth is fired for the second time, and he spends
part of the eighth season unemployed. He works on a podcast during this time but is not
paid for his labor. Mouth eventually returns to television as the co-host for a morning show
with Millicent but leaves in the finale to host his own sports show. Unlike many of the
other characters, Mouth’s career trajectory constantly forces him to shift his path and move
to different cities before settling into steady and personally fulfilling employment.
During the post-high-school seasons of One Tree Hill, new emerging-adult
characters are typically introduced with jobs even if those occupations change as the series
progresses. In the high school seasons, characters like Rachel Gatina (Daneel Harris),
Felix, and Anna are presented as transfer students, and they must integrate themselves into
the town’s social circles. Contrastingly, emerging-adult characters like Millicent, Julian,
Clay (Robert Buckley), Quinn (Shantel VanSanten), and Alex (Jana Kramer) already have
jobs when they arrive in Tree Hill which helps to define quickly the new characters’
relationship to the main characters. Millicent begins as Brooke’s assistant at the New York
office for Clothes Over Bro’s but follows Brooke to Tree Hill in the season five premiere.
Julian first comes to Tree Hill as a young movie producer and director but becomes a
television showrunner when he realizes that television will keep him in Tree Hill better
than will film. Clay starts as Nathan’s agent and remains a sports agent throughout his time
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on the program; however, he finds Nathan a job at his firm after Nathan retires from the
NBA. Alex’s career as an actress and model initially introduces her to the rest of the group
as she moves to Tree Hill to become the face of Brooke’s store. Unlike the other characters,
Quinn’s job as a photographer does not define her connection to the other characters as she
is Haley’s sister; however, she arrives in Tree Hill with a clearly defined career.
Although One Tree Hill is based around the stories in a single town, the show’s
characters become more mobile during the emerging-adult seasons and often move to
further their respective relationships and/or careers. Peyton and Brooke each leave Tree
Hill after high school to pursue their vocational dreams but return to their hometown when
they find those paths to be unfulfilling. Despite coming back to Tree Hill, Brooke’s success
as a fashion magnate means that she often returns to New York for business. Other
characters like Nathan, Mouth, and Skills are willing or forced to move from Tree Hill for
their respective careers. When Nathan joins the NBA, he must travel around the country to
play games. Mouth and Skills each decide to leave Tree Hill when new career opportunities
present themselves in other cities. Due to the freedom they have as emerging adults, they
can easily move to pursue these paths. Furthermore, all of the new cast additions during
the emerging-adult seasons move to Tree Hill for various career opportunities.
The characters’ living arrangements are also common for emerging adults. Couples
preparing for marriage like Lucas and Lindsay, Brooke and Julian, and Mouth and
Millicent each start living together while they are dating. Unmarried characters also live in
homosocial residences. Best friends Brooke and Peyton share a house when they both
return to Tree Hill in the season five premiere. Mouth and Skills also maintain a homosocial
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living environment after the time-jump as they share an apartment with their high school
friends Junk and Ferg (Cullen Moss and Vaughn Wilson); this arrangement becomes a
contentious point as Mouth wants Skills to move out so Mouth and Millicent can start
living together (“4:30 A.M. (Apparently They Were Traveling Abroad),” #7.01).
As a result of One Tree Hill’s changing form and content in its post-high school
seasons, it becomes evident that the show evolved from a teen series into a
“twentysomething show,” a term Schwahn used to describe it in 2008 (qtd. in Williams,
“Part 2”). By moving away from its adolescent-oriented opening song, parental figures,
and original settings and problems, One Tree Hill effectively stops being a teen drama and
becomes an emerging-adult drama, thereby signifying its genre transformation. While it
could be argued that One Tree Hill maintains certain aspects of teen series like the focus
on popular music, Aslinger notes that a variety of programs from a number of series such
as Grey’s Anatomy, The L Word, and Homicide: Life on the Streets all utilize popular music
as a similar narrative strategy. Other emerging-adult shows like Girls also promote their
soundtracks in a similar manner to teen television shows. Since this storytelling device is
not solely restricted to teen shows, One Tree Hill can incorporate the same amount of
popular music while still avoiding the teen label. As this analysis demonstrates, each set of
seasons (the high school years and the adult years) from One Tree Hill should be considered
parts of separate genres as a result of the show’s genre transformation rather than wholly
grouped under the same genre label due to these overt differences.
For the emerging-adult genre, One Tree Hill demonstrates how a teen program can
dramatically shift into a different identity genre through its characters’ progressions.
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Although atypical for most programs, it hastens effectively the methodical evolution found
on long-running teen shows like Beverly Hills, 90210 by skipping the college years entirely
and thus avoiding the college genre.

CONCLUSION

Emerging-adult television programs, like emerging-adult films, present the various
issues and conflicts of the life stage and capture a single character or multiple characters
entering into adulthood. However, emerging-adult television shows – regardless of whether
they are thirty-minutes or sixty minutes – utilize the medium’s distinct narrative strategies
to let these stories unfold within either episodic or serialized arcs. As a result, emergingadult characters can more easily complete these transitions at different times in the
narrative than in film narratives, and these shows can constantly tweak the character
structures to demonstrate this change. New younger characters can be periodically
introduced into the narrative and take the place of other emerging-adult characters who
may have already become adults. As this chapter highlights, emerging-adult television
narratives like Chuck and One Tree Hill are constantly in flux due to industrial factors like
network renewals or actors choosing to leave a program for personal or financial reasons.
While the basic elements of the classical emerging-adult film narrative can be observed in
emerging-adult television shows, other parts are adapted to the medium’s distinct
storytelling format.
Contemporary television is also described as a medium in transition and its
boundaries are currently being redefined after the advent of digital technologies. 49
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Television programs are not only delivered to viewers through digital cable systems but
utilize transmedia and paratextual storytelling methods to communicate the overall
narrative across various media platforms. 50 Online streaming “networks” (effectively
digital media distributors) like Netflix, Amazon, Hulu, YouTube, and MySpace have
allowed media producers to develop and distribute content across these different services.
Although these storytelling practices resemble television as they blend episodic and
serialized narratives, these webseries are also distinct in the method in which they distribute
episodes whether it is across various distribution platforms simultaneously or a release of
an entire season at once allowing viewers to binge-watch the narrative.
Because the field of television studies has debated the impact of digital networks
on television narratives, it is important to consider these distribution outlets and how they
tell emerging-adult stories. Quarterlife (2008), which was simultaneously distributed on
its website (quarterlife.com), the MySpace social network, and YouTube, is one such
example of a digital emerging-adult series. In addition to releasing eight-minute episodes,
the show also posted paratextual in-character vlogs (video blogs) on the same websites.
Another webseries, Best Laid Plans (2010) released its episodes on its own website
(WebSerials.com) and YouTube and encourages viewers to watch episodes at random,
disrupting traditional chronological and serialized narrative structures. Other series like
Love (Netflix, 2016-present) and Master of None (Netflix, 2015-present) follow more
conventional television narrative strategies due to their release on Netflix, a streaming
provider which tends to adhere to “quality” television practices for its original content.
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These differences in television storytelling provide other questions about emergingadult television such as the success or failure of alternative distribution paths. For instance,
Quarterlife was a highly viewed webseries but failed when NBC picked it up and edited it
into a traditional television format. The first episode garnered such historically low ratings
for the broadcaster – only 3.1 million viewers, accounting for “the network’s lowest ratings
and smallest audience for that time slot in at least 20 years” – that the show was moved to
the conglomerate’s cable channel Bravo to “burn off” the remaining episodes (Gorman).
However, other emerging-adult webseries like the episodic Broad City were successfully
adapted to cable television after utilizing the larger budget to shoot new episodes of the
series. Although the distribution practices may be distinct for web-based emerging-adult
programs, the narrative structure remains similar to traditional emerging-adult television
shows like Chuck as characters are either currently in or transitioning out of the life stage.
Nonetheless, the appearance of emerging-adult television on digital platforms highlights
the importance of understanding the storytelling practices of emerging-adult programs and
how they may be utilized in these media formats.

ENDNOTES
43

Film franchises like the Marvel Cinematic Universe (2008-present) and the Harry Potter film series (20012011) provide an intriguing variation to standard cinematic storytelling as they rely on serialized cliffhangers
to construct the overall narrative across multiple “episodic” films. Major conflicts are not resolved until
multiple films into the franchise while minor antagonists and conflicts help maintain the classical structure
for each individual film.

44

See Savage for more details on Chuck’s fan campaigns.

45

Michael Newman argues how the largest character arcs found in primetime serials “are those of the life
span, with its progression from youth to adulthood, innocence to experience” (“From Beats” 23).
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46

Perhaps the only exceptions could be animated shows with teen characters like Family Guy and American
Dad.

47
It is for this reason that Lost’s showrunners negotiated an end date for the series during its third season in
order to properly determine how and when to present the series finale.
48

Keith is murdered in the episode “With Tired Eyes, Tired Minds, Tired Souls, We Slept” (#3.16) but
appears as a ghost in a handful of later episodes.
49

See Lynn Spigel and Jan Olsson’s collection Television after TV: Essays on a Medium in Transition and
Graeme Turner and Jinna Tay’s collection Television Studies After TV: Understanding Television in the PostBroadcast Era.
50

For more on transmedia paratexts and television storytelling, see Matt Hills’s “Torchwood’s transtransmedia: Media tie-in and brand ‘fanagement’” (2012) and “Storyselling and Storykilling:
Affirmational/Transformational Discourses of Television Narrative” (2015), Jason Mittell’s “Playing for Plot
in the Lost and Portal Franchises” (2012) and “Serial Orientations: Paratexts and Contemporary Complex
Television” (2013), and Michael Graves’s Lost in a Transmedia Storytelling Franchise: Rethinking
Transmedia Engagement (2011).
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Chapter Four:
Historicizing the Emerging-Adult Genre

Over the past three chapters, I have examined the emerging-adult genre by
identifying various types of character representations and recurring narrative structures
which are often found within the genre corpus. Classifying and categorizing a genre’s
codes and conventions establishes and reinforces a genre’s parameters within structuralist
film genre discourses (see Sobchack), but Rick Altman also argues for a pragmatic
approach, highlighting the industrial context and audience reception of a film genre,
thereby necessarily concentrating on a genre’s historical properties. The surrounding
sociocultural context of a media text influences industrial decisions and audience
responses, meaning that genres undergo changes at specific times to appeal to different
audiences and continue their commercial viability. In the emerging-adult genre, the
historical differences can be readily observed in elements like leisure and play. Video
games are often used in contemporary emerging-adult texts as a symbol of a character
avoiding adulthood, but this element could not be used in emerging-adult texts before the
1970s as video games held minimal cultural relevance. As such, the inclusion or exclusion
of this particular element highlights that the text is a part of the genre from a particular
period and that the genre’s parameters constantly shift and evolve to relate better to the
surrounding American culture.
Although historical approaches have not always been utilized in film genre
criticism, they provide an important context in which to understand genre shifts and
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changes. Genre theorists writing in the 1970s and 1980s like Thomas Schatz typically
divide genres into historical periods with each era demonstrating a growth for an individual
genre as it evolves from one stage to the next (Hollywood Genres 36-38). Schatz articulates
that a genre’s evolution may occur from either internal (formal) and/or external (cultural,
thematic) factors. He argues that the subject matter of a film can be derived from the real
world but is then incorporated into the genre’s formulaic structure and subjected to the
genre’s internal narrative logic. He observes how changing cultural attitudes toward Native
Americans impacted how that group was portrayed in Westerns and how scientific
developments like the atom bomb and space travel provided new cultural fears in postwar
science fiction films. For identity genres like the teen film, media from distinct historical
periods represent dominant sociocultural interests such as the fear of juvenile delinquency
in the 1950s and the anxiety over teen sexuality and drug use in the 1980s. Moreover, teen
films can demonstrate positive changes within contemporary teen culture such as teens’
growing reliance on digital technologies since the 1980s. Even though the narrative
structure of these genre texts may remain similar, the external cultural factors impact the
semantic elements of the genre.
For the emerging-adult genre, the genre’s representation of American emerging
adults is dependent upon varying sociocultural issues (higher education, sexual norms,
economic and employment issues, and so on) at specific historical moments which impact
how adulthood is both defined and reached. In identifying the historical boundaries of the
emerging-adult genre, I return to sociohistorical observations about the life stage’s
development throughout American society. Because Jeffrey Jensen Arnett coined the term
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in the late 1990s and Alexandra Robbins and Abby Wilner discuss the quarterlife crisis in
2001, many people mistakenly assume that the life stage only applies to the twenty-first
century Millennial generation. However, Arnett and Robbins and Wilner utilize
ethnographic research methods with their data set comprised of emerging adults from the
1990s; this means that they are actually using Generation Xers – and not Millennials – to
define these terms. Meanwhile, historian Steven Mintz claims that life-cycle transitions
became “increasingly specific and uniform” in America between the early seventeenth
century and the mid-twentieth century (11). He notes that adulthood only reached its
current definition after World War II when it came to represent “maturity, settling down,
and adherence to proscribed gender roles” (xi). In the first two decades following World
War II, an economic boom allowed young adults to support a family by their early twenties
(20); furthermore, the 1944 GI Bill of Rights encouraged young military veterans to attend
college which, along with other government initiatives, expanded college access among
American citizens and normalized it as a part of attaining a middle-class adulthood (3637). Mintz argues that several key economic and social patterns emerge in the 1960s which
shape the contemporary understanding of American adulthood such as the shift away from
manufacturing toward jobs requiring a college education and the “growing proportion of
young adults living apart from their parents before starting their own families” (20).
Arnett’s research also traces the roots of the current version of the life stage to the 1960s
and 1970s when a series of sociocultural changes – which he identifies as the Technology
Revolution, the Sexual Revolution, the Women’s Movement, and the Youth Movement –
changed American society (3). During this time, American college enrollment rates first
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passed fifty percent, casual sex became increasingly tolerated and accepted, and women
experienced increased opportunities to succeed professionally. Arnett also highlights the
importance of the youth movement during this period as it “denigrated adulthood and
exalted being, acting, and feeling young” (6). Arnett speculates that teens and
twentysomethings in the 1950s were willing to find steady employment and marry soon
after high school due to growing up during the turbulent times of the Great Depression and
World War II, which suggests that characteristics of the emerging-adult life stage started
to coalesce during the 1960s with the postwar Baby Boomer generation.
To historicize the emerging-adult genre and understand how the various
sociocultural shifts within specific time periods impact emerging adults’ on-screen
representation, I incorporate the historical divisions established by generational theory as
various groups of teens or emerging adults face distinct social mores, values, and attitudes
which are broadly attributed to specific generations. In their book Generations, William
Strauss and Neil Howe propose examining history by age location, stating that “we can see
how events shape the personalities of different age groups according to their phase of life,
and how people retain those personality differences as they grow older” (34). Utilizing the
existing theory and generational divisions also builds upon the existing research regarding
America’s sociocultural history rather than interpreting each individual cultural element
(such as the growing acceptance of sex and one’s sexuality, the rise of television, the
popularization of home video game systems, as a few examples). Moreover, media scholars
have utilized generational divisions to analyze how a single generation is represented in
fictional media texts. 51 These pieces consider “youth” media within a specific timeframe,
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usually when the selected generation is either teenagers or twentysomethings. These
authors attempt to form a grouping classification based on the generation’s onscreen
representations through a text’s characters.
Instead of employing the same analytical goal, I utilize generational representations
as dividing points within the emerging-adult genre in which the narrative structure remains
similar, but the depiction of emerging adults varies according to each generation’s specific
historical elements. That is, the emerging-adult genre can be divided into distinct periods
based on when a specific generation is within the emerging-adult life stage. I focus on three
generational periods for my historical analysis of the emerging-adult genre: Baby Boomers
(the late ’60s to the mid-’70s), Generation X (the ’90s), and Millennials (the 2000s to the
mid-’10s). A fourth generation, often referred to as Generation Jones by generation
scholars, could be added between the Boomers and Gen-X as the members of this cohort
exhibit attributes from its surrounding generations but do not truly belong to either one.
However, little has been written about Generation Jones and, as such, I am leaving that
group out of my study.
There are, of course, some issues with using generations to categorize texts. First,
it is difficult to define each generation’s boundaries. Generational scholars separate
generations based on birth years, which are often arbitrary divisions at the beginning and
ending of each cohort. For instance, Strauss and Howe argue that Generation X includes
people born up to 1981 while the Millennial generation starts with individuals born in 1982.
However, there is most likely not a true generational difference between people born on
December 31, 1981, and those born on January 1, 1982, even though these arbitrary dates
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would suggest that clear distinctions are present. Instead, it is arguably better to consider
generations as being in transition during those times and that there are “cusp” generations
that help blend one generation into the next. For instance, the non-academic term of the
“MTV Generation” refers to the group of tweens, adolescents, and twentysomethings
during the 1980s and early 1990s who were impacted by MTV’s tremendous cultural
influence at the time. However, this cohort generally includes those who were born
between 1975 and 1985, which spans across both late Generation Xers and early
Millennials.
Second, the dominant social groups which are typically heterosexual, white,
middle-class, Christian men tend to define generations. This generalizes part of a
generation’s experiences and marginalizes the experiences of various minority groups.
Strauss and Howe articulate that generational cycles raise “important questions about when
and how certain racial, ethnic, and women’s issues arise” but also state that their book “is
mainly about generations as units, not subgroups within them” (16). By focusing on the
dominant group, the perspectives from these minority groups are lessened within the
summary of that respective generation. Furthermore, identifying a dominant generational
ideology does not account for contrasting opinions within the same generation. For
instance, Boomers are typically associated with being pro-civil rights, anti-Vietnam, and
more sexually active than previous generations, but this does not mean that every member
of that cohort identifies with this dominant image. Some Boomers were socially
conservative and in favor of the Vietnam War, contrary to the generation’s stereotypical
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identity. As such, it is important to consider generation identities as dominant narratives of
a cohort, but they do not necessarily apply to all of its members or representative characters.
For each historical period, I briefly identify and discuss the era’s major emergingadult-related social changes before addressing the cultural representation of these issues.
In doing so, I establish a sociohistorical context for the time period as the genre texts may
incorporate or question dominant social patterns and attitudes from people in the life stage
at the time. After this, I examine important films and television shows from each generation
to demonstrate how these texts accept or challenge the dominant sociocultural conditions.
I concentrate upon major emerging-adult texts within each historical period, particularly
those which display some sort of immediate cultural resonance (box office gross, high
ratings, receiving awards, inspiring similar texts) or are retrospectively viewed as
representing and exemplifying generational values by media critics or scholars; however,
I focus on how the emerging-adult issues are implemented and represented in the text.
By constructing this history, I demonstrate how the emerging-adult genre develops
over the past half-century and represents various issues specific to particular sociohistorical
contexts. Within each historical period, I divide the genre into a few key socioculturalbased themes. Each thematic element is either specific to its historical moment or an
instigating event which becomes a prominent feature of the emerging-adult life stage. For
instance, the hippie movement and the American counterculture are specific to emerging
adulthood in the late ’60s and early ’70s but are not truly relevant to twentysomething
lifestyles in the ’80s and ’90s. However, their sociocultural prominence during this one
time period means that it is important to how emerging adulthood is understood and
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represented at that time. Meanwhile, other social trends like the gradual increase in college
attendance become important at this time. The percentage of American teenagers who
complete high school and enroll in college passes fifty percent for the first time in the
country’s history, thereby normalizing college attendance on the path to reaching
adulthood (National Center for Education Statistics). Although the representation of postcollege life had been represented in earlier films like The Ice Flood (George B. Seitz, 1926),
Change of Heart (John G. Blystone, 1934) and Gentlemen are Born (Alfred E. Green,
1934), and continues to be represented in later texts like Reality Bites (Ben Stiller, 1994)
and Post Grad (Vicky Jenson, 2009), college’s newfound prominence during the Baby
Boom period gives it heavier narrative and thematic weight within that particular era.

YOUTH IN REVOLT: THE BABY BOOM PERIOD (1966-1974)

For the Boomer time period, I concentrate on a three main thematic and
representational elements. First, I highlight post-college angst within this historical period.
As mentioned, attending college became more widespread in the mid-1960s, and,
consequently more films and television shows incorporated college into their narratives.
Both Mintz and Arnett observe that the American economy shifted from manufacturing to
information-based during the ’60s, meaning that a larger number of jobs required a
postsecondary education. Sparked by the G.I. Bill of 1944 in which veterans could apply
their benefits toward higher education, a steadily increasing number of Americans began
attending college in the postwar era (Arnett 5); as a result, attending college became an
expected milestone for white, middle-class emerging adults of this time period. However,
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the longer time dedicated to education consequently pushed other cultural markers of
adulthood like marrying a romantic partner or attaining a career further along on the life
course. Moreover, higher education heightened expectations for succeeding after
graduation which can produce angst if a person fails to achieve these goals. As a result,
texts implemented this theme within their respective narratives during this time as
attending college became more prominent within American society.
A second key representation of the twentysomething Boomer is the hippie and
counterculture movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s. Historians often describe this
phenomenon as a rebellious time during which American youths questioned normative
middle-class values and practices. Instead of adhering to expected norms of adulthood put
in place by previous generations, Boomers generally mistrusted older generations and
sought alternative paths to achieving adulthood, while simultaneously reshaping American
society around their non-traditional beliefs. Arnett underscores the Boomers’ attitude by
invoking their familiar phrase “Never trust anyone over 30” (6). Strauss and Howe frame
the ’60s generation gap through a “Consciousness Revolution” in which “Boomers found
their parents’ world in need of a major spiritual overhaul, even of creative destruction”
(302). Mintz notes how twentysomethings in the 1960s started living apart from their
parents before starting their own families as a way of having personal independence and
exploring romantic living arrangements before marriage (20). Due in part to the widespread
knowledge of these trends, media texts would incorporate hippies and countercultural
attitudes as a way possibly to appeal to young people and either accept or challenge their
non-traditional way of life.
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Finally, the women’s movement of the ’60s and ’70s foregrounds major changes in
emerging-adult representations. Due to the fight for sex and gender equality in schools, the
workplace, and the home, women started to face less pressure to marry in their early
twenties as they began to pursue career opportunities outside of the typical restricted and
temporary positions of secretary, waitress, teacher, and nurse (Arnett 5-6). Culturally, these
social changes helped expand women’s on-screen representations beyond traditionally
being the male protagonist’s romantic partner. Female emerging-adult characters could
instead pursue their own fulfilling career opportunities. Of course, this does not mean that
these characters lacked romantic storylines; however, romance could now unfold alongside
the character’s individual personal development. Moreover, the Sexual Revolution of the
1960s and its continued elongation of the path to adulthood affected romantic storylines.
As non-marital sex became more accepted in American society, many Boomer emerging
adults started to have sexual relationships without first entering into marriage (Arnett 5).
Strauss and Howe note that the Sexual Revolution was particularly important for women
in the Boomer generation as these women “doubled the rate of premarital sex over the
Silent [Generation] (from 41 percent to 81 percent)” (306). As such, on-screen romances
became more graphic and sexually explicit during this time period in correlation with the
country’s acceptance of non-marital sex. Moreover, this change coincides with and
facilitated the breakdown of the Hollywood Production Code which would have restricted
depictions of this content; mainstream films like Dr. No (Terence Young, 1962), The
Pawnbroker (Sidney Lumet, 1964), and Barbarella (Roger Vadim, 1968) demonstrate this
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change within the film industry as they contain graphic representations of sex and/or the
female body (see Radner and Luckett).

Boomer Post-College Angst

Although the history of the college film dates to the early silent era (Conklin), there
is a shorter history of films set after college before the 1960s. In most cases, these films
are critical of college as the characters tend to avoid adult responsibility despite receiving
higher education. Jack de Quincy (Kenneth Harlan), the protagonist of The Ice Flood, is an
Oxford graduate who wastes his schooling as a playboy living off his rich father’s savings.
Eventually, Jack’s father (James Gordon) sends Jack to lead a lumber camp where Jack
learns about responsibility and becomes a man. It is only through this work experience –
and not education – that Jack can enter adulthood. College Rhythm (Norman Taurog, 1934)
upholds a similar perspective. The film follows two college rivals, the studious Larry
(Lanny Ross) and football hero Francis J. Finnegan (Jack Oakie), who both work at Larry’s
father’s department store after graduation. Despite studying business and learning new
retail methods, Larry’s ideas fail whereas Francis’s proposal for the store to adopt a college
theme (complete with cheerleaders and Francis dressed in his college football uniforms)
leads to huge profits. Change of Heart and Gentlemen Are Born also feature recent college
graduates who have trouble finding work after graduation. Although these various
representations of post-college life exist during the 1920s and 1930s, the focus is mostly
on attaining success in a career rather than becoming an adult.
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By the 1960s, post-college narratives became more prominent in media texts as
more Americans attended college with the expectation that college would locate and further
their careers. However, Boomer emerging-adult films continued to exhibit the
complications of post-graduate life and demonstrate a similar pessimism toward college’s
influence on one’s career. Out of the post-college emerging-adult films of this era, The
Graduate (Mike Nichols, 1967) is perhaps the most important due to its direct addressing
and questioning of many social changes and issues and its satirical examination of the
1960s middle-class lifestyle. Film critic Pauline Kael argues that the film becomes a
“cultural and psychological [equivalent] of watching a political convention” as it tries to
package its cultural and sociological importance to audiences (152-153). Unlike earlier
films about post-college angst, Benjamin’s inability to progress into his future does not
result from a lack of outside opportunity or knowledge of how to succeed but rather his
personal lack of direction. Instead of finding a job, attending graduate school, or pursuing
an age-appropriate romantic partner, Benjamin chooses to both lounge around his parents’
pool and start an affair with Mrs. Robinson (Anne Bancroft), his father’s business partner’s
wife. These are, of course, not common Boomer behaviors but rather extreme evidence of
Benjamin’s post-graduate malaise. Benjamin’s constant aimlessness represents his lack of
desire to pursue a career or attend graduate school; instead, he spends his time “just
drifting” through life, as Benjamin phrases it to his father.
Benjamin’s lack of desire to enter adulthood seems to come from his disgust of his
parents’ generation and their empty middle-class suburban lifestyle. At his graduation
party, Benjamin receives advice from his parents’ friends about his future related to either
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entering a relationship (offhand remarks from one person about Benjamin “picking up”
girls) or pursuing business opportunities (the film’s famous line about “plastics”). J.W.
Whitehead notes the importance of using the term “plastic” and its direct signification of
Benjamin entering the plastics industry as well as its indirect reference to the cookie-cutter
suburban lifestyle: “The mod, modular, and ultimately empty promise of this word at the
dawn of postmodernity must have given packed houses of knowing 1967 and 1968 moviegoers a thrill of the initiated, those who understood instantly the fatuity of wanting a future
focused on so artificial a substance in so inauthentic a social reality” (21). However,
Whitehead observes that Benjamin maintains a conflicting relationship with middle-class
society. Benjamin initially seems dismissive of McGuire’s proposal to enter the world of
plastics, but Benjamin also freely uses the various trappings of plastic culture such as his
plastic raft, plastic sunglasses, plastic records, and plastic silverware (Bapis 57). Even
Benjamin’s so-called revolution against the older generation is figuring out his future and
pursuing Elaine (Katharine Ross) for marriage. That is, Benjamin does not truly wish to
tear down the world which surrounds him like many counterculture Boomers but rather
enter that world as an adult member.
Importantly, the only marker of Benjamin’s transition into adulthood is a romance
and not anything career-oriented. That is, Benjamin’s future is just as uncertain as it is at
the beginning of the film except for his relationship with Elaine. The film ends
ambiguously, with the next-to-last shot being forty seconds of Benjamin and Elaine sitting
on a bus after escaping from Elaine’s wedding. Their laughter turns into confusion as they
become more uncertain about their future. Although Benjamin and Elaine defy their
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parents’ wishes by running off together, they do not truly revolt against normative society.
Instead, it is likely that Benjamin and Elaine will marry and find jobs; as director Mike
Nichols admits in a 1968 interview, “I think Benjamin will end up like his parents”
(Aldridge 99). However, the film leaves Benjamin’s potential career unstated and it is
unclear whether Benjamin and Elaine will marry and if their relationship will succeed or
fail. Whitehead connects the film’s ambivalent commentary to the typical Boomer
experience of reaching adulthood: “[H]istorical hindsight tells us that far more Benjamins
and Elaines in the culture came to retrace the steps of their parents (a la Nichols’s prediction
while on his barnstorming tour of college campuses): these self-styled revolutionaries, the
Baby Boomers, yielded to the temptation of LBJ’s [Lyndon Baines Johnson] dread
apparition of ‘soulless wealth’ instead of pursuing his dream of the ‘Great Society’ or the
even more radical route of ‘dropping out’ and truly abetting a revolution” (8).
Goodbye, Columbus (Larry Peerce, 1969) also presents its emerging-adult
protagonist’s post-college angst and malaise. Neil Klugman (Richard Benjamin) is a young
Army veteran and a graduate of Rutgers University who is currently working as a library
clerk. Despite graduating from college, Neil constantly changes jobs as he mentions that
he formerly worked as a shoe salesman and a real estate agent. Neil tells his love interest
Brenda (Ali MacGraw) that the library is not his life’s ambition but merely a job to support
himself. However, his lower-class social standing bothers Brenda and her parents who all
want to see him find a career in which he can earn more money. Near the film’s halfway
point, Neil and Brenda converse about Neil’s job prospects and connect his social class to
generational politics. As they leave a high society function, Neil mentions that the young
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partygoers “sound like [his] father’s generation” due to their focus on making money.
Brenda responds that Neil “should be doing half as well as most of them,” signaling the
importance of financial success to middle-upper-class adulthood. Although Neil does not
want to partake in the social rat race, he also states that he does not want to extradite himself
from society and live a truly non-conformist lifestyle. That is, he hopes to find a job in
which he derives personal satisfaction – perhaps something related to his college degree in
literature – rather than working a job he hates for the sole purpose of making money. The
older generation, symbolized by Brenda’s father Ben (Jack Klugman), shows disdain for
the prioritization of college over hard work in the younger generation. At one point, Ben
bemoans his son’s work ethic as Ben incredulously states “Four years in college, he can’t
load a truck.” Neil bluntly and somewhat facetiously responds, “[T]hey don’t teach too
much about truck loading anymore in college,” but Ben continues not to see the value in a
college education. Goodbye, Columbus, like The Graduate, ends ambiguously for its
protagonist. Neil and Brenda end their relationship in the concluding scene, leaving Neil
in a difficult position regarding his future. His focus on their relationship rather than
utilizing his degree and finding meaningful work for himself leaves him in a precarious
position with an uncertain future. Although Neil continually advocates for the benefits of
going to college, he does not apply the skills he learned at school to his career, thereby
rendering his degree practically useless.
Boomer films like The Graduate and Goodbye, Columbus demonstrate a common
ambivalence toward college education’s impact on one’s career given each respective
protagonist’s occupational confusion and/or failure. Although they promulgate the themes
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put forward by some antecedent post-college films of the 1930s, the post-college films of
the Boomer period reached new financial heights for films with this theme. The Graduate
was the most successful from this perspective as it grossed over $100 million domestically
(BoxOfficeMojo). Whitehead notes that the film was particularly popular among young
people: “College students cherished it, returning to theaters over and over again. Even
radicals occupying the President’s office at Columbia University to protest the Vietnam
War took turns sneaking out to see it” (1). Although Goodbye, Columbus was not as
financially successful as The Graduate, it still turned a profit for its production company.
Other films from the late 1960s and early 1970s are set during and after college and
show the difficulties of starting life after college, even if those texts are not related to
prototypical emerging-adult issues. The romantic drama Love Story (Arthur Hiller, 1970)
is one such example as the two main characters – Jenny (Ali MacGraw) and Oliver (Ryan
O’Neal) – meet as college students, quickly fall in love and choose to marry right after
graduation despite their parents’ concerns but soon face Jenny’s terminal illness. While
confronting a horrific medical condition is not typically an emerging-adult issue, the film
demonstrates the role of college in emerging adults’ lives at this time. Although postcollege angst and the general ambivalence toward college’s impact continues in future
emerging-adult films like Reality Bites, its roots and popularity in the Boomers’ era of
emerging adulthood remains important to the genre’s history.

Hippies and the Counterculture
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While the importance and cultural prominence of post-college angst within the
emerging-adult genre is rooted in the Boomer period and continued in future eras, other
Boomer elements like the hippie subculture are only pertinent to this specific historical
moment. The plots from the Boomer post-college films are mostly constructed around the
protagonist wanting to conform to social norms but being uncertain about how (s)he can
do so. However, the 1960s-countercultural revolution wanted to dismantle the dominant
social structures and replace them with new ideas put forward by the movement. A 1967
Time magazine article summarizes the “hippie code” as doing “your own thing”
(essentially breaking from normative social expectations), dropping out from society, and
turning “straight” people (those who conform to social norms) on to drugs, beauty, love,
honesty, or fun (“Youth: The Hippies” 20). Whitehead observes this difference in the
dominant historical reading of The Graduate as he finds that film historians “generally
discuss the film in the context of the anti-establishment, counter-cultural film documents
of the era” (17); however, he argues that The Graduate “has very little to say about the
counter-culture – either positive or negative” and is instead a critical satire of the majority
culture and its “manufacture of the next generation of hollow men” (36). In fact, the
normative suburban lifestyle which Benjamin attempts eventually to attain represents what
the counterculture rejects. One example of The Graduate’s minimal relationship to the
counterculture occurs in the second half of the film when Benjamin visits the University
of California, Berkeley, to persuade Elaine to marry him. During the 1960s, the Berkeley
campus was the site of many political countercultural protests such as the Sheraton Palace
Demonstration in March 1964, the student occupation of Sproul Hall in December 1964,
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and the Vietnam Day march in November 1965. Because Benjamin arrives at the campus’s
politically charged climate and causes a ruckus at the boy’s home in which he temporarily
lives, his landlord Mr. McCleery (Norman Fell) asks Benjamin if Benjamin is “one of those
agitators,” referring to non-student political activists who sought to rile up tensions on
campus. Of course, Benjamin’s agenda is not political but personal, and he does not look
to break down social norms but instead uphold them by marrying Elaine.
Historian Timothy S. Miller notes that the late-1960s and early-1970s
counterculture was mostly populated by teenagers and twentysomethings who felt
alienated from mainstream society (xvi); however, he observes that age is not the only
factor in identifying members of the subculture. He states, “there were, after all, a few older
hippies and lots of young straights” (xviii). As such, not all hippie films fit within the
boundaries of the emerging-adult genre but only those which capture twentysomething
characters who use the counterculture to rebel – sometimes successfully; often times not –
against the normative adulthood to find an alternative lifestyle and adulthood. This
subsection of hippie films includes both those from major studios like I Love You, Alice B.
Toklas (Hy Averback, 1968), Skidoo (Otto Preminger, 1968), Easy Rider (Dennis Hopper,
1969), Alice’s Restaurant (Arthur Penn, 1969), Zabriskie Point (Michelangelo Antonioni,
1970), Getting Straight (Richard Rush, 1970), The Magic Garden of Stanley Sweetheart
(Leonard Horn, 1970), and Butterflies are Free (Milton Katselas, 1972) as well as lowbudget exploitation fare like Wild in the Streets (Barry Shear, 1968), Psych-Out (Richard
Rush, 1968), and Ghetto Freaks (Robert J. Emery, 1970). Aniko Bodroghkozy argues that
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this cycle demonstrates the Hollywood film industry’s attempt to “win baby-boom viewers
to its products” and “reverse the industry’s economic downward spiral” (38).
Although Hollywood sought to appeal to Baby Boom viewers with these films, it
is intriguing that many of these texts end ambiguously – if not outright tragically – for their
respective hippie protagonists. Psych-Out ends with Dave (Dean Stockwell) being hit by a
car and dying after he takes acid. Easy Rider also ends tragically as two stereotypical
rednecks murder Wyatt (Peter Fonda) and Billy (Dennis Hopper) after insulting Wyatt and
Billy’s long hair, a physical feature which symbolizes their non-conformist beliefs. The
idealistic hippie commune in Alice’s Restaurant is torn apart after Shelley (Michael
McClanathan) dies in a motorcycle accident and patriarch Ray (James Broderick) decides
to sell the church in which the group lives to finance a private residence for him and his
new wife. By utilizing these unfortunate outcomes, these films suggest that the
counterculture lifestyle is problematic and likely unsustainable or the world is against
change. A pessimistic ending could also act to martyr the film’s protagonist to encourage
the audience to continue fighting against the dominant culture, particularly if a character
who represents the establishment murders the countercultural character. However, a
conformist ideology is equally likely and can be woven into the film’s narrative and
dialogue. In many situations, the main character realizes the difficulties or inability of
continuing the non-conformist hippie lifestyle and looks to return to mainstream society.
Easy Rider’s famous line of dialogue “We blew it” also suggests dissatisfaction with the
non-conformist lifestyle. Wyatt and Billy have just completed the biggest drug deal of their
lives and plan to retire in Florida using the money they made. Billy is enthusiastic about
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their success and believes that they are now free after acquiring that money, but Wyatt is
skeptical about their situation and responds with “we blew it.” Although it is unclear what
he means, Wyatt’s general dissatisfaction about the direction of their lives suggests that he
wishes he could have made different choices regarding his countercultural lifestyle. By
incorporating these sentiments, these films implicitly suggest that the hippie lifestyle may
be no solution for Boomer emerging adults looking to transition into adulthood.

Single Girls in the City

While male emerging-adult character dominate the dramatic cinematic portrayal of
Boomers, leading female emerging-adult characters are often relegated to comedic
television, demonstrating stereotypical notions that the cinema is aimed toward men
whereas television programs target women (see Spigel, Joyrich 40, and Newman and
Levine 6-11). In addition to the other important social changes, the 1960s and 1970s
second-wave feminist movement severely impacted the representation of female emergingadult Boomer characters. Second-wave feminism fought for several women’s issues and
sex and gender equality within both the home and the workplace. Medical advances like
the oral contraceptive pill (made available in 1961) allowed Boomer women to engage in
sexual relationships without having the fear of unexpectedly becoming pregnant; it also
permitted women to maintain their careers during their twenties and thirties as they could
prevent an unwanted pregnancy that would effectively force them to lose their job. Political
policies and court decisions like Title IX (1972), Roe v. Wade (1973), and the Women’s
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Educational Equity Act (1974) encouraged equality for women, providing them with the
opportunity to find and further better-paying, higher-class careers.
Katherine Lehman observes, “Although unmarried women have long been present
in popular culture, ‘single girl’ characters became prevalent in the mid-to-late 1960s, when
young women began to move to big cities in search of employment and adventure”
(“Adventurous Women” 11). Unlike earlier representations of young women which were
mostly built around romantic narratives, these texts concentrated upon both personal and
professional narratives which mirrored the portrayal of similarly-aged male characters.
Films from this time period like The Graduate and Love Story feature college-educated
women who are trying to figure out their adult lives as secondary characters. 52 However, a
television program like That Girl (ABC, 1966-1971) continues this trend through its main
character Ann Marie (Marlo Thomas) as it develops her story through television’s longterm
narrative arcs.
That Girl is particularly demonstrative of the ways in which single American
women are represented on film and television. Stephen Cole observes the show’s
connections to American society, noting that by 1965, “not every girl wanted to get married
right out of high school or college. Girls and women were finding out that there was more
to life than keeping house and having babies” (41). Cole recaps how the show’s production
also explicitly presents America’s changing social values. In a 1973 interview with
Newsweek, That Girl’s star Marlo Thomas recalls the important differences between her
character Ann Marie and typical parts for women at the time: “Roles then available to
women were mostly ‘the daughter of,’ ‘the wife of,’ or ‘the secretary of,’ but never the ‘of’
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herself. I made up my mind then [1966] that I wanted to play a single girl making it on her
own” (qtd. in Cole 33). Moreover, Thomas utilized feminist literature to convince network
executives to greenlight her idea. According to Cole, Thomas purchased Betty Friedan’s
The Feminine Mystique for Edgar Scherick, the vice president of programming at ABC.
She told him, “This is what’s happening to women in their teens and their twenties now.
And if you want to reach them, you have to tell this.” By demonstrating the connections
between her program and Boomer women, Thomas successfully persuaded Scherick to
take a chance on That Girl (Cole 41-42).
The show’s feminist ideology underscores its emerging-adult themes. Thomas
describes the show’s main conflict as Ann attempting to fly on her own as an independent
woman, but she must face her traditional parents who are nervous and scared to see Ann
become a self-sufficient adult because Ann’s path breaks from their generation’s standards
(Cole 44). To Thomas, the term “That Girl” means “an independent young woman who
would call her own shots. […] It was no longer ‘I’ve got to be married by the time I’m
twenty-one or I’m an old maid’” (qtd. in Cole 84). Even though Ann aspires to be an
independent woman, her path to that status is not as simple as merely declaring her
independence; she must accomplish her goals through her actions. Specifically, Ann must
establish her new adult life through the common emerging-adult tropes of residency,
romance, and work. In “Goodbye, Hello, Goodbye” (#1.02), Ann moves out of her parents’
home in Brewster, a suburb of New York City, to her own apartment in the nearby
metropolis. 53 Ann’s apartment symbolizes her freedom from her parents as she can make
her own lifestyle decisions without their interference. Because of this relationship, Ann’s
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apartment can become a source of conflict between Ann and her parents when they
unexpectedly check on her. For instance, Ann becomes frustrated with her mother, Helen
(Rosemary DeCamp), when Helen unexpectedly shows up at Ann’s apartment after a fight
with Ann’s father Lou (Lew Parker) (“Goodbye, Hello, Goodbye”). Because Ann wants
her freedom from her parents, Helen’s appearance aggravates Ann, and Ann concocts a
scheme to reunite her parents. Ann’s issues with her independent living also come forward
in “Odpdypahimcaifss” (#2.23). In this episode, Ann meets Lillian Hollinger (Mabel
Albertson), the mother of her boyfriend Don (Ted Bessell). Lillian is suspicious that Ann
and Don have engaged in premarital intercourse, and she continually tries to trap them into
revealing that controversial (for the time) element of their relationship. Lillian accidentally
finds a pair of her son’s slacks in Ann’s closet, effectively confirming her suspicions. Later,
Ann’s father mistakenly hears about Don’s slacks from Ann’s cleaner, Mr. Newman
(Johnny Silver), which infuriates him. Although this scenario is built around the changing
nature of personal relationships, it is also foregrounded in Ann’s independent living
situation and her ability to have her boyfriend at her place without her parents’ presence.
Ann’s romantic life is more straightforward than most emerging-adult texts as she
meets Don in the pilot episode (“Don’t Just Do Something, Stand There,” #1.01), and their
relationship continues through the remainder of the series. Of course, some potential
romantic interests appear such as Frank Gilder (Paul Carr; “What Are Your Intentions?”
#1.23), Eduardo Guzman (Alejandro Rey; “The Mating Game,” #1.30), Andrew Marshall
(Rich Little; “To Each Her Own,” #2.04), Noel Prince (Garry Marshall, three episodes),
and Bobby Miller (Michael Callan; “Fix My Screen and Bug Out,” #4.10), but these
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characters are typically limited to a single episodic arc, and their respective encounters with
Ann never lead anywhere. Still, despite having a steady romantic life, Ann and Don’s
relationship never progresses to marriage in the series. They do become engaged in the
season five premiere (“Counter-Proposal,” #5.01) but never marry on-screen. Thus, despite
not reaching the actual marriage ceremony, Ann’s unending relationship with Don
represents her achieving an adult personal relationship.
While Ann does not need to search for a romantic partner throughout the series, her
attempts to find steady employment act as a prominent recurring narrative. Ann wants to
pursue a career as an actress, but the entertainment industry’s instability necessitates Ann
finding part-time work to supplement her income. That Girl alternates between Ann
building her acting career and Ann’s hijinks at a temporary position. In the first season
alone, Ann works as a candy salesperson (“Don’t Just Do Something, Stand There”), Don’s
secretary (“Help Wanted,” #1.07), a waitress (“Time for Arrest,” #1.09), a department store
elf (“Christmas and the Hard Luck Kid,” #1.16), and a door-to-door shoe salesperson
(“These Boots Weren’t Made for Walking,” #1.18). Other episodes balance these odd job
episodes and illustrate Ann’s rocky career path such as her first acting role on a children’s
program (“Goodbye, Hello, Goodbye”), nearly creating a stage name (“What’s in a
Name?” #1.11), and working with Broadway star Ethel Merman on a revival of Gypsy
(“Pass the Potatoes, Ethel Merman,” #2.01), among many others. Rather than becoming
more steady, Ann’s acting jobs remain inconsistent throughout the remainder of the series.
Much like Ann’s personal life, That Girl never presents the culmination of Ann’s career in
which she becomes a successful actress or changes career goals.
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In fact, That Girl’s ending is fairly innovative for the emerging-adult genre as
Ann’s romantic and professional success remains “incomplete.” That is, Ann never marries
her partner nor does she hold a full-time job. Thomas retrospectively articulates her own
desire to see Ann’s life progress into adulthood: “For five years [Ann and Donald’s]
relationship never got any hotter and she never got a [permanent] job. […] I said, ‘Who
can stand it any longer? We’re either going to have to have her make it as an actress or
have her get married. And in either case, it wouldn’t be That Girl anymore. This is really
about that time in a young girl’s life when she’s trying to figure out who she is’” (qtd. in
Cole 136). Despite sponsor and network pressure to end the program with Ann and
Donald’s wedding (see Cole 125), Thomas and the production team chose to avoid the
conventional ending. Thomas states that this was intended to send a message to the
program’s young female viewers: “I really felt that That Girl getting married sent a wrong
message to the girls of America. They had really counted on her for a certain stand. If her
story ended with a marriage they might think that it meant that that was the only way to
have a happy ending” (qtd. in Cole 141-142). Instead, the show ends with Ann’s failed
attempt to take Donald to a women’s liberation meeting due to an elevator outage. Ann and
Donald both reminisce about their relationship while trapped in the elevator. By focusing
on Ann’s personal growth and particularly her feminist awakening and consciousness, That
Girl ends up portraying a form of “feminist adulthood” in which Ann’s personal, political,
and professional growth is more important than her relationship status. Without using the
term feminism, Cole observes that the program prioritizes this aspect of Ann’s life: “As
the TV series progresses we see Ann grow from a slightly scatterbrained young woman to
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a truly liberated woman who is sincerely in love with Donald, but is unwilling to abandon
her career and life to him. Ann sees herself as Donald’s equal. By the time the series goes
off the air, she is no longer That Girl – she is That Woman” (51). As such, Ann successfully
transitions into adulthood despite not reaching the traditional and more conservative
emerging-adult ending.
Other sitcoms like The Sandy Duncan Show (CBS, 1972) and Karen (ABC, 1975)
follow That Girl’s same general formula. Sandy Stockton (Sandy Duncan), the main
character of The Sandy Duncan Show [a renovated version of Funny Face (CBS, 1971)],
is a twenty-five-year old who works at an advertising firm. Episodes focus on Sandy’s
dating life and highlight her “young and virtuous” nature. However, the show’s
conservative values appeared out of place compared to other programs which discussed
female sexuality like The Mary Tyler Moore Show (CBS, 1970-1977); as a result, The
Sandy Duncan Show was cancelled in its first season (Lehman, Those Girls 153-155).
Karen is more explicit about its feminist agenda as title character Karen Angelo (Karen
Valentine) works for a liberal lobby group in Washington, D.C. However, Lehman
observes that the program’s conflicts are more personal than political as they focus on
Karen’s dating life rather than her political life.
The Mary Tyler Moore Show presents a potential version of emerging adulthood
although its status as an emerging-adult text could be debated. The Mary Tyler Moore Show
follows the same general premise as That Girl of an unmarried woman moving to a big city
on her own to pursue her career and a relationship. In their book Love is All Around, Robert
S. Alley and Irby B. Brown describe the program as “a young career woman in search of
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an apartment, a job, and people who will help build her new life” (7), a description which
could also be used for That Girl. However, a key difference between the two texts is Mary’s
age and resultant life experience. Bonnie Dow argues, “At thirty […], Mary is not a “girl”
biding her time until marriage [as was That Girl’s Ann Marie (1966-71)], but a woman
who has chosen to pursue a career instead of a man” (30). Because of this distinction, it
can be argued that Mary is already a full-fledged adult rather than an emerging adult. Steve
Pritzker, a writer for the program, even states that Mary represents a new attitude for the
time in which “you could still be single and still be a whole person, that you didn’t need to
be married to have a complete life” (50). Nonetheless, Mary faces myriad emerging-adult
issues throughout the program, particularly ones surrounding sex and romance. Alley and
Brown observe that Mary “was sophisticated concerning sexual relationships” but “there
was no desperation for marriage” (88). Despite the uncertainty concerning The Mary Tyler
Moore Show’s place in the genre, it helps demonstrate the importance of feminism to
single-girl sitcoms of the time.
Early episodes of Rhoda (CBS, 1974-1978) – a spin-off of The Mary Tyler Moore
Show – start in the emerging-adult life stage but quickly transition Rhoda (Valerie Harper)
into adulthood. Rhoda was always unable to sustain a meaningful relationship on Mary
Tyler Moore but quickly falls for Joe Gerard (David Groh) on her own series. She meets
Joe while she is visiting her family in New York City. Near the end of her vacation, Joe
asks her to stay in New York City and she agrees. Rhoda has trouble initially finding a
place to live, a common issue within the life stage. She first stays with her younger sister
Brenda (Julie Kavner), but they both realize that a studio apartment cannot accommodate
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them both. Rhoda then moves in with her parents Ida and Martin (Nancy Walker and
Harold Gould), but Ida asks Rhoda to leave to prevent Rhoda from becoming accustomed
to living at home (“You Can Go Home Again,” #1.02). Rhoda and Joe agree to marry in
the sixth episode, “Pop Goes the Question,” and their wedding occurs two episodes later.
Although the first few episodes depict Rhoda as an emerging adult, the rest of the series
concentrates on adult issues such as Rhoda and Joe’s lives together as a married couple in
the first two seasons, their separation and divorce in the third season, and her struggles as
a divorcee in the fourth and fifth seasons. Rhoda is atypical for an emerging-adult show as
it only ultimately spends a handful of episodes representing the struggles of the life stage.
However, Rhoda’s quick transition into adulthood suggests that the show’s creators wanted
to discuss adult issues on the show but felt it was necessary to depict her courtship and
marriage to maintain narrative clarity for the show’s audience. Nonetheless, Rhoda
represents Boomers’ emerging-adult issues even if it is only limited to the show’s first six
episodes.
Laverne & Shirley makes an important change to the Boomers’ emerging-adult
single-girl sitcoms. While Laverne (Penny Marshall) and Shirley (Cindy Williams) are
both unmarried women, they live together as roommates unlike Ann, Mary, Sandy, Karen,
or Rhoda, who all live by themselves. Although the earlier programs include close peer
friendships as a key part of their respective narratives, the homosocial relationship is
typically secondary to the axial character’s heterosexual romance. Laverne & Shirley not
only balances the amount of time spent following both Laverne and Shirley as they are
both main characters, the show privileges their friendship to be the driving force of the
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narrative. They are friends, roommates, and co-workers which lets the program build
episodic emerging-adult arcs around both of them. Laverne and Shirley go on double-dates
together (“Dog Day Blind Dates,” #1.06), attend a bridal shower as the only single women
together (“Bridal Shower,” #2.05), and are even fired (and later re-hired) by the Shotz
Brewery together (“Take My Plants, Please,” #3.11). The close friendship depicted on
Laverne & Shirley would lead to other emerging-adult shows featuring roommates like
Three’s Company (ABC, 1977-1984) in which Janet (Joyce DeWitt), Chrissy (Suzanne
Somers), and Jack (John Ritter) would all have intersecting storylines. Although the
Boomer sitcoms originally featured single girls trying to “make it” romantically and
professionally, they soon began to adopt a group dynamic as friendships and roommates
became more prominent.
The media texts from the Baby Boomer era demonstrate a group of young
characters who are revolting constantly against social traditions. Characters like Benjamin
Braddock and Neil Klugman may graduate from college but lack the ambition to pursue
meaningful careers. Hippie characters attempt to establish their own culture outside of
American society rather than conform to social norms. Meanwhile, feminist characters like
Ann Marie challenge their surrounding gendered expectations and choose to live alone and
prioritize their respective careers over their romantic relationships. These emerging-adult
Boomer films and television programs help establish the genre and set up these important
storylines for future emerging-adult texts.

SKEPTICS, SLACKERS, AND FRIENDS: GENERATION X’S EMERGING-ADULT
CHARACTERS (1989-2000)
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Although Generation X continues many elements from Boomers’ emerging
adulthood (continued increases in college admission, growth in various social movements,
the rising age of first marriage and first childbirth), there are marked differences between
the two generations and how each cohort is represented in fictional media. Unlike the
somewhat broad analyses of the media’s depiction of Boomers, numerous scholarly texts
identify common sociological traits of Generation X and examine how those features may
appear in films and television programs about the generation. In his article “Reality Bites
and Generation X as Spectator,” Jonathon I. Oake considers how Reality Bites is
constructed to appeal to the Gen X subculture by capitalizing upon the generation’s
concerns about post-college life and value of counterculture ideals (particularly their
cynicism about big business and their fear of “selling out” one’s morals to succeed) and
stereotyped behaviors like slacking and constantly watching television. To an extent,
Oake’s analysis of the film resembles my consideration of Generation X’s representation
in the emerging-adult genre; however, he focuses on how Hollywood studios and
filmmakers co-opted the generational traits to market to the generational audience. Elissa
Nelson’s “Teen Films of the 1980s: Genre, New Hollywood, and Generation X”
concentrates on Xers’ representation in ’80s teen films. Although she focuses on teenagers
rather than emerging adults, Nelson identifies broad generational features (Gen-X teens
working in low-paying and low-skill jobs, increased single-parent households and latchkey
kids, and the diminished power of authority figures) and discusses how they appear within
this corpus of films (108-135). Despite her different focus, Nelson articulates how the GenX films of the early ’90s – when the characters are no longer teenagers but in their twenties
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– “serve as a coda to the Generation X teen films of the ’80s” (440). Rob Owen’s Gen X
TV: The Brady Bunch to Melrose Place considers the television which Gen-X audiences
watched throughout their lives, as both children and adults. Although he focuses on the
generation as demographic rather than representation, he mentions key generational traits
like its diversity (2), long-standing relationship with television (6-11), and focus on
friendship over family due to the impact of divorce on the nuclear family structure (11-12).
By utilizing these authors’ research as well as sociological observations about
Generation X, I focus on two discerning features of Generation X emerging-adult texts: the
generation’s skepticism toward the traditional job market (which leads to the continued
representation of the twentysomething “slacker” stereotype) and the prioritizing of friends
over family. Lynne C. Lancaster and David Stillman observe Generation X’s general
skepticism toward the traditional job market (25). Due to economic recessions during the
majority of the generation’s childhood (one lasting from 1973 to 1975, marked by the 1973
oil crisis and stock market crash) and young adulthood (one in the early 1980s), Xers faced
fewer and more unstable career opportunities which was exacerbated by the substantial
number of Boomers who were typically in the middle of their steady and good-paying
careers when the majority of Xers entered their twenties. Strauss and Howe observe the
generation’s poor economic prospects:
Since the mid-1970s, while the costs of setting out in life (college tuition
and housing) have raced ahead of inflation, the rewards (salaries and fringe
benefits for young workers) have steadily fallen behind. They are suffering
what economist Robert Kuttner describes as a “remarkable generational
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economic disease… a depression of the young” which makes [Generation
X] feel “uniquely thirsty in a sea of affluence.” (320)
As a result of the depressed job market, many Gen-Xers worked low-wage entry-level
positions colloquially referred to as “McJobs,” a term popularized by Douglas Coupland’s
novel Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture. Coupland describes the McJob as
“a low-pay, low-prestige, low-dignity, low benefit, no-future job in the service sector” (5).
That is, Xers may have held jobs, but those positions were typically not in a desired field
and contained little hope for upward mobility. Due to Generation X’s tempered economic
prospects, other Americans typically viewed them negatively. Writing in 1994, Douglas
Rushkoff argues, “Most people from outside Generation X condemn the twentysomethings
as illiterate, unmotivated, and apathetic couch potatoes: We appear, apparently, to have no
career goals, no cultural pride, no political ideology, no family values, and no discernible
ambitions” (3-4). Consequently, Xers were stereotypically viewed as slackers who either
disliked their work or failed to hold meaningful careers in their twenties. Because I have
already discussed the emerging-adult slacker character type in Chapter One, I focus on its
dominant place in narratives from this historical period through characters like Troy Dyer
(Ethan Hawke) from Reality Bites, Dante (Brian O’Halloran) and Randal (Jeff Anderson)
from Clerks (Kevin Smith, 1994), and the numerous characters in Richard Linklater’s
Slacker (1991).
Another important trait for understanding representations of Generation X is the
broad changes in familial and interpersonal relationships. Lancaster and Stillman observe
that the United States’ divorce rate tripled when Xers were being born, causing a
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skyrocketing number of single-parent households. They find that Xers tended “to put more
faith in themselves as individuals and less faith in the institutions that seem to have failed
them time and again” (25). Strauss and Howe find that a Generation Xer “faced twice the
risk of parental divorce as a Boomer child in the mid-1960s – and three times the risk a
Silent child faced back in 1950” (324). Due to the rising divorce rate, many Xers became
“latchkey children” who returned to empty houses after school due to the work hours of
the single parent with whom they lived. Strauss and Howe consider how the percentage of
mothers with children aged five or under who held full- or part-time jobs rose from twenty
to forty-seven percent between 1960 and 1980. As a result, the number of latchkey children
roughly doubled throughout the 1970s (325). As such, Lancaster and Stillman describe
Generation X as “an extremely resourceful and independent generation who count on their
peers and themselves to get things done and don’t hold out too many false hopes that any
person or institution is going to swoop down and save them from reality” (26).
For media representations of emerging-adult Xers, Xers are depicted as having
strong bonds with peer members of their generational cohort – whether roommates, friends,
or romantic partners – and weak relationships with the older generation. As such, even
though film and television narratives could be focused around a single protagonist, that
character would typically hold several solid peer friendships throughout the story. In
contrast, emerging-adult Boomer texts did not show close intragenerational relationships.
Benjamin Braddock does not interact with anybody his age except for Elaine in The
Graduate. Goodbye, Columbus and Love Story also fail to display any close friendships
outside of romantic relationships. On That Girl, Ann Marie moves to New York City on
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her own rather than with a friend, and she lives alone rather than with a roommate.
Meanwhile, emerging-adult Xers are depicted as maintaining their close friendships
whether self-described “hetero-life-mates” Jay and Silent Bob (Jason Mewes and Kevin
Smith) in Clerks, longtime friends Romy and Michele (Mira Sorvino and Lisa Kudrow) in
Romy and Michele’s High School Reunion (David Mirkin, 1997), or the unbreakable group
of six friends on Friends (NBC, 1994-2004). The traits of skepticism, slacking, and relying
on friendships are distinctive elements of the Generation X emerging-adult period of the
genre.

Career Skepticism and Slacking

As I argued in Chapter One, characters who are confused about their careers and
end up slacking are common within the emerging-adult genre and not necessarily distinct
to Generation Xers. For instance, Ben from The Graduate is an example of a slacker from
the Boomer period. Instead of finding work or attending graduate school, Ben prefers to
lounge in his parents’ pool and engage in his affair with Mrs. Robinson. The difference
between the portrayal of slackers in these historical eras is the character’s attitude
surrounding slacking and his or her career prospects. A Boomer slacker like Ben seems to
believe that he will still attend graduate school and find a job; he just happens to be taking
time off from pursuing that future temporarily. However, Xer characters are cynical about
the job market and pessimistic about their futures, therefore resigning themselves to the
low-skill, low-paying McJobs which they currently hold. These characters effectively tell
themselves that they should not push themselves because their hard work will not lead to
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any results. Conversations among slackers in Clerks and Reality Bites revolve around
topics completely unrelated to work or pursuing a career. In the former, Dante and Randal
spend their dead time between customers arguing about minute details in the original Star
Wars trilogy. For instance, Randal rants about how independent contractors may have been
aboard the uncompleted Death Star in Return of the Jedi (Richard Marquand, 1983), which
explains his dislike of the film’s heroes. Reality Bites’s characters also utilize pop culture
references to comment upon their actions. At one point, Vickie (Janeane Garofalo)
compares her possibly contracting AIDS to a storyline from Melrose Place. Troy, the film’s
most extreme slacker, readily employs pop culture references to convey his cynicism.
When Lelaina (Winona Ryder) states that her career goal is to “make a difference in
people’s lives,” Troy says that he “would like to buy them all a Coke,” referencing the
1971 television commercial; moreover, the superficiality and banality of his comment
underscores his pessimism as buying someone a Coke would have little meaning on that
person’s life.
Following the Boomers’ countercultural attitudes, “selling out” one’s ideals for
money also became a fear of ’90s Gen-X emerging-adult characters, particularly after the
dominance of capitalist yuppies in the ’80s. Many Xer emerging-adult characters believed
that they should not compromise their ideals for money and instead work independent of
the mainstream system; however, others struggled to make a living without becoming
complicit to the dominant corporate industry. Oake observes how this debate becomes a
primary theme and storyline in Reality Bites, Singles (Cameron Crowe, 1992), and
SubUrbia (Richard Linklater, 1997) – all films which follow twentysomething characters
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(89). In Reality Bites, Lelaina wonders about where her documentary, essentially a home
video about her and her friends, will air. Her boyfriend Michael (Ben Stiller) offers her a
spot on his MTV-style channel, but Lelaina believes that this will unintentionally
commercialize her product and effectively cause her to sell out her values. However,
Lelaina was fired from her job as a production assistant and needs Michael’s company’s
money to survive. Singles and SubUrbia both feature musicians who struggle with the idea
of selling out. In the former, Cliff (Matt Dillon) and his grunge band Citizen Dick exhibit
enough talent to have financial success, but Cliff worries about the band remaining
authentic after it becomes popular. Meanwhile, Pony (Jayce Bartok) from SubUrbia is a
rock star who has effectively sold out to the music business. When he returns to his
hometown and his friends, his success drives his friends to consider their own respective
futures. Through these examples, Oake points out that “the Xer protagonist flirts with the
temptation of popularity, only to return, by the end of the film, to the moral high ground of
impoverished authenticity”; moreover, he finds that the most dangerous menaces to the
protagonist are “the characters who represent the morally dangerous threat of
inauthenticity” such as Reality Bites’s Michael or SubUrbia’s Pony who “always seem to
be representatives of the media and/or entertainment industries” (89).
However, other Xer emerging-adult media texts like Wayne’s World (Penelope
Spheeris, 1992) and Happy Gilmore (Dennis Dugan, 1994) feature characters who sell out
to further their careers but present these moments humorously to mock self-consciously
the characters. Wayne’s World foregrounds the issue of selling out in its narrative as Wayne
(Mike Myers) and Garth’s (Dana Carvey) local public-access television show becomes
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popular enough to attract the attention of Benjamin (Rob Lowe), a television producer who
offers to buy its rights. Wayne and Garth accept Benjamin’s proposal and start working
with a corporate sponsor. Benjamin asks them to host their sponsor as a guest on their
program to provide free advertising for him. Wayne and Garth reject his idea, stating that
they “will not bow to any sponsor” to avoid selling out. However, the film has Wayne and
Garth engage in a series of ironic product placements for Pizza Hut, Doritos, Reebok,
Nuprin, and Pepsi as they are extolling the positive virtue of remaining artistically credible
and avoiding corporate influence. That is, this self-reflexive winking at the audience
presents the financial, not moral, value in selling out even though the characters say
otherwise. Happy Gilmore uses product placements similarly. When Happy (Adam
Sandler) is suspended from the PGA tour for fighting Bob Barker, Happy becomes a
spokesperson for Subway to keep earning money. The film does not comment upon
Happy’s decision to sell out, but the commercial’s awkward dialogue and stilted
performances demonstrate how fake Happy feels about selling out.

Prioritizing Friends Over Family

Because of the rising divorce rate in America, more films began to depict children,
teenagers, and emerging adults who belong to single-parent households. As such, these
characters – much like their real-life counterparts – became more dependent on peer
friendships rather than parent-child relationships. Devoted homosocial pairs are clearly
observed in films like Clerks (both Dante/Randal and Jay/Silent Bob) and Romy and
Michele’s High School Reunion (the title characters); however, films like Reality Bites,
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Kicking and Screaming (Noah Baumbach, 1995), and Half Baked (Tamra Davis), and
television series like Beverly Hills, 90210 (Fox, 1990-2000); Melrose Place (Fox, 19921998); and Friends all focus on small groups of similarly-aged close friends.
Divorce becomes a prominent topic in Reality Bites as Lelaina’s documentary
reveals that she and most of her friends have endured their respective parents’ divorce.
Lelaina’s parents divorced when she was fourteen while Troy’s parents separated when he
was five. Moreover, Vickie has a contentious relationship with her parents, and Sammy
(Steve Zahn) hides his homosexuality from his conservative parents due to his fear of their
rejection. 54 Instead of trying to connect with their uncaring or distant parents, the characters
rely upon their relationships with each other for emotional support. Kicking and Screaming
follows a similar set of character relationships. Recent college graduates Grover (Josh
Hamilton), Otis (Carlos Jacott), Max (Chris Eigeman), and Skippy (Jason Wiles) spend the
majority of their time together rather than with their parents. Moreover, Grover and his
girlfriend Jane (Olivia d’Abo) bond over their mutually strained parental relationships. At
one point, Jane says, “I’ve always thought that my parents were part of a trickle down
method of parenting, you know, like reflection on the Reagan years. Looked good to a lot
of people but basically I’m paying for all that neglect now.” Grover responds with his own
political metaphor: “I guess my parents have sort of a Lyndon Johnson feel to them, like
there’s no satisfactory reason why they became parents, like my real parents were
assassinated and these people were next in line for the job.” Eventually, Grover’s parents
ultimately divorce. Half Baked is different from the previous two films as it does not
mention the characters’ parents at all. However, the lack of parental figures allows the text
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to concentrate on the characters’ relationships with each other as they live and spend most
of their free time together.
Beverly Hills, 90210’s parent-child relationships are more complicated due to the
series’ roots as a teen show. Initially, parents – particularly the Walshes – play a major role
in the show when the main characters are teenagers. Many of the families depicted on the
program are single-parent households, which forces the teenage children to grow up on
their own. Jim and Cindy Walsh (James Eckhouse and Carol Potter) maintain the most
traditional structure as they remain married throughout the series and provide stable
support and guidance for their children. However, the Walshes also move to Hong Kong
at the end of season five, leaving Brandon (Jason Priestly) to take care of himself while
only a college student. Meanwhile, the other families have major issues which lead to their
dissolution; of course, these problems are exaggerated for dramatic purposes, but, at their
core, they demonstrate the traditional family’s instability during this era. Kelly Taylor’s
(Jennie Garth) parents, Jackie and Bill (Ann Gillespie and John Reilly), separate when
Kelly is only two. Jackie is a former model and strives to be a fun mom who encourages
Kelly to follow her path to adulthood; however, Jackie is also a recovering drug and alcohol
addict which forces Kelly to care for Jackie when Jackie relapses (“Perfect Mom,” #1.07).
Meanwhile, Bill is an absentee father who sporadically appears in Kelly’s life.
Furthermore, Bill rarely keeps his promises to Kelly, prioritizing his life over his role in
hers. Steve Sanders (Ian Ziering) also comes from a single-parent household. His adopted
mother Samantha (Christine Belford) is the former star of a family series while his father
Rush (Jed Allen) is a businessman who left the family and has a strained relationship with
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Steve. Dylan McKay’s (Luke Perry) parents also separate during Dylan’s childhood. His
free-spirited mother Iris (Stephanie Beacham) moves to Hawaii soon after her divorce,
leaving Dylan to be raised by his wealthy con-man father Jack (Josh Taylor). David Silver
(Brian Austin Green) is also raised by a single parent, his father Mel (Matthew Laurance).
Mel not only separates from David’s mother before the series begins but marries Jackie
Taylor and promptly engages in an affair with another woman. Although Mel and Jackie
reunite by the end of the series, his actions help demonstrate the instability of Gen Xers’
parents’ relationships.
Because Melrose Place and Friends focus solely on emerging-adult characters
rather than both teens and emerging adults, parents play a minor role in the narrative.
Melrose Place, like its predecessor Beverly Hills, 90210, contains few examples of nuclear
families. Only Jane Mancini (Josie Bissett) and Kyle McBride (Rob Estes) have parents
who remain married. Most of the other characters come from broken families and singleparent households. Jake Hanson (Grant Show) has been separated from his father Vince
(Raymond J. Barry) since childhood as Jake was conceived during a one-night stand and
Vince did not want to upset his marriage to another woman. As a result, his mother, Stella
Rivers (Anita Morris) raises solely Jake. Peter Burns (Jack Wagner) and Megan Lewis
(Kelly Rutherford) both have alcoholic fathers, which leads to their parents’ respective
divorces when the main characters are teenagers. Amanda Woodward (Heather Locklear)
also has a strained relationship with both of her parents. Her father Palmer (Wayne Tippit)
is the central parent to raise her, but he is focused more on his romantic endeavors and
criminal transactions than he is on her. Meanwhile, Amanda’s mother Hillary Michaels
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(Linda Gray) concentrates more on her modeling agency than raising her daughter. Finally,
Alison Parker (Courtney Thorne-Smith) faces the most difficult parent-child relationship
as her father John (Monte Markham) molested both her and her sister Meredith (Tracy
Nelson) when the two girls were children.
Friends’s main characters’ families are also mostly dysfunctional. Only Jack and
Judy Geller (Elliott Gould and Christina Pickles), the parents of siblings Monica (Courtney
Cox) and Ross (David Schwimmer), are happily married. Because they represent a positive
marital relationship and are related to two of the six main characters, they become recurring
figures on the program across all ten seasons. Their strong parental role among the
emerging-adult characters is most clearly observed in “The One With All the
Thanksgivings” (#5.08), in which a series of flashbacks shows them continuously hosting
Thanksgiving dinners for Monica, Ross, Rachel (Jennifer Aniston), and Chandler
(Matthew Perry). As a model relationship and the leaders of the show’s only nuclear
family, Jack and Judy become synonymous with traditional family values.
Rachel’s parents Leonard (Ron Leibman) and Sandra (Marlo Thomas) demonstrate
a marriage of financial convenience that leads to divorce. In Sandra’s first appearance in
season two (“The One With the Lesbian Wedding,” #2.11), Sandra tells Rachel that she is
divorcing Leonard. Sandra mentions how Rachel’s decision to leave Barry (Mitchell
Whitfield) at the altar (which occurs in the pilot episode) influenced Sandra’s decision as
Sandra states that she “married her Barry,” referring to Leonard. That is, Sandra married
Leonard for his money whereas Rachel rejects Barry despite Barry’s affluence. Leonard
and Sandra’s divorce does not affect Rachel’s upbringing because Rachel is already an
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adult when they separate. However, their loveless marriage and unhappy home life can be
interpreted as an influencing factor in Rachel’s decision to join the Gellers for
Thanksgiving dinner rather than her own family. Joey’s (Matt LeBlanc) parents also have
a strained relationship. They remain married despite Joey Sr.’s (Robert Costanzo)
unfaithfulness to his wife Gloria (Brenda Vaccaro). In “The One With the Boobies”
(#1.13), Joey Sr. tells his son that he is having an affair. Joey is dismayed at his father’s
actions and tells his mother. To his shock, his mother confesses her awareness of the affair
and that she tolerates it since Joey Sr. treats her better out of guilt. Joey begrudgingly
accepts the situation, but his parents’ tumultuous relationship keeps his bond with them
strained. Used primarily as a catalyst, Joey’s parents rarely appear in the series.
Meanwhile, Chandler’s parents and Phoebe’s parents represent more extreme
depictions of non-traditional families. In “The One With All the Thanksgivings,” Chandler
recalls how – when he was nine years old – his mother Nora (Morgan Fairchild) tells him
that her husband Charles (Kathleen Turner) is gay and having an affair with the pool boy
(Alec Mapa). Nora and Charles divorce, and Charles leaves his family to perform in a Las
Vegas drag show under the pseudonym “Helena Handbasket,” leaving Chandler to be
raised solely by Nora. 55 However, Nora mostly concentrates on her career as an erotic
novelist rather than her maternal duties. In “The One With Mrs. Bing” (#1.11), Nora
appears on The Tonight Show with Jay Leno to promote her latest book. During her
conversation with Jay, she mentions having a son, to which Jay responds that she does not
seem like a mother. Nora is taken aback by his comment but soon jokes that she is a great
mother because she “bought her son his first condoms.” The studio audience laughs, but
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Chandler – who is watching the episode at home with his friends – is embarrassed. As such,
Chandler’s strained relationship with both of his parents left him to raise himself and his
self-reliance continues into his adulthood. Phoebe also had to survive on her own, albeit
due to more tragic circumstances. Phoebe and her twin sister Ursula (also played by Lisa
Kudrow) are the results of a romantic tryst between their father Frank (Bob Balaban), their
biological mother Phoebe Abbott 56 (Teri Garr), and their adopted mother Lily. Although
Abbott gives birth to Phoebe and Ursula, Abbott is not prepared to become a mother and
leaves the children with Frank and Lily. However, Frank abandons Lily and his family
when the twins are babies, and Lily commits suicide when the twins are around fourteen
years old. These events leave Phoebe and Ursula alone to raise themselves. Moreover,
Phoebe and Ursula have a combative relationship with each other, which divides them after
Lily’s suicide. Phoebe ends up homeless and alone on the streets of New York from the
age of fourteen forward and does not attend either high school or college.
For characters like Rachel, Joey, Chandler, and Phoebe, their dysfunctional
relationships with their parents push them away from familial bonds. Instead, they
concentrate on building their own self-selected “family” consisting of their friends. The
group of friends help each other constantly with romantic and professional problems by
listening to each other, offering advice, or helping each other forget his or her issues by
having fun. Of course, each of these parent-child relationships is distinct from the others.
Rachel must avoid repeating her mother’s mistake of marrying an affluent man for his
money. When Rachel leaves Barry at the altar, it signifies her newfound independence
from her parents and Rachel finds supportive friends who help her build her life.
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Meanwhile, Joey distances himself from his parents after discovering his father’s infidelity.
Because marriage remains one of the ultimate goals for emerging adults, Joey Sr.’s
breaking of his marriage vows is particularly damaging for someone like Joey who believes
in the sanctity (and monogamy) of marriage. Chandler is hurt by his parents’ failed
marriage and Chandler withdraws himself from his uncaring mother and his estranged
father; of course, Chandler’s implied transphobia contributes to his discord with his father.
Unlike the others, Phoebe’s father’s abandonment and her mother’s suicide leaves Phoebe
without any parents to rely upon and Phoebe must figure out how to take care of herself to
survive. Although quite different from each other, these parent-child relationships
demonstrate how Gen X characters’ parents are not often around to help their children
become adults; instead, Xer characters rely on each other throughout the life stage.
While Xer representations carry over some elements from the Boomer generation,
they also establish or popularize their own additions to the genre. A Boomer character like
Benjamin Braddock may be a slacker after he graduates from college, but he is the rare
movie slacker among Boomers. For Xers, the slacker becomes far more prominent through
characters like Clerks’s Jay and Silent Bob, Reality Bites’s Troy, and Friends’s Joey.
Boomer Neil Klugman may work at an unsatisfactory job, but the McJob becomes a
recurring trope with Xers like Clerks’s Dante and Randal. Moreover, Xer characters’ lack
of career prospects is directly tied into the generation’s general fear of selling out to
corporate America to maintain their own individuality. Finally, divorce greatly impacts
emerging-adult Xer characters, leading to their reliance on close peer friendships rather
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than tenuous familial bonds. Although these elements all help to define Xers, they also
continue into the following Millennial generation.

BOOMERANGERS WITH BENEFITS: MILLENNIAL EMERGING-ADULT REPRESENTATIONS
(2001-2016)

Just as the Xer representations carry over certain recurring themes and narrative
elements from Boomers, Millennial representations continue trends from both previous
generations. College remains an important element of emerging-adult representations as
more members of the generation attended college than those from previous generations
(Kaklamanidou and Tally, Millennials 4). Graduating from college remains a starting point
for becoming an adult in Van Wilder (Walt Becker, 2002), Adventureland (Greg Mottola,
2009), Post Grad, Tiny Furniture (Lena Dunham, 2010), and Underemployed (MTV,
2012), much as how it functions for Boomers in The Graduate and Xers in Reality Bites.
However, an additional use of college within the texts from this generational period
is having the emerging-adult character return to the college atmosphere (if not becoming a
college student again) to help the protagonist enter into adulthood. The thirtysomething
characters in Old School (Todd Phillips, 2003) decide to start their own fraternity despite
not being college students to relive the constant partying associated with the Greek system.
In Frances Ha (Noah Baumbach, 2013), the title character (Greta Gerwig) returns to Vassar
College, her alma mater, to work as a waitress and resident advisor when she has trouble
finding a full-time job. Chuck’s (NBC, 2007-2012) Chuck Bartowski (Zachary Levi) also
returns to college in “Chuck Versus the Alma Mater” (#1.07) as part of a spy mission but
concurrently learns important information about his college friendship with Bryce Larkin
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which impacts his future career and relationship. Romantic relationships between college
graduates and college students in In Good Company (Paul Weitz, 2004) and Liberal Arts
(Josh Radnor, 2012) signify that the college graduate is living in the past and unwilling or
unable to grow up.
Like Generation X, Millennials are noted for their increased racial diversity from
previous generations. 57 The diverse Millennial emerging-adult texts expand the
representations of the life stage to cultures and backgrounds different from the
heterosexual, white, middle-class male characters which tend to dominate the genre.
Characters like Harold and Kumar (John Cho and Kal Penn) from the Harold & Kumar Go
to White Castle series (2004-2011) attempt to integrate into dominant (white) society
despite their minority status as Asian-Americans. Harold’s white co-workers (Ethan Embry
and Robert Tinkler) take advantage of Harold by pawning off their work onto Harold when
they choose to spend the weekend partying. Incidents like this one suggest that non-white
emerging adults are often discriminated against and feel pressured to work harder than their
white counterparts to succeed. In other emerging-adult texts like The Namesake (Mira Nair,
2007), the transition to adulthood occurs within a specific racial and cultural context. Nair’s
film follows Gogol (Kal Penn), the son of two Bengali immigrants to the United States.
Gogol is a first-generation American who adheres to modern social customs like smoking
pot and dating a woman outside of his racial background (Jacinda Barrett). As he grows
older, Gogol learns about and starts to appreciate Indian culture which expands his
experiences and provides him with new insights as an adult. The television program
Cristela (ABC, 2014-2015) presents the title character’s transition to adulthood across both
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contexts as Cristela (Cristela Alonzo) attempts to progress in her law career while living
with her Mexican-American family. White co-workers like her fellow unpaid interns Josh
(Andrew Leeds) and Maddie (Justine Lupe) as well as her racist boss Trent Culpepper (Sam
McMurray) dominate Cristela’s work life. However, despite the representations of
diversity among Millennial emerging-adult in these texts and others like The Big Bang
Theory (CBS, 2007-present), The Mis-Adventures of Awkward Black Girl (YouTube,
2011-2013), and The Mindy Project (Fox, 2012-2015; Hulu, 2015-present), Millennial
emerging-adult texts may still explicitly focus on white emerging adults at the expense of
non-white characters (see both Hamilton and Saisi on Girls).
I concentrate on two main themes and attitudes for the Millennial generation: their
economic optimism and the “friends with benefits” relationship. While Xers were generally
pessimistic about their career prospects, particularly as they worked futureless McJobs,
Millennials believed that they would eventually succeed in their chosen field. Meanwhile,
Kaklamanidou describes the “friends with benefits” relationship as “casual sex encounters
which are not expected to lead to anything more permanent – instead of a series of dates
that can lead to a committed relationship” (157). Through these relationships, Millennials
can engage in casual sex with a partner but delay simultaneously marriage and adulthood.

The Great Recession and Economic Optimism

Although Millennial emerging-adult texts promulgate earlier generations’
depictions of college’s importance and society’s racial diversity, other sociohistorical
elements are primarily related to Millennials. First, Millennial emerging adults had to cope
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with the Great Recession, which started in the middle of 2007 and lasted through 2012;
during this timeframe, the oldest Millennials would have been twenty-five-years old when
it began and thirty-years old when it ended. Although the Recession affected all generations
within American society, the majority of Millennials entered into a dismal economy and a
depressed job market (see Gutierrez; Raphelson). Even elder members of the Millennial
generation who held jobs when the Recession hit lacked job security as they would likely
be the first ones fired due to their relative inexperience. A 2010 Pew Research Center study
states that, during that year, thirty-seven percent of eighteen-to-twenty-nine-year-olds were
either unemployed or out of work, “the highest share among this age group in more than
three decades” (Confident 2). In 2014, the Pew Research Center conducted a new survey
about Millennials and found that the generation had accumulated “higher levels of student
loan debt, poverty and unemployment, and lower levels of wealth and personal income
than their two immediate predecessor generations (Gen Xers and Boomers)” (Millennials
in Adulthood 8). Moreover, Millennials’ financial instability exacerbated social trends to
marry later in life as the Pew researchers found that sixty-nine percent of unmarried
Millennials said they would like to marry but desire a solid economic foundation before
doing so (Millennials in Adulthood 5). However, despite these economic hardships, the
2014 Pew study observes that Millennials were optimistic about their economic futures and
confident that they would earn enough to support their respective lifestyles (10-11);
Samantha Raphelson observes a similar optimism among Millennials in her 2014 research
for NPR. Unlike representations of Xers as having general pessimism and acceptance to
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perform McJobs which they loathed, Millennials are represented as optimistic, suggesting
their desire to strive toward the chosen careers which they covet.
Although these quantitative studies perceive optimism among the entire generation,
myriad scholars and cultural critics articulate a gendered division within the Recession-era
discourse. Hanna Rosin’s controversial Atlantic article “The End of Men” considers how
the Great Recession impacted men worse than women as “three-quarters of the eight
million jobs were lost by men” and “[t]he worst-hit industries were overwhelmingly male
and deeply identified with macho: construction, manufacturing, high finance.” Even
though Rosin’s essay was “rightly critiqued for its inaccuracies” (Negra and Tasker 21),
Suzanne Leonard argues that that popular culture representations extrapolate these sexed
divisions to highlight recession-era twentysomething men’s workplace anxieties. Leonard
highlights a series of man-centric television programs which premiered in the 2011-12
season [How to Be a Gentleman (CBS, 2011-2012), Last Man Standing (ABC, 2011-2017),
Man Up! (ABC, 2011), and Work It (ABC, 2012)] that build upon the characters’ fear of
emasculation.
How to Be a Gentleman and Work It focus on twentysomethings and are thus
applicable to my study. The former follows Andrew Carlson (David Hornsby), an etiquette
columnist who must adapt to his magazine’s rebranding from a style magazine to a men’s
magazine. Out of fear of losing his job, Andrew starts to learn how to be more
hegemonically masculine from his former high school classmate Bert (Kevin Dillon). As
such, the show not only plays upon the financial anxieties plaguing Millennials during the
recession but simultaneously ties them into gender issues. Leonard refers to Work It as the
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“most egregious” of these four programs regarding their respective fear of emasculation.
She highlights how the ABC network’s press release about the show foregrounds the
program’s gender dynamics: “With unemployment an ongoing issue and women now
outnumbering men in the workforce, the new comedy series Work It follows two alpha
males who realize that the only way to beat the current ‘mancession’ and land a job in
pharmaceutical sales is to pass themselves off as women” (qtd. in Leonard 36). For
Leonard, the reverse gender gap apparent on these programs demonstrates how male
characters tend to “reify retrograde models of masculinity in order to proclaim their
embattled status” (36).
Although those programs represent male characters coping with the effects of the
Recession, Diane Negra and Yvonne Tasker observe that female-centered programs like 2
Broke Girls (CBS, 2011-2017), Girls (HBO, 2012-2017), Whitney (NBC, 2011-2013), and
New Girl (Fox, 2011-present) represent young urban women who are also facing economic
and career-oriented issues (14); Lauren DeCarvalho adds Don’t Trust the B---- in
Apartment 23 (ABC, 2012-2013) to this list given the program’s focus on the main
character rebuilding her life after the owner of the company for which she works is caught
participating in a Ponzi scheme (368). However, these texts also provide a commentary
upon society’s shifting gender roles as a result of the recession. Negra and Tasker place
these discourses in dialogue with postfeminism and its emphasis on consumption. They
observe, “As the recession came in, depictions of female consumerism seemed to reach a
higher and higher pitch, with films like Bride Wars (2009) and Confessions of a Shopaholic
(2009) pathologizing competitive female consumerism. Behaviors once deemed
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praiseworthy come to be inscribed as frenzied, mindless, antisocial, and out of control”
(18). In addition, these films’ focus on emerging-adult characters places consumerism as
the obstacle which prevents each film’s respective protagonist from attaining adulthood;
this contrasts with Gen X emerging-adult films like Legally Blonde (Robert Luketic, 2001)
in which Elle purchases various accoutrements – pink suits, briefcases, and so on – which
signify her transition into a lawyer and an adult.
Leonard argues that these contrasting economic discourses surrounding Millennial
men and women affected their representation in popular culture. She builds upon David
Denby’s observation of the “slacker-striver” dyad in which male slackers and successful
female careerists fall for each other and help the man enter adulthood because of their
romance; his examples include the emerging-adult films Failure to Launch (Tom Dey,
2006), You, Me, and Dupree (The Russo Brothers, 2006), and Knocked Up (Judd Apatow,
2007). Although Denby wrote his article in 2007, which predates the recession, Leonard
considers how these films and his terms provide “convenient vocabularies for recessionera categorizations that slot men and women into opposing teams, thus buttressing popular
perceptions that men are struggling financially and emotionally while ambitious women
are (impatiently) showing them up” (43). In line with these gendered social and economic
discourses, the depictions of Millennial emerging adults tend to follow these cultural
stereotypes. Moreover, the characters’ typical success with achieving their chosen career
path reifies Hollywood’s conventional conservative happy ending and supports
Millennials’ economic optimism.
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Friends with Benefits and Millennial Sexual Relationships

In addition to economic changes, Millennial emerging-adult media texts also depict
new types of sexual relationships particularly the “friends with benefits” relationship.
Although casual sex frequently occurs in emerging-adult texts from previous generations,
the “friends with benefits” relationship is unique due to its contradictory views toward
commitment. That is, while the participants commit to having a sexual relationship with
each other, they simultaneously do not commit to a romantic relationship which could lead
to marriage. Unlike a one-time hook up, the “friends with benefits” relationship continues
past a single encounter. Moreover, the two participants must also be friends regardless of
their sexual relationship. If not, then they are merely two adults who are consenting to a
purely physical relationship. These characteristics are what makes the “friends with
benefits” relationship unique from other types of relationships. For instance, Benjamin and
Mrs. Robinson’s affair in The Graduate could be mistakenly identified as “friends with
benefits,” except that they were not friends before, during, or after their sexual encounters.
Kaklamanidou identifies No Strings Attached (Ivan Reitman, 2011) and Friends
with Benefits (Will Gluck, 2011) as the two progenitors of this millennial cycle. The former
follows childhood friends Adam (Ashton Kutcher) and Emma (Natalie Portman) who
attended summer camps together but drifted apart during their respective childhoods. They
reconnect as emerging adults and start their sexual relationship after Adam drunkenly stays
at her apartment. Although Adam is attracted to Emma and wants to start a romantic
relationship, Emma continually turns down his romantic advances by citing both her
distaste for commitment and her professional time commitments. In Friends with Benefits,
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Jamie (Mila Kunis) and Dylan (Justin Timberlake) meet as emerging adults after Jamie, a
New York head hunter, recruits Dylan to work as the art director of GQ magazine. To take
the job, Dylan moves across the country from his hometown of Los Angeles and is lonely
in his new city. As a result, Dylan and Jamie strike up a quick non-sexual friendship that
consists of drinking and watching movies together. One night, their conversation turns to
how they each have not had sex in a while and begin having sex after confirming that they
do not want to start a romantic relationship. Kaklamanidou observes that both films feature
the female protagonist advocating and setting the guidelines for the “friends with benefits”
relationship. She writes, “In Friends with Benefits, it is Jamie who confesses that she misses
sex and begins the discussion that leads up to her and Dylan becoming lovers as well as
friends; in No Strings Attached, it is Emma who dictates the rules of her hookups with
Adam, who would want to also see her in the daytime” (162). Kaklamanidou notes that
Emma and Jamie’s attitudes toward these casual sex relationships demonstrates a closer
understanding of millennial women’s views toward sex (162).
The television program Friends with Benefits (NBC, 2011) also presents this kind
of relationship through longtime friends Ben (Ryan Hansen) and Sara (Danneel Ackles).
They sleep together throughout the series but find that their arrangement complicates the
rest of their lives. When Ben needs a date for his sister’s wedding in “Pilot” (#1.01), he
asks Sara to attend with him as a friend, but she rejects his offer since it could complicate
their purely sexual relationship by feeling too much like a date. Further, Sara ruins her
chances with a potential romantic partner when she accidentally reveals that secret to him
(“The Benefit of the Mute Button,” #1.02). Ben and Sara attempt not to let their sexual
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relationship impact their friendship as they seek each other’s advice on potential dates;
however, the show makes it clear that it does affect their decisions whether it is Sara’s
rejection of Ben’s friendly offer to attend the wedding as a friend or their respective
inability to commit to other partners since they know they can always have sex with each
other.
The intriguing part of these various “friends with benefits” relationships is that they
all become unsustainable as one partner eventually falls for the other which ends both the
sexual relationship and the friendship. Following the classical narrative trajectory, the
characters eventually repair their friendship and embark on a traditional relationship
together. (The television program could not complete this narrative arc as the show was
cancelled during its first season.) Kaklamandiou suggests a dual purpose for this narrative
trope in the two films. She posits:
One could argue that the more ‘traditional’ ending in a way negates what
happened before and the audience is left with the impression that sex should
be reserved for a loving, monogamous relationship and/or that hookups can
only lead to misunderstandings and even heartache. On the other hand, it
could also be argued that both films’ young heroines succeed in both
sustaining a no-strings attached sexual relationship without being
stigmatized and in moving forward to the “level” of an intimate and
probably monogamous relationship with the same two men once they
understand they share much more with their respective partners than sex.
(163)
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Kaklamanidou’s first point is correct as the traditional ending reaffirms neoconservative
views that sexual relationships should only be reserved for monogamous couples.
Additionally, this trope reiterates how adulthood can be defined by the same type of
romantic relationship. However, her second point is debatable. First, Adam, the male hero
from No Strings Attached, is the character who wants to pursue a traditional relationship
rather than the heroine, Emma. As such, her decision to date him at the film’s conclusion
indicates his victory rather than hers. This distinction is important because it highlights the
text’s gender role reversal as the female character typically desires the traditional
relationship, but, in this case, it is the male character who wants that relationship. Second,
Dylan and Jamie’s relationship at the end of Friends with Benefits remains ambiguous.
Although the film ends with Dylan presenting Jamie with a “romantic” gesture (organizing
a flash mob set to their song over which he tells her his feelings), Dylan only says that he
“misses [his] best friend” and wants to resume that relationship. She accepts and they
attempt to go on a casual and relaxed first date, but they start kissing passionately soon
after the date begins, suggesting that their friendship will swiftly return to being sexual. In
both situations, the texts suggest that the “friends with benefits” relationship will not work
out, thereby acting as a critical commentary on the social trend and being conservative
about romance.

CONCLUSION

Through this history of the emerging-adult genre, one can witness the genre’s
development and cultural perceptions of the life stage. By separating the genre into
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historical periods, I emphasize how the genre and its representation of emerging adulthood
has either remained the same or changed for each generation. For instance, college
graduation remains an important part of the emerging-adult genre since the genre’s
formulation in the 1960s and most characters who graduate from college assume that it will
help them find a job. This expectation occurs for Boomers like The Graduate’s Ben
Braddock, Xers like Reality Bites’s Lelaina, and Millennials like Post Grad’s Ryden.
However, my historical analysis also highlights how the genre evolves over time. Many of
the early Boomer texts like That Girl, The Graduate, Goodbye, Columbus, and The Mary
Tyler Moore Show are constructed around a single protagonist but the genre starts relying
on close friendships in Laverne & Shirley and Three’s Company in the later parts of the
Boomer era. Friendships become even more prominent in the genre during the Generation
X period with texts like Wayne’s World, Friends, Clerks, and Romy and Michele’s High
School Reunion highlighting close peer friendships.
In Cinema Genre, Raphaëlle Moine argues against traditional attitudes toward
genre evolution which articulate that a genre follows a lifespan in which it “is born,
flourishes, declines, and dies” (133). Instead, Moine suggests that understanding a genre
history means analyzing the various aesthetic and sociocultural configurations surrounding
a generic formula across various historical periods and social contexts (140). Through my
classification, emerging-adult representations can be grouped into these generational
categories which illustrate sociocultural concerns surrounding American emerging adults
during that era. Moreover, considering the emerging-adult genre within this context
underscores how the genre is constantly being produced – thereby avoiding the biological
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lifespan argument for genres – even as it changes with each succeeding generation. In other
words, each generation undergoes its own individual period of growth, flourishment, and
waning as the sociohistorical context surrounding the genre changes. From this perspective,
the emerging-adult genre acts similar to the teen genre, another age-based identity genre.
The teen genre has been produced consistently since the 1950s, but it undergoes changes
based on the surrounding sociohistorical context. For instance, juvenile delinquency was
common in teen films of the 1950s whereas use of technology became more important to
teen films of the 1980s.
In Hollywood Genres, Thomas Schatz observes that genres act “as formal strategies
for renegotiating and reinforcing American ideology” (261). The emerging-adult genre acts
in a similar manner as its texts present specific cultural issues (even as media producers
exaggerate those issues for dramatic purposes) and various solutions to these problems
through the characters’ respective outcomes. However, the generational distinctions within
the genre demonstrate how the path to adulthood is different for each generation and
highlight how media producers reconstruct textual elements of the generic formula.
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Although these films feature college-educated women, they are still told from the male protagonist’s pointof-view.
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Even though “Good-bye, Hello, Good-bye” is That Girl’s second episode, it takes place first
chronologically.
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Sammy’s fears are proven justified when he comes out to his mother and she asks him to undergo therapy.

55

Chandler continually refers to his father as a “drag queen” throughout the series’ run, but Charles’s
consistent female gender identity both on- and offstage suggests that Charles identifies as a transgender
woman. However, the show does not use the proper terminology and often uses Charles’s non-cisgender
identity as a problematic source of humor, particularly Chandler’s discomfort with it.

56

Because Phoebe and her mother both share the same first name, I will refer to Phoebe Buffay, the main
character, as Phoebe, and Phoebe Abbott as Abbott to differentiate them.
57
Authors from these respective time periods utilize a similar descriptive rhetoric of the generation’s
diversity, which suggests that each generation is becoming more diverse than previous generations but that
they will be less diverse than future generations.
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Conclusion

Throughout this dissertation, I identify the key generic elements of fictional
American emerging-adult films and television programs including repeated character
types, plotlines, and narrative structures. I demonstrate how texts work within the areas of
romance, work, and worldviews to distinguish how characters change from performing
childlike or adolescent behaviors to enacting adult actions. Finally, the emerging-adult
genre – like all genres – undergoes changes in concerns and content over time as new
generations face different circumstances in reaching adulthood. Along these lines, one of
the most intriguing aspects of my research has been observing the dramatic increase of
emerging-adult texts that have been produced since the genre coalesced in the late-1960s.
While this trend demonstrates how the media industry’s dramatic expansion in studios,
media formats, and conglomerates leads to the sheer quantity of emerging-adult texts which
are being produced, it seems that the genre has become more common within popular
culture as the life stage becomes increasingly normalized within American society.
Yet while I have done this work to identify the various generic conventions, I find
that my dissertation merely provides a starting point for future analyses of the genre. As
mentioned in the introduction, my study is somewhat limited by the necessity to define the
genre’s core elements which ends up fixating on the most dominant and popular texts.
While these boundaries help to focus the research, they do not allow the space to analyze
non-dominant representations within the emerging-adult genre. To conclude this project, I
identify these numerous subjects for future study and provide a brief analysis of each
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respective topic to demonstrate how it furthers my understanding of the emerging-adult
genre.
One key element is character diversity. My genre definition predominantly focuses
on white, heterosexual, middle-to-upper class male and female characters because they are
most prominently represented within American fictional media, but a more inclusive lens
is necessary. Non-white individuals also transition into adulthood but face distinct paths
due to systemic and social discrimination as well as pressure to adhere to normative
practices. Jean S. Phinney argues that members of ethnic minority groups in the United
States may face either a shortened or extended period of emerging adulthood. She cites
research about how minority youths take on adult responsibilities earlier than their
mainstream peers and how minority emerging adults often value familial bonds more than
white emerging adults. Moreover, there is often greater pressure for minority youths to
marry at a younger age. These areas may all shorten the emerging-adult life stage for
minority men and women (117-118). However, emerging adulthood could also be extended
due to identity issues related to their ethnic and racial background. Phinney observes, “The
need to explore the implications of their group membership may extend the identity
exploration period throughout the 20s and often beyond” (118). As such, ethnic identity
exploration becomes paramount to racially diverse emerging-adult characters.
The Namesake (Mira Nair, 2006) uses ethnic identity exploration as an instrumental
element of Gogol (Kal Penn) becoming an adult. Gogol is the first-generation Americanborn son to two Bengali immigrants, Ashoke and Ashima Ganguli (Irfan Khan and Tabu).
As a teenager, Gogol is indifferent to his cultural background and its various customs and
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traditions as he would rather live within American cultural norms. After college, Gogol
continues his assimilated path into adulthood by finding work as an architect and dating
Maxine (Jacinda Barrett), a wealthy white woman. Ashoke dies from a massive heart
attack, causing Gogol to adhere to his family’s cultural customs. As a result of this choice,
he ends his relationship with Maxine because of her different racial background. Gogol
starts to date Moushumi (Zuleikha Robinson), another Indian-American, and they soon
marry; however, Moushumi starts an affair with an old boyfriend, which leads to their
divorce. Ashima blames herself for Gogol’s failed marriage as she pressured him into
marrying quickly another Bengali. Gogol returns to his mother’s house, begins to explore
his past, and starts to value his cultural background. As such, Gogol’s growth into
becoming an adult is mostly related to his distinct ethnic identity exploration rather than
his career or romances.
Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle (Danny Leiner, 2004) utilizes a different
approach to emerging-adult ethnic identity explorations. The film follows two stoner
roommates – Korean-American Harold Lee (John Cho) and Indian-American Kumar Patel
(Kal Penn) – who go on a road trip to White Castle to satiate their desire for White Castle
burgers. Along the way, Harold and Kumar face various forms of racial and ethnic
prejudice and stereotyping. Harold works as an investment banker and his white colleagues
view him as a “nerdy Asian guy” who wants to spend his weekend crunching numbers. At
the beginning of the film, Harold’s co-workers Billy and JD (Ethan Embry and Robert
Tinkler) force Harold to do their work for them so the pair can enjoy their weekend. Harold
passively accepts but is frustrated by his new workload. Meanwhile, Kumar faces familial
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pressure to become a doctor like his father and older brother, but Kumar does not wish to
follow in their footsteps despite his tremendous medical aptitude. Despite these large
problems, Harold and Kumar focus on quotidian leisure concerns like getting high or eating
at White Castle.
However, the film is about larger issues, even as it explicates its overall metaphor
somewhat facetiously as Kumar asserts that the journey to White Castle is “about the
American dream.” Village Voice film reviewer Dennis Lim expands on this by referring to
White Castle as “the Caucasian fortress that is present-day America” (“Wild Munch”).
Lim’s play on words underlines the film’s allegory that for Harold and Kumar to gain entry
into the “White Castle” of America, they must overcome their responses to the country’s
racial and ethnic prejudices. Additionally, confronting these racial issues marks them as
adults who can oppose the kind of lives which the rest of the nation wants them to lead and
instead find their own respective adult lives. David Gillota notes the importance of social
class to Harold and Kumar’s quest, in addition to being viewed as less threatening
minorities. He writes, “While Kumar and Harold do suffer from various acts of racism at
the hands of bigots, they do not suffer from systemic inequality, and it is clear that they
have been granted access to the American middle class and all the privileges that that
entails” (967). He contrasts how white authorities treat Harold and Kumar with how they
treat Tarik Jackson (Gary Anthony Williams), a soft-spoken African-American man who
faces the authorities’ ire constantly despite doing nothing to provoke them. Gillota
observes, “The different ways in which the characters are treated suggest that while Asian
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Americans may remain culturally separate from the mainstream, African Americans are
still the country’s primary other on whom ‘white America’ projects its fears” (967).
When Harold and Kumar eventually reach White Castle after overcoming these
racially-themed obstacles, they begin taking control of their lives. Kumar chooses to
become a doctor because he chooses to become one rather than because of his family’s
pressure or conforming to cultural stereotypes. Harold actually runs into his co-workers at
White Castle and confronts them for leaving him with their work while they spend the
weekend drinking and partying. He threatens to get them fired, thereby taking back control
of his life and allowing him to become adult. Returning to Phinney’s observations, Harold
and Kumar can only reach adulthood when they explore their ethnic identities and directly
address surrounding racial issues.
Differences in sexual orientation and sexual identity among emerging-adult
characters are also important to analyze. In many cases, the media adhere to the emergingadult genre’s conventions but replaces the heterosexual protagonist with a homosexual one.
Billy’s Hollywood Screen Kiss (Tommy O’Haver, 1998), Queer as Folk (Showtime, 20002005), The Broken Hearts Club: A Romantic Comedy (Greg Berlanti, 2000), Holding
Trevor (Rosser Goodman, 2007), The Art of Being Straight (Jesse Rosen, 2008), Girls
(HBO, 2012-2017), and Looking (HBO, 2014-2016) all feature protagonists who struggle
with establishing their careers or entering longterm relationships. However, lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) Americans have also faced difficulties reaching a
(hetero)normative adulthood due to social discrimination, legal restrictions, and a history
of facing violent hate crimes. Because the emerging-adult life stage is constructed around
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issues of work, leisure, residence, and romance, any inequality or discrimination would
prevent an LGBT individual from achieving those goals. For instance, it would be difficult
for an LGBT person to establish a career if (s)he could be fired on the grounds of his or her
sexual orientation. Similarly, romance and long-term partnerships are viewed as a key part
of becoming an adult in the United States, and same-sex couples enter adulthood by the
same means. Cultural disapproval of co-habitation for same-sex partners means more
difficult for an LGBT person.
Kathryn Bond Stockton presents an alternative to the heteronormative idea of
“growing up” for queer children which she calls “growing sideways.” Although Stockton
uses a broad definition of queerness in her argument by considering children queered by
innocence, color, or being too sexually aggressive (8), she highlights “the grown
homosexual.” She mentions how the evangelical right views homosexuality as a form of
“arrested development” described by conservatives as “an immature emotional state” or
“the adolescent courtship stage” (22). Within my research of adulthood, arrested
development refers to emerging adults who are unable to “grow up” and become adults,
thereby keeping them in this liminal life stage. While there is some overlap between
homosexuality and the homosocial desires found amongst heterosexual emerging adults
(see Sedgwick), I find that the use of the term “arrested development” to describe grown
homosexuals underscores an important connection between them. That is, heterosexual
emerging-adults stuck in arrested development are unable to “grow up” and thus “grow
sideways” as they choose not to enter adulthood, but homosexual emerging-adults are not
allowed to enter adulthood whether through social or legal discrimination. As a result,
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LGBT emerging adults and fictional representations of LGBT Americans face a difficult
path to reaching adulthood that is often fraught with elements of discrimination,
homophobia, and/or transphobia.
One example that demonstrates the difficulties which LGBT emerging-adult
characters face is Boys Don’t Cry (Kimberly Peirce, 1999), based on the true story of
Brandon Teena. Brandon (Hilary Swank), a twentysomething transsexual man, moves to
Falls City, Nebraska, to start a new life. He falls for Lana Tisdel (Chloë Sevigny), and the
two of them initiate a relationship. They begin to make plans about moving to Memphis,
Tennessee, with each of them starting and building their respective dream career.
Brandon’s story opens the same as many heterosexual emerging-adult films or television
series, with the protagonist pursuing self-determined romantic and professional goals. In
fact, the only difference between Brandon and other emerging-adult protagonists is
Brandon’s sexual identity; however, Lana’s transphobic friends John (Peter Sarsgaard) and
Tom (Brendan Sexton III) prevent Brandon from reaching his goals. When they discover
that he was born a woman, they violently confront him, beat him, and perform what is
called “corrective rape.” Brandon escapes and attempts to run away with Lana, but John
and Tom track down and murder Brandon. The normalcy of Brandon’s dreams – to find a
new home, to build a successful career, and to be in a meaningful relationship – underscores
the film’s anti-violence and anti-discrimination ideology: if Brandon was cisgender, then
he would not have been murdered, and he would have been able to accomplish his
ambitions to become an adult in peace.
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For future analyses of queer emerging-adult media, Jason Torkelson’s proposal of
a queer approach to emerging adulthood decenters the heteronormative ideals found within
Arnett’s definition. He suggests queer world making and involvement in queer politics as
queer paths to adulthood, given their mutual focus on community building and personal
responsibility (137). Torkelson also privileges the creation of queer families of choice as a
sign of queer adulthood, due in part to potential rejection from biological families (137138). Much like how Phinney suggests that emerging-adult ethnic minorities face different
obstacles to reaching adulthood, Torkelson articulates alternative paths for LGBT
emerging adults to become adults which could be demonstrated by LGBT emerging-adult
characters.
My research concentrates on American media texts, but the difficulties of becoming
an adult are universal and can be observed in non-American films and television shows.
The British horror comedy Shaun of the Dead (Edgar Wright, 2004) contains many of the
textual markers which I identify as part of the emerging-adult genre. Shaun (Simon Pegg)
works a dead-end position as an electronics salesman and spends most of his spare time
drinking at his favorite pub with his best friend Ed (Nick Frost). Shaun’s lack of direction
in his life aggravates his girlfriend Liz (Kate Ashfield), and she ends their relationship.
When a zombie apocalypse hits London, Shaun begins to take responsibility for saving Ed,
Liz, her friends David (Dylan Moran) and Dianne (Lucy Davis), and his mother Barbara
(Penelope Wilton). As such, the zombie apocalypse allows Shaun to transition into
adulthood. Despite the similarities between Shaun of the Dead and American emergingadult texts, it is imperative to consider the sociocultural differences between America and
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England, and how they may impact the characters’ transition into adulthood. For instance,
it has become customary for young Britons to take a “gap year” in between high school
graduation and the start of university in which an individual pursues non-academic interests
whether it is working in a desired field, traveling the world, or volunteering at philanthropic
organizations. A gap year could potentially help define a British emerging adult’s career
path or it could become a year to relax, explore adult freedoms, and engage in drunken
antics. 58 As such, British movies featuring characters on a gap year like The Inbetweeners
2 (Damon Beesley and Iain Morris, 2014) can also fit within the genre.
Other cultures may have more extreme social dynamics and policies which impact
the transition to adulthood within that country. China’s issues with overpopulation have
impacted the country’s general attitude toward marriage and childbearing. Larry J. Nelson
and Xinyin Chen detail how the minimum legal age for marriage is twenty for women and
twenty-two for men, with the Chinese government encouraging young people to delay
marriage and childbearing (87). China’s one-child policy, which lasted from 1979 to 2015,
also changed the transition to adulthood for Chinese twentysomethings. Those who reached
their twenties when the policy was first implemented would be more selective in finding a
partner whereas those who were born under the policy faced a severe gender imbalance.
Nelson and Chen point out that the Chinese birthrate is 120 male children to 100 female
children whereas the ratio is around 107 to 100 elsewhere in the world. They observe, “A
potential implication is that a large portion of young men may not have the opportunity to
explore love” (88). As a result, Chinese emerging-adult texts may concentrate on these
specific social issues or different cultural values of adulthood like financially supporting
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one’s parents or buying the seven treasures (a TV, washing machine, stereo, etc.) before
marrying (Nelson and Chen 87).
While I have focused on fictional media representations to define the emergingadult genre, reality-based media texts like reality television can further expand the genre’s
boundaries. Many reality TV programs cast individuals in their twenties and are grounded
in emerging-adult issues like dating, careers, or the difficulties of living together. MTV’s
The Real World (1992-present) provides an early example of how the format can rely upon
emerging-adult participants. The show features a group of seven strangers from different
backgrounds, races, genders, and sexual orientations who producers select to cohabitate in
a house while the production staff tapes their lives. Early seasons concentrate on cast
members discovering the world, pursuing their dreams, and engaging in both sexual and
non-sexual relationships. In a retrospective review of the series, A.V. Club critic Meredith
Blake observes that the cast members of the first season are “defined primarily by their
aspirations,” and each person “has a discernable career goal.” She describes them as “the
young, creative types who’ve come to New York to pursue their proverbial dreams for the
past century or so.” The show’s growth narrative is explicitly seen through Julie Gentry, a
nineteen-year-old aspiring dancer from Birmingham, Alabama. The first episode’s opening
sequence shows Julie debating with her conservative father about their contrasting
worldviews, highlighting how Julie’s experiences in the Real World house will allow her
to move past his narrow beliefs and their impact on her upbringing. Although Julie makes
some controversial statements such as questioning whether her African-American
roommate Heather is a drug dealer merely because she owns a beeper, her castmates
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discuss how that is more indicative of Julie’s naïveté rather than outright racism. As such,
the show positions Julie as someone who needs to grow into adulthood through this life
experience. While early seasons of The Real World dealt with contentious issues like
racism, AIDS, homosexuality, abortion, and religion while simultaneously showing the
cast working at temporary jobs, the show transitioned into primarily capturing the cast’s
drunken escapades and sexual experiences in the 2002 Las Vegas season. The show’s shift
in focus still maintains its emphasis on capturing emerging-adult experiences; it just
concentrates on immaturity and partying as key aspects worth watching.
Emerging adults are also the main characters of various other reality television
programs like The Hills (MTV, 2006-2010), The City (MTV, 2008-2010), Jersey Shore
(MTV, 2009-2012), Wicked Single (VH1, 2013), Online Dating Rituals of the American
Male (Bravo, 2014), and Rich Kids of Beverly Hills (E!, 2014-2016). These shows all focus
on twentysomethings who explore romantic and sexual relationships while simultaneously
balancing their partying with professional success. Of course, each program maintains its
own individual balance on these emerging-adult topics. For instance, The Hills and The
City concentrate on the budding professional lives of Lauren Conrad and Whitney Port
respectively whereas Jersey Shore and Wicked Single capture their respective cast members
imbibing alcohol, dancing at clubs, and engaging in casual sex. Contemporary reality TV
dating shows like The Bachelor (ABC, 2002-present) and The Bachelorette (ABC, 2003present) may also engage with emerging-adult issues although they primarily focus on
romance and marriage. These shows will frequently cast twentysomethings as participants
because that demographic is most likely to be single and looking for marriage. Other
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emerging-adult topics may appear, particularly for contestants who are less independent.
For example, The Bachelor’s contestants and the press castigate Corinne Olympios – a
twenty-four-year-old woman who appeared on season twenty-one – for admitting that she
still has a nanny make her meals and tend to her laundry. After the other women on the
show question why Corinne would need a nanny at her age, Corinne responds “I’m a kid,”
thereby signifying her pleasure in not becoming an adult (“Week 3: The Backstreet Boys,”
#21.03). Although Corinne is an extreme example of emerging adulthood on dating shows,
other contestants may also demonstrate varying degrees of immature behavior.
Online media, particularly YouTube web videos, also provide an important
expansion to locations for these stories. YouTube represents the end of the “long tail” (see
Anderson) in which lots of products are available for audience consumption even though
they are of lesser “quality” and cheaply produced. YouTube’s open platform and reliance
on original user-created material allows for greater diversity within its video producers as
there are no approval structures in place except for prohibition of controversial,
inappropriate, or offensive content as flagged by users after it is posted. As such, YouTube
content creators, or “YouTubers” for short, represent a large cross-section of the population
who may be ignored or underrepresented in the traditional media industry. Although
YouTube is stereotypically viewed as a medium which predominantly appeals to teenagers,
many of the most popular YouTubers are twentysomethings who vlog (video blog)
autobiographically about their respective emerging-adult experiences. This practice
directly addresses my description of emerging-adult authorship as these emerging adults
can create their own content outside of the traditional industry which does not often place
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them in powerful creative positions. Moreover, the emerging-adult experience is often
captured in a present tense - that is, the videos capture current thoughts and actions – rather
than nostalgically reflecting upon the past.
Grace Helbig provides one such example. Helbig, who has over three million
subscribers to her channel as of May 2017, started making vlogs for YouTube in 2007 at
the age of twenty-two. In addition to making web videos, Helbig’s growing online
popularity over this ten-year period allowed her to expand into traditional media forms like
television, film, and books. Throughout all these texts, Helbig built her brand upon what
Buzzfeed writer Anne Helen Petersen calls “a distorted idea of what adulthood looks like”
(“Why Teens Love”). Helbig’s vlogs and related texts are predicated upon various
traditional YouTube video formats: reviews of selected topics, answering questions from
viewers, makeup tutorials, and collaborations with other YouTubers which adhere to that
individual’s formal structure of his or her series. Many of Helbig’s viewers’ questions ask
for romantic advice while the makeup tutorials provide Helbig’s insights for young women
when they are either going out with their friends or to meet guys. Both of these elements
apply to young, single emerging-adult women rather than married women, thereby keeping
her videos within the emerging-adult genre.
Regarding the collaborations, Helbig is best known for her personal and
professional associations with YouTubers Hannah Hart and Mamrie Hart (not related) and
their respective series “My Drunk Kitchen” and “You Deserve a Drink.” Petersen describes
the collaborations among the three friends as “the very best of sleepovers, punctuated with
weird food projects, makeup experiments, watching movies, and overwrought impressions
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of themselves and others.” Helbig may not specifically address adulthood, emerging
adulthood, or even growing up in her videos, but certain emerging-adult themes crop up at
various times like providing dating advice for her fans, enjoying her close homosocial
friendships with Hart and Hart, and moving houses to further her career. Petersen’s
metaphor of Helbig’s collaborations as “sleepovers” likens these videos to girlhood as most
heterosexual adults – both men and women – typically do not engage in traditional child
sleepovers. By creating this experience within her videos, Helbig implicitly acts childlike
even though she is past that age, thereby reinforcing her position as an emerging adult.
Petersen summarizes, “Helbig’s shtick isn’t to suggest what her teen viewers will be, but
what, in their own lives, they could be: introspective, brave, anchored by friendship, living
a life that’s not defined by romance and the desires of others” (“Why Teens Love”).
The same emerging-adult themes appear in Helbig’s other work to capitalize upon
her brand image. Helbig ventured into book authorship in 2014 like many other YouTubers
who have written books for added revenue, but she chose to write a tongue-in-cheek
“guidebook” to adulthood called Grace’s Guide: The Art of Pretending to Be a Grown-Up.
She includes sections on one’s professional, social, and love lives as well as one on lifestyle
choices such as recovering from a hangover, cooking, home décor, and traveling. Helbig
balances sensible advice (such as “Do your taxes”) with some “shortcuts” to adulthood that
are more facetious (“Deodorant CAN be perfume” or “Tell the cop there was a spider in
your car”). The book’s premise of “pretending” to be an adult suggests that her advice is
not for becoming an adult but merely how to act like an adult to feign maturity. As such,
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Helbig’s advice concentrates on emerging-adult issues like dating and one-night stands
rather than adult topics like sustaining a marriage and raising children.
Helbig has also ventured into films by acting in the features Camp Takota (Chris
Riedell and Nick Riedell, 2014) and Dirty 30 (Andrew Bush, 2016). Both films perpetuate
Helbig’s brand by presenting emerging-adult themes. The former stars Helbig as Elise
Miller, a publishing assistant who is engaged to Jeff (Chester See). After a mishap at work
for which she is fired and the discovery that Jeff is cheating on her, Elise drunkenly decides
to return to the titular girls’ camp – the same camp which she attended as a girl – as a
counselor. On her first day, Elise reunites with her friends and former fellow campers
Maxine (Mamrie Hart) and Allison (Hannah Hart). Over the course of the film, Elise’s
experiences at Camp Takota allow her to rebuild her life as she reinvigorates her writing
career by writing stories about the camp, starts a new relationship with Eli (Chris Riedell),
and builds strong friendships with Maxine and Allison. As such, the film deals with
emerging-adult issues like failures (and eventual successes) at work, love, and same-sex
friendships, all in a nostalgic way. Dirty 30 also concentrates on similar emerging-adult
topics. Dental assistant Kate Fields (Mamrie Hart) is about to turn thirty years old but is
dissatisfied with her personal and professional achievements. Days before her birthday,
Kate receives a letter that she wrote at sixteen in which the younger Kate imagines her life
at thirty: a fulfilling career, a gorgeous husband, and either pregnant or already raising a
child – essentially everything that she has not been able to achieve in her life. Despite her
initial apprehension, Kate allows her friends Evie (Grace Helbig) and Charlie (Hannah
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Hart) to throw a gigantic birthday party to celebrate. However, Kate rebuilds her life over
the course of the party by meeting a new love interest.
Helbig represents one kind of YouTuber who incorporates emerging-adult themes
into her various projects; however, other types of emerging-adult YouTubers exist. In
chapter one, I mention that playing video games is a key example of emerging-adult leisure.
However, video games also provide an intriguing representation of emerging adulthood
within online media due to the prevalence of the “Let’s Play” genre on YouTube and
streaming platforms like Twitch. In this type of video, the gamer broadcasts him/herself
playing the game while providing a critical or humorous commentary to create
entertainment for prospective viewers and sells ads as a means of making money. To an
extent, “Let’s Play” YouTubers are not just playing video games for leisure but as a source
of revenue. That is, they turn their play into financial profit. Yet while “Let’s Play”
YouTubers can professionalize play, many of them try to appeal to young male gamers by
utilizing irreverent “laddish” humor. 59
The best example of this trend is PewDiePie (born Felix Kjellberg) who currently
hosts the most subscribed channel on YouTube with over fifty-five million subscribers.
The Swedish YouTuber gained his popularity due to his humorous over-the-top reactions
to horror video games, but he later implemented controversial shock humor to help sustain
and build his audience. Critics and scholars have interrogated PewDiePie’s anti-politicallycorrect performance of an immature toxic masculinity (see Maloney, Roberts, and Caruso).
In an article for Buzzfeed, Jacob Clifton observes how PewDiePie genders his fans and his
detractors by calling his followers “bros” and those who complain about his humor
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“bitches.” His shock humor also implements racism and racial stereotypes such as his
casually using racial slurs, including Nazi imagery in his videos, and asking fans to create
a “Death to All Jews” sign during one of his live-streams. Patricia Hernandez from the
gaming website Kotaku argues that PewDiePie’s shock humor is normal for YouTube as
most YouTubers follow a simple formula to earn more views (and therefore greater
profits): “be shocking, be outrageous, push back on PC culture, and get the views.” This
type of behavior mirrors sociologist Michael Kimmel’s observations about white sixteen
to twenty-six-year-old men and boys who feel entitled to uphold controlling social
positions which their parents have hegemonically owned and maintain these authoritative
roles by demeaning minority groups. Moreover, Kimmel argues that these men avoid adult
responsibilities by retreating into a homosocial world; PewDiePie accomplishes this action
by making his videos for his “bros” and implicitly idealizing a masculine world. As such,
PewDiePie’s videos express his emerging-adult identity through their adolescent shock
humor. 60
Finally, other discourses like authorship and audiences that are important to other
identity genres could be applied to the emerging-adult genre even if they are not imperative
to constructing the genre’s boundaries. Authorship is particularly fascinating as most media
producers are likely past the life stage and authors of emerging-adult media texts may look
back and laugh or sigh at themselves and their autobiographical experiences from an older
vantage point. Although the author’s personal moments are often exaggerated, they provide
a realistic basis for the fictionalized representation. For instance, Clerks (1994) is based on
writer-director Kevin Smith’s time working as a clerk at a Quick Stop in New Jersey, just
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like the film’s lead characters; in fact, Smith held that job while Clerks was in production
and even shot the film at his work. Of course, film and television contain different
discourses of authorship which are important to distinguishing these nostalgic reflections
within the emerging-adult genre.
Film authorship is often attributed to the director but can also be argued for a
dominant personality like the film’s writer or its producer. 61 The emerging-adult film (500)
Days of Summer provides an example of this type of authorship as it is based on writer
Scott Neustadter’s failed romance. In the film’s DVD commentary, Neustadter admits that
“about seventy-five percent of the film” is based on his personal experiences with a girl
with whom he was in love but who did not reciprocate his feelings (Webb et al). Even
though he originally wrote the script to villainize the woman who broke his heart,
Neustadter admits that the script evolved past its original conception. Instead, it becomes
more of a self-evaluation in which Neustadter looks at the mistakes he made and how he
wishes he could correct them. He says, “Write what you know, but also write what you
want to know. […] (500) is very much the story of what I didn’t know, ’cause if I knew
anything, I might have been able to see what was going on [with the girl I was dating] and
not have been so crushed” (qtd. in Lusinski). Neustadter’s description of his cathartic
feelings while writing the script demonstrates how it becomes a writing therapy for him as
he confronts and changes his own emotional response throughout the process.
Television authorship discourses normally identify the showrunner as a text’s
central figure, but I also challenge this viewpoint. Although the showrunner may be
considered the author of an overall series due to his or her supervisory position, individual
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episodes may demonstrate the perspective of a writer (or multiple writers) who create the
script for that specific episode. In other words, authorship may exist on multiple levels
within a single episode: from the showrunner on a macro-level and from the episode writer
on a micro-level. Alfred Martin utilizes this distinction in his analysis of black-cast sitcoms,
arguing that “regardless of how much input there was on a script, or the revisions that were
made to it, the original writer’s (or writers’) DNA is inextricably part of the fabric of the
script” (64).
How I Met Your Mother (CBS, 2005-2014) demonstrates how these different types
of authorship may co-exist within the emerging-adult genre. The show is based on cocreators Carter Bays and Craig Thomas’s experiences living in New York. In the
retrospective DVD featurette “All Out of Spoilers,” Bays and Thomas reminisce about how
the program was initially constructed when they left New York and moved to Los Angeles
to become studio writers. Thomas recalls, “We were instantly nostalgic for our twenties in
New York […] at like age twenty-nine.” As a result, Bays and Thomas based the characters
on themselves and their experiences. In the “Video Yearbook” special feature on the first
season DVD, Thomas discusses the show’s inspiration from reality: “The idea came from
Carter and I deciding to write about our lives and so we decided we’d write about a couple
and a single guy. It’s sorta based on my wife and I as our couple and based on Carter as a
single guy who had gone to college together and sorta had, you know, graduated from
college and become this weird little family unit.” Bays concurs by adding, “I was single
and really stupid about it and hopeful, and Craig and his wife had just gotten married … It
felt like we had a lot to say about being people in our 20s, and love” (qtd. in A. Lee). Bays
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and Thomas based Ted on the former and Marshall on the latter, with Lily – initially
Marshall’s girlfriend and later his wife – based on Thomas’s wife. Certain plot
developments – both major and minor – are based on actual events from Bays’ and
Thomas’ lives. For example, Marshall and Lily break up at the end of the first season but
resolve their differences early in the second season; Thomas admits that he and his future
wife faced the same dilemma when they were engaged (qtd. in Ryan). Other parts of the
narrative are adapted from Bays’ and Thomas’ personal lives such as McLaren’s, the
fictional pub where the five main characters regularly meet, which is based on the New
York bar McGee’s which Bays and Thomas would frequent when they worked as staff
writers on The Late Show with David Letterman (CBS, 1993-2015) (Bays, Thomas, et al.).
Ted is also originally from Cleveland, Ohio, the same city in which Bays was born;
although a minor bit of background information, this element further links Ted and Bays.
Furthermore, Barney’s oft-repeated line “Have you met Ted?” is taken from reality (Bays
and Thomas, “We Are…”). Finally, Thomas articulates that the premise of the show’s long
running “slap bet” is based on Bays and his high school friends who would engage in slap
bets with each other (Thomas, Kang, and Smulders).
As the show progressed, characters would start absorbing characteristics and
actions from various staff writers; these elements would specifically be taken from that
writer’s experiences as a twentysomething. One such episode is “The Drunk Train”
(#7.16), which refers to the last train that leaves New York City for Long Island. The
episode follows Ted and Barney’s misadventures trying to seduce women on that train
which is, as Lily describes it, “just a bunch of drunk, sloppy idiots fresh off a night of
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partying in the city desperate to hook up with anything that moves.” Staff writers and Long
Island natives Craig Gerard and Matthew Zinman, both of whom were in their late twenties
when the episode was created, wrote the episode. As Long Islanders, Gerard and Zinman
were familiar with the Drunk Train before moving to Los Angeles to pursue their careers
in the media industry. Gerard recalls the genesis of their story concept: “We would come
home, go back to New York over Thanksgiving, go into the city and see our friends and
take that train home. […] Crazy, fights all the time. We got back to work and that idea was
on the [writers’ room story idea] board for three years” (qtd. in Eidler). As such, the episode
captures the emerging-adult character engaging in Gerard and Zinman’s experiences rather
than Bays and Thomas’s.

FINAL THOUGHTS

These various areas all provide important extensions to the heteronormative
fictional emerging-adult films and television programs which I analyze throughout this
dissertation. They demonstrate the social and industrial changes that have occurred
throughout the country and the American media industry. In particular, online media
provides a space outside of the traditional industry for emerging adults to fashion personal
narratives built around their own lives. Moreover, the genre constantly evolves as new
generations reach adulthood and face new and distinct obstacles which are then
incorporated into fictional media narratives.
Across this dissertation, I have defined the emerging-adult genre through its
characters’ representations, its classical and non-classical narrative structures, and the
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various changes in the genre across its history. Within these areas, I have considered how
fictional emerging-adult characters are portrayed on their quest to adulthood through the
key areas of romance, work, and living arrangements. Although the hero is typically on his
or her journey into adulthood by entering a monogamous relationship and/or starting a
fulfilling career, (s)he is often distracted by leisure activities such as partying, slacking,
shopping, or watching sports. As an identity genre, the emerging-adult representations can
be found in both classical and non-classical narratives and on both film and television. The
genre has evolved historically alongside important sociocultural changes which impact
emerging adults from that time period. As emerging adults face new issues, the media
representations also confront similar problems.
Moreover, my dissertation provides a necessary step forward for how media
scholars should consider genres. First, by examining emerging-adult representations across
film and television, I demonstrate how genre analyses should not be relegated to just one
medium. Instead, genre studies should consider both film and television to present an allencompassing genre understanding. Second, I clarify the distinctions between classical
genres and identity genres, and demonstrate that each type of genre should be studied in its
own unique manner. My analysis of the emerging-adult genre not only identifies the genre,
but also demonstrates the effectiveness of this analytical structure.
My intentions for this study have been to call attention to this new genre, to
understand how it initially developed, and to consider how it has evolved into its current
form. As studies of teenagers and the teen film demonstrate, fictional narratives about
growing up, taking responsibility, and reaching adulthood are important fixtures of the
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American media landscape. They provide myths for future generations about the perceived
“proper” ways to grow up and offer a look into that subculture for those who are outside
of it. People will, of course, continue to reach adulthood and, as such, the emerging-adult
genre will continue to be a prominent part of American media. However, it has reached an
important point in its development where it can be recognizable through its repeated tropes
and conventions even as the emerging-adult genre continues to produce representations.

ENDNOTES
58

Britain’s legal drinking age in eighteen rather than America’s twenty-one, meaning that British “gappers”
can drink alcohol legally.
59
The use of lad humor by many “Let’s Play” YouTubers reflects how the majority of the most subscribed
channels are men, which upholds cultural stereotypes that video games are aimed toward men and boys.
Despite male gamers dominating the genre, many popular female gaming YouTubers have over one million
subscribers (as on 2017) including SSSniperWolf, LDShadowLady, IHasCupquake, Fangs, TheRPGMinx,
YammyXOX, YOGSCAST Hannah, and Mari Takahashi of Smosh Games.
60

Despite PewDiePie’s immense online popularity, his shock humor has recently cost him ample business
opportunities with the media industry. As a result of his anti-Semitic “Death to All Jews” “joke,” Disney
severed their contract with him and Google cancelled their upcoming YouTube Red series Scare PewDiePie.
See Winkler, Nicas, and Fritz.
61

See Corliss and Vidal for arguments for the screenwriter as auteur; Schatz (Genius), Bernstein, Lane,
Custen, and Vertrees for the producer as auteur; Peter Lehman, Peterson, and Tait for the actor as auteur;
Petrie for the director of photography as auteur; Segal for the composer as auteur; Christensen for the film
studio as auteur.
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Appendix
Filmography of American Emerging-Adult Fiction Films and Television
Shows (as of July 1, 2017)

The following films comprise the emerging-adult genre and were considered for this study.
I have included all years for television programs even though only certain seasons may
represent emerging adulthood. I have also divided the appendix into four historical periods:
predecessors, Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennials.

PREDECESSORS
Title
The Ice Flood
Change of Heart
College Rhythm
Gentlemen are Born
The Cantor’s Son
From This Day Forward
The Best Years of Our Lives
Carrie
So Big
The Best of Everything
The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis
Studs Lonigan

Year
1926
1934
1934
1934
1937
1946
1946
1952
1953
1959
1959-1963
1960

BABY BOOMERS
Title
That Girl
The Graduate
I Love You, Alice B. Toklas

Year
1966-1971
1967
1968
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Psych-Out
Skidoo
Wild in the Streets
Goodbye, Columbus
Alice’s Restaurant
Easy Rider
Midnight Cowboy
Getting Straight
Ghetto Freaks
Love Story
The Magic Garden of Stanley Sweetheart
The Mary Tyler Moore Show
The Sidelong Glances of a Pigeon Kicker
Zabriskie Point
Carnal Knowledge
Butterflies are Free
The Sandy Duncan Show
Rhoda
Karen
Laverne & Shirley
Three’s Company
The Paper Chase

1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970-1977
1970
1970
1971
1972
1972
1974-1978
1975
1976-1983
1977-1984
1978-1979; 19831986
1978-1983
1979
1982
1983

Taxi
Return of the Secaucus 7
Diner
Independence Day
GENERATION X
Title
Diner
Independence Day
St. Elmo’s Fire
Bright Lights, Big City

Year
1982
1983
1985
1988
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Working Girl
sex, lies, and videotape
Beverly Hills, 90210
Slacker
Melrose Place
Singles
Wayne’s World
Bodies, Rest & Motion
Living Single
Ruby in Paradise
Wayne’s World 2
Blessing
Clerks
Don’t Do It
Friends
No Ordinary Love
Radio Inside
Reality Bites
Before Sunrise
Billy Madison
Glory Daze
How to Make an American Quilt
Kicking and Screaming
Mallrats
Party Girl
Beautiful Girls
Happy Gilmore
The Pallbearer
Pier 66
Staccato Purr of the Exhaust
SubUrbia
Swingers
The Truth About Cats and Dogs
Walking and Talking
Bongwater

1988
1989
1990-2000
1991
1992-1999
1992
1992
1993
1993-1998
1993
1993
1994
1994
1994
1994-2004
1994
1994
1994
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1997
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Chasing Amy
The First to Go
Good Will Hunting
Grind
Grosse Pointe Blank
Love Jones
Lovelife
My Best Friend’s Wedding
Romy and Michele’s High School Reunion
Where the Air is Cool and Dark
54
1999
Billy’s Hollywood Screen Kiss
Chocolate for Breakfast
Green
Half-Baked
The Last Days of Disco
Music From Another Room
A Night at the Roxbury
Next Stop Wonderland
Rounders
Since You’ve Been Gone
SLC Punk
Telling You
Two Guys, a Girl, and a Pizza Place
The Wedding Singer
24 Nights
200 Cigarettes
Big Daddy
Boys Don’t Cry
Chillicothe
Fight Club
Freak Talks About Sex
Never Been Kissed
Office Space
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1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998-2001
1998
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

Temps
The Broken Hearts Club: A Romantic Comedy
High Fidelity
If You Only Knew
Love and Basketball
North Beach
Queer as Folk
Requiem for a Dream
Spin the Bottle
8 Mile
30 Years to Life
Baby Boy
The Brothers
Kissing Jessica Stein
Legally Blonde
Scrubs
Tortilla Soup
Dummy
The Good Girl
Life or Something Like It
My Big Fat Greek Wedding
Personal Velocity
The Sweetest Thing
Old School
Wedding Crashers
Clerks II
Failure to Launch

1999
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001-2010
2001
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2003
2005
2006
2006

MILLENNIALS
Title
40 Days and 40 Nights
Funny Ha Ha
Van Wilder
All the Real Girls

Year
2002
2002
2002
2003
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Lost in Translation
One Tree Hill
Sol Goode
Uptown Girls
Winter Break
Entourage
Garden State
Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle
In Good Company
Raising Helen
The Right Way
Without a Paddle
The 40-Year-Old Virgin
Confessions of a Sociopathic Social Climber
Elizabethtown
Fever Pitch
Grey’s Anatomy
Harsh Times
How I Met Your Mother
Just Friends
Little Athens
Lonesome Jim
Mutual Appreciation
Not Quite Right
The Office
The Rest of Your Life
Shopgirl
Waiting…
Winter Passing
The Devil Wears Prada
The Groomsmen
LOL
The Namesake
School for Scoundrels
Wasted
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2003
2003-2012
2003
2003
2003
2004-2011
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005-present
2005
2005-2014
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005-2013
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006

What About Brian?
You, Me, and Dupree
Young American Bodies
Because I Said So
The Big Bang Theory
Chuck
Hannah Takes the Stairs
Holding Trevor
In Search of a Midnight Kiss
In the Land of Women
Into the Wild
Juno
Knocked Up
The Last Kiss
Mama’s Boy
Moving McAllister
The Nanny Diaries
Spider-Man 3
Team Picture
Waitress
27 Dresses
The Art of Being Straight
The Book of Caleb
Definitely, Maybe
Forgetting Sarah Marshall
Gigantic
Harold and Kumar Escape From Guantanamo Bay
The House Bunny
How to Be
The Mysteries of Pittsburgh
Nights and Weekends
Pineapple Express
Pretty Ugly People
Quarterlife
Rachel Getting Married
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2006-2007
2006
2006
2007
2007-present
2007-2012
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

Two Lovers
Wanted
Zack and Miri Make a Porno
(500) Days of Summer
Accidentally on Purpose
Adventureland
Big Fan
Bride Wars
Confessions of a Shopaholic
The Exploding Girl
The Hangover
He’s Just Not That Into You
Humpday
I Love You, Man
Medicine for Melancholy
Melrose Place
The New Twenty
Nobody
Party Down
Post Grad
The Waterhole
$#*! My Dad Says
100 Questions
Best Laid Plans
Cyrus
Dear John
Going the Distance
Greenberg
Happythankyoumoreplease
Pretty Little Liars
Prime of Your Life
The Romantics
She’s Out of My League
Tiny Furniture
10 Years

2008
2008
2008
2009
2009-2010
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009-2010
2009
2009
2009-2010
2009
2009
2010-2011
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010-2017
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
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2 Broke Girls
30 Minutes or Less
50/50
6 Month Rule
A Bag of Hammers
A Good Old Fashioned Orgy
A Very Harold & Kumar 3D Christmas
American Animal
Arthur
The Misadventures of Awkward Black Girl
Bad Teacher
Breaking In
Bridesmaids
Bucky Larson: Born to Be a Star
The Change-Up
Dark Horse
Do Whatever
Free Samples
Friends with Benefits (film)
Friends with Benefits (television series)
The Green Hornet
The Hangover Part II
Happy Endings
Hart of Dixie
How to Be a Gentleman
I Just Want My Pants Back
Jeff, Who Lives at Home
Love Bites
Mad Love
Man Up!
The Muppets
Must Come Down
New Girl
No Strings Attached
One Day
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2011-2017
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011-2013
2011
2011-2012
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011-2013
2011-2015
2011-2012
2011-2012
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2012
2011-present
2011
2011

Our Idiot Brother
Take Me Home Tonight
What’s Your Number?
Workaholics
Your Highness
21 Jump Street
American Reunion
Are You There, Chelsea?
Bachelorette
Celeste & Jesse Forever
Don’t Trust the B---- in Apartment 23
Emily Owens, M.D.
The Five-Year Engagement
For a Good Time, Call
Frances Ha
Girl Most Likely
Girls
Holliston
The Kitchen
Liberal Arts
Lola Versus
Magic Mike
Men at Work
The Mindy Project
Partners
Save the Date
Silver Linings Playbook
Ted
The Trouble with Bliss
Underemployed
Wanderlust
The Watch
21 & Over
Adult World
Being Mary Jane

2011
2011
2011
2011-2017
2011
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012-2013
2012-2013
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012-2017
2012-2013
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012-2014
2012-present
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012-2013
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013-present
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Best Night Ever
Don Jon
Drinking Buddies
Grace Unplugged
Her
The Lifeguard
Short Term 12
Some Girl(s)
Super Fun Night
This is the End
Zach Stone is Gonna Be Famous
22 Jump Street
A to Z
About Last Night
Broad City
Camp Takota
Cristela
Friends with Better Lives
Garfunkel and Oates
Laggies
Let’s Be Cops
Life Partners
Looking
Manhattan Love Story
Mixology
Mulaney
Neighbors
Obvious Child
Selfie
Silicon Valley
That Awkward Moment
Undateable
Veronica Mars (film)
Walk of Shame
You’re the Worst

2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013-2014
2013
2013
2014
2014-2015
2014
2014-present
2014
2014-2015
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014-2016
2014
2014
2014-2015
2014
2014
2014
2014-present
2014
2014-2016
2014
2014
2014-present
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Crazy Ex-Girlfriend
Entourage
Kevin from Work
Man Seeking Woman
Master of None
The Night Before
Ted 2
Trainwreck
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
We Are Your Friends
Cooper Barrett’s Guide to Surviving Life
Dirty 30
The Great Indoors
How to Be Single
La La Land
Love
Mike and Dave Need Wedding Dates
Neighbors 2: Sorority Rising
The Big Sick
Colossal
Girlboss
G.L.O.W.
Rough Night

2015-present
2015
2015
2015-2017
2015-present
2015
2015
2015
2015-present
2015
2016
2016
2016-2017
2016
2016
2016-present
2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
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